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substance use disorder misschien lichtelijk is verhoogd door jullie, hielden jullie me
wel met beide benen op de grond, en hielpen jullie me herinneren wat echt belangrijk is.
Dan rest mij nog één persoon om te bedanken, en zoals wel vaker gebruikelijk

is in de wetenschappelijke literatuur, is de laatste persoon de belangrijkste. Inge,
wat ben je een geweldige vrouw. Ik heb je vaak geplaagd met hoe ik je in mijn dankwoord zou opnemen, maar eigenlijk maakt het niet uit wat ik hier zeg want woorden
schieten toch te kort. Als er iemand is geweest die mij door dit avontuur heen heeft
gesleept ben jij het wel. Dit promotie traject was voor jou af en toe net zo moeilijk (al
dan niet moeilijker) als voor mij, maar jij was er altijd voor me. Ontzettend bedankt
voor alles!
Frank Blaauw
Groningen
January 12, 2018
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Chapter 1

Introduction

magine a world that takes place on a single sheet of paper. A world with no
height, no depth. A world that only exists in two dimensions. In this world the
most complex shapes are squares — not cubes, circles — not spheres, and so forth.
To some this world is known as Flatland (Abbot, 1884). Flatland is a world that only
exists on the x, y-plane. Like our world, Flatland is a world inhabited by numerous
living creatures; Flatlanders. Flatlanders themselves are shapes consisting of a number of corners or angles (e.g., rectangles, pentagons, hexagons, heptagons, up to a
possibly infinite number of angles, viz., circles). Buildings and other structures in
Flatland are materialized using a variety of different shapes and orientations. An
abstract world like Flatland might be a hard to visualize for people living in Spaceland (a world with three dimensions, our world), but one can think of Flatland as
what one sees when leveling eyes with a table top.
In Abbot’s Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions, Abbot describes a male persona in his day-to-day life in Flatland, Mr. A. Square. A. Square explains to us what
the world looks like from his perspective. For him, Flatland is the world, like earth is
our world. One day, A. Square runs into the ‘Monarch of the world’. Another world
that is, as this monarch is the king of Lineland. Lineland, as one might have guessed,
is a world that consists only of a single dimension and exists in parallel to Flatland.
The creatures that live in this world consist only of a single line1 and movement in
this world is either forward or backward, like a caterpillar trapped in a tube. In the
book, A. Square speaks with this (rather arrogant) king, who describes him the way
things work in Lineland. He explains that Linelanders have been fully adapted to be
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in this case are considered to be unidimensional, with a length and a ‘height’ of limhÑ0 h.
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able to live in this unidimensional world2 . A. Square is astonished to learn about
this unidimensional world, and is eager to tell the king about his world, Flatland.
He rapidly begins explaining this, in his opinion, far more beautiful world of not
one, but two dimensions. Unfortunately, the conversation is not very fruitful:
“Behold me — I am a Line, the longest in Lineland, over six inches of Space — ” the king
said
“Of Length”, the Flatlander ventured to suggest.
“Fool,” said the king, “Space is Length. Interrupt me again, and I have done.”
— From Edwin A. Abbot, Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions

A. Square is left baffled and does not understand how the king is not amazed by
Flatland. The story progresses and a short while later another peculiar event occurs.
While A. Square is just roaming around in his pentagonal house, a strange creature
seems to have appeared out of nowhere; a shape with the ability to grow and shrink
(which is generally considered impossible in both Flatland and Lineland). Furthermore, A. Square is not able to detect any angles on this mysterious intruder3 , and it
seems that he has encountered a perfect circle, an entity of extreme rarity in Flatland
and one with the highest of ranks. A. Square speaks to this extraordinary entity,
which replies that it is a Solid; a Sphere, and not a plane Figure. He explains that he
in fact consists of an infinite number of stacked Circles, of sizes varying from a point
to a circle with a diameter of several centimeters.
After some attempts of the Sphere to explain his world, Spaceland, A. Square
cannot comprehend the event that just unfolded before his eyes:
“Monster,“ I shrieked, “be thou juggler, enchanter, dream, or devil, no more will I endure
thy mockeries. Either thou or I must perish.“ And saying these words I precipitated myself
upon him.
— From Edwin A. Abbot, Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions

Although their relation seems to improve in the remainder of Abbot’s work, the
inherent difficulty of understanding and trusting systems or worlds of different dimensions is evident. The story of Flatland illustrates nicely the complexity involved
in thinking outside of the dimensionality one is familiar with. Though the worlds of
A. Square, the monarch, and the sphere share similarities, they are not compatible
and the creatures use different notions of space-time. If one is used to a high dimensional system, it can be hard to acknowledge the existence of lower dimensional
systems. The contrary is even more compelling; for people used to a low number
2 For

example, they possess exceptional auditory senses.
there are only two dimensions in Flatland, Flatlanders have devised certain techniques to
distinguish the number of edges a shape has, as this is of vital importance for their culture and hierarchy.
3 Although
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of dimensions, it can be challenging (if not impossible) to think about and visualize
a higher dimensional world. This dilemma coincides, in my opinion, with the current practice in many fields of research, in particular in the field of psychopathology
research.
Psychopathology research is the field of science that focuses on the psychological
and behavioral dysfunctions that occur in mental illnesses. Traditionally, research in
this field is rooted in the perspective of studying groups of individuals, and by generalizing found concepts to each person (Lamiell, 1998). Although such perspective
is practical and useful in certain cases, this generalization has frequently been called
into question (Lamiell, 1981). The main shortcoming of this approach is the neglect
of the individual dimensions: the dimensions that capture the heterogeneity within
an individual, as opposed to the heterogeneity between individuals. These methods
in research stand perpendicular on clinical practice. While in clinical practice the
day-to-day functioning of the individual is paramount, research usually focuses on
ever larger population samples over long time intervals, disregarding the importance of the individual.
This dissertation aims to bridge the gap between the diverged ‘group’-dimensions and ‘individual’-dimensions in psychopathology research. We combine computer science, statistics, and psychopathology research to give the individual person
a central role in modern psychopathology research. The notion of dimensionality is
a leitmotif throughout this work, and is applied in different contexts. On the one
hand, we refer to dimensionality from a computer science and statistical viewpoint,
in which we use the notion of dimensionality to denote the number of variables
modeled in a system. As such, each variable describes a certain feature of a group
of individuals, or an individual in particular. On the other hand, dimensionality
is referred to from the philosophy of psychological diagnosis. We hypothesize that
mental illnesses are not necessarily binary, and that actually the combination of various dimensions could in fact describe various gradations of psychopathology. In
other words, merely classifying someone as ‘ill’ versus ‘healthy’ might not be sufficient.

1.1

A Classification System

General medicine revolves around the concepts of diagnoses and treatment. A large
part of diagnosis focuses on systematic analysis of the symptoms patients might
show. The goal of diagnosis is then to find the ‘latent’ illness, or common cause of
these symptoms. In other words, the goal is to go from a higher dimensional set of
symptoms, to a lower (or uni)dimensional set of illnesses. In general medicine this
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method works well, which underlies its dissemination to the field of psychopathology research and practice.
The traditional conceptualization of psychological illnesses and diagnosis thereof
is similar to this approach. When a patient shows particular symptoms, they are diagnosed with the associated illness. For instance, a person is considered to suffer
from a major depressive disorder (MDD) whenever adhering to the following criteria, as laid out by the current version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM)4 :
Major depressive disorder
1. Five (or more) of the following symptoms have been present during the same two-week
period and represent a change from previous functioning; at least one of the symptoms is
either (i) depressed mood or (ii) loss of interest or pleasure.
Note: Do not include symptoms that are clearly attributable to another medical condition.
(a) Depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated by either subjective
report (e.g., feels sad, empty, hopeless) or observation made by others (e.g., appears
tearful). (Note: In children and adolescents, can be irritable mood.)
(b) Markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities most of the
day, nearly every day (as indicated by either subjective account or observation).
(c) Significant weight loss when not dieting or weight gain (e.g., a change of more than
5 % of body weight in a month), or decrease or increase in appetite nearly every day.
(Note: In children, consider failure to make expected weight gain.)
(d) Insomnia or hypersomnia nearly every day.
(e) Psychomotor agitation or retardation nearly every day (observable by others, not
merely subjective feelings of restlessness or being slowed down).
(f) Fatigue or loss of energy nearly every day.
(g) Feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt (which may be delusional) nearly every day (not merely self-reproach or guilt about being sick).
(h) Diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness, nearly every day (either
by subjective account or as observed by others).
(i) Recurrent thoughts of death (not just fear of dying), recurrent suicidal ideation without a specific plan, or a suicide attempt or a specific plan for committing suicide.
2. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational,
or other important areas of functioning.
3. The episode is not attributable to the physiological effects of a substance or another medical condition.

4 The DSM is a manual that presents a classification of mental disorders and the related criteria, with
the goal to diagnose these mental disorders in a reliable and unified manner (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
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Note: Criteria 1 to 3 represent a major depressive episode.
Note: Responses to a significant loss (e.g., bereavement, financial ruin, losses from a natural disaster, a serious medical illness or disability) may include the feelings of intense
sadness, rumination about the loss, insomnia, poor appetite, and weight loss noted in
Criterion 1, which may resemble a depressive episode. Although such symptoms may be
understandable or considered appropriate to the loss, the presence of a major depressive
episode in addition to the normal response to a significant loss should also be carefully
considered. This decision inevitably requires the exercise of clinical judgment based on
the individual’s history and the cultural norms for the expression of distress in the context
of loss.
4. The occurrence of the major depressive episode is not better explained by schizoaffective
disorder, schizophrenia, schizophreniform disorder, delusional disorder, or other specified and unspecified schizophrenia spectrum and other psychotic disorders.
5. There has never been a manic episode or a hypomanic episode.
Note: This exclusion does not apply if all of the manic-like or hypomanic-like episodes
are substance-induced or are attributable to the physiological effects of another medical
condition.
— Copied fragment from DSM-V, American Psychiatric Association (2013)

However, there is ample debate whether this approach is the optimal way to define
and classify mental health problems; a debate which has intensified over the past
decades (Kapur, Phillips, & Insel, 2012; Kendler & First, 2010; Kendler, Zachar, &
Craver, 2011; Wakefield, 1992). The DSM brought standardization in diagnoses and
treatment in a field that used to be heavily fragmented, and served as a means to offer a shared clinical language. Nonetheless, DSM categories have been criticized for
their lack of empirical support and the absence of an underlying theoretical framework (Kapur et al., 2012; Kendler et al., 2011; Wardenaar & de Jonge, 2013; Whooley, 2014). As columnist Brooks (2013, May 23) sharply addresses in the New York
Times: “Mental diseases are not really understood the way, say, liver diseases are understood, as a pathology of the body and its tissues and cells” (p. A19). Furthermore, Allan
Frances — the chair of the team creating the DSM-IV — describes constructs such as
‘schizophrenia’ to be useful, but also points out that these constructs are mere descriptions of psychiatric problems, instead of diseases (Frances, 2014). Although the
DSM system is essential in psychiatric practice, scientists raised concerns about its
use, and argued that the current classification system hampers our understanding
of psychiatric disorders and can lead to scientific stagnation (Dehue, 2014; T. Insel,
2013; Kapur et al., 2012; Whooley, 2014).
Besides fundamental methodological concerns revolving around the design of
the DSM, the traditional dichotomous approach (‘ill’ as opposed to ‘healthy’ indi-
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viduals; mentally ‘normal’ as opposed to mentally ‘abnormal’; Frances, 2014) has
also given rise to concerns.
Firstly, the expression of a symptom can be highly heterogeneous between (and
within) individuals. While some DSM criteria already specify variability between
and within individuals, such as having symptoms ‘most of the day, nearly every
day’ versus ‘most days’, these specifications lack a solid empirical foundation, and
do not allow for the identification of course fluctuations (Horwitz & Wakefield,
2007; Hyman, 2007; Kapur et al., 2012; Kupfer, First, & Regier, 2002; Wardenaar &
de Jonge, 2013; Widiger & Samuel, 2005), or for sequential expressions, such as a
shift from sadness to anxiety over time (Doré, Ort, Braverman, & Ochsner, 2015;
Kessler et al., 2005; Stossel, 2014). While DSM categories are presented as homogeneous disease entities, combinations of different illnesses prevail (so-called comorbidity), implying that the boundaries between diagnostic categories are necessarily fuzzy (Clark, Watson, & Reynolds, 1995; Kendler, 2012; Krueger & Markon,
2006; Ormel et al., 2013; van Loo, Romeijn, de Jonge, & Schoevers, 2013; Widiger &
Samuel, 2005). For example, it is not uncommon for a person to experience both
symptoms of anxiety disorder and symptoms of depressive disorder (e.g., Kessler,
Merikangas, & Wang, 2007; Lamers et al., 2011), and that people are even diagnosed with both disorders, while according to DSM-V these disorders are mutually exclusive. Additionally, treatment effects tend to be rather non-specific, for
example, antidepressants do not only decrease depression (Olfson & Marcus, 2009;
Roest et al., 2015), and even genetic predispositions defy DSM disorder boundaries
in twin (Kendler, 1996), family (K. Dean et al., 2010), and genome-wide association
studies (O’Dushlaine et al., 2015).
Secondly, the descriptive consensus-based DSM categories imply a dichotomy of
disordered versus healthy people: subjects either fulfill a sufficient number of polythetic diagnostic disorder classification criteria (see the earlier provided fragment
of the DSM-V entry for MDD) or they do not (Kendler & Parnas, 2014; Krueger &
Markon, 2006). Research suggests, however, that mental strengths and symptoms
are generally continuously distributed in the population, without any evident ‘zone
of rarity’, and that existing cutoffs are arbitrary and inconsistent (e.g., Gutiérrez et
al., 2008; Kendell & Jablensky, 2003; Kendler, 2012; Ormel et al., 2013; Widiger &
Sankis, 2000). Mental health problems that might require care can be located at the
extreme ends of continuously distributed mental state dimensions (Clark & Watson,
1991; Durbin & Hicks, 2014; Krueger, 1999; Mineka, Watson, & Clark, 1998).
Although a dimensional approach to psychopathology regains influence in psychiatry (Dumont, 2010; Kendler, 2012; Kendler & Parnas, 2014), research into an empirical foundation remains imperative. An alternate world in which these concepts
coincide and become the rule rather than the exception is one in which both the
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dimensionality of the illness, in which an illness could comprise various combinations and degrees of symptoms, and the dimensionality of the symptoms, in which
a symptom could be expressed with different levels and could vary over time, are
taken into account. In such a world view, the needs of the individual suffering from
psychopathology can be better fulfilled. The individual does not need to exceed a
threshold of prerequisites for a mental illness category, but is rather evaluated and
treated based on the combination of the symptoms experienced.

New approaches to psychopathology research have since emerged, relaxing the
notion of illness and focusing on symptoms instead (Fried, 2015). One of these approaches is through the lenses of graph and network analysis. A graph or network
is defined as a set of nodes and a set of edges connecting these nodes, and forming a graph (Newman, 2010). Applied to psychopathology, the nodes can represent symptoms and the edges can denote the interactions or correlations between
these symptoms. An illness is then not represented by a diagnosis, but rather by
the emerging structure of its symptoms and their interactions. One of the first approaches to apply this ‘network perspective’ was performed by Cramer, Waldorp,
van der Maas, and Borsboom (2010), who investigated the notion of comorbidity
by inspecting networks of symptoms existing in multiple psychological disorders.
This network perspective allows for a more flexible approach than the relatively
rigid DSM categories. For example, when a person suffers from both symptoms of
anxiety and depression, according to the DSM these symptoms are considered to
originate from only one illness; either depression or anxiety disorder. In the network approach however, an illness is manifested by the various combinations of
symptoms and their interactions (possibly in a unique way). By relaxing the notion
of disorder and shifting towards a network of symptoms and interactions, we can
attain new perspectives on psychopathology research.

Apart from using this network perspective to retrieve information on the macrolevel, namely on the level of symptoms (e.g., Borsboom, Cramer, Schmittmann, Epskamp, & Waldorp, 2011; Cramer et al., 2010; van Borkulo et al., 2015), the network
perspective has also been used to map out micro-level relations, that is, the momentto-moment variability of experiences, mood, and other factors (e.g., Bos et al., 2017;
Bringmann et al., 2013; Wichers, 2014; Wichers, Wigman, & Myin-Germeys, 2015).
This micro-level perspective is of special interest, as it can serve as a means to alleviate the group-level dependence in psychopathology research, and enable for a more
individualistic and personalized approach.
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1.2

Group and Individual Data to Improve Well-being

Attempts at sustaining and enhancing well-being, and improving mental health
are predominantly based on nomothetic research (van der Krieke, 2014). In nomothetic (or cross-sectional) research, samples of the population are investigated to
find generic laws of patients’ well-being (Allport, 1937). Nomothetic research builds
upon the assumption of homogeneity. Most studies in the field of psychopathology
research focus on large groups for performing their research (Lamiell, 1998; Molenaar, 2004). A data sample is once (or a small number of times) collected from a
population, generally as large as possible, and this sample is generalized to all individual members of the population that the sample is supposed to be drawn from.
As a consequence, the majority of evidence-based treatment guidelines in health
care apply to a non-existent average individual and they do not sufficiently account for
the fact that each person is different and should be treated as such (Allport, 1937;
Barlow & Nock, 2009; Lamiell, 1998). Although these large group based studies
have proved useful for giving insight in underlying population mechanisms, they
are often only marginally useful for providing reliable knowledge on the level of
the individual (Hamaker, 2012; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009). The heterogeneity
among and within people is large and although a part of the underlying biological underpinnings might be shared between all individuals, a large part is possibly
unique, and is hard to generalize. This nomothetic approach has been criticized
for leading to knowledge that is ‘true on average’ (Lamiell, 1998). Disregarding the
fact that these results hold for the group and not necessarily for the individual, can
lead to inaccuracies, a phenomenon researchers researchers have coined the ecological fallacy (Piantadosi, Byar, & Green, 1988). The same holds for the effectiveness
of medicine, which might be effective on average, but can show variance in their
effectiveness on the individual level (Rothwell, 1995).
Recently, researchers have called for a more personal approach in mental health
care (Hamaker, 2012; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009), which can be realized by means
of (quantitative) idiographic research (Allport, 1937). Where nomothetic research
focuses on between person variation, idiographic research focuses on the variation
within people5 . That is, research in which an individual compares themselves over
time. In a typical quantitative idiographic study a person completes multiple, repetitive assessments within a specified time period, resulting in a time series data set.
Promising techniques that are widely used to support such research in psychopa5 Note

that the notion of ‘nomothetic’ and ‘idiographic’ research have, since reintroduced by Allport
in 1937 (after Munsterberg in 1899), diverged from the terms as originally introduced by Windelband
in 1980 (Hurlburt & Knapp, 2006; Lamiell, 1998). In the present work, we adhere to the notion of these
terms as used by Allport (1937).
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thology are diary studies, or experience sampling method (ESM; Csikszentmihalyi &
Larson, 1987) and ecological momentary assessment (EMA; Shiffman, S., & Stone,
1998)6 methods. In E MA and ESM participants repeatedly asses themselves for a
certain period of time (usually days to weeks), by filling-out a single or a set of
questionnaires on a relatively high frequency (e.g., daily or multiple times per day).
These techniques rely on the ambulatory collection of longitudinal self-report data.
Due to the inherent chronological ordering applied in these techniques, the collected
data is a time series. Such data provides insight into the intraindividual variability of psychological factors over time (viz., the moment-to-moment fluctuations).
Moreover, when the time series data is analyzed with specialized statistical techniques, cause-effect relationships can be revealed between features measured in the
repeated assessments (Emerencia et al., 2016; van der Laan & Rose, 2017). Such relationships are of particular interest because they allow for prediction, which might
pave the way for influencing the cause when the effect is not desirable. As a result, idiographic research and time series assessments can form the basis for highly
personalized treatment advice.
Health researchers face significant challenges regarding data collection, data analysis, and the generation of feedback, when conducting idiographic research and attempting to make the idiographic results available for practice. This has hampered
implementation of idiographic research on a large scale. We hypothesize that the
challenges in idiographic research could be tackled by automating part of the data
collection, data analysis, and feedback generation processes in order to realize a
highly personalized medicine. Self-evidently, automated analysis of large amounts of
data on an ever larger scale has a strong connection to the field of computer science.
Measuring people on large scales nowadays, where computers and information and
communication technology (ICT) play a large role in our day to day lives, could be
considered impractical and perhaps infeasible without the use of such technology.
Moreover, the usefulness of computer science becomes apparent when the aim is
to provide users with personalized feedback and advice based on the specific individual. Applying manual analysis for generating such advice is not scalable, and
automated techniques need to be devised to enable practical implementations. One
way to go forward with such automated techniques is by means of model based simulations (Blaauw, van der Krieke, Emerencia, Aiello, & de Jonge, 2017a; Borsboom
et al., 2016; Jebb, Tay, Wang, & Huang, 2015). Such model based simulations could
measure hypothetical outcomes in so called ‘counterfactual’ experiments, and use
these outcomes as proxies for actual (and practically impossible) full controlled ex6 Although the terms EMA and ESM originate from different research processes (Trull & Ebner-Priemer,
2009), they are often used interchangeably. In the present work we do not make a distinction between
the two and use the terms ESM, EMA, and diary study interchangeably.
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periments (Rubin, 1974). This search for automated analysis techniques is the topic
of Part II, where we further explore the use of automated analysis for personalized
feedback methods.
As always, there are drawbacks to the realization of a highly personalized medicine. While traditional, nomothetic approaches aim to generate knowledge that
proves effective for a large group of people, a personalized approach aims at subgroups of people, and does not propose general approaches that suit all people. This
subgrouping can introduce new issues, such as the curse of dimensionality.

1.3

Back to Dimensionality, and its Curse

The notion of curse of dimensionality highlights the various problems encountered
when working with high-dimensional data (viz., a high number of variables or covariates; Bellman, 1961). When explaining this notion in terms of combinatorics, the
so-called curse becomes apparent. Suppose we define dimensionality as the number
of features included in a simple model. Let us hypothesize a relation between two
variables: age and gender, on some measure of mental health. If we would stratify
people based on these two dimensions only, and for simplicity we would consider
age as a “ tx P N0 , 0 ď x ď 122u (Whitney, 1997, August 5) and we consider gender
to be a binary variable s “ t♂, ♀u “ t0, 1u, we would end up with a matrix of possibilities G “ a b s, where G P N0123ˆ2 . In other words, with just two dimensions,
any person in the world belongs to exactly one of 246 strata (or cells in the matrix).
If we were to add a third dimension, say education, and for simplicity assume everyone could be measured on a level e “ t0 . . . 10u, this would increase the number
of strata to N123ˆ2ˆ11
. Adding this single dimension thus increases the number of
0
strata to 2 706. In fact, the number of strata increases exponentially with the number of dimensions. As such, even after adding a reasonably low number of features
(viz., dimensions), we could end up with a single person per stratum, and only a
few features are needed to describe any individual uniquely (see, e.g., El Emam &
Dankar, 2008; Koot, 2012, for examples of this phenomenon with respect to privacy
and anonymity).
This curse is what both fuels and hinders the implementation of a true personalized medicine (a medicine personalized for every individual). On the one hand,
such large heterogeneity among people makes it very difficult to solely rely on unspecific group data, and apply a one-size-fits-all approach. On the other hand, the
fact that every person can be considered unique makes it practically impossible to
create treatments and medicine for a specific individual (Louca, 2012).
An often used misinterpretation of the term ‘personalized medicine’ is that it
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has the goal to offer specific treatments for each individual in isolation, while in
fact the vision is to tailor treatments not necessarily to individuals in separation,
but to smaller strata as opposed to the infamous one-size-fits-all approach (Lesko,
2007; Louca, 2012; National Research Council, 2011). More recently, a different term
was coined partly to prevent this misinterpretation: precision medicine. The goal of
precision medicine is neither to use general treatments for each individual, nor to
create a specific treatments for each individual in separation. Its goal is to find a
Goldilocks zone of the level of personalization involved. Precision medicine focuses
on small groups of stratified individuals (Jameson & Longo, 2015; Louca, 2012). The
use of more information defining the individual could enable a more personalized
(or precise) medicine, as defined in Section 1.2.
In this dissertation we do investigate applications which focus on providing a
true personalized medicine, that is, applications that have a large component solely
based on data retrieved from the individual. We therefore deliberately distinguish
precision medicine from true personalized medicine, especially in terms of personalized advice. We use the term personalized advice for advice focused and based on
the individual, and precision advice for personalization based on (smaller) groups
of individuals.

1.4

Scope and Contribution of this Dissertation

This dissertation presents our research on methods that could serve as a catalyst
for personalization in the field of mental health. We performed several studies to
investigate and mitigate the challenges related to personalization described in the
current chapter, namely the challenges regarding data collection, data analysis, and
the generation of feedback. We provide an overview of these studies, and give conclusions and directions for future research. The present work provides ideas useful
for general practice; both in terms of research and in terms of clinical practice.
Our work mainly revolves around two large scale Dutch research projects: HoeGekIsNL (or in English: HowNutsAreTheDutch), and Leefplezier. These projects
have inter alia been started to provide an insight in the moment-to-moment fluctuations in individual well-being. The novel individual and longitudinal way in which
HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND) and Leefplezier collect data poses several challenges
which one would not experience when performing ‘regular’, cross-sectional studies.
Challenges like: “how to analyze such personal data sets?”, “how can these data sets be
analyzed on a large scale?”, “should we just neglect the fact that there is a group which could
help make our results more robust?”, “how can we reduce the burden of intensive studies
for the individual?”, and “how can we do this on a large scale?” These challenges are
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addressed in this dissertation.
The challenges related to data collection are investigated using the aforementioned research projects. We set up two Dutch national studies to measure psychopathology in general and elderly populations, and we devised a generic architecture
for building such e-mental health platforms. These platforms are created to collect
both cross-sectional and individual data. We acknowledge the fact that the use of the
intensive longitudinal self-report methods for collecting individual data (viz., EMA)
has various drawbacks, for instance the burden for participants to fill out the questionnaires and the inherent subjectiveness of the data. Filling out questionnaires a
number of times a day is cumbersome, and arguably not the way to go forward, especially when asking questions that can be replaced by automated methods, such as
sensors. Moreover, EMA self-reported sleep duration or physical activity have been
shown to be unreliable (Lauderdale, Knutson, Yan, Liu, & Rathouz, 2008), and from
this perspective, sensor data can be expected to be more reliable and objective than
corresponding EMA questions. To resolve these drawbacks, we developed a way to
collect such individual data in a ubiquitous manner. As such, we propose a platform
to collect data in a less intrusive manner, whilst still being applicable in large scale
research in a platform named Physiqual.
We approach the challenge of analyzing data from these studies from three viewpoints. Firstly we take the individualistic route, in which we focus on creating models purely based on data retrieved from the individual, that is, true personalized
research. Secondly, we approach the challenges from the opposite side by showing
how we can use longitudinal group data to make highly adaptive, stratified predictions, and aim for a precision medicine. Finally, we combine the power of the
individualistic and group perspective, and approach our problem from a combination of both viewpoints — a group-powered individualistic approach. In this third
approach, we propose and implement a framework that allows for the combination
of the large data sets collected from a group-based study with the relatively small
data sets collected for the individual, with the goal of finding statistical parameters
for the individual and the group.

1.5

Outline

The overall structure of this dissertation takes the form of eleven chapters subdivided into two parts. Before this division, we present a brief overview of the recent
history and state of the art of idiographic psychopathology research, the means to
collect such data, and methods to analyze these data in the next chapter.
After introducing this background, we explore our psychopathology research
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platforms in Part I. In this part, we provide an overview of the different platforms
created for the present work, namely HowNutsAreTheDutch and Leefplezier. First
in Chapter 3, we provide an overview of the platforms, and show the decisions
and thought process behind both platforms. We describe the different types of data
collected using these platforms and the rationale behind these different forms of
data collection. After this initial introduction, we provide a generalized serviceoriented architecture (SOA) by analyzing the architectures of HND and Leefplezier in
Chapter 4. In this chapter we dive into the architectural details of both platforms and
make a comparison in order to come to a general architecture for similar e-mental
health platforms. Finally, in Chapter 5 we provide several descriptive statistics and
general results obtained from these studies.
In the second part of this dissertation, we explore the analysis of data, such as
the data collected in Part I. In Chapter 6, we approach this data set from the individualistic point of view, or the so-called true personalized perspective. We provide an
algorithm to perform analysis on a time-series only containing information about
a single individual. We propose Automated Impulse Response Analysis (AIRA), an
algorithm / approach to create personalized feedback showing how the individual
could improve his or her well-being.
In Chapter 7, we approach the analysis problem from a different perspective,
that is, the perspective of the group, by applying a machine learning methodology.
Machine learning is “the capacity of a computer to learn from experience, i.e., to modify
its processing on the basis of newly acquired information.”7 We describe the machine
learning pipeline we created to answer questions about stratified individuals, using
data retrieved at the group level. Our aim in this chapter is to predict the chronicity
of above clinical threshold levels of depression. The pipeline applies a method that
allows the created estimators to be of high dimension, and therefore might be useful
for prediction.
In Chapter 8, we combine the approaches used in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, and
use the power of the group whilst we tailor our parameters of interest to the individual. In this chapter we describe and apply two novel machine learning techniques
known as Online SuperLearner (OSL) combined with the online one-step estimator
(OOS). In this two step approach we first use OSL to train a series of machine learning estimators in a similar fashion as we did in Chapter 7, but now using time series
data like in Chapter 6. Then we use the OOS to target our estimator towards a specific
parameter of interest.
Chapter 9, shows our perspectives on the challenge of reducing the impact of
an EMA on its participants. We describe Physiqual, our platform to aid researchers
7 ‘Machine learning.’ (n.d.) In Oxford Living Dictionaries.
Retrieved from https://en
.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/machine_learning.
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in combining sensor measurements with EMA. We describe the architecture and
philosophy of the Physiqual platform, and demonstrates its practical usefulness by
performing a two-case case study and analyzing the results.
In Chapter 10, we provide an elaborate discussion of our research and the proposed solutions, and in Chapter 11 we conclude the work and provide directions for
future research.

Mainly based on:
Blaauw, F. J., de Vos, S., Wanders, R. B. K., de Jonge, P., Aiello, M., Penninx, B., Wardenaar, K.,
Emerencia, A. C., (2017). Applying machine learning to patient self-report data for predicting adverse
depression outcomes. In preparation.
Van der Krieke, L., Jeronimus, B. F., Blaauw, F. J., Wanders, R. B. K., Emerencia, A. C., Schenk, H. M.,
. . . de Jonge, P. (2016). HowNutsAreTheDutch (HoeGekIsNL): A crowdsourcing study of mental
symptoms and strengths. International Journal of Methods in Psychiatric Research, 25(2), 123–144.

Chapter 2

E-mental Health and Personalized Psychiatry

nnovations in information and communication technology (ICT) are shifting the
way we deal with health care and health care delivery. The term that is indivisible from this shift is eHealth (Dumont, 2010). EHealth first appeared in scientific
literature around the turn of the century, and is a term used to describe the use of
ICT to support health care, to perform health care, or to carry out health care related research (Oh, Rizo, Enkin, & Jadad, 2005; Pagliari et al., 2005). Perspectives
on eHealth (electronic health) and mHealth (mobile health) have changed greatly in
the last decade (Fiordelli, Diviani, & Schulz, 2013; Meier, Fitzgerald, & Smith, 2013).
When eHealth is applied in the field of mental health, it is often called e-mental
health (Riper et al., 2010).
E-mental health is an umbrella term for the computer-aided practice of mental health research and practice (Riper et al., 2010; Schmidt & Wykes, 2012), or as
defined by Christensen, Griffiths, and Evans (2002), “mental health services and information delivered or enhanced through the Internet and related technologies” (p. 17). On
the one hand, e-mental health covers topics such as computer-aided psychotherapy (Marks, Cavanagh, & Gega, 2007; Proudfoot, 2004) or self-help / self-management tools (Kenwright, Liness, & Marks, 2001; van der Krieke, Wunderink, Emerencia, de Jonge, & Sytema, 2014). On the other hand, e-mental health covers service
delivery (Lal & Adair, 2014), and entails mobile applications and wearable platforms
to measure features related to psychopathology (Areàn, Hoa Ly, & Andersson, 2016;
van der Krieke et al., 2014). In general one can think of e-mental health as the convergence between ICT solutions and mental health care.
E-mental health applications have recently gained popularity as a result of developing technologies to leverage advantages over traditional care, as illustrated
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using the following four points. Firstly, e-mental health applications are inherently
scalable, whereas traditional care involves one-to-one relations between patient and
clinician. E-mental health technology enables mental health researchers to carry out
studies on a larger scale than would have been possible using traditional methods.
Secondly, the use of technology can provide means for interactive and automated
analysis methods. Using an automated method for analyzing data might even be inevitable in large-scale studies. As vast amounts of data are collected for ever larger
groups of people, the data might grow too large for manual analysis. Additionally,
manual analysis can result in inconsistent or opinionated outcomes, which can be
reduced by automatizing the procedure. Thirdly, electronic data formats can facilitate interoperability in a way that medical data on paper cannot. Such data can be
stored on storage devices connected to the Internet, and make ones medical data
accessible world-wide. This may be of crucial importance, for instance, when a person with mental health problems faces a crisis and needs immediate help when on
holiday. By having access to their medical information, the patient can immediately provide doctors with the necessary information in order to receive the right
treatment. Finally, the flexibility of a Web application warrants that improvements
in the care program exposed through the application will immediately benefit all
applicable users.
To provide a general understanding of the fundamental concepts that underlie
this dissertation, we shed light on the health care aspects and the computer science
aspects of e-mental health, and on some technologies related to e-mental health. We
first provide insight into the application and state of the art of precision medicine
in the area of psychopathology. We then continue this trend of precision medicine
and reflect on the time series methodology as currently applied in mental health
research. Finally, we provide an overview of techniques currently available for analyzing such data, both from a traditional, statistical perspective, and a more recent
machine learning perspective.

2.1

Precision Medicine

The technology component in E-mental health adds flexibility to mental health care
in the sense that it can help to tailor treatments to the needs of the individual patient (Lal & Adair, 2014). In other words: ICT can assist clinicians to offer more more
personalized, more precise treatment. A concept therefore closely related to both
eHealth and e-mental health is the concept of personalized care, also called precision medicine. This concept was already introduced in 400 BC by Hippocrates, who
stated the importance of the person in an illness, as opposed to the illness itself (Egnew, 2009).
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Group A: respond to treatment

Group B: won’t respond to treatment

Group C: require double dosis to respond

Group D: have adverse drug reactions

Figure 2.1: Precision medicine aims to provide targeted treatment plans for each group in
separation, as opposed to treating the group as a whole.
“It is far more important to know what person the disease has than what disease the person
has.”
— Hippocrates, approx. 400 BC

Personalization is defined as: “to make personal or individual, to mark as the property of a
particular person.”1 When applied to the concept of medicine, personalization can be
used to define the uniqueness of an illness on the level of the individual, instead of
a general one-size-fits-all approach. It is evident that traditional doctor-patient relationships have always focused on the individual patient. Still, new advances in various fields related to medicine, such as research into the effectiveness of treatments,
have only recently acted upon the importance of the person (Price, 2015). Most
pharmacological research still uses clinical trials with large groups of people, which
are more or less homogeneous, to test the performance of new medication, essentially focusing on ‘imprecision medicine’ as opposed to precision medicine (Price,
2015; Schork, 2015). This ‘imprecision’ medicine can be considered one of the fundamental issues regarding the shortcomings of the delivery of drugs, the infamous
‘one-size-fits-all’ approach (Lesko, 2007; Price, 2015; Woodcock, 2007). Figure 2.1
visualizes the differences between precision and imprecision medicine.
An example of imprecision medicine in psychiatry relates to the efficacy of antidepressants. The efficacy of antidepressants and other drugs are heavily discussed,
as the effect is highly dependent on the severity of the complaints of the individ1 ‘Personalize.’ (n.d.) In Merriam-Webster. Retrieved from https://www.merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/personalize.
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ual and other personal features (Fournier et al., 2010; Schork, 2015; Spear, HeathChiozzi, & Huff, 2001). Although antidepressants are widely prescribed to patients,
their effectiveness has been reported to be as low as 50 %, while 55 % experience
bothersome side effects (Bousman et al., 2017; Papakostas, 2009). Simply stated: antidepressants work for some people, but not for all. In order to improve health care,
we need to know for whom it works, to what extent, and whether the effects are beneficial or detrimental for that very person. Not surprisingly, researchers have stated
that precision medicine is “the logical next step in progressing medical science”, and it is
not a question of if, but rather a question of when a more personalized approach will
be adopted (Woodcock, 2007).
The inevitable rise of precision medicine is — and will be — largely fueled by advances in information technology and advances in health care research (Downing,
Boyle, Brinner, & Osheroff, 2009; Lesko, 2007). Technological advances in health
care research and in general society allowed for great strides in precision medicine
over the last decades (Louca, 2012). One of the most important advances that can
fuel a more precise medicine can be considered the revolution in DNA sequencing.
Advances in genome technology and the use of ICT in the analysis of DNA resulted
in massive price drops of the analytical process (Check Hayden, 2014; Ozomaro,
Nemeroff, & Wahlestedt, 2013), making the technique available to a wide public.
Nowadays, consumers can order their personal DNA research, in which their saliva
is tested for various health risks, for 149 dollars2 . Other technological advances have
been made in the field of big data analysis. For example, researchers have shown
how big data analysis could be used to detect adverse drug interactions, by collecting and analyzing search engine queries (White, Tatonetti, Shah, Altman, & Horvitz,
2013). The ability to quickly and accurately analyze large datasets enables the applicability of precision medicine (Panahiazar, Taslimitehrani, Jadhav, & Pathak, 2014;
Swan, 2012a; Viceconti, Hunter, & Hose, 2015).
There are a few examples of successful implementations of precision medicine.
For instance, in oncology, treatments have been personalized in some cases by extending traditional diagnostic measures with various gene expression-based measures in order to improve treatment decisions (Kalia, 2015; Mehta, Jain, & Badve,
2011). In (psycho)pharmacology, researchers found out that the response to a drug
can be influenced by various personal factors (such as genetics, demographics, environmental factors, etc.; Crisafulli et al., 2011; Hamburg & Collins, 2010; Mancinelli,
Cronin, & Sadée, 2000; Mroziewicz & Tyndale, 2010; Tansey et al., 2013). Researchers
predict that the effectiveness of antidepressants could be increased by including genetic profiles of the individual that guide the prescription of the dosage of drugs to
individuals drug (Katsanis, Javitt, & Hudson, 2008).
2 See

for example https://23andme.com.
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Although successful examples exit, precision medicine is still in its infancy (Lesko,
2007; Personalized Medicine Coalition, 2014). As Lesko (2007) puts it: “Personalized
medicine is a paradigm that exists more in conceptual terms than in reality” (p. 807). This
is the case for general medicine, but it also holds for the area of psychiatry and
psychopathology (Ozomaro, Wahlestedt, & Nemeroff, 2013). The following sections
will conceptualize precision medicine in psychiatry and also glimpse at reality. In
Section 2.2 we describe how time series data can be used to offer insights into psychopathology in a personalized fashion. Section 2.3 further elaborates on precision
medicine, and describes various analysis methods that can be performed on (time
series) data collected in psychopathology research.

2.2

Psychopathology as a Time Series

Traditionally, research in psychopathology is predominantly based on nomothetic
studies, that is, the process of unveiling statistical parameters from large population
studies (van der Krieke, 2014). Such research has the advantage of being straightforward to conduct; recording a single measurement per person in a large enough
population sample can be easily done with todays technology. However, this simplicity comes at a price. The disadvantage of nomothetic research is that the outcome is based on population averages, to which the individual is generalized. For
instance, if research into the effectiveness of antidepressants shows that they are
effective, than the assumption is that it will be effective for each depressive individual. This generalization step does not always provide sensible, correct results and
might lead to the ecological fallacy (Piantadosi et al., 1988). Instead of focusing on
the population as a whole, one could also shift focus to the individual, in a more
idiographic way (Allport, 1937). Idiographic research focuses on intraindividual
variability, instead of the variation of the group; interindividual variability. In idiographic research the individual would preferably be measured multiple times over
a certain period of time, so one can grasp the moment-to-moment variability within
each individual (Diggle, Heagerty, Liang, & Zeger, 2013).
Psychopathology research is rooted in methods that work with data retrieved
from validated questionnaires and self-reports (Danziger, 1990). While most physical ailments have objectively measurable symptoms, mental disorders are typically
more subjective, and clinical practice has come to rely on establishing the presence of
psychopathology through sets of validated questionnaires and interviews. A recent
trend in psychopathology research is the use of intensive longitudinal studies, in
which people monitor their mental health frequently (e.g., daily), for a longer period
of time using diary studies. In Section 1.2 we introduced two well-known methods
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for collecting intensive self-report data; the experience sampling method (ESM; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987) and the ecological momentary assessment (EMA; Shiffman, S., & Stone, 1998). These methods have been successfully applied in various studies on psychopathology, for instance studies focusing on stress and depression (Booij et al., 2015), mindfulness and depression (Snippe et al., 2015), pain (Stone
et al., 2003), mood disorders such as major depressive disorder (MDD) and bipolar
disorders (aan het Rot, Hogenelst, & Schoevers, 2012; Ebner-Priemer & Trull, 2009),
and melatonin secretion and depression (Bouwmans et al., 2015). By measuring a
person intensively, in their natural context, and for a longer period of time, momentto-moment changes in experiences, psychological factors, context, and behavior can
be mapped out. For example, at moment one, a person might rate their level of
happiness a five (e.g., on a scale from one to ten), while at moment two, their happiness could have increased to an eight. Apart from measuring this intraindividual
variation, collecting data using diary studies has several other advantages over traditional, cross-sectional methods. Diary studies allow for measuring people in their
natural context, and as such capture not just features regarding the individual, but
also the interaction of the individual with the environment or current context (Reis,
1994). Furthermore, collecting data in an intensive longitudinal study reduces the
effect of recall bias, or retrospection, and can thus increase data reliability (Bolger,
Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003). Recall bias (deviations from the truth caused by inaccurate
recollections of past events and experiences) is generally reduced as the time between events and measurements is decreased (Solhan, Trull, Jahng, & Wood, 2009).
Collecting and processing such diary study data was initially a challenging and
cumbersome task (Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2009). Early studies that used such diary studies applied methods that required pencil and paper to collect measurements (e.g., Wichers et al., 2007). Collecting data using such analogue means has
several disadvantages. The first obvious disadvantage is that this general procedure is tedious, especially for transferring the data when the participants are highly
distributed nationally, or even globally. Second, from a methodological perspective,
such method could be considered less valid. For EMA it is important that participants fill out the questionnaires at fixed (or predefined random, depending on the
study protocol), chronological moments. Issues could present themselves if the responsibility of filling out these questionnaires lies at the individual, such as forgetting to fill out a measurement, or ‘back-filling’ earlier missed measurements (Trull
& Ebner-Priemer, 2009).
Fortunately, nowadays with the wealth and ubiquity of ICT, conducting large
scale idiographic studies is relatively easy. Research for which a large number of
assessments need to be conducted (possibly multiple times per day) can now be
performed digitally using mobile technology. Specialized devices exist to enable
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collecting regular self-reports (e.g., the dedicated PsyMate3 ). Instead of using specialized diary devices for conducting self-measurements, one could take advantage
of the popularity of smartphones to perform such studies (Jebb et al., 2015). It is
evident that the modern individual possesses more mobile technology and ‘smart’
devices than ever before (Spencer Trask and Co, 2014). Some of these devices, such
as smartphones and tablets, enable people to have Internet access during a large
part of their daily life, allowing the use of new and more accurate methods to perform assessments in health care and health research (Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2009).
As such, various generic mobile applications exist to perform EMA, such as LocasaESM (Patil & Lee, 2013), Movisens (Movisens GmbH, 2017), mEMA (Ilumivu,
2015), ULTEMAT (van de Ven et al., 2017), and Ohmage (Ramanathan, 2012), to name
a few. In Chapter 3 we describe two of our own platforms for collecting EMA data.
The ease with which personal data can be collected has given rise to a data collection movement outside the area of scientific research — the so-called the Quantified
Self (QS) movement (Swan, 2012a, 2012b; Wolf, Carmichael, & Kelly, 2010). Swan
(2009) defines QS as: “the regular collection of any data that can be measured about the
self such as biological, physical, behavioral or environmental information” (p. 509). The
popularity of QS has resulted in the development of a wide variety of health sensors and wearables to measure the ‘objective’ parameters of people their health, and
online platforms to support their use. Well-known examples are Fitbit4 and Google
Fit5 Swan (an elaborate list of techniques, wearable devices, and applications is provided in 2012b, and in the QS guide6 ).
A next step in the personalization of psychopathology research is to combine
intensive idiographic self-report data with the more objectively measured data of
sensors and wearables. A few small scaled studies have experimented with this
combination. For example, Booij et al. (2015) performed an EMA study wherein
the participants wore an accelerometer to measure physical activity whilst filling
out EMA questionnaires about mood, cognition, and daily activities. Furthermore,
M. Schenk (2017) researched the interplay between physiological biomarkers and
mental health. However, studies like these often use expensive, single-purpose devices for the sensor measurements. The cost of these devices impedes large scale
integration of sensor technology in EMA studies. With the increasing popularity
and quality of smartwatches and other sensor-equipped wearables in recent years,
it becomes possible to use sensor data from wearables that a participant is already
wearing. Integrating these commercially available wearables for use in large scale
3 Website:

http://psymate.eu.
http://fitbit.com.
5 Website: https://google.com/fit/.
6 Website: http://quantifiedself.com/guide.
4 Website:
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studies used to be a non-trivial task due to the diversity of the different service providers and the incompatibility of the exported data formats with EMA data.
However, in Chapter 9 we describe our Physiqual platform, a platform that relieves
such challenges and provides the functionality to automatically merge such data.
EMA

2.3

Predicting and Explaining Psychopathology

Raw data collected using the EMA methodology or wearables can easily be used
to generate simple visual representations and overviews, for instance of the course
of someone’s mood and physical activity from day to day. However, in order to
generate information about interactions between variables, about how physical activity predicts mood or the other way around, when, and to what extent, advanced
statistical analysis is needed. An often used method for the analysis of intensive
idiographic studies in psychopathology is time series analysis. The next section will
provide an overview of this method. After that, at the end of the chapter, machine
learning will be introduced as an alternative analysis method.

2.3.1

Time Series Analysis

Time series analysis is a methodology useful in a variety of fields apart from psychopathology research, for instance econometrics (e.g., Granger, Newbold, & Shell,
1986), meteorology (e.g., Duchon & Hale, 2012), power systems (e.g., Hagan & Behr,
1987), and astronomy (e.g., Vio, Kristensen, Madsen, & Wamsteker, 2004). As such,
multiple statistical modeling techniques exist for analyzing time series data, most
of which aim to construct models to investigate hypothetical events, and / or explain the underlying systems (Box & Jenkins, 1976; Lütkepohl, 2005). Basic techniques include the use of (auto)correlation to see how much certain variables in the
data (e.g., measures of depression and physical activity) are related to each other.
Slightly more complex, but based on the same principles, are techniques which assume statistical models such as autoregression (AR) or vector autoregression (VAR)
models (e.g., Brandt & Williams, 2007; Lütkepohl, 2005). In AR, a single variable is
regressed on historical values of itself. For example, depression at time t could be
hypothesized to be a linear function of depression at times t ´ 1, . . . , t ´ p, such that
depressionptq “ β0 ` β1 ¨ depressionpt ´ 1q ` . . . ` βp ¨ depressionpt ´ pq ` ,
where β0 represents an intercept term,  denotes the error term, and β1 , . . . , βp the
amount with which depression at time t´1 influences depression at the current moment in time. Instead of focusing on a univariate time series, a VAR model includes
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a vector of variables. VAR is a technique that originates from econometrics (Sargent,
1979; Sims, 1980), and can be used to fit a multivariate regression model; a model
in which the outcome of one variable is regressed on the outcomes of several other
variables, while including an autoregressive component. In VAR there is no clear
distinction between input and output (viz., dependent and independent variables),
and each variable is considered both an input and output variable. Using the previous example and augmenting it with an ‘activity’ variable gives us
depressionptq “ α0 `
activityptq “ β0 `

p
ÿ
i“1
p
ÿ

αi ¨ depressionpt ´ 1q `
γi ¨ depressionpt ´ 1q `

i“1

p
ÿ

βi ¨ activitypt ´ 1q ` 1 ,

i“1
p
ÿ

δi ¨ activitypt ´ 1q ` 2 ,

i“1

in which the αi , βi , γi , and δi coefficients show the amount with which previous
values at time t ´ i influence a variable’s current value, and p denotes the number of
lags, or historical time points to consider (a lag is the difference in time between an
observation and a previous observation). Other statistical models include moving
average (MA), autoregressive moving average (ARMA), or autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) models (e.g., Brandt & Williams, 2007; Jebb et al., 2015),
or autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) processes (Engle, 1982). In
such MA models, the current value of an outcome is not only regressed on previous
values of the modeled variables, but also on the previous error terms, such that
depressionptq “ c ` ptq `

p
ÿ
i“1

βi ¨ depressionpt ´ iq `

q
ÿ

θi ¨ pt ´ iq,

i“1

in which the various coefficients are the similar to the ones AR and VAR models, q
is the number of moving average terms, θi the influence of that error term on the
present measurement, and c is a constant (e.g., the mean). These methods are all
based on regressing a set of variables on another (or the same) set of variables, in
order to retrieve a set of regression coefficients. These regression coefficients are
then used to investigate the relations between modeled variables. Applied to psychopathology research, an example of a research question could be: is a decrease
in depression predicted by an increase in physical activity, and does a decrease in
depression on moment one predict a further decrease on moment two? A general
overview of different time series analysis and forecasting techniques is provided
by Box and Jenkins (1976); Chatfield (1996); and Lütkepohl (2005).
As AR (and other time series analysis techniques) take the notion of time into
account, they can be used to introduce notions of causality, such as Granger causality (Granger, 1969). Granger causality is a notion of causality describing that the
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variance of one variable (x) can better be explained using time lagged values of
both x and of another variable (y) instead of merely using lagged values of x. In
such cases, y is said to Granger cause x (Granger, 1969). Insight into these Granger
causalitys can be given by means of network models which depict the relations of
these variables, as depicted in Figure 2.2. In these network representations, we use
red nodes to represent variables that tend to be perceived as negative (sadness, loneliness). We use green nodes to represent variables that tend to be perceived as positive (relaxation, mindfulness, physical activity). We use the blue node to represent
a variable of which the interpretation is unknown7 . The size of the node indicates
its relative importance (i.e., the bigger the node, the more relationships that variable
has with other variables; also known as ‘degree’). The lines represent the relationship between variables; the thickness indicates the strength of the relationship. A
plus refers to a positive relationship; a minus refers to a negative relationship. The
arrowheads (only in the dynamic network) indicate the direction of the relationships.
Personal factor

Physical activity

´

Loneliness

´

Sadness

Physical activity
Mindfulness

`

`

Sadness

´

´

Loneliness

´

`
´

´
`

Relaxation

Mindfulness

(a) Contemporaneous network.

Relaxation

Personal factor

(b) Dynamic network.

Figure 2.2: Network images showing the relation between the six modeled variables.

The first network model (Figure 2.2a) depicts the contemporaneous (or concurrent) relationships between variables. This model shows how a participant’s affect,
cognitions, and behaviors are related to each other at the same moment in time. This
contemporaneous network shows that (i) when this person felt lonely, this person
was more sad, less relaxed, and experienced less of the personal factor; (ii) when
this person was more relaxed, this person was less sad (and felt more lonely); and
(iii) when this person felt more sad, this person was less relaxed, more lonely, and
experienced less of the personal factor. Physical activity and mindfulness did not
show any contemporaneous relations. Furthermore, the size of the nodes indicate
7 In the study that collected the data for these network images participants were allowed to select one
variable or symptom themselves.
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that loneliness and sadness had most connections with other variables (also known
as degree), and the thickness of the line indicates that the relationship between loneliness and sadness, and loneliness and relaxation were the strongest relationships.
The relationships in the contemporaneous network show that an individual their
mood, emotions, and behaviors are related to each to other at the same moment
in time, but do not indicate the temporal ordering of these associations. The second network model (Figure 2.2b) illustrates the temporal ordering of the relationships between variables (namely, how variables affect each other across time). The
dynamic network for this person shows that (i) an increase in relaxation preceded
(thus predicted) a decrease in sadness, an increase in mindfulness, a decrease in
loneliness, and an increase of the personal factor; (ii) an increase in loneliness predicted an increase in mindfulness; (iii) an increase in the personal factor predicted a
decrease in loneliness; and (iv) physical activity did not predict, nor was it predicted
by, any of the included variables.
Instead of analyzing the coefficients and Granger causality of such statistical
models, another way to investigate these relations is by using simulations, forecasts, or hypothetical intervention techniques (Jebb et al., 2015). Such techniques
could provide insight into the situation, and how the model would react to certain
changes (Borsboom et al., 2016). Simulations can be used in order to see what a
model could do over time, and how the variables in the model react to changes of
each other. Various techniques exist for doing simulations, however, some of them
are specifically useful for VAR models. Some of these methods include impulse response function (IRF; Brandt & Williams, 2007; Lütkepohl, 2005), orthogonalized
impulse response function (OIRF; Brandt & Williams, 2007), Monte-Carlo simulation (Zivot & Wang, 2006), or more related to machine learning techniques, (recurrent) neural network forecasting (Dorffner, 1996; Zhang, Eddy Patuwo, & Hu, 1998).
We mainly focus on methods of simulation that can be performed on VAR models, specifically IRF (Blaauw, van der Krieke, Emerencia, Aiello, & de Jonge, 2017b;
Brandt & Williams, 2007). In IRF, a sudden increase (or shock) is imposed on one
of the variables and it is observed how the system responds to such intervention.
Applied to psychopathology, an example could be: physical exercise is employed
by a depressive person and that exercise might affect the depressive symptoms for
a certain period of time. In Chapter 6 we focus on a method to automatically generate information about the interaction of mental health variables by applying IRF
analysis on VAR models.
Although these traditional, statistical methods are useful in many cases, they
have their downsides. For instance, VAR models make several important and restrictive assumptions, such as the assumption of a linear and parametric statistical
model. Such issues have given rise to the development of new, more flexible meth-
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ods and perspectives in the field of statistics, computer science, and mathematics,
known as machine learning. The field of machine learning offers various techniques
that can be arguably more flexible and rely on less assumptions than traditional
techniques. This machine learning perspective is described in the next section.

2.3.2

Machine Learning Perspective

Largely fueled by the increasing availability of computer resources, such as large
storage devices, ever faster central processing units, and the widespread availability of fast graphical processing units, the use of and interest in machine learning
methods is greater than ever before (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015). This popularity is exemplified by the normalized number of papers published on ArXiv with respect to
machine learning or the Google search and news trends related to machine learning
in Figure 2.38 (Google Inc., 2017).
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Figure 2.3: Popularity of machine learning based on the normalized ArXiv publications in
the categories cs.AI, cs.LG, cs.CV, cs.CL, cs.NE, and stat.ML (categories retrieved
from Karpathy, 2017), number of Google Web-searches for machine learning,
and Google News results for and related to the term machine learning over
time (Google Inc., 2017). Numbers represent search interest relative to the highest
point on the chart for the given region and time. A value of 100 is the peak popularity for the term. A value of 50 means that the term is half as popular. Likewise
a score of 0 means the term was less than 1 % as popular as the peak.
8 Source

available at https://github.com/frbl/thesis-supplement.
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We define machine learning as the process that enables an algorithm, or an ensemble of algorithms, to ‘learn’ an underlying and generally unknown mechanism
from which our observations (the data set) originate. As such, after an algorithm
has learned how this mechanism behaves, the algorithm should be well-equipped
to make predictions based on new data. Machine learning algorithms are currently
available in many shapes and sizes. We consider any algorithm that could be used
to create a prediction and is able to learn from data as a machine learning algorithm (e.g., [logistic] linear regressions, support vector machines, artificial neural
networks, and many more; Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009). The goal of machine learning is similar to ‘traditional’ predictive statistical methods such as time
series analysis, that is, to learn from data, make predictions, and find patterns in
data (Cleophas & Zwinderman, 2014). Although learning or training in the traditional sense of the word is not something a machine (viz., a computer) can do, in
machine learning parlance these terms are used in a similar way. For both terms the
distinction can be made between knowledge acquisition and skill refinement, and both
underly the general procedure of machine learning (see e.g., Michalski, Carbonell,
& Mitchell, 1983, for an comparison of different machine learning techniques).
After a short standstill in the 1980s, in which the field of machine learning could
not live up its expectations (Nilsson, 2009), it regained popularity from the 1990s
onwards due to valuable applications in the commercial setting. Nowadays, many
companies use solutions based on machine learning to offer customers with a better experience. For example, online streaming video provider Netflix and online
retailer Amazon use collaborative filtering approaches to give you recommendations for a next movie to watch or product to buy (Carrer-Neto, Hernández-Alcaraz,
Valencia-García, & García-Sánchez, 2012), and the social network Facebook uses machine learning to do face identification in images (Taigman, Yang, Ranzato, & Wolf,
2015). Machine learning also became slightly famous, when a machine learning
based computer won the American game show Jeopardy! (Markoff, 2011).
Probably one of the most successful (and hyped) machine learning approaches
currently is deep learning. The popularity of deep learning is mainly fostered by its
impressive achievements (Hof, 2013; Jones, 2014; LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015).
For example, deep learning has been used to automatically classify objects (e.g.,
people) in images and to automatically generate a highly accurate captions (e.g., the
caption “two young girls are playing with Lego toy” was generated by a deep learning algorithm; Karpathy & Fei-Fei, 2015, p. 3134), a task that is rather complex for
a machine to perform. Slightly overshadowed by this interest in deep learning are
numerous other algorithms and platforms supporting the widespread implementation of data science. Data science is fundamentally the process of extracting knowledge and information from data (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). It is an interdisciplinary
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field that combines components from computer science, statistical inference, and
mathematics to discover knowledge in data. The concept of machine learning is
intrinsically linked to data science. As an example, Google’s Kaggle platform hosts
several data science competitions and offers monetary rewards for performing machine learning research (Kaggle Inc, 2016).
The value machine learning could add to medicine is tremendous, as was already demonstrated by the IBM Watson using its DeepQA architecture (Ferrucci,
2012). The IBM Watson applies different machine learning techniques to provide
advice in, for example, medical decision making, and has already been applied successfully in several cases (Doyle-Lindrud, 2015; Knight, 2015; Murdoch & Detsky,
2013). Watson could eventually even exceed human performance and provide advice to clinicians (Steadman, 2013).
In the field of psychopathology research, the use of machine learning has also
gained traction over the last years. Table 2.1 presents a strand of literature in which
machine learning methods have been applied in psychopathology research. The
applications of machine learning in psychopathology research are diverse. For instance, Askland et al. (2015) used machine learning to predict remission in people
suffering from obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD). Machine learning has also
been used to predict treatment response. For example, Amminger et al. (2015) used
machine learning to investigate treatment response of omega-3 fatty acids in people
with high risk for psychosis. Various other researchers focused on the prediction of
effects of (combinations of) antidepressants (Chekroud et al., 2016; Dodd et al., 2014;
Nelson et al., 2012; Perlis, 2013).
How these computerized methods can be applied is nicely demonstrated by a
rudimentary Web application as created by Perlis (2013), in which users can input
some of their personal data (for example, gender, age, and scores on several questionnaires), and get a personalized estimation for the response to a certain treatment.
The application in of machine learning in clinical research is considered the inevitable road to the future (Kononenko, 2001; Murdoch & Detsky, 2013), but its
progress goes slowly due to various factors, such as privacy (Murdoch & Detsky,
2013; Schizas, 2015), limited interoperability of electronic health record (EHR) platforms (Murdoch & Detsky, 2013; Schiza, Neokleous, Petkov, & Schizas, 2015) limited interpretability of the results and decision process (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013), or
general juridical and political issues (Price, 2015; Safran et al., 2007). Other factors
might be the reduced mathematical rigor of machine learning approaches (Cleophas
& Zwinderman, 2014), or the fact that machine learning might introduce yet another
application for physicians to work with (Kononenko, 2001). In Chapters 7 and 8 we
present our view on and approach for analyzing psychopathology data using a machine learning approach.
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Table 2.1: Several studies in psychiatry that have applied machine learning methods.
Reference

Machine learning algorithms

Objective

Amminger et al. (2015)

Univariate regression, Gaussian
process classification

Andreescu et al. (2008)

Univariate logistic tests (for feature selection), Decision trees
Random forests

Treatment response in young
people ultra-high risk for psychosis
Treatment response for depression
Identify predictors of remission
in OCD
Treatment response for depression
Differences in treatment response of different antidepressants
Use of biomarkers forremission
of andidepressants
Early forecasting of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

Askland et al. (2015)
Chekroud et al. (2016)
Dodd et al. (2014)

Elastic net (for feature selection),
Gradient boosting machine
Gradient boosted model

Etkin et al. (2015)

Pattern classification

Galatzer-Levy, Karstoft,
nikov, and Shalev (2014)

Stat-

Jain, Hunter, Brooks,
Leuchter (2013)
Kessler et al. (2015)

and

Nelson et al. (2012)

Perlis (2013)

Riedel et al. (2011)

Wall, Dally, Luyster, Jung, and
DeLuca (2012)

Wall,
Kosmicki,
DeLuca,
Harstad, and Fusaro (2012)

Support vector machines, Generalized local learning, Random
forests, AdaBoost, Kernel ridge
regression, Bayesian binary regression
QROC (uses decision trees)
Regression trees, Elastic net penalized survival models, Discrete
time survival model, Penalized
regression (for feature selection)
Logistic regression, Classification and regression trees
Logistic regression, Naïve Bayes,
support vector machines, random forest
Logistic regression, Classification and regression trees, Univariate tests (for feature selection)
Various tree based approaches,
Incremental
Reduced
Error
Pruning, Nearest Neighbor algorithms, Various Association rule
techniques
Various tree based approaches,
Incremental
Reduced
Error
Pruning, Nearest Neighbor algorithms, Various Association rule
techniques

n

Antidepressant response and remission
Suicide prediction in US Army
Soldiers

81

461
296
4 192a
4 987b

1 008c
957

2 876
53 769

Identification of predictors of remission with placebo treatment
in MDD
Risk stratification for predicting
treatment resistance in MDD

1 017

Identify variables for prediction
of response and remission in
treated inpatiants with MDD

1 014

Screening
autism

and

diagnosis

Diagnosis of autism

of

2 555

627

2 942d

Note:
a Of which 1 949 participants compleded the study, and 425 participants were used from a separate study as test set.
b Pooled accross 12 ranomized controlled trials ( RCT s).
c Of which 665 participants completed the study.
d Trained on 891 individuals diagnosed with autism and 75 that did not meet diagnostic criteria, tested on 1 976
individuals from two different sources.
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Psychopathology Online

Based on:
Blaauw, F. J., van der Krieke, L., de Jonge, P., & Aiello, M. (2014). Leefplezier: Personalized well-being.
IEEE Intelligent Informatics Bulletin, 15(1), 28–29.
Blaauw, F. J., van der Krieke, L., Bos, E. H., Emerencia, A. C., Jeronimus, B. F., Schenk, M., . . . de Jonge, P.
(2014). HowNutsAreTheDutch: Personalized feedback on a national scale. In AAAI Fall Symposium on
Expanding the Boundaries of Health Informatics Using AI (HIAI’14): Making Personalized and Participatory
Medicine A Reality (pp. 6–10).
Van der Krieke, L., Jeronimus, B. F., Blaauw, F. J., Wanders, R. B. K., Emerencia, A. C., Schenk, H. M.,
. . . de Jonge, P. (2016). HowNutsAreTheDutch (HoeGekIsNL): A crowdsourcing study of mental
symptoms and strengths. International Journal of Methods in Psychiatric Research, 25(2), 123–144.
Van der Krieke, L., Blaauw, F. J., Emerencia, A. C., Schenk, H. M., Slaets, J. P. J., Bos, E. H.,
. . . Jeronimus, B. F. (2016). Temporal Dynamics of Health and Well-Being. Psychosomatic Medicine, 79(2),
213–223.

Chapter 3

An Online Platform for Personalized
Well-being

ental illnesses are highly prevalent in society (e.g., National Institute of Mental Health, 2015). For example, depression affects 14.9 % to 19 % of all people
during their lifetime (Bijl, Ravelli, & van Zessen, 1998; Bromet et al., 2011; Kessler
et al., 2011) and is a substantial public health problem, causing tremendous human
suffering and major costs to society (T. R. Insel, 2008). There is a large heterogeneity among mental illnesses and their severity. They can be short and relatively insignificant, they could have a large and long impact on people’s day-to-day life,
or something in between. Moreover, some people do not at all suffer from mental
problems. Besides the negative connotation of mental symptoms, advantageous effects of mental symptoms are not uncommon and some mental symptoms might
actually surface as strengths and give people an edge (van der Krieke, Jeronimus, et
al., 2016). For example, people who ‘suffer’ from a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) Autism Spectrum Disorder can outperform ‘healthy’
individuals in certain tasks (Mottron, 2011).

M

Besides these differences between persons, individuals also show great intraindividual variation of mental health problems over time. As such, the between per-
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son variability and correlations might not at all be indicative for differences on the
level of the individual, and vice versa (Brose, Voelkle, Lövdén, Lindenberger, &
Schmiedek, 2015; Hamaker, Nesselroade, & Molenaar, 2007). The importance of intraindividual research, next to interindividual research has been stated in previous
studies, and considering an individual as a possibly unique dynamic system might
bring back the attention for variation over time (Hamaker, 2012; Molenaar, 2004)
This heterogeneity between and within people is one of the main viewpoints
underlying the two national mental health studies described in this chapter: HowNutsAreTheDutch and Leefplezier (Blaauw, van der Krieke, de Jonge, & Aiello, 2014;
Jeronimus et al., 2017; van der Krieke, Jeronimus, et al., 2016). Both projects focus on
the level of heterogeneity amongst people and serve as a means to allow individuals
to get an insight into their own psychological strengths and weaknesses. This chapter presents the objectives and methods of both the cross-sectional and longitudinal
part of the HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND) and the Leefplezier study.

3.1

HowNutsAreTheDutch and Leefplezier

The research project HowNutsAreTheDutch (Dutch: HoeGekIsNL) is designed to
allow for the investigation of mental health as a dimensional and dynamic phenomenon, characterized by both vulnerabilities and strengths. HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND) is a widely broadcast national crowdsourcing study in the Netherlands collecting self-report data on mental health in a general population sample.
The project uses an Internet platform to recruit participants and invite them to assess themselves on multiple mental health dimensions. The combination of a crosssectional and intensive longitudinal diary design allows for a data-driven empirical
approach that may help us generate new ideas about how key variables interact in
a multidimensional representation of individuals’ mental condition. The primary
purpose of HND is to explore the associations and dynamic interactions between
mental strengths and vulnerabilities, both between and within participants.
The Leefplezier project has similar goals and perspectives as HND. A large Dutch
health care organization (Espria1 ) has initiated the Leefplezier project to assess, improve, and enhance the well-being of the elderly population in the Netherlands,
by researching various factors influencing well-being. The notion of well-being has
been of interest in gerontology for a long time (Clarke, Marshall, Ryff, & Wheaton,
2001). Elderly people are a frail group with respect to well-being. For example, they
report more longstanding illnesses (e.g., in the United Kingdom; Hughes & Church,
2010), they have to cope with the loss of freedom and mobility (e.g., the amount
1 Website:

http://espria.nl.
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of physical disabilities per age group in the Netherlands; Centraal Bureau voor de
Statistiek, 2014), and have a chance to become isolated (Victor, Scambler, Bowling,
& Bond, 2005). Similar to HND, one of the rationales behind Leefplezier is that limitations exist in the traditional group-based (nomothetic) method of conducting research, with regards to the flexibility and generalizability of such research. The
alternative is to personalize research, by using a person-centered (idiographic) approach (Barlow & Nock, 2009). Leefplezier aims to apply an idiographic approach
and to assess and provide feedback for each individual separately, instead of focusing on the group as a whole. To do so, an environment was developed to perform measurements and analysis usable for providing meaningful and personalized
feedback. As the intention is to measure fluctuations of certain psychological, physiological and other factors over time, each participant is measured multiple times
per day, for several days in a row (viz., an ecological momentary assessment [EMA]
study). Leefplezier mainly focuses on novel and effective ways to analyze the collected data, and to provide the participants with insightful, personalized feedback
about their well-being. Feedback to provide insight into the factors that influence
well-being and that might help to sustain or enhance well-being.

3.2

Crowdsourcing Procedure

For HND and Leefplezier we applied a crowdsourcing procedure, an important model
for doing psychological research in which a task is outsourced to a group of people, often online, in an open call (Brabham, 2008; Howe, 2006). Previous health
research studies have used crowdsourcing as a method to collect new information,
and showed that it can be a useful method to obtain information that otherwise
tends to be overlooked by researchers (e.g., Bevelander et al., 2014), or to collect big
data sets on multiple outcomes that could not be realized without the participation
of a large crowd (e.g., Revelle, Wilt, & Rosenthal, 2010). The crowdsourcing method
enables the development of ‘citizen science’, in which the general public volunteers
to assist scientists in their research activities and contribute with their intellectual
effort, knowledge, or tools and resources to answer real-world questions (Hand,
2010). For HND in specific we hope that the crowdsourcing approach (i) engages
Dutch inhabitants with the debate about psychiatric classification (Dehue, 2014) and
(ii) results in a sizable sample of participants that allows researchers to perform
data-driven analysis of the relations between mental symptoms and strengths both
within and between individuals.
With HND, we launched an open call to inhabitants of the Netherlands to join
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our research and invited them to visit our Dutch website2 , which has been online
since December 19, 2013. The open call was announced on local and national radio broadcasts, television, during local podium discussions, in newspapers, and in
magazines. The news about the HND research project was picked up and further
disseminated via online blogs, twitter, and other social media. To join the project,
participants had to register and create an account. Participants filled out their email
address and a password on the HND website and received an email with a hyperlink
to confirm their account. Before starting the actual research, participants were asked
to provide information about their gender, birth year and month, their postal code
area, and country of residence (the Netherlands / Belgium / Other). Although HND
is targeted towards Dutch citizens, we added a question about country of residence
after news about HND was picked up by the Belgian media and Dutch speaking
participants from Belgium started to join the website.
For the Leefplezier project we applied a similar approach, albeit done using several phases of public exposure. In the first phase, the Leefplezier project was only
accessible to a small sample of elderly people subscribed the Espria member panel.
This first phase of the project started on June 1, 2014. At the time of the first release approximately 2 000 people were subscribed to this panel. People were invited via electronic and printed newsletters to join the Leefplezier study. Subsequent to the study we asked the participants for feedback about the project, and
we conducted several qualitative interviews. This feedback was used to improve
the project where possible for the second phase. In the second phase, which was
released on June 24, 2015, a larger group of elderly people (the Espria member association) was allowed access to the study, making the project accessible to more
than 100 000 people. The same publicity methods as in the first phase were used.
In the third and last phase we allowed access to the project for all people in the
Netherlands3 . Leefplezier was publicly released on June 27, 2017. The release was
announced using marketing campaigns on social media, articles on various news
platforms, and radio interviews to invite people to participate in the study.

3.3

Shifting Perspectives: From the Population to the
Individual

H ND and Leefplezier both comprise a cross-sectional study and a longitudinal study
with intensive repeated assessments in daily life, namely a diary study with EMAs.
2 Website:

https://hoegekis.nl (also http://hownutsarethedutch.com).
platform was accessible worldwide, but no marketing actions were performed to involve people
from outside of the Netherlands.
3 The
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In HND, participants could complete either one of these studies, or both. In Leefplezier the cross-sectional part of the study was only available during the first and
second phase. In the third phase, the Leefplezier cross-sectional study was discontinued and only the EMA study remained available.

3.3.1

Cross-sectional Study

The cross-sectional study of HND was launched together with the website. In this
study, participants were invited to complete various questionnaire ‘modules’, that
is, a questionnaire or a set of combined questionnaires covering a specific domain
(see Table A.1 on page 199 for a list of all questionnaire modules in the cross-sectional
study). The order in which these modules could be completed was partly fixed. All
questionnaire modules were visible from the start, but initially only part of them
was activated. The first mandatory module was the ‘Start’ module, assessing participants’ sociodemographic profile. Subsequently, participants got access to three key
modules: (i) (an extensive assessment of one’s) living situation, (ii) affect / mood,
and (iii) well-being, which could be completed in any order. After the affect / mood
and well-being modules had been completed all other modules became available
and could be completed in any order. These latter modules were not yet available at
the launch of the HND website, but were added to the website one at a time over the
years following the launch. Approximately every three months participants were
informed about these additions via an email newsletter. All implemented modules
are outlined in Table A.1 (page 199). Eligible participants were aged eighteen or
older and consented to their data being used for research.
The cross-sectional study of Leefplezier had a procedure similar to that of the
HND study. Access to the platform was provided via the Espria member portal. Participants were invited to sign up and fill out a series of five questionnaire modules.
Contrary to HND, the ordering of these modules was determined beforehand. The
modules assessed the following traits (in order): (i) feelings, (ii) personal life (sociodemography), (iii) emotional well-being, (iv) affect / mood, and (v) personality. The
specifics for each questionnaire module are outlined in Table A.8 (page 210).
After completing a questionnaire module, participants in both the HND and the
Leefplezier project received instant and automated feedback on the website. This
feedback consisted of graphs showing their scores relative to the maximum possible
score on a given questionnaire and graphs reflecting their personal scores relative to
the average scores of the HND or Leefplezier participants. This feedback remained
available after a participant would close the browser or complete a different module.
Examples of the feedback of HND are presented in Figure A.1 (page 205).
In both HND and Leefplezier, digital questionnaires were used, most of which
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had been programmed to be completed from top to bottom with no items to be left
blank. As a result, the missing data within questionnaires is minimal. In the crosssectional study many questionnaire modules were optional, so not all participants
completed all modules. Table A.4 (page 207) shows how many participants in HND
completed each module and Table A.10 (page 216) shows how many participants in
Leefplezier completed each module.

3.3.2

Ecological Momentary Assessments

Besides a cross-sectional component, both projects included an EMA study. In the
EMA study, participants were intensively monitored in their natural environments
by means of electronic diaries, three times a day for thirty subsequent days, resulting
in a maximum of 90 assessments per individual. Assessments were prompted at
equidistant time points with a six-hour interval in between, with the exact time
points depending on participants’ sleep–wake schedule4 .
The HND EMA study was launched on May 22, 2014. The implementation of the
HND study was created on and offered via the existing HND web application5 . The
participants that enrolled in the study received a text message on their mobile phone
with a link to a questionnaire. They were asked to fill out the questionnaire immediately after the alert, or, if impossible, within one hour, after which the questionnaire
could no longer be accessed. Participants were informed about the requirements
and procedure of the EMA study by means of an information page and a short animated video on the HND website6 . Additionally, they could download an information booklet with details on the study procedure, EMA items, and their reward,
being a digital report containing personalized feedback7 . The study requirements
were: age eighteen or above, having a mobile phone with Internet connection, not
engaged in shift work, not anticipating a major disruption of daily routines (e.g., a
planned trip abroad, an anticipated surgical operation), being aware that participation would be useless in case too many assessments would be missed, and approving of one’s anonymous data being used for scientific research. Participants had to
check a box for each of these requirements before they could proceed. Subsequently,
they had to complete a baseline assessment consisting of the items of the Positive
And Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Peeters, Ponds, & Vermeeren, 1996; Raes,
Daems, Feldman, Johnson, & Van Gucht, 2010), the Quick Inventory of Depressive
Symptoms (QIDS; A. Rush et al., 2003; A. J. Rush et al., 2006), and two extra items re4 Note that although the daytime measurements are equidistant, we neglected the measurement during the night for practical reasons.
5 Website (in Dutch): https://hoegekis.nl.
6 Video available (in Dutch) at https://github.com/frbl/thesis-supplement.
7 Website (in Dutch): https://hoegekis.nl/dagboekstudie/extra-informatie.
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trieved from the Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (IDS; A. J. Rush, Gullion,
Basco, Jarrett, & Trivedi, 1996) to assess anxiety / panic symptoms. Finally, participants configured their personal settings for the daily assessments, that is, their
telephone number, their preferred start date (within five days after completion of
the baseline assessment), and the sampling schedule. Participants were instructed
to pick a sampling schedule that fitted their daily rhythm, with the evening measurement preferably half an hour before their regular bedtime. After completion of
their EMA study, participants were sent a short evaluation questionnaire. Participants who quit the study prematurely were asked for their reasons to quit by means
of a short questionnaire.
The Leefplezier EMA study was released in the form of a smartphone application, available for both Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android; the Leefplezier App. Like
the cross-sectional study, the EMA study was released in phases. The first version of
the Leefplezier App was released on June 24, 2014, in the Espria Member association
(the second phase of the Leefplezier project). After qualitative research in the form
of evaluations and interviews this initial version was updated, resulting in a second
version that was released on May 30, 2016. This last version is the version that was,
apart from some minor modifications, also released to the general Dutch population on June 27, 2017, and is the version of the Leefplezier App discussed in this
chapter. The procedure adhered to in the Leefplezier App was similar to the HND
procedure. When someone opened the app, they could either select to participate or
read some information about the project. This information explained why the Leefplezier project might be interesting and what the EMA study entailed. After opting
in for participantion, the person was introduced to Emma, a persona that guides
the participant through the EMA procedure and provides extra information when
needed. This information was presented in the form of various video clips starring
Emma, and was accompanied with a text describing the same information. The next
step in the registration procedure was to create an account or log in to an existing
one. When registering for a new account the user was asked to provide an email
address, password, birth year and month, gender, postal code (numbers), and to accept the requirements of the study. These requirements were: age eighteen or above,
having read the information (or viewed the video) and understood the contents, being aware that the study takes thirty days and that at least 75 % of the assessments
(ě 68 assessments) need to be completed in order to get the full results, and approving of one’s anonymous data being used for scientific research. Finally, participants
configured their personal settings for the daily assessments, that is, general settings
for the EMA questionnaire, their preferred start date (within three days), and the
sampling schedule. Like in HND, participants were instructed to pick a sampling
schedule that fitted their daily rhythm, with the evening measurement preferably
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half an hour before their regular bedtime. Thirty days after the completion or cancelation of their EMA study, participants were sent a short evaluation questionnaire
via email. A baseline assessment was not strictly included in the study, however,
participants did have the option to fill out a general questionniare at the start or
during the study. Filling out this general questionnaire was voluntarily, although
people could not access the results of their EMA study if this questionnaire had not
been completed. During the study itself, the native Leefplezier App sent the participants a notification using the native system libraries. The Leefplezier App imposed
the same rules on the questionnaires as HND, that is the questionnaires could be
filled out up to one hour after the notification and all questions in one questionnaire
were mandatory. A general impression of the Leefplezier App is provided in Figure 3.1. Note that the original Leefplezier App is in Dutch; these screenshots have
been translated.
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The HND EMA questionnaire contained 43 items. It combined items from existing
and validated questionnaires and a few newly created items. We assessed subjective
well-being, sleep, mood, anxiety, depression, physical activity, physical discomfort,
self-esteem, worrying, loneliness, mindfulness, context (location, social company,
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activities), and the appraisal of this context, stressful events, time pressure, the feeling one makes a difference, laughing, and being outdoors. All questionnaire items
and literature references are presented in Table A.2 (page 202). Additionally, participants could define a personal item that they felt relevant to their situation. This
item could be chosen from a list of options or could be self-created during the configuration of personal settings. Examples of personal items were: ‘I worry a lot’ or ‘I
smoked a lot since the last assessment’. All items except categorical ones were rated
on a visual analogue scale (VAS) ranging from 0 to 100, with appropriate labels at
the extremes and middle of the scale, and the middle as default positive. To answer
a question, the slider had to be moved.
The EMA Leefplezier App allowed for a personalized configuration of the EMA
questionnaires. Instead of serving the same set of questionnaire items to every participant, the Leefplezier App allowed the participant to select a number of ‘themes’
that they felt relevant to their situation. These themes where described by a keyword
and an image (see Figure 3.1b). Eight themes were available: (i) sleep, (ii) activity,
(iii) body, (iv) mind, (v) social, (vi) environment, (vii) mindfulness, and (viii) meaning / connectedness. The number of questions in each theme varied between four
and nine questions. Participants were allowed to pick at most four themes. Besides
these themes, the EMA questionnaire for each participant contained a default set
of fifteen questionnaire items. All questionnaire items and references to the corresponding literature are presented in Table A.9 (page 210).
Automated feedback.
Automated and personalized feedback was an important aspect for both HND and
Leefplezier. They served as a means to motivate people, to reward them for their
efforts, and, moreover, to provide them with insights about their own well-being
and mental health.
In HND, the personalized feedback was only available after completing the whole
diary study. That is, after being enrolled in the study for thirty consecutive days
while filling out enough measurements. This feedback was automatically generated
and presented on the website. Participants who completed at least 65 % (t ě 59) of
the assessments received basic personalized feedback consisting of graphs and explanatory text (see Figure A.2 on page 205 for two examples). Participants who
completed at least 75 % (t ě 68) of the assessments also received personal network
models showing the interrelationships (i.e., Granger causality) between variables
assessed in the diary study (see Figure 2.2 on page 24 for an example of such network representation).
The feedback implementation for Leefplezier was slightly different. In the Leef-
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plezier App participants received several rewards during their study. Firstly, participants received various general ‘trivia’ items (or weetjes in Dutch). Every day the
participant was participating in the study, they unlocked one of these trivia items,
each of which provided the participant with a short text containing interesting facts
related to well-being or general psychology. The goal of these trivia was to engage
people in using the Leefplezier App and to reward them for participating. Secondly,
participants received personalized feedback throughout their studies. Prerequisites
for receiving feedback where that (i) enough measurements were completed, and
(ii) the general personality questionnaire was completed. After subscribing to the
study they could, depending on whether they completed the general questionnaire,
view a graph comparing their personality to the rest of the Leefplezier sample. On
day three, participants received a graph presenting their well-being over time, on
day seven they were presented with a graph showing their personal question over
time, after fourteen days we showed them a graph with their levels of positive and
negative affect during the day, on the twenty-first day we showed a graph presenting the amount of pleasure they received from performing various activities, and on
the thirty-first day we presented them with several network models, presenting the
relations between variables over time.

Network models.
The network models were of special interest, as they revealed the causal relations between the health variables assessed in the diary study measurements, and provided
an example of an implementation of purely individualized feedback. Examples of
such network models are provided in Figure 2.2 on page 24. The network models
were estimated for each participant separately using vector autoregression (VAR)
modeling (Brandt & Williams, 2007; Lütkepohl, 2006). To automate this procedure,
we used Autovar, an open source R package that reads raw EMA data and automatically fits and evaluates VAR models (Blaauw, van der Krieke, Bos, et al., 2014;
Emerencia et al., 2016; van der Krieke et al., 2015). The number of variables included
in the network models was limited to six, for the sake of comprehension and in order
to focus on the most informative results. These six variables were selected based on
highest moment-to-moment variability, as indicated by the mean squared successive difference (MSSD), and lowest skewness. Both variables usually perceived as
‘positive’ (e.g., laughing, relaxation) and variables perceived as ‘negative’ (e.g., rumination, feeling down) were selected, as well as the participant’s personal item,
unless variability was too low (MSSD ă 50) or skewness too high (z-skewness ą 4).
Only VAR models with one time lag were estimated, to prevent overparameterization. Dummy variables for the part of the day (morning / afternoon / evening)
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were included in all models. Trend variables denoting the assessment point (and
the square of it) were included if necessary. Dummy variables for the days of the
week were included and variables were log transformed if this improved model fit.
Autovar only considered models that met the assumptions of stability, normality,
homoscedasticity, and serial independence, and selected the best model based on
the Akaike information criterion (AIC). As expected, many participants missed assessments in the diary studies. To present reliable network models, we only ran
VAR analyses for participants who completed ą 75 % of the data (ě 68 observations). Missing data of these participants were imputed using Amelia-II imputation (Honaker, King, & Blackwell, 2011). More on these network models and the
analysis performed to generate them is presented in Chapter 6.

3.4

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

We presented the rationales and development of HND and Leefplezier as a means to
perform psychopathology research on a national scale. H ND was primarily a scientific endeavor to explore ways in which the traditional classification of psychiatric
symptoms could be improved, via data-driven studies of how mental vulnerabilities
and strengths are related and interact, and by zooming into dynamic interactions between health-related variables. Additionally, we aspired to contribute to the debate
about mental health in the Netherlands, aiming to reduce the stigma associated with
psychiatric diagnosis (Hinshaw & Stier, 2008).
With Leefplezier we shifted from a scientific perspective towards a practical implementation of an e-mental health self-help tool. For Leefplezier, data collection
was not the primary goal. Instead, we focused on providing a mobile application
that is intended to be useful for its users. Relaxing the constraints of scientific rigor
allowed us to make the Leefplezier App even more personalized, for example by including themes and trivia, and by providing personalized feedback during the EMA
study. Hopefully, now that the Leefplezier App has been released nationwide, the
elderly in the Netherlands can fully benefit from it.

Based on:
Blaauw, F. J., & Emerencia, A. (2015). A Service-Oriented Architecture for Web Applications in e-Mental
Health: Two Case Studies. In 2015 IEEE 8th International Conference on Service-Oriented Computing and
Applications (SOCA) (pp. 131–138).

Chapter 4

Architecture and Infrastructure of
HowNutsAreTheDutch and Leefplezier

T

he primary source of medical data for the specific domain of e-mental health
are online questionnaires. Most applications in this domain focus on viewing, filling out, and managing these questionnaires (Danziger, 1990). Many distinct applications have been developed in recent years, most of them starting from
scratch and running in isolation. In this chapter, we design and propose a generic
architecture for e-mental health applications based on the HowNutsAreTheDutch
(HND) and Leefplezier platforms described in Chapter 3. These platforms are used
on a large scale with over 13 000 users combined. By abstracting functionalities
into reusable interfaces, we can maximize data interoperability while minimizing
application-specific code to facilitate rapid development of e-mental health applications. We set forth to answer the question of whether it is possible to design one
such generic Web application, to identify problems that would have to be tackled,
and to highlight topics of debate.
Applications designed for research projects tend to focus primarily on collecting
data and not on having a clean architecture or incorporating reusable components.
This neglect can be attributed to the fact that the success of a research project is
usually not measured by the quality of the application, but rather by the data that
is collected. Furthermore, since many such research projects have predefined budgets and time limits, application development that supports reuse tends to be an
afterthought. The result is that, rather than incorporating reusable components,
these projects create one-off applications, each starting from scratch and learning
the same lessons, and each being costly to develop.
In light of these concerns, we believe that incorporating external service components and reusable application logic in a generic architecture will reduce development time and cost compared to those of one-off projects. In this chapter, we
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propose a generic architecture for e-mental health applications based on two case
studies. This architecture takes advantage of service-oriented architecture (SOA) and
service-oriented computing (SOC) paradigms for its core functionality. We explain
the architecture for both case studies, and we give an overview of the pros and cons
of the decisions made during the design process.

4.1

Service-Oriented Architectures in E-mental Health

The importance of accessible and affordable care for mental disorders cannot be
overstated. For instance, approximately 41.2 % of the Dutch population experiences
at least one Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) disorder in
their lifespan (Bijl et al., 1998). The symptoms experienced range from feeling tired
and having a lack of interest, to experiencing strong feelings of depression. Such
episodes can have a great influence on the well-being one experiences.
Although numerous papers on e-mental health research platforms exist, only a
few of them shed light on the platform’s architecture. Griffiths and Christensen
(2006) give an overview of several on-line mental health assessments and Internet
based treatments. The authors conclude that the e-mental health assessments appear to provide a promising means for mental health self management. Donker et
al. (2013) review several mobile applications used to deliver mental health assessments. In their research they conclude that mobile phones are well suited to give
basic advice on mental health.
S OA and SOC are two relatively new concepts in the field of e-mental health and
health research. Research platforms are often basic and do not consider any elaborate (service-oriented) architecture. Only a few studies describe the use of these
concepts. Kazi and Deters (2013a, 2013b) describe an architecture for a diary study
that measures pain which applies various SOC principles. They found that the combination of Web technology and a representational state transfer (REST) architecture
allows for the development of a reliable and secure health information system. Some
research exists with regards to safely storing health data in a SOA environment. Fan
et al. (2011) describe DACAR, a secure data storage by means of a single point of
contact (SPOC). DACAR uses a SOA to support integration of eHealth services.
The described works show that SOA and SOC are viable concepts because of the
requirements they can fulfill in eHealth platforms, both functional (such as authentication / authorization and storage of medical data) and non-functional (such as
interoperability and privacy). However, the SOA and SOC concepts have not seen
widespread adoption for e-mental health applications focusing specifically on questionnaires. As a result, these applications are created as isolated, one-off solutions.
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Our e-mental health applications, HND and Leefplezier, are both partly based on
concepts, which we will analyze in this chapter. For each of these applications,
we analyze the degree of SOC applied and motivate the design decisions. Furthermore, we present a generic architecture based on these case studies. The first of the
two case studies (HND) was intended as a one-off project, the second case study,
however, was designed to use more reusable components (Leefplezier). Analyzing the differences and commonalities between these case studies gave us insight in
which elements could be important in a generic e-mental health platform.
SOA

4.2

Two Case Studies

In Chapter 3, we described some of the background of the research from the HND
and Leefplezier studies. Here we describe and analyze the architecture of these platforms. Both platforms enable e-mental health research on a moderate to large scale.
H ND was designed to obtain insight in the psychological well-being of the Dutch
population. Leefplezier focuses on well-being of elderly people in the Netherlands.
An overview of the architecture and degree of SOC of both applications is provided
in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2. To provide some basic context we give a short
introduction on both platforms and their backgrounds. For a more elaborate description see Chapter 3. A comparison of both architectures is performed to derive
a generic architecture. Section 4.2.3 describes the technical details of both platforms.

4.2.1

The Architecture of HowNutsAreTheDutch

H ND is a Web application created as the platform for a national Dutch mental health
research project (Blaauw, van der Krieke, Bos, et al., 2014; van der Krieke, Jeronimus, et al., 2016). In the HND application, people can fill out various psychological
questionnaires and automatically retrieve feedback on these questionnaires. This
feedback is a comparison with the average Dutch population combined with personalized diagrams and figures, depending on the questionnaire.
As is described in the previous chapter, H ND offers two types of studies: (i) a
cross-sectional study and (ii) an individually repeated ecological momentary assessment (EMA) study (referred to as diary study). In the cross-sectional study, participants can fill out a number of questionnaires from a predefined set of questionnaires.
The diary study focuses on within-person variance by letting the participants fill out
the same questionnaire multiple times. In the diary study, participants are measured
for thirty consecutive days by filling out a questionnaire, consisting of 43 questions,
three times per day (van der Krieke, Blaauw, et al., 2016; van der Krieke, Jeronimus,
et al., 2016). The participants in this study are notified via SMS when they should fill
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out their next questionnaire. The SMS contains the link to the Web application, on
which the questionnaire can be filled out. After filling out a cross-sectional questionnaire or after participating in the diary study, people get automatically generated
feedback.
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Figure 4.1: General overview of the HowNutsAreTheDutch architecture.

Figure 4.1 gives an overall overview of the HND architecture. The architecture
consists of an application built upon various local libraries and several external services. Most functionality in HND is built into the application itself. Authentication
and questionnaire conduction is implemented using two off-the-shelf libraries. The
questionnaire data is stored in a database separate from the authentication information and user specific data (demographical information and email addresses) in
order to limit the risk of a security breach affecting both types of data. The diary study uses two service-based components. Firstly, a service is used to perform
the scheduling of the questionnaires. This service schedules the notifications and
does a callback to HND whenever a participant should be notified. Secondly, when
participants have completed their diary studies, personal feedback is automatically
calculated. In order to calculate this feedback, an existing service is used (Autovar; Emerencia et al., 2016). Autovar calculates a vector autoregression (VAR) model
and returns a JavaScript object notation (JSON) containing results to HND. Autovar
calculations can be started using a Web service. The feedback based on the results
returned by Autovar is rendered using client-side JavaScript.
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The Architecture of Leefplezier

Leefplezier focuses on enhancing, sustaining, and providing feedback on the wellbeing of elderly people (Blaauw, van der Krieke, de Jonge, & Aiello, 2014; Jeronimus
et al., 2017). Although the goals and procedures of the Leefplezier project are similar to those used in HND (see Chapter 3), their architectures have some important
differences. Compared to HND (depicted in Figure 4.1), the Leefplezier architecture
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Figure 4.2: General overview of the Leefplezier architecture.

(depicted in Figure 4.2) depends more on external service-based components. Both
the cross-sectional part and the diary study part are implemented using SOC. Authentication of users is provided by a single sign-on (SSO) approach. Leefplezier participants authenticate themselves to a third-party application and are provided access Leefplezier via keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC). H MAC uses
a cryptographic hash function in order to verify the authenticity of a message and
thereby authenticating a participant. Storage of demographical data is provided by
a separate service. The calculation of diary study results is performed using the
Autovar service. However, in Leefplezier, the Autovar service (as described in Section 4.2.1) is wrapped in a visualization service. This visualization service takes care
of running Autovar and also renders the feedback of the questionnaires. The only
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part customized for Leefplezier is the content management system (CMS) and the
business logic to connect the services.

4.2.3

Technical Overview

The case studies share several commonalities. For example, communicating and authenticating with external services and their encompassing frameworks. The communication with external services is performed using a REST architecture. A REST
architecture uses the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) for accessing the external
services (e.g., GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE methods). These method invocations
are sent over a secure socket layer (SSL) connection to ensure privacy and security.
Binding to these services is secured by using server-to-server authentication. Three
methods of authentication are used (depending on the service): (i) HTTP basic authentication, (ii) open authorization (OAuth) and (iii) HMAC. H TTP basic authentication and OAuth are used for the general communication with the service providers.
H MAC is used to allow external applications to access Leefplezier, such as the SSO
service.
Both case studies are implemented in the open-source Web framework Ruby on
Rails. Ruby on Rails has numerous plug-ins available (called Gems in Ruby parlance). These Gems are self-contained packages providing functionality that can be
used by the application including them. H ND and Leefplezier use Gems in order
to provide a clean interface to the SOC services. The HTTP communication to the
services is abstracted by the Gems, by providing a simple application programming
interface (API) to the developers. Gems can be distributed via standardized services, such as RubyGems1 . RubyGems is in this case used as a service registry. An
overview of these separate components from a classical SOC perspective is shown
in Figure 4.3.
The components of both architectures that have not yet been discussed, including the applications used to provide some of the functionality (e.g., Quby and RoQua), are elaborated in the next section.

4.3

Comparison

Both HND and Leefplezier are used for collecting mental health data and as such
share several commonalities in their architectures. However, there are some noteworthy dissimilarities, mainly for the following two reasons. Firstly, the applications were built in succession. We developed HND prior to developing Leefplezier.
1 Website:

https://rubygems.org
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Figure 4.3: High-level service-oriented architecture using Ruby on Rails.

The experience of building and maintaining HND has influenced our decisions in
designing the Leefplezier architecture. Secondly, the operating environments for
the two applications were different. H ND focused on sampling a larger percentage
of the Dutch population. In order to find a large group of participants for HND,
seeking publicity for HND was done using several newspaper articles, magazine articles, radio interviews, and other media attention (see Chapter 3 for more details).
When media attention was sought to announce new features of the application, this
imposed strict deadlines on the development of HND and could cause a sudden increase in the number of participants. The important requirements for HND were
therefore speed of development and scalability, often at the expense of maintainability and reusability. Leefplezier, on the other hand, was aimed at a smaller target
audience, that is, elderly people associated with certain care organizations. For Leefplezier, scalability is therefore not a primary concern. The lack of reusable code from
the HND project forced us to create Leefplezier from scratch and to reevaluate the
design priorities. For Leefplezier, two of the main requirements were established to
be reusability and maintainability, by relying more on off-the-shelf components and
existing services.
Table 4.1 shows the degree to which SOC concepts were applied in the case studies. ‘Custom’ describes the components that were custom built for the target application. S OC describes the components used via external services. The remainder of
this section explores, discusses, and compares the impact that the different requirements have on the architectural design of the applications.

4.3.1

Data Security

Often e-mental health platforms can contain delicate and personal information that
should not be publicly available. Keeping this information safe is a primary re-
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quirement for any e-mental health platform. An important factor for achieving data
security is the data storage location. One can choose to store the data locally or outsource storage to an external service. In the latter case, one could opt for choosing
an external service that is specialized in storing medical data.
In HND, the questionnaire data is stored locally. However, to reduce the impact
of a security breach, the personal information (i.e., demographical data, email addresses, and authentication details) is stored separately from the questionnaire data.
For both types of data a different database management system is used and the data
is stored on physically different servers.
Leefplezier uses a specialized medical service known as RoQua to store its data.
RoQua is a company that offers different services for storing personal data and for
storing anonymous questionnaire data. Authentication to Leefplezier is provided
by a SSO service. By using an external SSO provider, Leefplezier is not responsible
for securely storing the login information.

4.3.2

Conducting Questionnaires

In HND, we used an existing application for administering questionnaires, named
Quby2 . Quby is an application designed for administering questionnaires in the
field of mental health. Currently, the Quby application only supports the mode
where we are responsible for hosting the data. Hosting the data in a self-managed
database did give us more flexibility since we had direct access to the data. The
trade-off for this flexibility is having to assume responsibility for securely storing
the questionnaire data.
2 Source

available at https://github.com/roqua/quby_engine.

Table 4.1: The degree of SOC applied in the case studies.

Topic

HowNutsAreTheDutch

Leefplezier

Authentication
Data management
Questionnaires
Diary questionnaires
Content management
Result calculation
Result visualization
Newsletter list management

Custom
Custom
Custom
S OC
Custom
S OC
Custom
Custom

S OC
S OC
S OC
S OC
C MS
S OC
S OC
S OC
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The Leefplezier platform uses Quby as a service. The Quby used in Leefplezier is hosted by an organization specialized in conducting medical questionnaires,
namely the company mentioned Section 4.3.1; RoQua. RoQua offers a platform that
hosts Quby called RoQua-ROM. RoQua was used for all interactions with the hosted
Quby, by means of REST Web services. These Web services were exposed natively
through a Ruby Gem.
Although the service-oriented approach of Leefplezier for conducting questionnaires absolves us from the responsibility of having to worry about storing questionnaire data, it is not without caveats. The main issues with the Leefplezier approach are development time and flexibility. Implementing questionnaire functionality using an external Web service could save development time. However, since
the available services were created to be generic, they might not exactly provide the
functionality needed by the platform to be implemented, and some additions might
be required in order for the system to be usable. This was the case for the Leefplezier
application, and such additions added up to a significant part of the time spent on
the development of the Leefplezier.

4.3.3

Feedback Generation

The two case studies attempt to incentivize participants to fill out questionnaires by
providing them with individual and useful feedback based on their questionnaire
data. In particular, the diary study allows for detailed analysis of the changes in
behavior of a person over time.
The feedback for the cross-sectional study phases is relatively straightforward.
We present the participants with a graph of their score compared to the maximum
obtainable score and compared to the score of the average of the other people in the
study. These graphs are calculated synchronously as they do not require lengthy
statistical analysis.
In contrast, the diary study feedback is complex. We perform time series analysis using VAR models to elucidate causal relationships between symptoms measured in the questionnaires. In order to fit a VAR model automatically, we use Autovar (Emerencia et al., 2016). Autovar is written in the statistical programming language R, so its code cannot execute directly on the Ruby platforms. We therefore interface with Autovar over a RESTful interface, using the OpenCPU platform (Ooms,
2014). The OpenCPU approach is used for both the HND and Leefplezier applications and provides the added benefit of separating the statistical calculations from
the application logic in a way that facilitates the reusability and scalability of the
Web applications.
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4.3.4

Feedback Visualization

Various graph types are used to visualize the questionnaire results (e.g., bar graphs,
line graphs, scatter plots, pie charts, etc.). The graphs showing this feedback are
generated using the Highcharts and data-driven documents (D 3) libraries. These are
JavaScript libraries for rendering graphics. H ND uses both libraries to visualize the
feedback graphics. Since the only way to access HND is by using the Web interface,
these front-end JavaScript can be implemented directly into the application.
For the Leefplezier application, however, it is insufficient to only use client-side
rendering. In Leefplezier, participants should also be able to view their feedback
on a mobile application. For this feedback to be generated in a generic and abstract
way, we developed Fizzy, a reusable service provider that generates graphs based
on questionnaire data.

4.3.5

Content Management

Not all contents of a Web application are static. Some pages may require regular
additions, removals, or other updates of text and media. Rather than editing the
hypertext markup language (HTML) files on the server by hand, applications frequently facilitate editing their contents as an integral part of the functionality of the
Web application using a CMS. A CMS is designed to be easy to use for people without
a technical background. The main advantage of using a CMS is the fact that multiple
users are able to edit the contents of the application as it is running. Without a CMS,
any changes in the contents of the application falls to the responsibility of the application developers. The main disadvantage of using a CMS is that it incurs a higher
up-front cost from the development team as the application needs to be adapted to
integrate the CMS. Nevertheless, in most situations the application developers do
not remain available for the length of the project to maintain the system for minor
textual changes. In these cases a CMS is inevitable.
H ND was implemented without the use of a CMS. All changes that were to be
made to the application were given to the development team, who directly edit the
HTML source of the pages. The decision for not having a CMS was made during the
development phase, in order to save time on development and have high flexibility.
In our experience, having a CMS, at least for the most frequently changing pages of
the website, is worth the extra up-front cost. It would have been more time efficient
if HND was implemented with a CMS, compared to the current approach.
The Leefplezier does integrate a CMS. The application uses RefineryCMS3 . Our
experience with having to maintain the HND website and being tasked with adding
3 Source

available at https://github.com/refinery/refinerycms.
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content throughout the year influenced our opinion in that it is good practice not
only to separate contents from design but also to allow those contents to be updated
directly by the users that create that content.

4.4

Requirements of E-mental Health Applications

From our two case studies, we extracted several architectural commonalities and
heuristics. Furthermore, we identified three main non-functional requirements that
are applicable to e-mental health applications in general: (i) data security and patient
privacy, (ii) maintainability of the e-mental health platform, and (iii) availability and reliability of the platform for data collection.

4.4.1

Data Security and Patient Privacy

Security and privacy are two requirements inextricably tied to any application that
deals with personal health information. Law and regulations dictate the use of numerous security standards for collecting and storing medical information. S OC can
help achieving a secure and privacy aware system by restricting data access for service clients. The service provider could be the only service retaining the data, being a
SPOC for data retrieval. The provider can be used as a security authority and restrict
access to the data by only exposing specific services to specific service clients (Fan
et al., 2012). The separation of concerns in SOC also makes a system inherently more
secure. A separation of, for example, personal data from patient health data reduces
the chance of compromising all data, if one of the service providers were to contain
a security breach. Some organizations have policies stating that data needs to be
stored in-house. Such policies make the use of generic SOC solutions impossible.
The last important aspect is the reuse of the service its security standards. In order
to store medical data, a system should have various certifications (e.g., ISO 27001 or
NEN 7510 in the Netherlands) as imposed by law and regulations. Reusing a system
that has these certifications is more time efficient.

4.4.2

Maintainability of the E-mental Health Platform

Researchers in e-mental health projects are mostly concerned with starting the data
collection as soon as possible and would prefer to spend little time and effort in
having to develop and maintain the application. The concerns of these researchers
can be met by combining off-the-shelf components rather than directing a one-off
monolithic solution for which they are solely and wholly responsible. This work-
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flow is accelerated by using SOC because it can reduce the lead time for developing
a new project while outsourcing most of the software maintenance.
The distribution of responsibilities imposed by SOC also increases maintainability. For example, by separating the concerns of application logic from those of the
statistical data analysis, software developers and researchers can adapt the parts of
the project in their field of expertise. Moreover, because of the dynamic binding
between the SOC components, external services can be updated without needing to
redeploy the application.

4.4.3

Availability and Reliability for Data Collection

The punctual and time-dependent nature of many medical studies imposes high
demands on system availability and reliability. These demands are magnified when
the system features a patient-facing front-end. Especially in studies where patient
compliance is an area of concern, additional technical difficulties that may discourage participation can be detrimental or even prohibitive to performing a study successfully. For instance, when data are collected in real-time, or relatively often (e.g.,
in a diary study), one requires a platform to be reliably available. Availability concerns can be mitigated by SOC since separation of concerns can help increasing the
availability of critical parts of the system. These parts can be replicated decreasing
the chance of a failure to occur.

4.5

Proposed Architecture

Based on the analysis of the architectures of HND and Leefplezier, we propose a
generic architecture for e-mental health applications, shown in Figure 4.4. In this
figure, the colors indicate the likelihood of an individual application having to write
application-specific code in the layer (green is very likely, blue is likely, and red is
very unlikely). Based on the lessons learned from both platforms, this architecture
encompasses the elements common to applications in e-mental health research.
The architecture set out in Figure 4.4 consists of five layers. From top to bottom,
the layers decrease in volatility and in interactivity with the user. For example, while
the presentation layer consists of mostly user-facing code, the lower layers contain
the back-end of the application (hence the decrease in user interactivity). The decrease in volatility is because the top layers are deemed application specific, with
layouts and graphical user interfaces that may vary from project to project, while
the lower layers contain functionality that is more generic, more complex, unlikely
to change frequently, and often accessed through service-oriented mechanisms.
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Figure 4.4: A layered overview of a generic architecture for e-mental health applications.

The topmost layer is the presentation layer. The presentation layer houses the
user-interface (e.g., layout templates and themes) of the application. We envision
this layer to be the most application specific and to feature little code reuse, as each
application is likely to want to use its own theme and looks. Figure 4.4 shows a connection between this layer and the CMS, as certain assets may be modified through
a CMS, for example.
The second layer is the application layer. The application layer features the application logic as well as other code that lets the presentation layer interact with the
other layers. Examples of application-specific components may include the specifications for which pages are accessible to users, the diary study protocol, and which
plots to include on a results page. Examples of reusable components in this layer
may include, for example, code to generate certain result plot types or account management pages.
The service adapter layer serves to abstract the application from the service-specific
code for interfacing with the back-end services. This layer functions as an adapter
by providing the application with a non-changing interface to interchangeable external services. This layer may host service-specific code to support certain services or
service types. This code should be restricted to this layer and only needs to change
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when the external components change, not when the application changes. We envision a scenario where these adapter definitions are managed by a service registry.
The fourth layer is the service layer, which contains the service providers. We
have identified four primary services as the common subset of services used by applications in e-mental health: (i) questionnaire services, (ii) authentication services,
(iii) personal data services, and (iv) computation services. These services should
operate agnostic of the application and are often external to the application. The
additional flexibility provided by the service adapter layer warrants that external
services may be used as interchangeable parts, allowing one to switch to a different questionnaire manager without having to rewrite any application code (for this
particular example, migrating questionnaire data is a separate issue but an issue
nonetheless).
The fifth layer is the data layer, which contains the data collected by the research
application. For this layer we firstly propose to (physically) separate user identifiable information (i.e., user account information and demographics) from the other
data, to the best extent possible. The reason is that a data leak is more likely to
happen in either one of these services than to both at the same time. Secondly, the
process of selecting external services should weigh the availability of features for
exporting data that meet the research requirements.
A separate component in the architecture is the CMS. In the proposed architecture one should take into account which contents of the application are likely to
change, and if there are such contents, to provide a means for regular users to manage this content themselves. In practice, this often translates to integrating a CMS.
Because, in theory, any form of an administrative interface could also be used to
manage, e.g., which questionnaires are selected for a study or which external services should be used, the CMS layer may have tie-ins to the application layer and
service adapter layer. With the CMS being such an integral part of the application,
it is often difficult to abstract the CMS from the rest of the application in a way that
facilitates, for example, interchangeability. The architecture presented in Figure 4.4
satisfies the requirements listed in Section 4.4. A short explanation for each requirement is listed below.
Data security and patient privacy: the generic architecture absolves the application owner from being solely responsible for data security by assigning responsibility to each of the external services for managing their share of the data. Security
could further be increased by using data storage services from providers that specialize in information security or by using encrypted data storage systems.
Maintainability of the e-mental health platform: applications following the
proposed architectural guidelines are maintainable because they (i) separate application-specific code from reusable code (e.g., the layout is separated from the back-
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end logic), (ii) separate code by functionality and responsibility (e.g., only the computation service is responsible for statistical computations, and for nothing else),
and (iii) separate static content from dynamic content, allowing direct user edits for
the latter category (i.e., by integrating a CMS).
Availability and reliability for data collection: although our architecture does
not directly influence the availability and reliability of the platform, it was designed
to allow for redundant availability between any of its individual components, providing a high level of reliability.

4.6

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

We analyzed the architecture of both HND and Leefplezier with a particular focus
on SOC. From this analysis, we distilled a generic architecture that could be used
for other online e-mental health platforms. Despite the fact that we performed our
analysis only on these two platforms, we believe that the architecture presented and
the caveats described for implementing service-oriented architectures can serve as
blueprint for developing e-mental health research applications in general. In fact,
we recently released a new e-mental health diary study platform4 in part based on
the principles and heuristics described in this chapter.
One of the major advantages of our proposed architecture is the loose coupling
of the service components, provided by SOC. Loose coupling allows for easy reuse of
the services when implemented in a generic way. In our proposed architecture, the
service adapter layer enforces the loose coupling between the application and the
services it uses. Reuse of existing systems can save development time for successive
studies and can eventually save costs. For medical data, one advantage of SOC could
be to outsource the responsibility for keeping data secure.
However, the increase in security and maintainability comes with a decrease in
flexibility, performance, and testability. Flexibility is reduced as the service client
has no direct influence on the functionality exposed by the service provider. In
many cases, the service client might not have access to run detailed queries on the
data. Performance is reduced due to the extra layer of abstraction (i.e., the API of the
service provider) between data and application. Data requests that invoke an external service induce latency and bandwidth overhead compared to direct database
connections. Especially in procedures that invoke multiple repeated queries, the
performance penalty can be significant. Testability is reduced as traditional testing
approaches may be less suitable for applications that use SOC (Canfora & Di Penta,
2009). This may result in applications being unable to validate the functionality of
4 Website

(in Dutch): https://nemesisdagboekonderzoek.nl.
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external services, having to trust that their descriptions are accurate and up-to-date.
Even in cases where testing external services is theoretically possible, this may be
too slow and costly for practical use, especially for services that charge on a perrequest basis.
As e-mental health applications frequently have a significant amount of overlap
in terms of their main functionality (i.e., recording questionnaires and providing
feedback), using a SOA fosters the reuse of these components and meets the most
important requirements of e-mental health platforms. The use of specialized services can help application owners to focus on performing research without being
burdened with the implementation details of every single aspect of the application.
If more applications followed these guidelines, then perhaps the interfaces could be
standardized, as other formats in medical informatics have. Components could be
reused not only between projects within the same hospital, but between different
hospitals worldwide.

Based on:
Van der Krieke, L., Jeronimus, B. F., Blaauw, F. J., Wanders, R. B. K., Emerencia, A. C., Schenk, H. M.,
. . . de Jonge, P. (2016). HowNutsAreTheDutch (HoeGekIsNL): A crowdsourcing study of mental
symptoms and strengths. International Journal of Methods in Psychiatric Research, 25(2), 123–144.
Van der Krieke, L., Blaauw, F. J., Emerencia, A. C., Schenk, H. M., Slaets, J. P. J., Bos, E. H.,
. . . Jeronimus, B. F. (2016). Temporal Dynamics of Health and Well-Being. Psychosomatic Medicine, 79(2),
213–223.

Chapter 5

HowNutsAreTheDutch Descriptives and
Results
owNutsAreTheDutch and Leefplezier both are applications aimed at performing measurements and providing automated feedback to a large, national cohort. Their platforms were designed to collect data from participants on a Dutch,
national scale.
In order to provide a frame of reference about the reach and targeted population of such a national Internet study, we performed a preliminary analysis on the
participants of HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND), because of its relatively large scale as
compared to Leefplezier. We provide various descriptive statistics and meta data regarding the sample it covers. Firstly, we illustrate the sample in HND with respect to
its cross-sectional study. We provide an overview of the number of participants and
several rudimentary psychological traits on the group level. Secondly, we consider
the diary study and provide several sample statistics for this study.

H

5.1

Cross-Sectional Results

In order to frame the cross-sectional sub-study of HND with other studies of its kind
and the Dutch population, we compared the characteristics of the HND sample with
(i) the general Dutch population according to the Dutch Governmental Agency for
Statistics; Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (CBS) and (ii) two representative samples retrieved from the non-institutionalized Dutch population: the Netherlands
Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study (NEMESIS) and Lifelines. N EMESIS is a
Dutch national prospective study of the prevalence, incidence and course of psy-
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chiatric disorders (n “ 6 646, data from 2007 to 2009; de Graaf, ten Have, & van
Dorsselaer, 2010). The second study is Lifelines, Lifelines is a three-generation cohort study that focuses on health and health-related behaviors of persons generally
living in the north of the Netherlands (n “ 167 729, data from 2006 to 2013; Scholtens
et al., 2015).

5.1.1

Sample Characteristics

On December 13, 2014, 12 734 participants had participated in the cross-sectional
study1 . We excluded 231 participants from our analysis because they were younger
than 18 (n “ 228) or provided unrealistic entries (e.g., birth year ă 1900; n “ 3),
resulting in a final sample of 12 503. The mean age of the participants was approximately 45 years (standard deviation [SD] “ 15) and 65 % were women. A detailed
overview of the participants is given in Table 5.1. Participants were sampled from all
regions of the Netherlands, as illustrated by the heat map in Figure 5.1. The coverage
concurs very well with population density scores provided by the CBS. However,
compared to the Dutch population, the HND participants were more often women
(65.2 % versus 50.5 % in the population, NEMESIS “ 55.2 %, Lifelines “ 57.9 %), on
average slightly older (45 versus 39 years; NEMESIS “ 44, Lifelines “ 42), more often
with a romantic partner (74 % versus 58 %), with whom they cohabited more often
(61 % versus 47 %; NEMESIS “ 68 %). Most saliently, HND sampled few people from
lower educated strata (2 % versus 22 %; NEMESIS “ 5 %), as well as medium education levels (16 years and more, 22 % versus 43 %; NEMESIS “ 60 %); HND participants
tend to be higher educated (ą 20 years, 76 % versus 35 %; NEMESIS “ 35 %). Elderly
were relatively well sampled in HND, as most participants were older than 45 (55 %),
and 9 % of them were older than 65 (versus 19 % of the population; Lifelines “ 7.6 %,
NEMESIS did not include participants older than 64). To enable comparisons between this HND sample and population samples, and to perform robustness checks
for our models, we calculated a selection bias weight factor, based on population
proportions derived from the CBS. Post-stratification weights were derived for 36
strata based on age (six categories), gender, and education level (three categories),
see Table A.3 on page 206. Our weighted results are presented in Table 5.1.

5.1.2

Key Results

Exactly 62 068 questionnaire modules were completed (up to December 13, 2014),
on average five modules per participant (12 402 participants filled out one or more
1 At the time of writing the number of participants is approaching 14 800 (with a total of approximately
75 800 questionnaires), but the current analysis is only based on this initial subset.
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Table 5.1: Baseline characteristics of the cross-sectional HND sample.
Raw descriptives
Module

Topic

Start

Age
Education level
Duration of romantic
relationship in years
Number of children

Living situation
(socio-demography)

d

Affect / Mood

Well-being

Height in cm
Weight in kge
PANAS Positive affect
PANAS Negative affect
DASS Depression
DASS Anxiety
DASS Distress
MANSA quality of life
Happiness index
SPF - IL
Ryff total

Weighted desciptives

n

Range

Mean

SE

SD

na

Mean

SE

12 503
12 189
9 038

18 to 90
1 to 8c
1 to 80

45.3
6.9
18.3

0.13
0.01
0.14

14.6
1.2
13.7

12 189
12 189
9 038

40.7
6.4
14.7

0.17
0.02
0.18

b

13.7
1.5
12.6

12 190

0 to 12

1.2

0.01

1.2

12 189

1.1

0.01

1.2

11 035
11 034
8 031
8 032
7 972
7 972
7 973
10 181
10 152
10 131
10 033

100 to 213
20 to 190
10 to 50
10 to 50
0 to 42
0 to 42
0 to 42
12 to 84
0 to 10
0 to 45
46 to 234

174.7
74.6
34.2
19.7
6.8
3.6
8.6
62.1
6.9
25.1
166.6

0.09
0.14
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.02
0.06
0.27

9.1
14.7
6.9
7.2
7.8
4.9
7.0
8.6
1.6
5.9
26.6

11 034
11 034
8 030
8 030
7 972
7 972
7 972
10 180
10 151
10 130
10 133

175.1
74.7
33.5
20.5
7.3
4.0
9.4
61.4
6.8
24.4
163.7

0.12
0.20
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.09
0.12
0.13
0.02
0.08
0.38

9.1
15.2
7.1
7.4
8.2
5.4
7.3
9.0
1.7
5.9
27.4

SD

Note:
a
The n for the weighted descriptives (n “ 12 189) is smaller than for the raw descriptives because 314 participants
(2.5 %) did not provide their education level correctly.
b
Standard errors based on Taylor series linearization in R-package ‘svy’ (Lumley, 2004).
c
Education level ranged from 1 (elementary school not finished) to 8 (academic degree).
d
The lower thresholds of the height range seems rather extreme, but only four individuals reported a height below
150 cm (ă0.1 %).
e
The lower thresholds of the weight range seems rather extreme, but only two people scored their weight below 35 kg,
and seven below 40 kg (0.1 %).

of the fourteen available questionnaires). The key questionnaire modules focusing
on affect / mood and well-being were completed approximately 8 000 and 10 000
times, respectively (see Table A.4 on page 207), while 5 144 participants filled out all
three key modules (including life situation). All modules were completed by 627
participants (except intelligence, which was only available in the last three weeks).
As presented in Table 5.1, on average participants reported more positive affect (PA)
than negative affect (NA) according to the PANAS (mean “ 34 versus 20, respectively,
both SD “ 7 and range 10 to 50). However, both the PA and the NA scales showed
high variance. A visual representation of the relationship between PA and NA is
shown in Figure 5.2. The black lines in Figure 5.2a indicate the mean values for
PA (34.3) and NA (19.7). The black dots represent actual observations. Figure 5.2b
shows similar data and was offered as interactive feedback to the participants. The
red markers represent the scores of a participant on the first and second time they
completed the module. Figure 5.2a indicates that participants with a similar score on
NA varied substantially in their PA scores, and the other way around, despite their
strong correlation (r “ ´0.52, p ă 0.001). Albeit women reported slightly more
negative (t “ 8.25, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.19) and less PA than men (t “ 4.54, p ă 0.001,
d “ 0.11) gender differences were minimal (see Table A.5 on page 208). Regarding mood, the Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS) showed that symptoms of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Heat map of the cross-sectional study participants’ residence (Figure 5.1a) versus
population density map of the Netherlands (Figure 5.1b). Note: The population
density map on the right is based on CBS StatLine information (from Rijksinstituut
voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu, 2015) and presents Dutch population densities
per municipality in 2010 in terms of number of inhabitants per square kilometer:
From low in green (21 to 250), via yellow (250 to 500) and orange (light: 500 to
1 000, dark: 1 000 to 2 500) to red (2 500 to 6 000). The pictures show that the study
coverage concurs very well with population density scores.

psychological stress were most common, followed by symptoms of depression and
anxiety. The large SDs and broad ranges of these scales indicate that substantial
heterogeneity exists among participants. Based on DASS cutoff values (Lovibond &
Lovibond, 1995), 26.2 % of the participants in our sample reported mild, 16.8 % moderate, 7.2 % severe, and 3.0 % extremely severe depression symptom levels (in the
past week). With respect to anxiety, 15.1 % scored mild, 11.0 % moderate, 4.6 % severe, and 1.9 % extremely severe. With respect to psychological stress, 17.9 % scored
mild, 9.5 % moderate, 2.7 % severe, and 0.4 % extremely severe.
There was considerable overlap between individuals with severe levels on the
three subscales: all individuals who had severe symptom levels of stress and depression also had severe symptom levels of anxiety. Gender differences were small
(see Table A.5 on page 208), with women reporting slightly more symptoms of stress
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Figure 5.2: Data from the Positive And Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) in the crosssectional sample, in 2D (Figure 5.2a) and 3D (Figure 5.2b) representations. The
darker the orange (Figure 5.2a) or the taller the mountain (Figure 5.2b), the higher
the number of people with that specific score.

(t “ 9.89, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.23), anxiety (t “ 7.93, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.18), and depression
than men (t “ 2.64, p ă 0.01, d “ 0.06). Finally, there were also many participants
without any symptoms of anxiety (26.6 %), depression (16.8 %), or psychological
stress (6.7 %). Most participants rated their quality of life fairly high (as measured
with the Manchester Short Assessment of quality of life [MANSA], mean “ 62, range
12 to 84). In terms of happiness the average rating was 6.9 on a scale from 0 to 10
(SD “ 1.6, n “ 10 152, median “ 7.0). About 85 % of the participants rated their happiness ě 6, and 40 % rated their happiness ě 8. Results of the Ryff total scale (range
46 to 234) indicate substantial individual differences in subjective well-being. On
average, women reported slightly lower well-being than men (t “ ´3.52, p ă 0.001,
d “ 0.08), mainly due to less self-acceptance (t “ ´4.59, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.10) and
lower autonomy (t “ ´21.77, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.44). However, compared to men,
women reported more positive social relationships (t “ 10.05, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.21)
and personal growth (t “ 7.77, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.17). Finally, even the 136 subgroup
of severely depressed, anxious, or stressed participants (about the highest 5 % scores
on the DASS, n “ 578) rated their well-being fairly diverse (Ryff total score, range 46
to 206, mean “ 125, SD “ 27, median “ 123), just as their general happiness (range 0
to 10, mean “ 4.1, SD “ 2.2, median “ 4.0). Apparently, experiencing high symptom
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levels does not necessarily preclude enjoying life.
Finally, we weighted our results for the selection bias factor. The results in Table 5.1 suggest that mood symptoms are slightly underestimated in our sample,
relative to the general Dutch population. Anxiety was more prevalent than depression / stress in both the HND and NEMESIS sample (4.6 %, past week, HND; and
12.4 %, past twelve months, NEMESIS). In the HND sample 3.9 % reported severe
depression (past week), while 5.8 % of the NEMESIS participants reported a major
depression in the past twelve months. In Figure 5.3 we present the prevalence of the
nine symptoms of depression according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM) in the HND sample and in the Lifelines sample, namely, (a)
depressed mood, (b) diminished interest, (c) weight loss / gain, (d) insomnia / hypersomnia, (e) psychomotor agitation / retardation, (f) fatigue or loss of energy, (g)
worthlessness / guilt, (h) concentration problems, and (i) suicidal ideation (for the
full list of DSM criteria for major depressive disorder (MDD), see Section 1.1). The
HND participants reported more symptoms of depression (Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms [QIDS; A. Rush et al., 2003; A. J. Rush et al., 2006], self-report,
past week) than the Lifelines participants (Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview [MINI], clinical interview, past year), but these differences dissipate at the
higher total scores, in line with a lower threshold for self-report and timing effects.
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Figure 5.3: The prevalence of the nine DSM depression symptoms. The prevalence for each
number of depression symptoms in the HND sample and the Lifelines sample. The
vertical axis shows the percentage of participants with this particular number of
symptoms.
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Figure 5.4: Timeline and enrollment of study participants. 1 “ Launch (cross-sectional part
of) HND project; 2 “ Publication first newsletter; 3 “ Publication magazine of
national newspaper (Volkskrant Magazine; van der Neut, 2014) dedicated to HND;
4 “ Launch diary study; 5 “ Publication second newsletter; 6 “ Publication third
newsletter; 7 “ Presentation in an academic setting for a general audience.

5.1.3

Evaluation

All of the participants of HND had the opportunity to evaluate the Web application
by means of an evaluation questionnaire. This evaluation questionnaire was completed by 3 093 participants who were on average 48 years old (SD “ 14), and 65 %
were women. In the evaluation questionnaire participants scored six components
of the cross-sectional study of the HND website on a scale from 1 to 10. In short, the
mean score for the lay-out of the website was rated 7.6, the cross-sectional modules
7.7, the presented results 7.3, and the overall judgment 7.7.

5.2

Diary-study Results

A timeline of the HND project is presented in Figure 5.4, with the percentage of
participants subscribing to the HND project as a whole and to the diary study in
particular. The figure shows several forms of advertising that influenced the number
of enrollments.

5.2.1

Sample Characteristics

Up to December 13, 2014, 629 participants completed the diary study (5 % of all HND
participants). This was after a seven-month study period. Of the diary participants
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532 (85 %) had also participated in the earlier cross-sectional part of the HND project,
which is 4 % of the total cross-sectional sample (n “ 12 503). The 629 participants
were 517 women (82 %, mean age “ 39, SD “ 13) and 112 men (18 %, mean age “ 48,
SD “ 13, range 18 to 76), mainly Dutch (99 %) and spread throughout the Netherlands; five participants were Belgian and one had another nationality. Diary study
participants (n “ 629) were on average 5.4 years younger than the other HND participants (t “ 9.78, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.40), more often women (χ2 “ 84.51, p ă 0.001,
d “ 0.28), and they reported lower well-being (t “ 3.23, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.14; see
Table A.6 and Table A.7 in Appendix A.1). Compared to the educational level of
the general Dutch population (high, 28 %; middle, 41 %; low education, 31 %; Dutch
CBS ), the participants were highly educated (high, 83 %; middle, 13 %; and low educated, 4 %). Compared to the cross-sectional study, diary study participants were
on average higher educated (t “ ´5.67, p ă 0.001, d “ 0.24).

5.2.2

Adherence and Completion Rates
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Figure 5.5: Distributions of the adherence to the diary study (Figure 5.5a). The histogram depicts the number of participants who filled out at a given number of assessments.
For each assessment we measured how long it took for the participant to finish it,
as shown in Figure 5.5b.

The diary study participants completed a total of 28 430 assessments; with a
mean of 45 and SD of 32 assessments each (range, 0 to 90). Assessments completion time was 3 minutes (median, see Figure 5.5b, and the assessments were completed within 11.6 minutes (median) after the prompt. Figure 5.5a shows that the
number of completed assessments had a bimodal distribution across participants.
Almost half of the participants (n “ 278 [44 %]) completed less than 45 assessments
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(mean “ 12, SD “ 13), thus quit the study early (henceforth denoted as ‘early quitters’). The other half (n “ 351 [56 %]) of the participants adhered to the study and
completed 45 assessments or more (henceforth denoted as ‘adherers’), with a mean
of 73 and SD of 11 assessments. A multivariate linear regression model was fit to
test whether early quitters differed from adherers with regard to personal characteristics, which included 356 participants who had provided data on the variables
of interest in the cross-sectional part of the HND study.
Somewhat surprisingly, no effects were observed (all p-values ě 0.15). Additionally, a multivariate logistic regression to compare study adherers (n “ 228) with
early quitters (n “ 128) showed no differences (p-value ě 0.13). The combination
of the results of the multivariable linear regression analysis and the results of the
multivariable logistic regression analysis is provided in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Outcomes of multivariable linear regression model.

Outcome:
Predictors

Outcome

Sociodemographics

Gender
Age
Education
Depression
Anxiety
Stress
Ryff
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness

Symptoms

Well-being
Personality

Number of observations

Observations ě 45

β

B

P-value

95 % C I

Odds Ratio

P-value

95 % C I

0.07
´0.06
0.03
´0.04
´0.09
0.03
0.06
0.13
´0.05
0.01
0.05
0.09

5.81
´0.13
0.89
´0.14
´0.54
0.12
0.07
0.43
´0.21
0.04
0.30
0.47

0.22
0.38
0.64
0.71
0.33
0.79
0.59
0.21
0.50
0.89
0.38
0.15

´3.47 to 15.22
´0.42 to 0.16
´2.92 to 4.59
´0.87 to 0.66
´1.69 to 0.56
´0.76 to 0.98
´0.18 to 0.31
´0.26 to 1.13
´0.81 to 0.42
´0.50 to 0.56
´0.37 to 0.95
´0.15 to 1.14

0.67
0.99
1.13
0.98
0.96
1.01
1.01
1.04
0.99
0.99
1.03
1.02

0.22
0.58
0.33
0.38
0.30
0.76
0.57
0.13
0.72
0.50
0.21
0.43

´0.03 to 0.01
´0.14 to 0.38
´0.07 to 0.03
´0.12 to 0.03
´0.05 to 0.07
´0.01 to 0.02
´0.01 to 0.09
´0.01 to 0.09
´0.05 to 0.07
´0.05 to 0.02
´0.02 to 0.08
´0.03 to 0.07

Note: Of the participants in the diary study 278 participants were categorized as ‘early quitters’ and 351 participants as ‘adherers’. However, only
the 356 participants who filled-out all cross-sectional predictors were included in the analyses (286 women and 70 men; 128 early quitters and 228
adherers). Gender was included as a categorical predictor. The 95 % confidence interval was bootstrapped 10 000 times. A post-hoc power calculation
indicated that we should observe effect from d “ 0.26 onwards (given 12 predictors, R2 “ .027, p ă .01, and 356 participants).

Finally, univariate differences between early quitters and adherers were tested
with Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and t-tests, but no differences were encountered
(all p-values ě 0.09), as shown in Table 5.3.
Participants could quit the diary study passively (by ceasing to respond to assessment prompts) or actively (by unsubscribing from the study), and the active
quitters were asked to check one of three pre-specified reasons for quitting. Most
quitters were ‘passive quitters.’ Of the 79 active quitters (mean age 39; 79 % women),
46 % (n “ 36) indicated that the diary study was ‘too intensive,’ 2 % (n “ 2) checked
the option ‘I can no longer comply to the study criteria due to a change in my daily
rhythm,’ whereas 52 % (n “ 41) had ‘other reasons’ (e.g., quit the study because the
time schedule did no longer fit or too many assessments were missed).
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Table 5.3: Univariate differences between early quitters and adherers.

Predictor
Age
Gender
Education
Depression
Anxiety
Stress
Well-being
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness

K S p-value

T-test

Df

P-value

Mean diff.

95 % C I

0.38

0.84

354

0.78
0.35
0.15
0.15
0.92
0.64
0.46
0.99
0.80
0.73

´1.47
1.61
1.73
0.89
´0.96
´0.05
´0.25
0.35
´0.82
´1.37

354
354
250
354
354
354
354
354
354
354

0.42
0.60
0.16
0.13
0.09
0.37
0.34
0.96
0.81
0.72
0.41
0.17

1.26
´0.03
´0.16
1.44
0.98
0.68
´2.87
´0.05
´0.19
0.25
´0.49
´0.93

´1.72 to 4.25
´0.11 to 0.06
´0.39 to 0.06
´0.34 to 3.29
´0.18 to 2.08
´0.79 to 2.11
´8.88 to 3.08
´2.16 to 2.02
´1.74 to 1.33
´1.18 to 1.64
´1.65 to 0.70
´2.29 to 0.39

Note: Bootstrapped (k “ 10 000, bias-corrected and accelerated). To test for gender differences we
used a χ2 test (bootstrapped k “ 10 000), χ2 “ 0.28, p-value “ 0.60, d “ 0.06. Study adherers were
the reference group.

5.2.3

Automatically Generated Feedback and Evaluation

All participants who completed at least 65 % (t “ 59) of the diary assessments
(n “ 302) received basic personalized feedback consisting of several graphs (time
plots, bar graphs, pie charts, and scatter plots) and explanatory text including information about PA and NA, sleep, location, social company, time pressure, physical discomfort, self-esteem, worrying, special events, physical activity, and the personal item. An example of the graphs presented in the basic feedback is shown in
Figure A.2 in Appendix A.1 (page 205). Participants who completed at least 75 %
(t “ 68) of the diary assessments (n “ 247) also received two personal networks
showing concurrent and dynamic relationships between their mood, health behaviors, and emotions over time (see Figure 2.2 on page 24 for an example). Initially,
our threshold for receiving advanced feedback was 85 %, but during the study, we
lowered the threshold to 75 % because this proved sufficient to create meaningful
networks (Box & Jenkins, 1976). For one participant, no personal networks could
be generated because of extremely low variability in variable values (namely, the
response pattern of this participant was highly similar across assessments).
After completion of the diary study, participants who received feedback were
invited to complete an evaluation form about the study on the HND website, which
102 participants did (mean age 46 years [SD “ 14] and 73.5 % [n “ 75] women).
Results are presented in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Participants’ evaluation

Item

Rating

Overall judgment of the study
Usability (technical / practical)
Comprehensibility of the results
To what extent did you benefit
from the study?
To what extent did the
assessments make you more
conscious about what you did /
felt / thought?
To what extent did you change
your behavior or thinking as a
result of the diary study?

5.2.4

Mean

SD

Range

‘Very bad’ to ‘Very good’
‘Very bad’ to ‘Very good’
‘Very bad’ to ‘Very good’
‘Very little’ to ‘Very much’

64.5
64.8
57.1
44.4

14.7
20.2
24.2
22.0

24 to 90
10 to 100
0 to 97
0 to 89

‘Very little’ to ‘Very much’

61.7

20.8

0 to 100

‘Very little’ to ‘Very much’

30.9

22.2

0 to 100

Between-Persons and Within-person Associations

To explore the value of our collected ecological momentary assessment (EMA) data,
a mixed linear model was fit to test the association between somatic symptoms
and moment-to-moment quality of life. At the between-persons level, a significant negative association between somatic symptoms and quality of life was observed (β “ ´0.25; p ă 0.001). At the within-person level, the mixed linear model
also showed significant, but slightly weaker, negative associations between somatic
symptoms and quality of life (β “ ´0.22; p ă 0.001). The random slope indicated
significant heterogeneity in the strength of the within-person association between
somatic symptoms and quality of life (variance “ 0.02; p ă 0.001). Additionally, the
within-person fluctuation in the experience of somatic symptoms was much larger
than the within-person fluctuation in momentary quality of life (mean squared successive difference [MSSD] “ 395.8 versus 257.3; see Figure 5.6 for the MSSDs of all
diary items).

5.3

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

Our crowdsourcing approach resulted in the recruitment of 12 743 participants who
completed more than 113 500 cross-sectional questionnaires, and completed over
28 000 diary assessments, both covering a range of (mental) health-related items.
After completing these questionnaires or diary-studies (with enough completed assessments) participants were presented with personalized feedback, either compar-
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Figure 5.6: Mean squared successive difference of the HowNutsAreTheDutch diary items.

ing their results to those of the HND sample (cross-sectional), or to their own measurements over time (the diary study).
The most salient limitation of these and comparable projects is the problem of
representativeness (self-selection bias). Especially the overrepresentation of highly
educated strata and women was the case with HND. The phenomenon of an overrepresentation in the number of women also seems to occur in other studies, for
example, NEMESIS has 55.2 % women (de Graaf et al., 2010), and Lifelines has 57.9 %
women (Scholtens et al., 2015). The overrepresentation of medium to higher educated people on health websites and online programs has also been documented before (e.g., Brouwer et al., 2010; van ’t Riet, Crutzen, & de Vries, 2010). To estimate the
extent to which selection effects curved our results we weighted our sample against
the proportions in the general Dutch population, and compared the HND sample
with the NEMESIS and Lifelines studies. Results suggest that scores of HND participants are likely to deviate somewhat from population averages on several psychological characteristics (mainly those associated with differences in education), which
might attenuate the generalizability of our results (just as in NEMESIS and Lifelines).
For this reason NEMESIS weighted their results (de Graaf et al., 2010). Nevertheless,
in the HND, NEMESIS, and also the Nederlandse Studie naar Depressie en Angst
(NESDA), anxiety was more prevalent than depression and the small gender differences were even comparable in size (e.g., for anxiety in HND d “ 0.18 and NESDA
d “ 0.11; for depression in HND d “ 0.06 and NESDA d “ 0.08, see Jeronimus, Ormel,
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Aleman, Penninx, & Riese, 2013).
A large random sample from the general Dutch population (without having a
strong selection bias and non-response) would require immense resources. Note
that only 58.6 % of the random sample for NEMESIS actually participated in that
study (de Graaf et al., 2010). In Lifelines only 24.5 % of the intended sample invited
via their general practitioner participated, while two-thirds of the assessed sample resulted from self-selection via other means than the general practitioner (see
Scholtens et al., 2015). It also remains doubtful whether a random sample would
have yielded knowledge about individual dynamics that would be more applicable, informative, or transferable (‘generalizable’) at the personal level (see Molenaar
& Campbell, 2009). Exactly therefore we implemented the diary studies. Moreover,
we believe that the underlying faculties of the mind (Panksepp & Biven, 2012) as
well as the structure in our data (Kendler & Parnas, 2015) will not be different in
subsamples of the population. Selection effects may thus, at worst, bias prevalence
estimates (average symptom counts), but we deem it unlikely that selection effects
invalidate research into the associations and interactions between personal vulnerabilities and resources.
Self-selection is not necessarily problematic, as previous crowdsourcing studies
attracted more diverse participants than any other means of recruitment did (Gosling,
Vazire, Srivastava, & John, 2004; Revelle et al., 2010; Skitka & Sargis, 2006). For example, HND sampled more participants above age 65 (9 % versus 19 % in the population) than Lifelines (7.6 %) and NEMESIS, which excluded people older than 64.
This may reflect that the Netherlands are among the countries with most and fastest
Internet connections per capita worldwide (more than 90 % of the households is
connected; Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2015).
Another limitation concerns our implementations of the EMAs. We allowed our
diary participants to complete their questionnaire until one hour after the prompt.
Methodologically, the presence of this time window may have biased the results.
For instance, when participants received the prompt at a busy moment, they had the
opportunity to postpone their response to a more quiet moment, in which different
emotions were experienced and reported. However, our HND data indicated that
most diary questionnaires were completed within twelve minutes after the prompt
(mean “ 18.0, SD “ 15.7), thus this methodological bias is probably small.
Adherence to the diary studies was mixed. From the HND diary data it seemed
that on the one hand, there were early quitters who only briefly took note of the diary study. Barriers to access the study were low, causing many non-committed participants to subscribe and drop out, like in many other anonymous Internet-based
studies (Muñoz et al., 2016). On the other hand, there were adherers who participated rather conscientiously. For these participants, the feedback promised upon
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completion may have functioned as a strong incentive; although we cannot rule out
that some participants might have participated to compete for a possible reward
(e.g., in HND participants could win one of five Apple iPads, and when the Leefplezier App was released participants could win gift coupons). Personal characteristics
predicting better adherence could not be identified, meaning that we did not find
any personal characteristics that makes people ‘less suitable’ for diary studies.

Part II

Automatically Personalizing
Psychopathology Research

Based on:
Blaauw, F. J., van der Krieke, L., Emerencia, A. C., Aiello, M., & de Jonge, P. (2017). Personalized advice
for enhancing well-being using automated impulse response analysis – AIRA. Submitted for Publication.
Bos, F. M., Blaauw, F. J., Snippe, E., van der Krieke, L., de Jonge, P., & Wichers, M. (2017). Exploring the
emotional dynamics of subclinically depressed individuals with and without anhedonia: an experience
sampling study. Journal of Affective Disorders, 228(2018), 186-193.

Chapter 6

Personalized improvement of well-being:
Automated Impulse Response Analysis

T

he attention for personalized mental health care is thriving. Research data specific to the individual, such as time series sensor data or data from ecological
momentary assessment (EMA) studies, is relevant from a research perspective, as
analyses on these data can reveal the heterogeneity among the participants and provide precise and individualized results, often more precise than with group-based
methods. However, using this data for self-management and to help the individual
to improve his or her mental health has proved challenging.
In this chapter, we present a novel approach to automatically generate personalized advice for the improvement of the well-being of individuals by using time series data from intensive longitudinal studies: Automated Impulse Response Analysis (AIRA). A IRA analyzes vector autoregression (VAR) models of well-being by
generating impulse response functions (IRFs). These IRFs are used in simulations to
determine which variables in the model have the largest influence on the other variables and thus on the well-being of the participant. The effects found can be used to
support self-management and a more personal medicine.
We demonstrate the practical usefulness of AIRA by performing an analysis on
longitudinal self-reported data about psychological variables. To evaluate its effectiveness and efficacy, we ran its algorithms on two data sets (n “ 4 and n “ 5), and
discuss the results. We compare AIRA’s output to the results of a previously published study and show that the results are comparable. Moreover, we used AIRA
for investigating the relation between depression and anhedonia (i.e., the inability
to experience interest in or pleasure from activities) in the HowNutsAreTheDutch
(HND) data set, using n “ 40 participants from HND in the analysis. By automating
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IRF Analysis, AIRA fulfills the need for accurate individualized models of health out-

comes at a low resource cost with the potential for upscaling. Throughout this chapter, we adhere to a simple running example using six variables that could be related
to well-being: (i) ‘rumination’, (ii) ‘self-esteem’, (iii) ‘concentration’, (iv) ‘cheerfulness’, (v) ‘agitation’, and (vi) ‘eating candy’.

6.1

Automated Diary Study Data Analysis

When questionnaires are filled out in sequence, the data is a time series. A popular technique for analyzing multivariate, equally spaced time series data is vector
autoregression (VAR; Sims, 1980). VAR can be used to fit a multivariate regression
model; a model in which the outcome of one variable (e.g., ‘concentration’) is regressed on the outcomes of several other variables (e.g., ‘self-esteem’ and ‘agitation’). The VAR model itself is a set of such multivariate regression equations for
a system of two or more variables, where each variable in the system is regressed
on its own time-lagged values and the time-lagged values of all other variables in
the system (Brandt & Williams, 2007). That is, a variable x at time t is predicted
by the same variable x at time t ´ 1, t ´ 2, . . . , t ´ p and by other variables at time
t ´ 1, t ´ 2, . . . , t ´ p. The number of measurements used to look back in time (p) are
called lags in time series parlance.
VAR models allow for determining Granger causality, which can be depicted by
means of a weighted directed graph (Granger, 1969). Figure 6.1 gives an example of
such a graph related to our running example. In this figure, for example, an increase
in the variable ‘agitation’ at time t ´ 1 Granger causes an increase in ‘rumination’
and a decrease in ‘self-esteem’, ‘concentration’, ‘cheerfulness’, and ‘eating candy’
at time t. The figure only shows relations present at lag 1. A description of these
networks and their nodes is provided in Section 2.3.1.
Graphs like these encompass relevant information regarding the interactions in
a VAR model that could be of interest to the participant. However, they also lack
several important features to serve as a means to provide advice on how to improve
the participant’s well-being. Firstly, participants may have a hard time understanding these graphs (van der Krieke, Blaauw, et al., 2016). This can be attributed to the
conceptual complexity of the different edge and node types in the graph. Secondly,
these graphs give a general overview of the coefficients in a VAR model by providing
an edge-focused representation. Although such a representation gives information
about the individual relations between nodes, it remains complicated to interpret
the model as a whole, especially with respect to the temporal interplay between
the nodes in the model. The VAR coefficients are meaningless when interpreted in-
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Figure 6.1: An example of a Granger causality graph.

dividually, as it is the VAR model as a whole that describes the complete dynamic
behavior of the variables in the system (Brandt & Williams, 2007).
In this chapter, we describe AIRA, an approach to automatically generate advice
for improving a participant’s well-being using VAR models derived from EMA data.
A IRA creates advice by simulating the interactions between variables in a VAR model
(i.e., showing what would happen to y when variable x increases). The technique
AIRA uses is called IRF analysis. I RF analysis allows to shock (i.e., give an instantaneous exogenous impulse to) certain variables to see how this shock propagates
through the various (time-lagged) relations in the VAR model. In other words, IRF
shows how variables respond to an impulse applied to other variables (Brandt &
Williams, 2007). A IRA generates the IRFs for each of the equations in a VAR model,
and analyzes these IRFs to automatically generate personalized advice. A IRA uses
and partly extends some of our previous work; the automatic creation of VAR models (Emerencia et al., 2016). The fact that AIRA analyzes the VAR model as a whole enables AIRA to be a more appropriate and more precise technique for analyzing a VAR
model than a mere manual inspection of said model. A second novelty of the present
work is an implementation of VAR and IRF analysis in the JavaScript-language. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first openly available cross-platform Webbased implementation of its kind. The JavaScript implementation can be useful for
calculating VAR models or IRFs in the browser, or on a server running for example
NodeJS1 , which can aid upscaling.
A IRA generates several types of advice answering questions similar to the following: (i) Which of the modeled variables has the largest effect on my well-being?, (ii) How
long is Y affected by an increase in X?, and (iii) What can I do to change a certain Y variable? Firstly, AIRA shows how well each of the modeled variables can be used to
1 Website:

http://nodejs.org.
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improve all other variables in the network, by summing over the effects variables
have on the other variables. For this type of advice, we consider an improvement
of the complete network an improvement of the participant’s well-being in general.
Secondly, AIRA provides insight into the duration of an effect, giving insight in the
persistence of a perceived relation. Thirdly, AIRA allows the participant to select a
variable he or she would like to improve and by how much, after which AIRA will
try to find a suitable solution to achieve this improvement. A IRA iterates over all
other variables and estimate for each of these variables how large a change is needed
to achieve the desired effect.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 gives an overview of related
work. Section 6.3 illustrates the concept of AIRA presenting its mathematical foundation. Section 6.4 describes AIRA by presenting pseudo code of the algorithms.
Section 6.5 describes the experimental results acquired when evaluating AIRA. We
also evaluate the implementation of AIRA by comparing its analysis with a manually
performed analysis. Finally, we applied AIRA to answer questions related to anhedonia and major depressive disorder (MDD). This real-world application of AIRA to
research is provided in Section 6.6.

6.2

Impulse Response Function Analysis and Ecological Momentary Assessment Advice

I RF is a technique used in several fields, including digital and analog signal processing (Bellanger, 1984), control theory (Hespanha, 2009), psychiatry (Hoenders, Bos,
de Jong, & de Jonge, 2011), econometrics (Pesaran & Shin, 1998), and even for the
quality assurance of fruit (Diezma-Iglesias, Ruiz-Altisent, & Barreiro, 2004). Each
field applies IRF differently, but all applications revolve around a comparable principle; I RFs are used to determine how a model or system, or part of that model or
system, responds to a sudden large change or shock.
Several applications exist that have functionality to provide users with feedback
based on diary studies or other longitudinal health data collected by them. The feedback and advice provided in EMA studies can roughly be split into two categories:
real-time advice and post-hoc advice. The type of advice chosen for a study depends
on the goal of the study.
Real-time advice can be used to intervene directly in the EMA study. For example,
Hareva, Okada, Kitawaki, and Oka (2009) present advice to a participant by means
of applying a severity threshold to the EMA results. They describe a use case of their
system for smoking cessation in which an email is automatically sent whenever a
participant has smoked fewer cigarettes than a set threshold in order to encourage
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the behavior of smoking less. Real-time advice triggered by diary data has also been
applied in treating childhood overweight. In a study by Bauer, de Niet, Timman,
and Kordy (2010), juvenile participants sent weekly text messages (SMS) describing
various parameters (such as emotion and eating behavior), after which an algorithm
would automatically compare these results to the preceding week and create advice.
Post-hoc advice is offered after completing the study. One of the advantages of
this method is that elaborate statistical analysis can be performed, since all collected
data can be used (instead of a small window of data). Furthermore, post-hoc feedback can be used in cases where the goal is to map the baseline behavior of a participant, not affected by interventions. To the best of our knowledge, only a few studies
exist to date that provide personalized, post-hoc advice based on the dynamic relations between the variables in an EMA study. In an electronic diary study performed
by Booij et al. (2015) participants received a post-hoc personal report on their daily
activity and mood patterns. Van Roekel et al. (2016) provided participants of their
electronic diary study with a written report and gave them lifestyle advice based
on VAR models and the variables most promising for inducing a change in pleasure.
Our two platforms, described in Chapter 3 (i.e., HND and Leefplezier), also provide post-hoc feedback. Both platforms provide feedback based on VAR models, but
merely present Granger causality networks as-is, without performing analysis on
the VAR models. Furthermore, the feedback provided in these studies is mainly descriptive and does not provide concrete examples on how participants can enhance
their well-being, unlike AIRA.

6.3

From Variable Selection to Advice Generation

A IRA uses IRF analysis to determine the effect each variable has on the other variables in the VAR model for generating advice. The outcome of this analysis is then
converted by AIRA into several types of advice for the participant. The advice
describes in several ways which of the variables can best be adjusted in order to
achieve the desired effect. The advice generation process of AIRA can be subdivided
into four phases: (a) initialization, (b) simulation, (c) variable selection, and (d) advice generation. The AIRA process is illustrated in Figure 6.2.

6.3.1

Initialization

In the first phase, AIRA converts the VAR model into its VMA representation. This
VMA representation shows how the model responds to changes in the residuals or
to exogenous shocks on the model (i.e., shocks from outside of the model; Brandt &
Williams, 2007). As an example, we shows a basic varppq model (a VAR model with
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Figure 6.2: Overview of of the AIRA advice generation process.
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p lags) as
Yt “ c ` B 1 Yt´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` B p Yt´p ` ξX ` ~et ,

(6.1)

in which we define Yt as a vector containing m variables (~v ) at time t, p as the number
of lags in the model, c as a vector containing m constant terms, X as the exogenous
variables (i.e., variables that can influence the model, but cannot be influenced by
the model, such as the day of the week or the weather), ξ as the coefficient matrix
for the exogenous variables, ~et as a vector containing the error in the model (i.e., all
variance left in the data not explained by the model), and each B 1 , B 2 , . . ., B p as
a coefficient matrix for a specific lag in time. Each entry (β) of one of the matrices
B p is a coefficient for one variable predicting another value at a specific lag. Each
matrix in B p has the order variable ˆ coefficients. That is, each row of a B p matrix
p
represents the coefficients of lag p for the variable in that row (e.g., βi,j
is the scalar
coefficient for predicting variable i using variable j, at lag p). From this VAR model,
we can then define the vmap8q representation as
k
k
ÿ
ÿ
`
˘
Yt ´ d “ ~et ¨ Im ` p C1,i qL ` p C2,i qL2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
i“1

(6.2)

i“1

which is the same model as in Equation (6.1), but recentered around its equilibrium values and converted to a function of the error term in the model (Brandt &
Williams, 2007). The VMA representation allows one to investigate the standardized
impact of a shock on the model. For more information on the VAR to VMA model
conversion, see Brandt and Williams (2007). In Equation (6.2), Lk is the lag operator
which shifts the variable that it is multiplied by with k steps, that is, Lk xt “ xt´k .
C1 , C2 , . . ., are the VMA coefficient matrices of the model. Each Ci represents the
ith row of C, each Ci,j a specific element from that row. C itself is a block lower
triangular matrix, defined as
B1
— B 1 C1
—
— B 1 C2
—
— B 1 C3
—
—
.
C“—
.
—
.
—
— B1 C
p´1
—
—
.
—
.
–
.
B 1 C8´1
»

0
B2
B 2 C1
B 2 C2
..
.
2
B Cp´2
..
.
B 2 C8´2

0
0
B3
B 3 C1

0
0
0
B4

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

B 3 Cp´3

¨¨¨

B p´1 C1

Bp

0

0

B 3 C8´3

¨¨¨

B p´1 C8´pp´1q

B p C8´p

0 ¨ C8´pp`1q

¨¨¨

fi
¨¨¨
¨ ¨ ¨ffi
ffi
¨ ¨ ¨ffi
ffi
¨ ¨ ¨ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi .
ffi
ffi
¨ ¨ ¨ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi
fl
¨¨¨

Note that C is contained in itself, as each row of Ci contains all preceding entries
in C (i.e., Ci´1 , Ci´2 , . . . , C0 ). The reason for this recursion is that an effect at time
t is also affected by all of the preceding effects (t ´ 1, t ´ 2, . . .). Theoretically, the
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C matrix can contain an infinite number of rows. However, when using a stable
VAR model, a property Autovar tests for, the responses will eventually converge to
zero (Brandt & Williams, 2007). This number of rows can be limited to a certain
number of steps (k), also known as horizon. The horizon is the total number of steps
the IRF model will predict. The ~et vector (m ˆ 1) originates from an m ˆ k matrix
E that contains the error terms for each variable corresponding to a variable at the
same location in ~v . When performing IRF analysis, the ~et term is replaced by a vector
of shocks ~s, which is a not-lagged vector of structural shocks to the model. In this
work, we assume shocks of unit size, that is, each entry in this vector is either 1 (if
a variable receives a shock) or 0 (if a variable does not receive a shock). Because of
the standardized effects, this corresponds to an standard deviation (SD) increase.
Equation (6.2) does not take into account the contemporaneous effects, and captures these effects in the error term. It is often problematic to determine the direction
of the effect for the contemporaneous effects, as they merely show the correlation,
and therefore the direction remains unclear. If one has a hypothesis regarding the
directionality of these contemporaneous effects they could be implemented by using a technique named orthogonalized impulse response functions (OIRFs; Brandt
& Williams, 2007). In that case, Im (the m ˆ m identity matrix) should be changed
to a matrix representing the contemporaneous effects, for example, by computing
the first matrix from the Cholesky decomposition of the error covariance matrix and
possibly testing all directions for the effects, or by using theoretical domain knowledge for the directions (Brandt & Williams, 2007; Pesaran & Shin, 1998). The d term
is the VAR constant term divided by the vector autoregressive lag polynomial.

6.3.2

Simulation

In the second phase, AIRA runs IRF calculations for each of the variables in the
model. A IRA simulates an impulse on one variable (x) in the model and registers
how all other variables respond. The response of each variable is used to determine the effect of a variable on the other variables in the model. Besides using all
responses caused by an impulse, A IRA can also be configured to consider only the
effects which have a certainty of at least 95 %, by bootstrapping the model (Lütkepohl, 2005). The methods in this phase allow for determining the variables most
suitable for influencing other variables and serves as a preprocessing step for generating advice.
An example of an IRF of the network model used in Figure 6.1 is shown in Figure 6.3. The figure shows how a shock on ‘agitation’ (the green line) affects the other
variables in the model. The shock is an SD increase of the variable ‘agitation’ (at time
t “ 0). The other variables respond from t “ 1 onwards (as contemporaneous rela-
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Figure 6.3: An example of the responses of six variables from a VAR(1) model after a shock on
the variable ‘agitation’, corresponding to the network shown in Figure 6.1.

tions are neglected in this example). The shock on ‘agitation’ has an effect on most
of the variables in the model: a negative effect on ‘eating candy’, ‘cheerfulness’,
‘self-esteem’, and ‘concentration’, and a positive effect on ‘rumination’. The effect
converges to zero after about 7 time steps.
The response of one variable to changes in another variable can be calculated
using the IRF function,
“
‰T
irfpx, y, kq “ pζ0 ¨ α
~ pxqqy , . . . , pζk ¨ α
~ pxqqy ,
#
(6.3)
Im
if i “ 0,
ζi “ ři
if i ě 1,
j“1 Ci,j
in which x is the index of the variable receiving the shock and y the index of the
variable for which the response is analyzed. The outcome of this equation is a vector with the response of y, where each entry is a response on the horizon k. The
remainder of the equation is similar to Equation (6.2). However, in this equation, α
~
is a vector of zeros, with a 1 on the index of the variable to shock (x). Additionally,
AIRA applies a form of cumulative IRF analysis to determine the total response a variable has on another variable. In cumulative IRF analysis, the response of a variable
is summed to a total value, as
irfc px, y, kq “

k
ÿ

irfpx, y, kqj ,

(6.4)

j“0

where x is the variable that is shocked and y is the variable the response is analyzed
on. It sums all responses on the horizon k. The cumulative IRF is equivalent to the
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net area under the curve (AUC), where areas corresponding to a response less than
zero are subtracted from areas corresponding to responses higher than zero. Using
the example IRF in Figure 6.4, the cumulative response is the green areas minus the
red areas. The definition of the IRF as shown in Equation (6.3) takes all responses
into account, which might be too optimistic and cause inaccuracies. These inaccuracies may cause small insignificant effects to add up to a large, seemingly significant
effect. To circumvent this, A IRA can be configured so that it only considers significant effects by bootstrapping the results (Brandt & Williams, 2007; Lütkepohl, 2005;
Sims & Zha, 1999) and only use effects significantly different from 0. In Figure 6.4
the darker areas depict the significant areas. The dashed lines indicate the 95 %
confidence interval (CI). The advantage of using this cumulative approach is that
we obtain a single value representing the total effect of a single variable on another
variable in the model, whilst taking into account all other interrelated variables.
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Figure 6.4: Artificial example of the area under the curve to demonstrate the response to an
impulse.

6.3.3

Variable Selection

In the third phase, AIRA selects the variable that is most suitable for adjusting the
other variables in the model. A IRA determines the net effect one variable has on all
other variables. By using the total AUC, including the negative effects, AIRA gives
an estimate of the net effect a variable has. We define the function for calculating
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this net effect of a single variable (x) as follows
irft px, kq “

m
ÿ

irfc px, i, kq,

(6.5)

i“1
i‰x

in which k is the horizon over which the effect is calculated, and m is the number
of variables in the model. The result of this equation is the net effect variable x has
on the other variables. This result is contained in a vector of size m ´ 1. The irfc
function uses a VAR model that handles ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ variables differently. Whether a variable is ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ is defined by its interpretation,
that is, variables are considered positive or negative with respect to the well-being
of a participant. For instance, a model might include two variables: ‘agitation’ and
‘cheerfulness’, in which ‘Agitation’ is considered a negative variable and ‘cheerfulness’ is interpreted as a positive one. A variable deemed positive (‘cheerfulness’) is
presumably preferred to be increased, while a negative variable (‘agitation’) is preferred to be decreased. To deal with this dichotomy, a transformation is performed
on the negative variables using the Γ and E matrices; two matrices that convert the
variables of a VAR model so that they are always positive. That is, negative variables
change sign so their interpretation switches from an increase to a decrease of said
variable. These matrices are defined as
~vl “ r´1, 1, ´1, 1, ´1, 1sT ,
Γ “ ~vl ¨ ~vlT ,

(6.6)

E “ ~vl ¨ ~1Tl .
Each entry of the Γ matrix is P t1, ´1u and is created using ~vl , a vector representing
the interpretation of a variable. That is, ~vl,i “ 1 if the variable at position i in ~v (a
vector containing the variables in the model) is positive, and ~vl,i “ ´1 if ~vi is negative. The E matrix is a matrix of which the rows of a negative endogenous variable
are negative. This equation shows how ~vl built using a ~v with our six variables: ~v “
[‘eating candy (negative)’, ‘cheerfulness (positive)’, ‘agitation (negative)’, ‘concentration (positive)’, ‘rumination (negative)’, ‘self-esteem (positive)’]T . The l variable
denotes the number of exogenous variables in the model. After the transformation
the ~vl can be considered a vector of all ones.
These Γ and E matrices are used to calculate the Hadamard product of Γ and
the B matrices (Γ ˝ B p ) and E and the ξ matrices (E ˝ ξ) of Equation (6.1), and is
then used as input for the irfc function. A IRA can use this equation to determine the
total effect of each variable on other variables, and therewith calculate the effect of
a variable on the network as a whole.
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6.3.4

Advice Generation

In the last phase, AIRA generates the actual advice for the participant. The procedures of the previous phases are combined and personalized advice is constructed.
A IRA currently generates three types of advice: (i) most influential node in network,
(ii) percentage effect, and (iii) length of an effect.
Most influential node in network.
A IRA identifies the variable with the largest net positive effect that can best be used
for changing other variables. The advice describes how a participant can have the
largest positive influence on his or her well-being. For example, if we determine
that overall an increase in activity has a positive effect on the network, the advice is:
‘If you were to increase your amount of activity, this seems to positively affect your
well-being’. The well-being of a participant is in this case expressed by all variables
in the network model. An increase in the network as a whole is considered an increase in the well-being of the participant. The generated advice consists of a sorted
list of all variables and the extent to which they positively (i.e., increase one’s wellbeing), negatively (i.e., decrease one’s well-being), or neutrally (i.e., do not affect
one’s well-being) impact the network. The net effect of a variable is calculated by
summing the cumulative IRFs. By using the net effect approach, we deal with the
issue where the signs of coefficients for different lags of variables are conflicting.
For example, a variable can have a positive coefficient for a variable on the first lag,
but a negative effect in the second one. A IRA balances these effects by using the net
effect.
Length of effect.
A IRA shows the participant how long an impulse is estimated to have an effect on
the other variables in the model. For calculating the length of an effect AIRA uses
the (bootstrapped) IRF as input, and determines how long, in minutes, a response
of a variable remains (significantly) different from zero. The length is calculated by
multiplying the EMA measurement interval with the number of steps on the horizon
for which the effect is (significantly) greater or less than zero. For example, if an impulse on ‘activity’ has an effect smaller than zero on ‘depression’ for two time-steps
and the measurement interval is six hours, AIRA would state that a one standard deviation increase on ‘activity’ has a negative effect on ‘depression’ for approximately
720 minutes (or twelve hours). Furthermore, it determines how long the effective
horizon is with respect to the given impulse. That is, after how many steps all the
(significant) effects have converged to zero.
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Percentage effect.
A IRA generates specific advice showing what a participant could do in order to
improve a single specific variable in the network by a specified percentage. For
example, imagine a participant that would like to increase his or her ‘cheerfulness’
variable by 10 %. A IRA can determine how to achieve this increase by advising
the participant to either increase or decrease certain other variables in the model.
Advice could then be generated as follows: ‘In order to increase your cheerfulness by
10 %, you can either increase your concentration by 20 % or decrease your agitation
by 33 %.’ This advice calculation is defined as follows. Provided that irfc py, xq ‰ 0,
ŷ ‰ 0, and σx ‰ 0 (the SD of x), then @y | ~vy P ~v , y ‰ x,
∆y “

pk̂ ¨ x̂q ¨ ∆ ¨ σy
,
ŷ ¨ irfc py, x, kq ¨ σx

(6.7)

in which ∆ ¨ 100 is the desired percentage for increasing (∆ ą 0) or decreasing
(∆ ă 0) variable x. ∆y ¨ 100 is the calculated percentage effect y has on x. x̂ and ŷ
represent the average scores for the variables x and y of a participant respectively,
σx and σy are the SDs of respectively variables x and y, and k̂ is the effective horizon
over which the effect is calculated. The effective horizon is the number of steps
on the horizon when the response of a shock has not yet converged to zero. The
calculation is performed for all variables in the model (~vy P ~v ) not equal to the
variable to improve (y ‰ x), and the advice is established from the outcomes for
each variable. The total effect y has on x is used in the calculation.
As an example, assume a person that has a variable x (the variable this person
would like to change) with a mean value of 50, and σx “ 15. Assuming normality, an
increase of one standard deviation would mean an increase of 15, i.e., an increase of
σx
x̂ ¨100 “ 30%. Assume this person would like to increase the value of x by 10 %, we
1
1
would require an increase of 0.10x̂
σx “ 3 , i.e., a 3 SD increase causes an increase of 10 %
with respect to the mean of x. Secondly, assume this person also has the variables
tw, y, zu that affect x (so ~v “ tw, x, y, zu). For now, we only consider one of these
variables, namely y. Assume that we have calculated that a unit (one SD) impulse in
y has a unit increase in x over an arbitrary horizon of 10 steps, i.e., irfc py, x, 10q “ 1.
Since the IRF are standardized, this corresponds to a one SD response. For each step,
ef f ect
the effect of y on x is therefore on average horizon
. Recalling that the person would
like an increase in x of 10 %, equal to a 13 SD increase on a single step. As y has an
1
3´1
10
average effect of 10
SD on x per step, we require a difference of 10
´1 “ 3 SD s in
y. Because the impulse is standardized, we can determine the exact percentage of
change needed in y with respect to the average of y, ŷ. Thus, the required change
was

10
3 σy ,

which is a

10¨3´1 σy
ŷ

¨ 100 % required change in y.
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6.4

Algorithms

A IRA is freely available (open source)2 . We implemented two versions of the proofof-concept algorithm, one version in JavaScript3 , a language designed to run clientside in a Web browser, and one version in the R-language4 , a software environment
for statistical computing (R Development Core Team, 2008). We created two implementations because of the purposes the two languages generally serve. JavaScript
has the advantage that the calculations can be performed in a client’s Web browser
and do not require any computation on the server or any specialized software.
JavaScript also provides interactivity in the Web browser; it allows for live updating
the document object model (DOM) of the Web page, enabling animations and interactivity. Furthermore, the JavaScript implementation could aid the use of AIRA on
a large scale, as the implementation can be used on a back-end server (for example
using NodeJS) or in the browser. The R-language requires the R statistical environment to run and is generally used for research purposes. Our AIRA implementation
in the R-language mainly focuses on this scientific audience.
Each of the algorithms used for generating advice in AIRA is elaborated in the
following sections. The algorithms used for performing the IRF calculations and for
converting the VAR model to a VMA representation are provided in Appendix B.1.
In all examples, we use m to denote the number of variables in the model and p to
denote the number of lags.

6.4.1

Selecting Variables and Determining Advice

The advice generation of AIRA is split up into three parts: (i) ‘most influential node
in network’ (determining the net effect of a variable on well-being), (ii) ‘length of
effect’ (presenting the duration of a significant effect), and (iii) ‘percentage effect’
(giving advice on how each of these variables can actually be changed). The pseudo
code of the algorithm used for the first type of advice is provided in Algorithm 6.1.
The result of this function is an associative array (r) of cumulative effects (positive
or negative) for each variable, sorted by descending absolute value. The algorithm
iterates over all variables in the model (Lines 3 to 16). From Lines 6 to 14 it determines the net cumulative IRF effect a variable has on each other variable, and stores
summed effect per variable in r.
Besides showing the net effect a variable has on well-being, AIRA shows how
long an impulse has a (significant) response. A IRA makes it insightful what the effect duration would be when an impulse is given to another variable. Algorithm 6.2
2 Website:

http://frbl.eu/aira.
available at https://github.com/frbl/aira.
4 Source available at https://github.com/frbl/airaR.

3 Source
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Algorithm 6.1 Determines the most influential variable.
1: function D ETERMINE M OST I NFLUENTIAL N ODE(C, k)
arguments C are the VMA coefficients as returned by Algorithm B.1, k is the
horizon to forecast.
2:
r Ð associative array
3:
for x Ð 1, x ď m do
4:
rx Ð 0
5:
eff Ð C ALCULATE IRFp~
αpxq, C, kq
6:
for y Ð 1, y ď m do
7:
if x ‰ y then
8:
for l Ð 1, l ď k do
9:
rx Ð rx ` peffy ql
10:
l Ðl`1
11:
end for
12:
end if
13:
y Ðy`1
14:
end for
15:
xÐx`1
16:
end for
17:
r Ð Sort r based on the absolute values
18:
return r
19: end function

iterates over all steps on the horizon (Lines 7 to 22). For each step it then checks
whether the effect differs (significantly) from zero (Line 8). It does so until an effect
has been found. When this first effect has been found, a flag (effect_started)
is toggled (Line 12), and the start and direction of the effect are estimated. The direction is either positive or negative, and is determined in Line 9. If the effect does
not start in the first step, the effect is linearly interpolated to the expected moment it
passed a threshold (Line 11). This continues until the effect converges or exceeds the
threshold. If this is the case, the algorithm linearly interpolates the point where it
exceeded the threshold (Line 16). This result is stored, in terms of the total duration
of the effect (Line 18) and the total time the effect took to converge to zero (Line 19).
In case the chosen horizon was too small, and the effect did not have enough time
to converge, the total effect and effective horizon are determined in Lines 23 to 26.
The algorithm returns several values on Line 27. Firstly it returns the total time of
the effect, that is, the length of the effect multiplied by the interval between measurements, yielding the total length of the effect in minutes. Secondly it returns the
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total length of the effect, that is, the number of steps where the (significant) effect is
non-zero. Lastly it returns the total effective horizon. That is, the total horizon over
which the effect is non-zero (i.e., the last step where there is a (significant) effect. It
defaults to the horizon if the effect does not converge within the given horizon).
Algorithm 6.2 Determines the actual effect length.
1: function D ETERMINE L ENGTH O F E FFECT (x, y, inter, k)
arguments x is the variable that receives the shock, y is the variable we measure
the response on, inter is the interval with which the data was sampled, and k
the horizon to forecast.
2:
~γ Ð IRFpx, y, kq
3:
start, end Ð 0
4:
effect_started Ð F ALSE
5:
total, effective_horizon, d Ð 0
6:
threshold Ð 1e´4
7:
for i Ð 1, i ď k do
8:
if | ~γi | ą threshold then
9:
d Ð pp~γi ą thresholdq ? ´1 : 1q
10:
if i ą 1 X effect_started then
11:
start “ i ´ p~γi `d¨thresholdq
p~
γi ´~
γi´1 q
12:
effect_started Ð T RU E
13:
end if
14:
else
15:
if effect_started then
16:
end Ð i ´ 1 ` p1 ´ p~γi `d¨thresholdq
q
p~
γi ´~
γi´1 q
17:
effect_started Ð F ALSE
18:
total Ð total ` (end ´ start)
19:
effective_horizon Ð end
20:
end if
21:
end if
22:
end for
23:
if ef f ect_started then
24:
total Ð total ` pk ´ startq
25:
effective_horizon Ð k
26:
end if
27:
return rtotal ¨ inter, total, effective_horizons
28: end function
Lastly, AIRA shows what a participant can do to adjust said variables. Algo-
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rithm 6.3 shows the pseudo code designed for generating this advice. The AVG and
SD functions used in the algorithm give respectively the average and the standard
deviation of the values of the answers, as measured during the diary study. The
algorithm iterates over all variables in the model (Lines 3 to 15), and for each variable the algorithm determines the length of the effect, and the net effect the current
variable (y) has on the variable to be changed (x; Line 5 and Line 6). In Lines 7
to 12, this net effect is converted to a percentage of the average value of the variable
and stored, according to Equation (6.7). The algorithm allows to filter out effects
lower than a threshold θ (expressed in terms of standard deviations, Line 7), as the
percentage needed for a change with a low effect might become unrealistically large.
Algorithm 6.3 Determines the percentage of change needed per variable in order to
induce a change of a certain percentage in another variable.
1: function D ETERMINE P ERCENTAGE E FFECT (perc, x, θ, k)
arguments perc is the percentage with which the variable to change (x) needs to
be changed. θ is a threshold of minimal effect needed in the variables, and k the
horizon to forecast.
2:
results Ð associative array
3:
for y Ð 1, y ď m do
4:
if y ‰ x then
5:
k̂ Ð D ETERMINE L ENGTH O F E FFECTpy, x, 0, kq3
6:
effc Ð IRFc py, x, k̂q
7:
if effc ą θ then
8:
∆ Ð perc ¨ 100´1
9:
ζ Ð AVGpxq ¨ k̂ ¨ ∆ ¨ SDpyq
´1
¨ SDpxq´1 q
10:
ζ Ð ζ ¨ peff´1
c ¨ AVG pyq
11:
resultsy Ð ζ ¨ 100
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
y Ðy`1
15:
end for
16:
return results
17: end function

6.4.2

Time Complexity

We determined the time complexity of each of the algorithms presented in Section 6.4 using the Big-O notation technique (denoted using O). These time com-
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plexities describe the upper bound of the processing time of the algorithm when the
input size grows infinitely large. The time complexity of the algorithms for generating the IRF functions are provided Appendix B.2.
For determining the most influential node in the model (Algorithm 6.1), the algorithm calculates the total effect each variable has on all other variables and therefore loops over all m variables in the model m times. For each of these variables,
it determines the IRF once. Finally, it iterates over each calculated response on the
horizon of length k. The total time complexity of determining the advice is therefore
Opm¨pOpC ALCULATE IRFq`mkqq or Opm¨pk 2 m2 `mkqq, which reduces to Opk 2 m3 q,
where m is the number of variables in the model and k is the horizon of the IRF.
For determining the length of the effect a variable x has on a variable y (Algorithm 6.2), the algorithm first calculates the IRF of this effect (OpIRFq). The algorithm
itself then loops over each of the k steps on the horizon (Opkq). As calculating the
IRF has a higher complexity than Opkq, the upper bound for the complexity of this
algorithm is OpIRFq “ Opk 2 m2 q.
Determining the percentage advice as listed in Algorithm 6.3 considers the effect all variables have on a single variable. Hence, for this algorithm we do not
need to loop over all variables more than once, making the time complexity Opm ¨
pOpD ETERMINE L ENGTH O F E FFECTq ` OpIRFc qq “ Opm ¨ pk 2 m2 ` k 3 m2 q. When one
would apply dynamic programming to cache the IRF calculation, the time complexity could be reduced to Op2mk ` k 2 m2 q “ Opk 2 m2 q, as the IRF then only has to be
calculated once for all variables.
We can now use these previous calculations to define the total time complexity of
as the maximum complexity of its algorithms. The algorithm with the highest
complexity is the algorithm for calculating Algorithm 6.3. This results in the time
complexity of AIRA being Opm3 k 3 q.
AIRA

The algorithms presented in this section do allow for parallelization on several
levels. For example, the most complex algorithm (Algorithm 6.3) can be optimized
by parallelizing its outer loop, in which it iterates over the m variables in the model.
This reduces the complexity of AIRA by a factor m, resulting in a time complexity of
Opm2 k 3 q for AIRA on systems with at least m threads available for parallel execution.
The practical performance of AIRA is acceptable and usable for general use. For
instance, calculating advice for a model of six variables and a horizon of twenty
steps took less than a second, as measured on both a modern laptop and a tablet.

6.5. Experimental Results
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Experimental Results

We performed several experiments to evaluate the performance of AIRA, first by
showing the actual forms of advice AIRA can generate and then by comparing part
of the results to previous research. These experiments show possible use cases of
AIRA and give an impression of the three advice types AIRA can generate.
We ran each of the aforementioned algorithms on data sets from two studies.
The first dataset we used originated from the HND, from which we randomly selected five participants having more than 85 % or 77 completed measurements (n “
164, henceforth referred to as the HND data set, see Part I). For these five participants, we fitted VAR models using the AutovarCore procedure (Emerencia, 2016).
AutovarCore is a faster and more efficient version of the original Autovar procedure (Emerencia, 2016; Emerencia et al., 2016). Both Autovar and AutovarCore automatically check assumptions for a VAR model of stationarity, serial independence,
homoscedasticity, and normality of the residuals (Brandt & Williams, 2007; Emerencia et al., 2016). We used three variables recorded in this study: (i) feeling gloomy, (ii)
relaxation, and (iii) feeling inadequate. These variables were selected so that our experiment would contain both positive and negative variables.
The second data set was retrieved from the study performed by Rosmalen, Wenting, Roest, de Jonge, and Bos (2012), henceforth referred to as the Rosmalen data set.
Rosmalen et al. investigate the relation between depression and activity using VAR
and IRF analysis. In their work, they describe for one subject how long significant
effects on activity and depression remain by inspecting the IRF.

6.5.1

Most Influential Node

We ran Algorithm 6.1 on the HND data set to demonstrate a particular use case of
AIRA . We loaded each model in AIRA and applied the procedure as described in
Algorithm 6.1, D ETERMINE M OST I NFLUENTIAL N ODE. We marked ‘feeling gloomy’
and ‘feeling inadequate’ as negative variables and only used effects having a confidence of at least 95 % by bootstrapping the results 200 times. The results are shown
in Table 6.1. Note that the ‘feeling gloomy’ and ‘feeling inadequate’ variables have
been converted their inverse counterparts, and can as such be considered to be positive variables (resp. ‘feeling less gloomy’ and ‘feeling less inadequate’).
These results show several interesting findings. First of all, they emphasize the
apparent heterogeneity between the participants. Some participants show similar
responses, but some participants are rather deviant or even have opposite responses.
For Person B and Person E, ‘feeling less gloomy’ seems to have a positive effect on
‘well-being’, whereas the effect is neutral for the other participants. For Person A,
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Table 6.1: Effects of feeling less gloomy, relaxation and feeling less inadequate on well-being,
in terms of standard deviations.

Person
Person A
Person B
Person C
Person D
Person E

Feeling less gloomy

Relaxation

Feeling less inadequate

0.000
0.230
0.000
0.000
0.015

-0.061
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.410

0.045
0.000
0.057
0.000
0.000

‘relaxation’ seems to have a negative effect on ‘well-being’ whereas this effect is
positive for Person E. ‘Feeling less inadequate’ seems to have a small positive effect
for Person A and Person C. The variables do not seem to have an effect on the wellbeing of Person D.

6.5.2

Length of the Effect

In the second evaluation, we used AIRA on the Rosmalen data set and we compared AIRA’s method for determining the length of an effect to the results of the
manual analysis performed by Rosmalen et al. (2012). In this experiment, AIRA was
configured to use orthogonalized IRF similar to Rosmalen et al. we compared the
contemporary effects where activity is assumed to precede depression with those of
Rosmalen et al.
During the experiment, we noticed differences between the outcomes of Rosmalen et al. and our outcomes. These differences mainly originate from the two distinct statistical packages used. Firstly, the VAR coefficients as generated for AIRA (in
R using the vars package; Pfaff, 2008) and the VAR models used by Rosmalen et al.
(as generated using Stata 11.0; StataCorp, 2009) are similar, but unequal. Secondly,
the CIs for IRF as calculated in Stata compared to the CIs calculated using the R VARS
package deviate. The deviations in both the VAR coefficients and CIs seem to originate from the different methods used by Stata and R to calculate the VAR models
and error bands for IRF (for details, see the Stata Time series Manual and Pfaff, 2008).
Lastly, the method for calculating the CIs uses bootstrapping, which depends on a
random component that also contributes to the differences.
To remove the bias introduced by the statistical packages, we refitted each of
the VAR models from the Rosmalen et al. using the R VARS package and compared
AIRA with these models. The IRF time plots of these models are shown in Figure 6.5.
In these figures, each PP represents a participant, the horizontal axis depicts the
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Figure 6.5: The IRF output of the models from Rosmalen et al. (2012), recalculated using the R
VARS package (Pfaff, 2008). The red /dashed lines indicate the 95 % CI , the black
line the IRF curve. Each of the examples has been bootstrapped 200 times. The
area under the 95 % CIs correspond to values presented in Table 6.2.

horizon of the IRF, and the vertical axis shows the variable from which the response
is recorded (this is ‘depression’ if a shock is given to ‘activity’, and ‘activity’ if a
shock is given to ‘depression’). These figures are nearly identical to the results of
Rosmalen et al. (as shown in Figure 2 on page 7 of Rosmalen et al., 2012).
Table 6.2 shows the outcome of AIRA. The second and third columns show the
predictions of AIRA, the fourth and fifth column show the predictions based on the
VAR models in the work of Rosmalen et al., and the last two columns show the results of a manual inspection of the VAR models from Rosmalen et al. refitted using
the VARS package. The results between AIRA and the refitted models are very similar, and it can be argued that the results of AIRA are in fact more precise as AIRA
applies linear interpolation to estimate the exact length of the effect.

6.5.3

Percentage Effect

In the third evaluation, we apply Algorithm 6.3 to the HND data set. For each of the
modeled variables, we determined how well each of the other variables in the model
could be used to increase the positive variables or decrease the negative variables
by 10 %. That is to say, we estimated how well ‘activity’ and ‘relaxation’ can be used
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Table 6.2: Comparison between the outcomes of AIRA (i) and results from the study by Rosmalen et al. (ii, iii). The table shows both the results from their paper (ii) and from
the VAR models refitted using the VARS package (iii).
(i) A IRA

pp1
pp2
pp4
pp5

(ii) Rosmalen

(iii) Rosmalen using VARS

AÑD

DÑA

AÑD

DÑA

AÑD

DÑA

1 746.2 minutes (1.2 days)
639.4 minutes (0.4 days)
0 minutes (0 days)
0 minutes (0 days)

0 minutes (0 days)
0 minutes (0 days)
11 081.7 minutes (7.7 days)
0 minutes (0 days)

5 days
3 days
2 days
0 days

0 days
0 days
6 days
1 days

1 days
1 days
0 days
0 days

0 days
0 days
7 days
0 days

to reduce ‘feeling nervous’ by 10 %. If the found effect was negligible, or if there was
no effect at all, the variables were assumed to require an infinite increase in order
to change the variable. For each of the results we only used the effects having a
certainty of at least 95 % (by bootstrapping 200 times). The results of the algorithm
are (only showing percentages ě ´1000% and ď 1000%): Person B can decrease feeling
inadequate by changing feeling gloomy by -89.89%, Person E can decrease feeling inadequate
by changing relaxation by 206.38 %. In this example, AIRA was able to generate advice
for Person A and Person E. These results show that for Person B, in order to decrease
‘feeling inadequate’ by 10 %, he or she would need to feel approximately 90 % less
gloomy than now. Person E could decrease his or her feeling of ‘inadequacy’ by
10 %, by ‘relaxing’ approximately twice as much. Although these outcomes might
be hard to interpret in the present form, they can give an idea which of the variables
would be the best fit for intervening on another variable.

6.6

Real-world Application of Automated Impulse Response Analysis

In our final practical evaluation or AIRA, we applied AIRA to research the relation between MDD and anhedonia. It has been suggested that anhedonia, one of the two Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) core symptoms of MDD5 ,
constitutes a distinct endophenotype of MDD (American Psychiatric Association,
2013; Pizzagalli, 2014; Vrieze & Claes, 2009). Anhedonia is the inability to experience interest in or pleasure from activities usually found enjoyable and is reported
by roughly one third of MDD patients (Pelizza & Ferrari, 2009). It has been linked
to poorer prognosis of MDD (Moos & Cronkite, 1999; Wardenaar, Giltay, van Veen,
5 (i) depressed mood and (ii) loss of interest or pleasure. See Section 1.1 for an overview of the DSM
criteria for MDD.
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Zitman, & Penninx, 2012), poorer treatment response (Vrieze et al., 2014; Wichers,
Barge-Schaapveld, et al., 2009; Yee et al., 2015), and increased risk of suicide (Damen
et al., 2013). Despite its debilitating influence, relatively little is known about underlying mechanisms of anhedonia. In order to bridge this gap, we need to find
better and more direct ways to study the differences between depressed individuals
with and without anhedonia. This requires a translation from abstract measures of
anhedonia (e.g., in the laboratory) to specific emotional responses to situations in
daily life. These micro-level dynamics may offer insight into the underlying mechanisms of anhedonia and elucidate how they may build up to poorer outcomes. Such
knowledge potentially helps in targeting anhedonia more directly and effectively.
The hypothesis that anhedonia is a distinct MDD endophenotype (Pizzagalli, 2014)
suggests that different daily life dynamics underlie depressive symptoms in individuals with anhedonic symptoms versus those without. Given that anhedonia is
characterized by less enjoyment of activities, depressed individuals with anhedonic
symptoms might benefit less from pleasurable behaviors, as indicated by smaller increases in positive affect (PA) and smaller reductions in negative affect (NA). Physical activity might be such a pleasurable behavior, since it is generally viewed as
a behavior that increases PA and is often advised to depressed patients by clinicians (Backhouse, Ekkekakis, Biddle, Foskett, & Williams, 2007). In anhedonic individuals, we would expect that the favorable impact of physical activity on affect is
diminished. Further, anhedonia has been related to higher perceived stress (Horan,
Brown, & Blanchard, 2007) and the experience of stress has been found to worsen
hedonic capacity and responsiveness to positive events (Pizzagalli, 2014). We would
therefore expect that the experience of stress exerts a stronger unfavorable impact
on affect (i.e., in reducing PA and increasing NA) for individuals with anhedonia.

Research so far mainly focused on group-level results and may thereby have
overlooked important heterogeneity in emotional dynamics (Hamaker, 2012; Molenaar, 2004). M DD is highly heterogeneous (Fried & Nesse, 2015) and the effects of
physical activity have been found to vary widely across individuals (Rosmalen et al.,
2012; Snippe et al., 2016; Stavrakakis et al., 2015). Thus, in contrast to previous research, we examine mechanisms of anhedonia in daily life on a case by case basis so
as to account for and gain insight into this heterogeneity. Based on individual models generated using AIRA, we discern more general patterns. Such a personalized
approach may also have relevance for clinical practice in understanding emotional
dynamics of individual patients.
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6.6.1

Aims of the Study

In this practical application of AIRA, we aim to examine emotional dynamics in the
flow of daily life in subclinically depressed individuals with versus without anhedonia. Specifically, we study the possibly differential (i.e., positive or negative, specific
to the individual) impact of physical activity and stress experience on positive and
negative affect in subclinically depressed individuals with versus without anhedonic symptoms. These micro-level dynamics can be optimally measured through the
ecologically valid EMA or experience sampling method (ESM; Reis, 2012). We perform IRF analysis using AIRA to compare the impact of a hypothetical increase in
physical activity or stress experience on affect for both subgroups. We apply AIRA
to estimate network models for each individual, after which these models are combined into aggregated models to compare the two groups. This approach accounts
for and offers insight into individual differences in daily dynamics and depressogenic mechanisms.

6.6.2

Methods

Participants are 629 individuals from HND (see Chapter 3). We selected individuals
who (i) were at least mildly depressed, as indicated by a Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms (QIDS; A. Rush et al., 2003) score of 6 or higher, and (ii) completed at
least 67 (75 %) of the diary assessments (see Figure 6.6 for a flow-chart).
Given that anhedonia is defined as loss of interest or pleasure, we used the QIDS
item on loss of interest (‘I notice that I am less interested in people or activities’)
as a proxy for anhedonia. Participants who endorsed this item (scored at least ‘1’)
are henceforth referred to as ‘anhedonic’, participants who reported no loss of interest as ‘non-anhedonic’. All anhedonic individuals were matched to non-anhedonic
individuals based on their QIDS score, sex, and education level, respectively. This
resulted in 50 matched individuals, 25 in each group.
Measures.
Depressive symptoms at the time of study entry were assessed through the QIDS,
which covers all depressive symptoms as described by the DSM and shows adequate
validity and reliability (A. Rush et al., 2003). To accommodate the two dimensions of
affect, valence and arousal (Watson & Tellegen, 1985), four affective variables were
constructed using the items defined in Table A.2. The mean score of the emotional
items ‘energetic’, ‘enthusiastic’, and ‘cheerful’ was taken to reflect PA high-arousal.
PA low-arousal was assessed by ‘relaxed’, ‘content’, and ‘calm’. Likewise, NA higharousal was assessed by ‘anxious’, ‘nervous’, and ‘irritable’, and NA low-arousal by
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Full HND diary sample (n “ 629)

Participants with QIDS-SR data (n “ 459)

No anhedonia

Anhedonia

Participants with ě 67 measurements (n “ 151)

Participants with ě 67
measurements (n “ 53)

Participants with QIDS-SR ě 6 (n “ 43)

Participants with QIDS-SR ě 6 (n “ 44)

Matched participants (n “ 25)

Matched participants (n “ 25)

Participants with valid models (n “ 22)

Participants with valid models (n “ 20)

Final sample after matching (n “ 20)

Final sample after matching (n “ 20)

Figure 6.6: Overview of participant selection.

‘gloomy’, ‘dull’, and ‘tired’. Participants further indicated their level of physical
activity over the last six hours (‘since the last measurement I was physically active’,
item number 41) and subjective experience of stress (‘I am upset’, item number 25,
see Table A.2 on page 202).
Analysis.
We estimated personalized models of the dynamics between physical activity, stress
experience, and affect in individuals with versus without anhedonia. Based on these
models, we first examined our hypotheses on the potentially differential impact of
activity and stress experience on the affective variables in anhedonic versus nonanhedonic individuals. Next, we explored other relevant differences in emotional
dynamics between the two groups. Finally, we illustrated the individual differences
in emotional dynamics.
First, we fitted a VAR model for every participant. A lag of 1 or 2 was chosen
dependent on the most optimal model for the participant. The VAR models were fit
using the R-package AutovarCore (Emerencia, 2016; Emerencia et al., 2016). In these
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models, we included six endogenous variables: PA high and low arousal, NA
high and low arousal, physical activity, and stress experience. Measurement moment was included as an exogenous variable, weekday and study day were modeled if they improved the model for an individual, as well as linear and quadratic
trends. Missing data was imputed using the R-package Amelia-II, which is a wellvalidated approach to missing data handling (Honaker & King, 2010). The automatic assumption checking of AutovarCore (stationarity, serial independence, homoscedasticity, and normality of the residuals) resulted in 42 valid VAR models (no
anhedonia: 22; anhedonia: 20). Two individuals could no longer be matched, resulting in a final sample of 40 individuals; 20 in each group.
VAR

Second, we used AIRA to automatically analyze our VAR models. For every person and every association between variables, we calculated cumulative IRFs (Rosmalen et al., 2012). These individual cumulative IRFs reflect the impact of all variables on each other over time, which was then visualized in 40 individual network
models, one for each participant. Next, we constructed group cumulative IRFs by
summing all individual cumulative IRFs for each association, to enable us to compare the non-anhedonic versus the anhedonic group. This was done separately for
individual positive cumulative IRFs and individual negative cumulative IRFs, because combining both could possibly cancel out present associations. Thus, the
higher the positive or negative group cumulative IRF, the stronger the impact of
one variable on another.
We used three approaches to compare emotional dynamics between the nonanhedonic group and the anhedonic group as described above. First, we compared
the group cumulative IRFs for each association. Such a comparison would indicate
whether the impact of physical activity and stress experience is stronger in one of
the two groups. Second, we compared the number of individuals who showed a
given IRF association by examining the individual models. Third, we compared the
importance of the variables in the network by comparing network centrality (node
strength) indices between the two groups for each variable. Strength centrality is
the sum of the connection strength values (based on the cumulative IRF scores) of all
IRF associations that a given variable has within the network (Opsahl, Agneessens,
& Skvoretz, 2010). Thus, a high strength centrality of a variable indicates that this
variable has a strong impact on other variables or is impacted by many variables.
We focused on ‘outstrength’ centrality, which is the total impact of a given variable
on all other variables in the network (sum of outgoing cumulative IRF associations).
We further examined whether each variable impacted other variables in a favorable
manner (resulting in an increase of PA and activity or decrease of NA and stress) or
unfavorable manner (resulting in a decrease in PA and activity or an increase in NA
and stress).
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Finally, we explored individual differences in emotional dynamics displayed in
the individual network models. We depict two of these individual models to illustrate existing individual emotional dynamics and how the use of such personalized
networks may possibly inform on choice of intervention type.

6.6.3

Study Results

Multilevel analyses indicated no significant differences in mean levels of affect,
physical activity, and stress experience between the anhedonic group and the nonanhedonic group over the thirty day study period (for the means, SDs, and p-values,
see Table 6.3). As the groups were matched, level of depression was the same in both
groups (mean QIDS score “ 9.1; range 6 to 17), as well as the distribution of gender
(19 female and 1 male), and education level (non-anhedonic group: n “ 17 with
higher education; anhedonic group: n “ 18 with higher education). Groups were
of similar age (non-anhedonic: mean “ 43.6, SD “ 13.2; anhedonic: mean “ 39.5,
SD “ 11.7, p-value of difference “ 0.302).
Table 6.3: Mean levels of affect, physical activity, and stress experience of the two groups.

Variable
high arousal
low arousal
NA high arousal
NA low arousal
Physical activity
Stress experience
PA

PA

No anhedonia (n “ 20)

Anhedonia (n “ 20)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

p-value

46.6
52.0
29.5
40.8
33.4
32.4

15.7
16.6
18.6
18.0
11.1
20.7

52.3
57.5
27.2
37.8
39.1
26.0

11.0
8.90
13.1
11.3
9.00
13.2

0.155
0.166
0.607
0.479
0.057
0.217

Note: Scores could range between 0 to 100. Multilevel analyses were conducted to test for
significant differences in mean levels of the two groups.

Impact of physical activity and stress experience.
Table 6.4 and Figure 6.7 show the strength of the IRF associations through the group
cumulative IRFs, which are composed of the individual cumulative IRFs, split into
positive and negative associations for each possible association within the network.
It also shows the range in individual cumulative IRFs. Further, it shows the number
of individuals who showed a particular significant IRF association. Table 6.5 shows
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the importance of each of the variables in the network. Each association shown in
Figure 6.7 reflects the total impact one variable has on another over time for the
individuals in that group (group cumulative IRF). Green / solid arrows indicate
positive relationships between variables, red / dashed arrows negative ones. The
stronger a particular relationship, the brighter the color of the arrow.
In both groups, the impact of physical activity on affect was weak, as shown by
the small positive and negative group cumulative IRFs and the small number of individuals with significant IRFs (see Table 6.4). Further, the groups did not differ on the
importance of physical activity in the network (non-anhedonic: outstrength “ 0.98;
anhedonic: outstrength “ 1.04). In both groups, physical activity seemed to have
a more unfavorable (non-anhedonic: unfavorable outstrength “ 0.83; anhedonic:
unfavorable outstrength “ 0.61) than favorable impact (non-anhedonic: favorable
outstrength “ 0.15; anhedonic: unfavorable outstrength “ 0.43) on affect and stress
experience (see Table 6.5).
Table 6.4: group cumulative (GC) IRF associations per group (strength) and the range in individual cumulative IRFs, and the number of individuals showing a given association
significantly.
No anhedonia
Positive IRF associations
Effect of
PA

high arousal

PA

low arousal

NA

high arousal

NA

low arousal

Physical activity

Stress experience

On
low arousal
NA high arousal
NA low arousal
Physical activity
Stress experience
PA high arousal
NA high arousal
NA low arousal
Physical activity
Stress experience
PA high arousal
PA low arousal
NA low arousal
Physical activity
Stress experience
PA high arousal
PA low arousal
NA high arousal
Physical activity
Stress experience
PA high arousal
PA low arousal
NA high arousal
NA low arousal
Stress experience
PA high arousal
PA low arousal
NA high arousal
NA low arousal
Physical activity
PA

Anhedonia

Negative IRF associations

GC IRF

n

Range

GC IRF

n

Range

0.51
0.00
0.00
0.47
0.01
0.19
0.04
0.18
0.31
0.00
0.09
0.01
0.08
0.03
0.21
0.08
0.05
0.60
0.12
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.17
0.10
0.43
0.05
0.05
0.24
0.94
0.26

5
0
0
2
1
2
1
2
1
0
2
1
2
1
3
2
2
5
2
1
2
1
3
3
5
2
1
4
6
3

0.05 to 0.25
—
—
0.21 to 0.26
0.01
0.02 to 0.17
0.04
0.05 to 0.13
0.31
—
0.004 to 0.09
0.01
0.01 to 0.08
0.03
0.02 to 0.13
0.001 to 0.08
0.008 to 0.04
0.07 to 0.17
0.002 to 0.12
0.04
0.002 to 0.007
0.03
0.005 to 0.14
0.02 to 0.05
0.002 to 0.30
0.003 to 0.05
0.05
0.009 to 0.21
0.006 to 0.27
0.03 to 0.15

0.00
´0.89
´1.06
´0.16
´0.65
0.00
´0.05
´0.02
´0.80
´0.40
´0.21
´0.12
´0.51
´0.25
0.00
´0.47
´0.28
´0.44
´0.55
´0.34
´0.10
´0.03
0.00
´0.01
´0.10
´0.44
´0.66
0.00
0.00
0.00

0
4
4
2
7
0
1
1
2
2
2
2
4
1
0
4
4
2
3
2
2
4
0
1
2
4
3
0
0
0

—
´0.37 to ´0.10
´0.40 to ´0.12
´0.13 to ´0.03
´0.26 to ´0.01
—
´0.05
´0.02
´0.78 to ´0.02
´0.38 to ´0.02
´0.19 to ´0.02
´0.11 to ´0.008
´0.41 to ´0.009
´0.25
—
´0.30 to ´0.02
´0.11 to ´0.03
´0.39 to ´0.05
´0.25 to ´0.09
´0.33 to ´0.01
´0.09 to ´0.01
´0.01 to ´0.003
—
´0.01
´0.10 to ´0.000 08
´0.35 to ´0.003
´0.46 to ´0.04
—
—
—

Positive IRF associations

Negative IRF associations

GC IRF

n

Range

GC IRF

n

Range

0.58
0.00
0.05
0.53
0.06
0.64
0.02
0.05
0.44
0.40
0.22
0.00
0.32
0.00
1.33
0.14
0.08
0.10
0.30
0.36
0.09
0.07
0.14
0.17
0.02
0.46
0.53
0.01
0.19
0.00

2
0
1
3
2
3
1
1
2
1
1
0
1
0
6
2
1
1
1
2
3
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
0

0.05 to 0.53
—
0.05
0.01 to 0.43
0.002 to 0.05
0.07 to 0.33
0.02
0.05
0.13 to 0.31
0.40
0.22
—
0.32
—
0.08 to 0.39
0.007 to 0.14
0.08
0.10
0.30
0.04 to 0.32
0.002 to 0.05
0.01 to 0.06
0.02 to 0.04
0.05 to 0.12
0.000 007 to 0.02
0.05 to 0.41
0.04 to 0.49
0.004 to 0.01
0.03 to 0.16
—

´0.03
´0.29
´0.01
´0.80
´0.33
´0.03
´0.53
´0.47
´0.12
´0.21
´0.41
´0.17
´0.32
´0.43
´0.03
´0.45
´0.16
´0.08
´0.27
0.00
´0.14
´0.14
´0.07
0.00
´0.20
´0.18
´0.18
´0.32
´0.04
´0.46

1
4
1
2
2
1
3
4
2
3
3
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
1
0
1
2
2
0
3
4
3
1
2
2

´0.03
´0.13 to ´0.004
´0.01
´0.74 to ´0.06
´0.19 to ´0.14
´0.03
´0.33 to ´0.06
´0.21 to ´0.06
´0.08 to ´0.03
´0.14 to ´0.03
´0.27 to ´0.002
´0.17
´0.13 to ´0.06
´0.22 to ´0.21
´0.03
´0.33 to ´0.05
´0.11 to ´0.05
´0.08
´0.27
—
´0.14
´0.11 to ´0.04
´0.05 to ´0.02
—
´0.09 to ´0.04
´0.12 to ´0.004
´0.16 to ´0.002
´0.32
´0.04 to ´0.008
´0.39 to ´0.07

The unfavorable impact of stress experience on affect was more profound among
non-anhedonic individuals compared to anhedonic individuals. For non-anhedonic
individuals, an increase in stress experience resulted in more NA high arousal (non-
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PA High

0.64

-0.06

0.47

0.05

-0.19

-0.36

0.32

-0.21

0.55

Stress

0.1

0.16

PA Low

0.22
0.54

1.32

-0.38

Stress

-0.02
PA Low

-0.14
-0.02

-0.18
-0.45

-0.19

0.38

0.03

0.08

0.5

0.04

0.33

-0.16

-0.11

-0.3

-0.45
-0.43

0.02
0.05

Activity

-0.14

-0.83

0.05

0.5

-0.18

-0.01

0.04
0.15

NA High

-0.25

0.11

0.29

-0.28
-0.45

Activity

0.2

-0.44

NA High

-0.05

-0.08
-0.06

-0.3

0.17
NA Low

NA Low

(a) Anhedonia positive IRF associations.

(b) Anhedonia negative IRF associations.

PA High

PA High

0.18
0.06

0.01

Stress

-0.44

-0.64
-0.4

0.52
0.04
0.07

0.01

PA Low

-0.24

Stress

-0.12

PA Low

-0.45

0.24

-0.65
0.07

0.41

0.01

0.05

0.03

0.5
0.34
0.24

-0.11

-0.11

-0.03

-0.15

0.05

-0.33
-0.87

0

0.05
0.02

-0.12

0.25
0.18

Activity

0.1

-0.24
-0.88

0.95

NA High

0.09

-1
-0.25

Activity

NA High

-0.5

0.16
0.57

0.1

-0.51

-0.44

-0.01
NA Low

(c) No anhedonia positive IRF associations.

NA Low

(d) No anhedonia negative IRF associations.

Figure 6.7: Networks per group showing the strength of the IRF associations, by displaying
the group cumulative IRFs, i.e., the sum of all positive and negative individual IRF
associations of all participants of each group. The plots were created using the
qgraph R-package (Epskamp et al., 2012).

anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ 0.24; anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ 0.01)
and more NA low arousal (non-anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ 0.94; anhedo-
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nic: group cumulative IRF “ 0.19) than for anhedonic individuals. Further, for nonanhedonic individuals, stress experience more strongly decreased PA high arousal
(non-anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ ´0.44; anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “
´0.18) and PA low arousal (non-anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ ´0.66; anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ ´0.18) than for anhedonic individuals. However,
the individual models show that the number of individuals demonstrating an unfavorable impact of stress (i.e., these individuals showed at least one unfavorable
IRF association of stress) was similar for both groups (non-anhedonic: n “ 7; anhedonic: n “ 5). The strong negative impact of stress experience for non-anhedonic
individuals is further reflected by their high unfavorable outstrength centrality (see
Table 6.5), which was doubled for anhedonic individuals (non-anhedonic: unfavorable outstrength centrality “ 2.28; anhedonic: unfavorable outstrength centrality “ 1.02q.
Table 6.5: Centrality estimates per group showing the importance of a variable in the network.

No anhedonia (n “ 20)
Variable
*

high arousal
low arousal*
NA high arousal
NA low arousal
Physical activity*
Stress experience
PA

PA

Anhedonia (n “ 20)

Total

Favorable

Unfavorable

Total

Favorable

Unfavorable

3.75
1.99
1.51
2.97
0.98
2.64

3.58
0.97
0.64
1.03
0.15
0.36

0.17
1.02
0.87
1.94
0.83
2.28

2.68
2.91
3.23
1.94
1.04
2.19

1.74
2.29
0.57
0.60
0.43
1.35

0.94
0.62
2.66
1.34
0.61
1.02

Note: Numbers in bold reflect the highest estimate per group, indicating that this variable has the strongest
impact on all other variables (outstrength). Outstrength was split into favorable and unfavorable impact of
the variables. For example, the favorable outstrength of PA high arousal for the non-anhedonic group was
constructed by summing all positive group cumulative IRFs for positive variables and all negative group
cumulative IRFs for negative variables (0.51 ` 0.47 ` 0.89 ` 1.06 ` 0.65 “ 3.58, see Table 6.4).
*

indicates the variables considered positive variables.

Network dynamics: role of other variables.
As the other dynamic IRF associations may provide additional insight in the mechanisms underlying anhedonia, we also conducted exploratory analysis to examine
the roles of other variables in the network. For non-anhedonic individuals, PA high
arousal showed a favorable impact on the other variables, which was evident in
the strength as well as the number and the importance of the impact of PA high
arousal. Regarding strength, for non-anhedonic individuals, PA high arousal resulted in less NA high arousal (non-anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ ´0.89;
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anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ ´0.29q, less NA low arousal (non-anhedonic:
group cumulative IRF “ ´1.06; anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ ´0.01q, and
less stress (non-anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ ´0.65; anhedonic: group cumulative IRF “ ´0.33q. Further, the individual models show that the number of
individuals with IRF associations originating from PA high arousal was larger in
the non-anhedonic group (non-anhedonic: n “ 13, anhedonic: n “ 8). Finally, in
terms of centrality measures, the favorable outstrength of PA high arousal was more
than twice as high for non-anhedonic individuals (non-anhedonic: favorable outstrength “ 3.58; anhedonic: favorable outstrength “ 1.74) and was by far the most
important variable in the network. For anhedonic individuals, rather than PA low
arousal, PA high arousal showed a favorable impact on the other variables, as indicated in the strength, the number, and the importance of PA low arousal in the
network. This indicates that certain positive emotions have a very different role
in the network of anhedonic compared to non-anhedonic individuals with depressive symptoms. Further, NA high arousal showed a stronger unfavorable impact on
the other variables for anhedonic individuals relative to non-anhedonic individuals. This was reflected in the strength, the number, and the importance of NA high
arousal in the network. The strong unfavorable impact of NA high arousal mainly
seemed to stem from six individuals showing a strong impact of NA high arousal
on stress experience (see Table 6.4). No other important and consistent patterns
emerged from the data.

Exploration of individual networks of emotional dynamics.
The individual models reveal large individual differences in the dynamic associations between physical activity, stress experience, and affect within the groups of
people with and without anhedonia. Three individuals (non-anhedonic: n “ 1; anhedonic: n “ 2) had no IRF associations, indicating that their physical activity, stress
experience and affect did not have a dynamic impact on each other in these individuals. Nine individuals (non-anhedonic: n “ 4; anhedonic: n “ 5) only showed
one or two IRF associations. Seven individuals (non-anhedonic: n “ 3; anhedonic:
n “ 4) showed ten or more IRF associations. Figure 6.8 illustrates an example of two
participants who differ in their emotional dynamics. Each association shown in the
individual networks reflects the total impact one variable has on another over time
(individual cumulative IRF). The stronger a particular relationship, the thicker the
color of the arrow. Both individual A (Figure 6.8a) and B (Figure 6.8b) were nonanhedonic and had equal levels of depression severity (QIDS “ 6). However, for
individual A, PA high arousal had a strong favorable impact on the other variables
in the network (i.e., it decreased NA high and low arousal and stress, and increased
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PA low arousal).

For individual B, stress experience had a strong unfavorable impact
on the other variables (i.e., it increased NA high and low arousal, and decreased PA
high and low arousal), further showing the apparent heterogeneity amongst seemingly similar people.
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Figure 6.8: Individual IRF networks for two non-anhedonic individuals with equal levels of
depression (QIDS “ 6), female, who both received higher education. This figure
illustrates that although clinical characteristics are highly similar, emotional dynamics can show very different patterns, warranting a personalized approach to
treatment.

6.6.4

Discussion

With the practical application of AIRA we investigated the impact of physical activity and stress experience on affect in daily life, and explored other relevant differences in emotional dynamics, in subclinically depressed individuals with anhedonia versus without anhedonia. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
that maps individual models of the dynamic relationships between physical activity,
stress, and affect to understand the mechanisms of anhedonia.
Contrary to our hypotheses, the impact of physical activity on affect was low for
both anhedonic and non-anhedonic individuals. Thus, when a sudden increase in
physical activity was simulated, the other variables only marginally changed in re-
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sponse. Furthermore, also against our expectations, stress experience demonstrated
a stronger unfavorable impact on affect in non-anhedonic individuals compared to
anhedonic individuals.
In addition, the exploratory analysis revealed that PA states played a very different role in the network dynamics of depressed people with versus without anhedonic symptoms: PA high arousal showed a much stronger favorable impact on affect,
physical activity and stress experience for non-anhedonic individuals. The finding
that PA, although present to the same extent in both groups, had a different dynamic
impact in daily life in the context of anhedonia shines a new light on what anhedonia may represent. Finally, this study reveals the presence of large heterogeneity in
emotional dynamics within the anhedonic and non-anhedonic group.
We know of no other study that examined the effects of physical activity in subclinically depressed individuals with versus without anhedonia. In depressed individuals, ESM studies have generally shown a favorable effect of physical activity on
PA (Mata et al., 2012; Snippe et al., 2016; Wichers et al., 2012). In the present study,
the impact of physical activity was surprisingly small for all participants and did
not differ between anhedonic versus non-anhedonic individuals. However, in line
with a previous ESM study, we detected large individual differences in whether this
impact was favorable or unfavorable (Stavrakakis et al., 2013). The small impact
of physical activity might partially be due to the relatively large time window of
six hours between measurements; studies reporting larger effects had less time in
between measurements (Mata et al., 2012; Wichers et al., 2012).
Contrary to our expectations, stress showed a more profound unfavorable effect
for non-anhedonic individuals: stress more strongly decreased PA and increased
NA in this group than in the anhedonic group. In the anhedonic group, this was
the other way around: NA high arousal demonstrated a more profound unfavorable impact on stress experience. Thus, in non-anhedonic individuals, stress experience seems to generate NA; whereas in anhedonic individuals, NA seems to generate stress experience. Previous ESM studies have consistently shown that MDD
is associated with increased reactivity to stress (Myin-Germeys et al., 2003; Wichers,
Geschwind, et al., 2009). The current study builds on these findings by showing that
increased stress reactivity is especially profound in depressed individuals without
anhedonia. Further, our findings show even though anhedonic individuals experienced PA high arousal to similar extent, its impact on subsequent emotional and
behavioral states was considerably lower.
Research suggests that specifically the high arousal component of PA is associated with readiness for action, motivation, and goal-directed behavior (Bradley &
Lang, 2007; Harmon-Jones, Gable, & Price, 2013). The finding that PA high arousal
does not have a favorable impact on NA and stress experience may help explain why
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anhedonic individuals in general tend to show poorer prognosis (Moos & Cronkite,
1999; Wardenaar et al., 2012). By reducing the impact of daily stressors and NA, PA
high arousal may constitute a resilience factor that buffers against depressive symptoms. In line with this proposition, previous research has shown that PA may buffer
against stress sensitivity (van Winkel et al., 2014). Together with a close inspection
of the individual models, these results may give rise to the hypothesis that different pathways underlie depressive symptoms. The individual models demonstrated
that these pathways may be present to different extent in subclinically depressed individuals with and without anhedonia. For some individuals, this pathway may be
heightened reactivity to stress or NA, for others, this may be diminished favorable
impact of PA. Interestingly, the extent to which these pathways were present differed
for the anhedonic group versus the non-anhedonic group. Where more individuals
in the anhedonic group showed diminished favorable impact of PA and heightened
reactivity to NA, individuals in the non-anhedonic group showed heightened reactivity to stress.
The large heterogeneity in the extent to which these pathways of emotional dynamics were present in individuals suggest that interventions need to be personalized in order to adequately target the relevant pathway for each patient. If specific
pathways of emotional dynamics can be linked to different courses of MDD, and if
intervening on central nodes is found to be effective, these individual models might
guide the clinician towards a more informed choice for effective interventions. For
example, for individuals demonstrating deficient PA high arousal dynamics, interventions may focus on enhancing the favorable effects of PA high arousal to render
the individual more resilient (Figure 6.8). For individuals exhibiting strong unfavorable effects of stress experience (or NA high arousal), the clinician may concentrate on strategies to prevent or reduce stress experience, such as through mindfulness techniques. This call for personalized medicine is underscored by studies
demonstrating large heterogeneity of MDD (Fried & Nesse, 2015) and strong indications that group-level findings may not generalize to individual patients (Molenaar,
2004). Future studies should reveal whether targeting the most central element of a
personalized dynamic network indeed optimizes treatment outcomes.
In order for clinicians to be able to implement this personalized approach to
treatment, it is paramount that these complex statistical analysis are automated, so
the clinician can easily produce personalized models of emotional dynamics. A IRA
automatically generates such personalized models, and facilitates implementation
of these analysis in clinical practice. Although the implementation of personalized
networks in clinical practice is yet to receive empirical support, this approach shows
promise in making more informed decisions on the focus of treatment.

6.7. Discussion and Concluding Remarks
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Discussion and Concluding Remarks

We presented AIRA, an algorithm and related implementations on two platforms
that can automatically provide feedback and advice on time series data such as diary data collected using EMAs. We described the basis and theoretical foundation
of AIRA and created a method to give specific advice on which variables require
change, and with what percentage, in order to have the desired adjustment in other
variables. Furthermore, we provided a proof-of-concept implementation of this algorithm for use in e-mental health platforms. A IRA provides an automated method
to deal with the previously unsolved problem where the lags of a variable have
conflicting effects (e.g., a positive effect on one lag and a negative effect on another
lag). Such mixed effects make it difficult to determine whether the overall effect of
a variable is a net gain or a net loss. Using AIRA, these effects can be summarized,
revealing the net effect.
Future versions of AIRA could include algorithms to determine which sequence
of impulses over time, rather than which single impulse, has the desired effect.
Moreover, the percentages currently provided could be converted to an easier to
understand format, such as time investment required to effectuate a change. In its
current form, AIRA can be used by participants to find out how best to self-manage
their well-being. This can be improved by allowing the individual to personally assign importance to the variables under study. We currently apply a general, binary
approach to determining whether a variable is considered positive or negative. This
self-management can be improved further by allowing users to provide a relative
importance for each variable.

Based on the forthcoming:
Blaauw, F. J., de Vos, S., Wanders, R. B. K., de Jonge, P., Aiello, M., Penninx, B., Wardenaar, K.,
Emerencia, A. C., (2017). Applying machine learning to patient self-report data for predicting adverse
depression outcomes. In preparation.

Chapter 7

Machine Learning for Precision Medicine in
Psychopathology Research

Depression affects 14.9 % to 19 % of all people during their lifetime (Bijl et al., 1998;
Bromet et al., 2011; Kessler et al., 2011) and is a substantial public health problem,
causing tremendous human suffering and costs to society. Therefore, improving
treatment and early detection of depression is an absolute priority. However, despite numerous investments, progress in depression research has stagnated: we still
know very little about the underlying mechanisms, and in practice clinicians struggle to determine a patient’s prognosis and optimal treatment (Kapur et al., 2012;
Whooley, 2014). As such, prediction of above-threshold depressive symptomatology has so far proved to be difficult. Some general risk factors of unfavorable course
or outcomes have been identified, such as depression severity (Plaisier et al., 2010),
trauma (Stevens et al., 2013), personality (Wardenaar, Conradi, Bos, & de Jonge,
2014), comorbidity (Wardenaar, van Loo, et al., 2014), or genetics (Hyde et al., 2016).
In addition, protective factors such as social support (Lara, Leader, & Klein, 1997),
coping skills (Kuehner & Huffziger, 2012), and personality (Wardenaar, Conradi, et
al., 2014) have been identified. However, current models and guidelines lack the
specificity to differentiate between patients with different prognostic risk profiles,
which makes them of limited use for clinicians (e.g., Galfalvy, Oquendo, & Mann,
2008; Hetrick, Simmons, Thompson, & Parker, 2011; Kuiper, McLean, Fritz, Lampe,
& Malhi, 2013; Perlis, 2014).
One likely reason for the stagnation in the development of prediction models
so far is that prognostic studies have so far mostly relied on the use of traditional
statistics, using significance testing to evaluate the predictive effect of individual
predictors. Apart from well-documented problems with traditional null-hypothesis
testing (e.g., Aarts, Winkens, & van Den Akker, 2012; Cox, 1958), a more general
conceptual problem with this approach is that it is focused on testing prognostic ef-
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fects rather than on optimizing prediction. The latter is hard to do with traditional
statistics and requires a different approach rooted in statistical learning. In mathematical statistics and computational science, many techniques have been developed
that can estimate optimized prediction models. By using learning algorithms, such
techniques can identify the model configuration with the smallest outcome classification error (for dichotomous outcomes) or the smallest discrepancy between estimated and observed outcome values (for continuous outcomes). Furthermore, such
techniques can be evaluated and selected such that they perform optimally on new,
unseen data, and as such generalize well to future data. Interestingly, many of such
supervised machine learning techniques allow for regularization and thus enable
the inclusion of large quantities of predictors, making them an ideal match for the
large datasets that are increasingly becoming available. Moreover, regularization
allows for the analysis of datasets that contain more predictors than observations.
Machine learning is a promising field for the development of more accurate and
useful prediction models.
Some previous work has been conducted in the field of depression research using
machine learning to estimate prediction models. For instance, studies have looked
at prediction of treatment outcome (e.g., Andreescu et al., 2008; Jain et al., 2013), risk
of suicide (e.g., Baca-García et al., 2007; Kessler et al., 2015; Seemüller et al., 2009),
hospitalization (Baca-García et al., 2006), mental health service use (Cairney et al.,
2014), and treatment resistance (Perlis, 2013). However, these studies used very particular samples (e.g., Kessler et al., 2015, used the army Star-D data set, which only
consists of (ex-)military), used few predictors and outcomes, and each only used
one particular machine learning technique, for example, tree-based models. This
makes it hard to gain a general idea of the added value of machine learning techniques and the comparative usefulness of different machine learning strategies in
the specific field of depression research. A systematic investigation and comparison
of different machine learning techniques to estimate prediction models in depression is currently lacking, making it hard for researchers to make informed choices
about which techniques to use. In addition, different machine learning approaches
yield different kinds of models (e.g., additive vs. multiplicative), each with different
implications for the way the risk of an outcome is calculated.
To fill this knowledge gap, the goal of this study is to evaluate the usefulness
of a range of machine learning algorithms in developing clinically useful prediction
models for adverse depression outcomes. To accomplish this, a range of machine
learning techniques (e.g., classification trees, random forests, support vector machines, naïve Bayesian classifiers, and ensemble techniques) and more traditional
statistical methods (e.g., logistic regression) are used to generate optimized prediction models for providing dichotomous outcomes (output). Machine learning is a
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well suited technology for creating such classifiers, and has the potential to provide
a new insight into depression and the prediction thereof. Our machine learning classifiers are based on a large pool of clinically useful baseline input features. We select
this pool of clinically relevant baseline features in a generic screening step, in which
a subset of the most influential features is selected prior to training the machine
learning algorithms. The notion of ‘training an algorithm’ is used to refer to the step
where we use the data to fit the parameters in the machine learning algorithms.
Next, we evaluate the ability of the classifiers to correctly classify patients with
regard to our outcome, and predictive performance will be compared across models
using data of a follow up study. Data from this follow up study is only used as
output, and the machine learning algorithms are trained only on features available
at baseline, justifying the term ‘prediction’. The machine learning algorithms will be
evaluated on their ability to accurately predict whether an individual is expected to
reach above clinical threshold depressive symptomatology at follow up (according
to the Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology [IDS; A. Rush et al., 2003; A. J. Rush
et al., 2006]).

7.1

Methods

The machine learning classifiers in this study are based on the data of the Nederlandse Studie naar Depressie en Angst (NESDA). N ESDA is a longitudinal cohort
study that focuses on the long-term course of depression and anxiety disorders in
the Netherlands (Penninx et al., 2008). The NESDA data set used in the present work
consists of a baseline study and a follow-up study two years later, using the same
or comparable measurement instruments. The data set comprises various tools to
measure depression and anxiety, such as measures from the Composite International Depression Interview (CIDI; World Health Organization & Others, 1993), IDS,
and the Mood and Anxiety Symptom Questionnaire (MASQ; Wardenaar et al., 2010).
Furthermore, it contains self-report data about somatic complaints. Lastly, several
demographical features per participant are available. The complete list of features
used as input is provided in Table 7.1. The full list of questions for each instrument
are listed in Table C.1 in Appendix C.
One of the goals of the present work is to derive machine learning based classifiers that could be used in clinical practice. As such, we used only features that are
(i) easy to collect in clinical practice (e.g., self-report questions, demographical information, etc.), (ii) available at baseline, and (iii) were completed by most participants.
This resulted in a total of 128 features.
We performed a feature selection step to reduce the data set to a subset contain-
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Table 7.1: All questionnaires and other data sources used in the feature selection module, for a specific list of the used
features / questions see Appendix C.

Instrumenta

Qb

Description

Reference

Demographics
Soft and hard drugs
Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT)
M ASQ
Mood Disorder Questionnaire
(MDQ) Bipolar symptoms

1 to 12
13
14, 15

Demographic data
Drug usage
Diagnosis alcohol disorder /
abuse
Mood and anxiety
Bipolar disorders

N/A

VierDimensionale KlachtenLijst
(4 DKL)
4 DKL
I DS

20 to 37
38 to 40
41 to 67

General somatic and psychological complaints
Physical complaints
Depressive Symptomatology

Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI)

68 to 71

Anxiety

Neuroticism-ExtraversionOpenness Five-Factor Inventory
(NEO - FFI)
Chronic diseases / conditions
C IDI Depression

72 to 92

Personality

93, 94
95 to 106

Chronic diseases
depression diagnosis

C IDI Anxiety

107 to 128

anxiety disorder diagnosis

16 to 18
19

N/A
World Health Organization and Others (1993)
Wardenaar et al. (2010)
Shahid,
Wilkinson,
Marcu,
and
Shapiro
(2011)
Terluin (1996)

Terluin (1996)
A. J. Rush, Carmody, and
Reimitz (2000)
Spielberger,
Gorsuch,
Lushene, and Vagg (1983)
Costa and McCrae (1992)

N/A
World Health Organization and Others (1993)
World Health Organization and Others (1993)

Note:
a
We used a combination of raw questionnaire items and computed, derived variables, such as sum scores and average
scores.
b
Question id, correspond to the values used in Table C.1 on page 221.

ing its twenty most predictive variables. Feature selection can improve the prediction performance and the training speed of our algorithms (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003).
Furthermore, reducing the number of features also reduces the number of questions
a patient needs to answer during a clinical interview. The set of features actually
used as input for the machine learning algorithms (i.e., the twenty features remaining after feature selection) is provided in Table 7.2. For the analysis we converted
the categorical questions in the questionnaires to binary dummy variables.
The outcome variable we used is a construct we call ‘above threshold clinically
depressive symptoms’. Depressive symptoms in this case are collected and evaluated using the IDS questionnaire. We used the IDS as it measures all depression criteria and symptom domains as laid out by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM). We used a threshold of ‘at least moderate depressive symptoms,’ which translates to an IDS score of ą 25 (A. Rush et al., 2003; van Borkulo et
al., 2015). This dichotomization makes the outcome binary, and the outcome is ‘one’
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when a participant reports clinically relevant / above-threshold levels of depressive
symptoms at follow-up and ‘zero’ otherwise.
Table 7.2: Overview of the features selected using the elastic net feature selection.

Instrument

Feature

1

I DS

2

I DS

3
4
5

N EO - FFI
N EO - FFI
I DS

6
7
8
9

I DS
N EO - FFI
4 DKL
I DS

I see myself as equally worthwhile and deserving as other people
It takes me several seconds to respond to
most questions and I’m sure my thinking is
slowed
Neuroticism (anxiety)
Extraversion (total score)
I never take longer than 30 minutes to fall
asleep
There is no change in my usual appetite
Openness (unconventionality)
Somatization (trychotomization)
I awaken more than once a night and stay
awake for 20 minutes or more, more than half
the time
I rarely get a feeling of pleasure from any activity
Conscientiousness (orderliness)
I enjoy pleasurable activities just as much as
usual
Openness (aesthetic interest)
Somatization score
Number of chronic diseases1
I feel anxious (tense) more than half the time
Agreeableness (nonantagonastic orientation)
Positive affect score
Extraversion (positive affect)
Total score

10

I DS

11
12

N EO - FFI
I DS

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

N EO - FFI
4 DKL
N/A
I DS
N EO - FFI
M ASQ
N EO - FFI
M DQ

Coefficient

Type

´0.80

Dichotomous

0.69

Dichotomous

0.66
´0.52
´0.46

Discrete
Discrete
Dichotomous

´0.45
´0.44
0.43
0.42

Dichotomous
Discrete
Discrete
Dichotomous

0.38

Dichotomous

´0.37
´0.34

Discrete
Dichotomous

0.33
0.32
´0.30
0.27
´0.24
´0.24
´0.22
0.21

Discrete
Discrete
Dichotomous
Dichotomous
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete

Note: The coefficient column denotes the coefficients as retrieved using the elastic net.

The baseline data set consisted of 2 981 ‘healthy’ and clinically depressed subjects aged (at baseline) between 18 to 65 (median “ 43, mean “ 41.9, standard deviation [SD] “ 13.1). Of the participants, 66.4 % was female. From the total set of 2 981
individuals, 87.1 % (2 596 people) participated in the follow-up study, of which 4.9 %
completed the questionnaires needed for our outcome variable. We only considered
complete cases, that is, all patients that did not have a follow-up measurement or
had missing data in any of the other variables were excluded from the set. This
selection step resulted in a final data set of 2 174 individuals.
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7.1.1

The Machine Learning Procedure
(i) Data input
(Read all questionnaires
from all participants)
n “ 2 981
(ii) Manual feature selection
n “ 2 981
(iii) Data cleaning
(Removing incomplete cases)
n “ 2 174
(iv) Data preprocessing
(Scaling, normalization, and transformation)
n “ 2 174
(v) Automated feature selection
(Elastic Net Regression)
n “ 2 174
(vi) Training / Test set split
Training set („ 80%; n “ 1 747)
(vii) Data resampling
(Resampling the underrepresented and overrepresented cases)

Test set („ 20 %; n “ 427)
(x) Model evaluation

n “ 2 802
(viii) Model training

Model score for each model

ntrain « 90 %, nvalidate « 10 %
(ix) Distributed random search

10-fold Cross-validation

Figure 7.1: The used machine learning pipeline.

The machine learning procedure we applied was as follows (following the order depicted in Figure 7.1). In the first two steps, we read the data from the NESDA
questionnaires. First (Step (i)) the data for each questionnaire was read from the
SPSS files supplied by NESDA . Then (Step (ii)), we manually selected a subset of
all of the questionnaires and questionnaire items that were considered relatively
easy to collect clinically, and were relevant for the current study. A questionnaire
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was considered ‘easy to collect clinically’ when its questions could be answered instantly by the participant without any further (medical) testing. Furthermore, for
the input features we only selected the questionnaire items that were available at
baseline. The outcome was the only variable selected from a follow-up questionnaire. In the next step (Step (iii)), the data set was cleaned. All participants that had
missing data are removed in this step, and only complete cases were used to fit the
machine learning models. All data from the relevant questionnaires was collected
and aggregated features were calculated (i.e., severity measures and sum scores).
In Step (iv), we performed data preprocessing. We preprocessed all variables by
scaling and normalizing them. We converted our categorical variables into binary
dummy variables by using a one-hot encoding procedure (e.g., Harris & Harris, 2012,
p. 123). With one-hot encoding, a number of binary variables is created, one for each
category in the categorical variable. For example, a categorical variable with three
categories is encoded using three new variables, and when a subject belongs to a
certain category, the corresponding one-hot variable entry lists a one, and a zero if
it belongs to a different category.
In Step (v), we performed screening / feature selection to reduce the number of
features used in the machine learning analysis. From the initial set of features, a
subset was selected that will be used in the analysis. These features were selected
using an elastic net regression (inspired by the work of Chekroud et al., 2016). Fitting the elastic net model was done using all scaled raw and converted variables
as input and the variable to predict as output. Elastic net regression takes care of
penalizing small coefficients and causes only the most predictive features to remain
(based on the absolute value of the coefficient). From these features, we selected the
top-twenty features that best predicted the outcome.
In Step (vi), we split the complete data set into two subsets: a training set and a
test set. The used training set contained approximately 80 % of the data, with the remaining 20 % contained in the test set. We used an 80 % training set to have enough
data to train the algorithms, whilst still having a large number of observations to test
the algorithms. The two sets were created by sampling 2 174 values from a binomial
distribution with a probability of 0.2 of being one (i.e., belonging to the test-set). We
performed this sample split procedure in order to evaluate the performance of the
algorithms on an out-of-sample part of the data.
After splitting our data into a test and training set, we applied data resampling
on the training set in Step (vii). In this resampling step, we increased the observations that had a positive output (i.e., had the label ‘1’), and reduced the observations
that had a negative output (i.e., had the label ‘0’). This step was needed because of
the imbalanced nature of our data (i.e., about 7.4 % of the samples in the data set
were labeled ‘clinically depressed’; had label ‘1’). We will elaborate on this resam-
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pling step later (in Section 7.1.3).
In Step (viii), we performed the actual training of the machine learning classifiers. We used the following algorithms: (A) Decision Tree, (B) Stochastic Gradient Descent, (C) Random Forest, (D) Constant Dummy, (E) Random Dummy, (F)
Support Vector Machine, (G) Gradient Boosting, (H) Logistic Regression, and (I)
Bernoulli Naive Bayes. Two dummy algorithms were included as a baseline, one
which always predicted the value zero, and one which performed a random classification. We adhered to a two-step procedure for training the algorithms. Besides
training the algorithms to learn the parameters (or coefficients) that were used for
prediction, we also implemented a data-adaptive approach for optimizing the socalled hyperparameters (or tuning-parameters, as performed in Step (ix)). Hyperparameters are parameters that are not optimized when training an algorithm, but
serve as mere knobs to tune the algorithm itself (e.g., decision boundaries or regularization parameters can be considered hyperparameters). By training an algorithm
with different combinations of hyperparameters, we can data-adaptively optimize
these parameters as well.
In Step (ix), each algorithm was trained on the training set and internal validation was performed by means of 10-fold cross-validation (CV), while performing a
random search procedure to optimize the hyperparameters. In hyperparameter optimization process, different hyperparameter configurations are evaluated for each
of the machine learning algorithms. As most parameter spaces have infinitely many
parameter options testing the whole space is impossible and a subset of parameters
needs to be selected. Random search is a method in which a hyperparameter value
is randomly drawn from a probability distribution that can be specified separately
for each of the hyperparameters (Bergstra & Bengio, 2012). One specifies a number
of iterations and draws a set of hyperparameters from their corresponding distributions in each iteration. We used the random search approach as an alternative to
the traditional grid search procedure (in which a grid of hyperparameters is tested
exhaustively) to be more flexible and efficient in the hyperparameter selection procedure (the random selection procedure is further elaborated in Section 7.1.2). For
each algorithm we stored the hyperparameter configurations that best performed
on the cross-validated training set.
Finally (Step (x)), we used the test set to evaluate each of the algorithms in order
to see how well they perform on and generalize to out of sample data. From this
evaluation step, several model scores are derived for evaluating the models.
We developed this pipeline / machine learning algorithm training procedure as
open-source software1 . After providing the set of questionnaires to use and performing a manual feature selection step (Step (ii)), the application performs several
1 Source

available at https://github.com/compsy/machine-learning-depression.
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steps relevant for fitting the machine learning models automatically (e.g., data reading, cleaning and preprocessing, feature selection, and algorithm training and evaluation). An overview of the whole procedure applied by the software is depicted
in Figure 7.1. This software is currently focused towards data retrieved from the
NESDA data set (that is, it provides handles to retrieve data automatically from the
provided data sets), but it could easily be generalized to perform the same analysis
on different data sets.

7.1.2

Random Hyperparameter Search Procedure

Hyperparameter search is a method to optimize the set of hyperparameters (or
tuning-parameters) of machine learning algorithms. First, a set of parameters is
defined containing all different combinations of a subset of a hyperparameter space
for each hyperparameter. This space can be either a continuous distribution or a
discrete set of options or integers. Every parameter combination is used to train an
algorithm and is evaluated using CV. This means that the number of hyperparameter configurations to test grows exponentially. For instance, if a machine learning algorithm would have only a single hyperparameter A P A “ t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u, this results
in five different configurations. However, if the algorithm also has a hyperparameter B P B and C P C, each also of length five, the number grows exponentially to 53
different configurations. Since k-fold CV is used to evaluate the different hyperpaśH
rameter configurations, the number of evaluations to perform equals k ¨ h“0 mh ,
where k is the number of folds in the k-fold CV, h is the number of hyperparameters,
and mh the number of values to test for hyperparameter h.
To be able to test a relatively large number of hyperparameters, we designed the
application in such a way that it allows for computational scaling in both a vertical
direction (CPU speed) and horizontal direction (parallelism and distributed computing). We implemented the random hyperparameter search using a MapReduce
approach. MapReduce is a well-known programming model to work with large
amounts of data or with computationally intensive tasks (J. Dean & Ghemawat,
2008). By distributing these calculations over various computational nodes (mapping), and combining the results at the end (reducing), calculations can be performed in a highly distributed and parallelized environment.
Our MapReduce procedure is as follows. First, in the mapping phase, each instance of our application performs 100 iterations of random search for each algorithm (i.e., the ‘worker’ nodes). In each iteration, a value for each hyperparameter
is drawn from a pre-specified distribution (continuous or discrete) of possible hyperparameter values. Then, the algorithms are trained and evaluated using 10-fold
CV and their performance is stored. After the application has finished training these
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algorithms using the 100 iterations of random search, the application selects the
best configuration and uploads this configuration and fitted classifier to a centralized storage service. This centralized storage service could be any network attached
storage solution. For example, in the present work we used the Amazon Simple
Storage Service (S3) as centralized storage solution because of its ease to use and
global availability. After all instances of the application have uploaded their optimal configuration, a separate evaluation instance is started to retrieve the different
configurations from the centralized storage solution and to evaluate them (i.e., the
‘evaluator’ node). In this reducing step, all candidate optimal configurations are
compared, and a single optimal configuration for each algorithm is selected. This
configuration is then used to assess the performance on the testing set (Step (x) in
Figure 7.1). This way of distributed computing has the advantage that no specialized hardware is required to run the application. Any computer running the correct
Python and R versions, and that has the correct libraries installed, can run the implementation and as such contribute to the computation. A schematic of this procedure
is provided in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: MapReduce procedure for finding the best performing classifiers.

7.1.3

Synthetic Minority Over-sampling

Because of the highly imbalanced data set (i.e., less than 8 % of the participants is
classified to be clinically depressed at followup), we performed a data resampling
step. In this resampling step, we performed a combination of oversampling and
undersampling on the training set. In oversampling, the underrepresented class
(chronically depressed participants) are resampled, introducing new instances of
this minority class. Undersampling is the opposite, and removes cases from the ma-
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jority class (the ‘healthy’ individuals). The combination of both oversampling and
undersampling causes the training set to be approximately balanced with both positive and negative outcomes (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). Note that we only performed
this resampling step on the training part of the data set, and not on the test set. This
way, the test set remains a reliable out-of-sample set to evaluate our classifiers on.
To perform the resampling step, we applied the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE; Chawla, Bowyer, Hall, & Kegelmeyer, 2011) in combination with the Edited Nearest Neighbors (ENN; Wilson, 1972) technique. S MOTE introduces synthetic observations in the data based on a number of nearest neighbors
to create that observation. The ENN technique reduces the majority by only using
the neighbors that contribute to the estimation of a decision boundary. Before this
resampling step, the training data had 7.6 % positive outcomes, after resampling
this was better balanced, and was approximately 57.3 %.

7.1.4

Performance Measures

To evaluate the performance of our learners, we used five different performance
measures (and a combined average of each of them). Firstly, we used the F1-score,
which is defined as the harmonic mean between precision and recall
F1-score “ 2 ˆ

precision ˆ recall
.
precision ` recall

The F1-score takes its values between zero and one, one being perfect precision and
recall. Secondly, we used the Accuracy. Accuracy measures the ratio between true
positives (TPs), the cases classified as true and actually being true (in our case, the
cases classified with above clinical levels of depression that actually ended up with
above clinical levels of depression), true negatives (TNs), the cases classified as false
and actually being false (in our case, the cases classified as sub clinical threshold
levels of depression that indeed did not experience clinical levels of depression),
and the total number of predictions. As such, it is defined as
TP ` TN
Accuracy “
.
TP ` TN ` FP ` FN
Similar to the F1-score, accuracy ranges between zero and one, one being a perfect accuracy. Although the accuracy metric is known to be inaccurate on classimbalanced data sets (the accuracy paradox; Valverde-Albacete & Peláez-Moreno,
2014), we chose to include it as the use of the accuracy measure is still widespread.
Thirdly, we used the Area Under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.
The ROC is a method to visualize the performance of a classifier, based on the tradeoff between the true and false positive rates. The curve itself is generated by iterating over different cut-off values / thresholds for the classifier to predict the positive
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versus the negative class. The area under the curve (AUC) is a scalar parameter
of this ROC metric, representing the total area covered by this ROC curve (Fawcett,
2006). The AUC has the advantage that it is insensitive to class imbalance, as it only
relies on the ratios of true and false positives. Similar to the earlier metrics, the AUC
is valued between zero and one, one being the optimal AUC. Fourthly we calculated
the geometric mean for each of the classifiers. The geometric mean maximizes the
accuracy of both the positive and negative class, while keeping them balanced. It is
implemented as
c
TN
TP
Geometric mean “
ˆ
.
pTP ` FNq pTN ` FPq
Also the geometric mean is a measure ranged between zero and one, one being
the optimal geometric mean. Lastly, we implemented Cohen’s Kappa (or κ; Cohen,
1960). This metric was originally created to quantify the level of agreement between
two independent judges observing a phenomenon (Ben-David, 2007). In our case,
one of these judges is represented by the classifier, and the other by the observed
truth. It is implemented as
Kappa score “

po ´ pe
,
1 ´ pe

where po is the empirical proportion of outcomes in which the observed classes
equaled the predicted classes, and pe is the prior proportion of outcomes for which
agreement is expected by chance (Cohen, 1960). In this case, pe is estimated by from
the class labels. This performance measure ranges from minus one, meaning complete dissimilarity between predicted and observed classes, through zero, meaning
random classification, to one, meaning a complete agreement.

7.1.5

Application and Implementation Details

The complete machine learning process consisted of several steps and encompassed
a number of applications and software packages. Firstly, we used a number of
applications to investigate the data set and to generate several summary statistics
about the variables available. We used Tableau (Version 9.0.2; Tableau Software,
2018) to perform an initial inspection and WEKA (Version 3.8.0; Hall et al., 2009)
to generate rudimentary machine learning classifiers. After this initial inspection,
we built, trained, and evaluated the actual machine learning classifiers using the
programming languages R (R Development Core Team, 2008) and Python (Version
3.6; Python Software Foundation, 2018). R is a programming language that mainly
focuses on statistical computation. Python is a general purpose programming language which has gained popularity in the data science community over the past
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years. A byproduct of this popularity is that a large number of libraries designed
for scientific purposes are available.
For both R and Python, we used several packages to aid us in the development
of our application. All packages are depicted in Figure 7.3 and elaborated next.
Data were first imported using the ‘read.spss’ R-function from the R ‘Foreign’ package (Version 0.8-66; R Development Core Team et al., 2017). This R functionality
was exposed to the Python code using the ‘rpy2’ Python library (Version 2.8.2; Gautier & Rpy2 contributors, 2018). Rpy2 is a Python library that enables developers
to interface with R functions from Python. All of the machine learning classifiers
were created in Python. In order to perform the actual analysis we used several
Python libraries. The machine learning algorithms we used were created using a
Python library named Scikit-learn (Version 0.18; Pedregosa et al., 2012). The Scikitlearn library provides implementations of several machine learning libraries, and
provides tools useful when training machine learning algorithms, for example feature selection, data transformation, CV, and classifier evaluation. For balancing our
data set (the resampling procedure, Step (vii) in Figure 7.1), we used various tools
from the Imbalanced-learn package (Version 0.3.0; Lemaitre, Nogueira, & Aridas,
2016). For the computation of basic descriptive information, probabilistic sampling,
and data structures, we used the Numpy package (Version 1.11.1; NumPy developers, 2017), the Pandas package (Version 0.18; Augspurger et al., 2018), and the Scipy
package (Version 0.17; SciPy developers, 2018). We used the Boto3 package (Version
1.4.7; Amazon.com Inc., 2014) to interact with Amazon Web Services, and lastly we
used Matplotlib (Version 1.5; Hunter, Dale, Firing, Droettboom, & Matplotlib development team, 2017) for visualizing the results. An overview of all used packages is
provided in Figure 7.3.

7.2

Results

Table 7.2 shows several descriptive statistics of the features included in fitting the
machine learning classifiers. We selected this subset of features with elastic net regression (α “ 0.01, l1-ratio “ 0.05,  “ 0.1). Using these features, we trained each
of the machine learning algorithms. The names of the algorithms appear codified
in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5. For this we use codes (A) for Decision Tree, (B) for
Stochastic Gradient Descent, (C) for Random Forest, (D) for Constant Dummy, (E)
for Random Dummy, (F) for Support Vector Machine, (G) for Gradient Boosting, (H)
for Logistic Regression, and (I) for Bernoulli Naive Bayes.
We present five different performance measures for each of the best performing
machine learning classifiers in Figure 7.4. Figure 7.4a presents the ROC curves for
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Python

The application discussed in this chapter

Boto3: package used for interacting with Amazon Web Services

Matplotlib: package for plotting and visualizing data

Scikit-learn: package for data analysis,
machine learning and data processing

Rpy2: package for interfacing
with the R programming language

Pandas: package for data analysis and data structures

Imbalanced-learn package: package providing data
resampling tools to work with imbalanced data sets

NumPy: package for scientific
computing and data structures

SciPy: package used for scientific computing

R
Foreign: package to read and write data from, for example, SPSS files

Figure 7.3: Overview of the used components and packages.

(a) Receiver operating characteristic curves.

(b) Performance measure for each classifier.

Figure 7.4: Various measures showing the performance of each machine learning algorithm.

the TP ratio. These curves show the TPs (the y-axis) versus the FPs (x-axis) whilst
shifting their decision boundary. The different performance measures are presented
in Figure 7.4b and Table 7.3. In this figure and table, we present five performance
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measures plus their average, that is, the F1-score, the accuracy, the AUC, the Geometric mean and the Kappa score. For each performance measure, a higher score
corresponds to a better performing algorithm. We selected a number of metrics, as
our skewed test set can influence some of their scores (Jeni, Cohn, & De La Torre,
2013).
Because of the skewed distribution of our classification labels, the constant dummy algorithm receives a relatively high accuracy and F1-score. That is, if this dummy
algorithm only predicts a person to not become clinically depressed, and only 5 % of
the test set becomes clinically depressed, its accuracy score will be 0.95. This biased
prediction becomes visible in the other measures that take false positives and false
negatives into account.
Table 7.3: Table showing the performance of each machine learning algorithm.
Algorithm
Random Forest
Decision Tree
Logistic Regression
Bernoulli Naive Bayes
Gradient Boosting
Stochastic Gradient Descent
Support Vector Machine
Constant Dummy
Random Dummy

Average

F1-score

Accuracy

AUC

Geometric mean

Kappa score

0.742
0.742
0.713
0.702
0.702
0.685
0.649
0.481
0.465

0.928
0.918
0.872
0.854
0.920
0.851
0.944
0.967
0.687

0.871
0.855
0.785
0.759
0.857
0.754
0.895
0.937
0.541

0.876
0.871
0.864
0.870
0.847
0.798
0.797
0.500
0.500

0.726
0.760
0.798
0.801
0.652
0.798
0.457
0.000
0.564

0.307
0.304
0.247
0.229
0.232
0.224
0.154
0.000
0.032

In Figure 7.5, we present the normalized confusion matrices for each of the algorithms. These confusion matrices depict the quality of the prediction in terms of
true positives (upper left), false negatives (upper right), false positives (bottom left),
and true negatives (bottom right). A darker color corresponds to a more frequent
prediction.

7.3

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

We demonstrated the implementation of a flexible and data-adaptive machine learning approach to create classifiers of above clinical threshold levels of depression
based on data from the Dutch cohort study NESDA. We showed that in this particular data set (based on the average of all performance measures), the best performing algorithm was the Random Forest algorithm ( average score “ 0.742, accuracy “ 0.871, AUC “ 0.876, Geometric mean “ 0.726, and Kappa “ 0.307). Note that
although the Random Forest algorithm performed best with respect to the average
score, many other learners achieved a very similar performance.
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(a) Decision Tree.

(b) Stochastic Gradient
Descent.

(c) Random Forest.

(d) Constant Dummy.

(e) Random Dummy.

(f) Support Vector Machine.

(g) Gradient Boosting.

(h) Logistic Regression.

Figure 7.5: Normalized confusion matrices for all classifiers. The vertical axis shows the true
label, the horizontal axis shows the predicted label.

Our goal with this study was to show a possible application and usefulness of a
flexible machine learning approach on features that could be easily acquired in clinical practice. The used features were presented in Table 7.2, and mostly comprised
features collected from self-report. As such, collection of these features in clinical
practice is relatively simple, and could give the clinician an early and accurate prediction of ones future risk on above-threshold levels of depression.
Currently our classifiers provide their users with a point estimate describing
whether a person is expected to reach above clinical threshold levels of depression
or not. Although such an estimate is useful, the lack of confidence intervals for these
estimates might hinder its adoption in clinical practice. This gap between statistical
inference and machine learning can be closed by applying a targeted learning approach (van der Laan & Rose, 2011). With targeted learning, one targets the initial
estimators towards a specific question of interest by applying techniques such as
Targeted Minimum Loss Estimation (TMLE). This procedure can improve the quality of our classifiers and, moreover, provide confidence intervals for the estimates,
which in turn allow for significance and hypothesis testing (van der Laan, 2010;
van der Laan & Rose, 2011). We explore this direction in Chapter 8.

Based on the forthcoming:
Blaauw, F.J., Chambaz, A., Van der Laan, M.J., (2017). Exploring the causal effects of activity on
well-being using online targeted learning. In preperation.

Chapter 8

Exploring the causal effects of activity on
well-being using online targeted learning

eing healthy is a state in which one has complete physical, mental, and social
well-being, thus not merely the lack of diseases or infirmity (World Health Organization, 2014). Research in psychopathology epidemiology has mainly focused
on exploring factors that cause mental ill-being, as opposed to well-being (Slade,
2010). Recently, researchers have shown a renewed interest in a hybrid approach,
in which both the absence of mental illness and the presence of well-being play an
important role (e.g., Keyes, 2007; Lee Duckworth, Steen, & Seligman, 2005; Slade,
2010; van der Krieke, Jeronimus, et al., 2016). Instead of focusing on reducing the
illness, the focus is shifted towards the increase of well-being and positive affect.
Another important shift in psychopathology research is the shift towards a more
personalized, individualistic approach. Instead of determining results that hold on
the group or population levels, researchers slowly shift to determining those results
on the individual level. Arguably, the shift in focus will eventually allow for a more
personalized medicine.
Many methods exist to assess which factors affect well-being based on large cohort studies. However, results from these studies provide information on the group
level and are insufficient for inference at the individual level (Hamaker, 2012; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009). Indeed, by heterogeneity among people the results might
be true on average, but might not actually hold for any individual (Lamiell, 1998).
Finding the factors that influence well-being on the individual level has proved to be
a challenge, and new techniques need to be devised to determine these individual
differences in the factors aiding well-being.
In this chapter, we describe the theoretical background and implementation of a
novel machine learning technique that can help us to answer questions of the form:
“How does well-being change over time for a specific individual, when intervening on general activity at the preceding times?” To determine the performance of this technique,
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we perform an initial simulation study and exploratory analysis on the causal effect
of a specific factor, namely general activity, on the well-being of an individual.
Our analysis of the causal effect of general activity on the well-being of an individual relies on a specific data set from the large Dutch mental-health study HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND, see Chapter 3 for more details). It is a novel instantiation
of the targeted learning methodology (Petersen & van der Laan, 2014; van der Laan
& Rose, 2011) tailored to infer from a single time series (Benkeser, Ju, Lendle, &
van der Laan, 2016; van der Laan & Rose, 2017). In addition to analyzing the HND
data set, we illustrate how the tailored instantiation performs in a preliminary simulation study. Although our main focus is on finding results that hold for a specific
individual, we also apply our method to the whole group.

8.1

Quick Historical Overview of the Targeted Learning Methodology

Our analysis follows the targeted learning road map. Targeted learning is a methodology that successfully reconciles state of the art machine learning algorithms with
semi-parametric inferential statistics (van der Laan & Rose, 2011). We speak of a
reconciliation because, since the mid 20th century, the fields of inferential statistics
and data analysis, and later machine learning, largely diverged.
It all started in the late 19th century, when probability theory began pervading
nearly all scientific disciplines, a probabilistic revolution put in motion by what
philosopher Hacking (1980) calls the ‘erosion of determinism’. Then, in the first
half-dozen decades of the 20th century, the ununified field of inferential statistics
thrived and garnered incredible successes despite its hybrid character.
In the sixties, in reaction to the displeasing incoherence of the field, data analysis
arose and gained considerable attention. Data analysis was all about the understanding and visualization of data, hunting patterns, associations and structures.
In hindsight, and in light of the previous paragraph, data analysis was the consequence of the ‘erosion of models’, the view that all models are wrong, that the classical notion of probabilistic truth is obsolete, and that pragmatic criteria as predictive
success must prevail. Nowadays, in the era of big data where many data-intensive
empirical sciences are highly dependent on machine learning algorithms and inferential statistics, this unfortunate estrangement cannot persist.
Big data challenge both inferential statistics and machine learning. On the one
hand, big data analysis requires highly scalable and efficient data manipulation
(management, storage, retrieval), and requires computational efficiency of machine
learning algorithms. On the other hand, it also raises new problems, pitfalls, and dif-
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ficulties for statistical inference and its underlying mathematical theory. Examples
include limiting the use of wrongly specified models, or acknowledging that they
do not include the truth and compensating for it, if possible; the problems of small,
high-dimensional data sets; the search for causal relationships in non-experimental
data; the honest quantification of uncertainty; the update of efficiency theory.
Current practice all too often defines a parameter as an uninterpretable coefficient in a misspecified parametric model (e.g., a logistic regression model) or in a
small unrealistic semi-parametric regression models (e.g., a Cox proportional hazards regression), where different choices of such misspecified models yield different
answers (Chambaz, Drouet, & Thalabard, 2014; van der Laan, 2015; van der Laan
& Rose, 2011). In contrast, the targeted learning methodology aims at constructing
confidence regions (regions which contain the truth with a certain probability, typically 95 %) for user-specified target parameters by targeting the estimates retrieved
from data-adaptive estimators (i.e., machine learning), whilst trying to rely solely
on realistic statistical assumptions. This approach can reduce the divergence in outcomes of statistical analyses as model choices are automated, enabling consistent
estimates regardless of the statistician performing the research.
The general road map for causal inference based on targeted learning consists
of seven steps: (i) specifying knowledge about the system (i.e., what we do know
about our data generating system), (ii) specifying the data, and its link to the causal
model, (iii) specifying the target causal quantity (i.e., define what it is exactly that we
would like to know), (iv) assessing identifiability (i.e., state and, possibly, check mild
assumptions under which the target causal quantity can be inferred), (v) stating the
estimation problem (i.e., defining the statistical model and what we would like to
estimate, viz., estimand), (vi) performing the estimation, and (vii) interpreting the
results (Petersen & van der Laan, 2014). We essentially adhere to this agenda.

8.2

HowNutsAreTheDutch

HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND) is a Dutch study that focuses on the prevalence of
psychopathology, mental-health, and well-being in the Netherlands (see Chapters 3
to 5 for more details). Two of the aims of HND are to investigate the baseline heterogeneity among people in terms of psychopathology, and to raise awareness about
the fact that every individual is unique (Blaauw, van der Krieke, Bos, et al., 2014;
van der Krieke, Jeronimus, et al., 2016). The general philosophy behind HND is to
show that psychopathology is not a binary phenomenon, and that simply classifying people (i.e., assessing whether or not someone suffers from a mental illness)
based on a set of rules is difficult and error prone. In the past decades, diagnosis
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and assigning classifications (or labels) of mental disorders to people has hardly
had any effect on the improvement of research in psychiatry (Dehue, 2014; T. Insel,
2013; Kapur et al., 2012; Whooley, 2014). Instead, HND focuses on the graduality
of psychopathology, and on the hypothesis that the combinations of various ‘disorders’ form the basis of the observed phenotypical expression. Furthermore, instead
of merely focusing on the negative aspects of psychopathology, HND also aims to
research the positive aspects of mental health, and the influence of these positive
aspects on the negative ones.
H ND consists of two sub-studies: (i) a cross-sectional self-report study and (ii)
an intensive self-report longitudinal study. The first sub-study focuses on exploring
the differences between people, and determining the distribution of various psychological traits in the Netherlands. The second sub-study focuses on the individual in
specific. In this part each person measures themselves for a longer period of time,
with the goal to draw conclusions on the level of the individual. In the remainder
of the present work we will focus on this second sub-study.

8.2.1

The Study Protocol and Data set

In order to conduct research on the individual level, a considerable volume of data
has to be available for a single individual. A well-established method of collecting such data in psychopathology research is the ecological momentary assessment
(EMA) method (Shiffman, S., & Stone, 1998). E MA allows researchers to collect relatively high resolution self-report data about an individual or a group of individuals.
In EMA, an individual is asked to fill out the same questionnaire for a longer period
of time, which results in a time series data set of self-report questionnaire data. In
the HND study the participants were asked to fill out a 43-question questionnaire
three times a day for thirty successive days. Thus, each observation is a by product
of N “ 90 questionnaires (van der Krieke, Blaauw, et al., 2016). For the full list of
questions see Table A.2 on page 202.
The HND data set used for the current analysis comprises J “ 236 observations.
For each individual, we construct blocks from these questionnaires, where each block
contains (a subset) of the questions evaluated in each questionnaire, combined with
several baseline covariates (such as age and gender). Thus, our data set is of dimension J ˆ N (number of participants ˆ number of blocks per participant).
We explore which activities attribute to changes in well-being. To evaluate wellbeing we use the construct of positive affect as a proxy. We measure positive affect by means of the positive affect scale from the Positive And Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). Our used implementation of
the PANAS measures positive affect on ten questions on a continuous scale with a
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possible range of 0 to 100. Activity is evaluated using a categorical scale that reflects
which activity dominated the previous measurement period. The separate items for
these measures are listed in Appendix D.1.

8.2.2

Formalization

We adhere to a well-established general mathematical representation of the variables of interest in a probabilistic framework adopted from (van der Laan & Rose,
2011). We refer to the covariates (or possible confounders) of our outcome as W ,
the activity measure as A (the intervention/exposure variable), and the positive affect measure as Y (the outcome). Each of these random variables is measured at a
specific time t ranging over t1, . . . , N u.
Consider an arbitrarily chosen time t P t1, . . . , N u. The vector W ptq comprises
several ambulatory variables (variables retrieved during the EMA study). These random variables can be binary, discrete, or continuous. An overview of each covariate
and its type is provided in Table 8.1. We use the lowercase representation of a random variable (e.g., wptq for W ptq) as either a specific instance of that random variable
or as an index meant to emphasize that the indexed object is intrinsically related to
the corresponding random variable.
Covariate name

Data type

Values

‘I am in the here and now’
‘How busy am I?’

Continuous
Categorical

‘Did something special happen since
the last measurement?’
‘Since the last measurement moment I
had a laugh’
‘Since the last measurement moment I
was able to make a difference’
‘Since the last measurement moment I
have been outdoors’
‘Since the last measurement moment I
was physically active’
‘I did my jobs or tasks without being
aware of what I was doing’

Categorical
Continuous

r0, . . . , 100s
[Much too busy, Pleasantly busy,
Neutral, Pleasantly quiet, Much
too quiet]
[No, Yes (positive), Yes (negative), Yes (neutral)]
r0, . . . , 100s

Continuous

r0, . . . , 100s

Continuous

r0, . . . , 100s

Continuous

r0, . . . , 100s

Continuous

r0, . . . , 100s

Table 8.1: List of covariates used in the study.

The random variable Aptq P t0, . . . , 12u “ A is categorical and can take one of
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thirteen values. Each a P A corresponds to an answer in the EMA (see Appendix D.1
for a description of the available answer categories).
Finally, the random variable Y ptq is a scalar value from a continuous range of
options. It ranges between 0 and 100, where 0 refers to the experience of no or a
low amount of positive affect, and 100 resembles to experiencing a high amount of
positive affect.
The used HND data set comprises a total of J observations. Denoted O1 . . . OJ ,
the J observations are assumed mutually independent. This assumption is justified
as access to the HND diary study was available for everyone in the Netherlands, and
as such participants were included in the study at random. If a person participated
in the study multiple times we only use one of their studies. Each observation Oj
consists of N “ 90 blocks, one for each time t,
OjN “ ppWj p1q, Aj p1q, Yj p1qq, . . . , pWj pN q, Aj pN q, Yj pN qqq.
We use the subscript j to denote that an observation belongs to a specific individual.
In other words, for any individual j we have the set of N blocks.
In EMA, observations are collected chronologically, enabling us to interpret the
data as a time series. It is a generally accepted fact that psychological traits at a
given time can fluctuate and strongly affect psychological traits later (Rosmalen et
al., 2012; van der Krieke, Blaauw, et al., 2016). An EMA reflects this sequential dependence and intraindividual variation in the sense that a block at a certain time is
most probably affected by blocks preceding it. We define Ōj pt ´ 1q as all historical
blocks before time t for observation j: Ōj ptq “ pOj psq : s ď tq.
Apart from the temporal ordering in the time series itself, we assume that an ordering exists within each block. That is, we assume that our outcome Y ptq (positive
affect at this exact t) is preceded by Aptq (the activity one performed most of the time
between t ´ 1 and t) and W ptq, and we assume that Aptq is preceded by W ptq. This
allows us to investigate the causal relation between the variables within an observation. Although this is a strong assumption with respect to the nature of an EMA
study, we will accept it for now and address it in detail in future work. The focus
of the present chapter is to shed light on the application of the targeted learning
methodology to EMA data, and we do not aim to draw any conclusions from such
data for now, but merely show a possible use case.
We define the parents of a variable as all measured variables and historical values thereof that might influence the current value of said variable. In other words,
the parents of a variable are all the measurements that precede a given variable.
For each random variable at time t (given that enough historical measurements are
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available), we denote these parents as follows:
Wj´ ptq “ Ōj pt ´ 1q,
A´
j ptq “ pŌj pt ´ 1q, Wj ptqq,

(8.1)

Yj´ ptq “ pŌj pt ´ 1q, Wj ptq, Aj ptqq.
Our objective is to derive a reliable estimate and confidence interval of a causal
quantity defined as the average ‘treatment’ effect for any activity a P A on the
amount of positive affect at the next moment in time (we use the terms treatment,
intervention, and activity interchangeably to be consistent with other literature). A
treatment in this case is referred to as a specific activity one could perform. A reliable estimate of this average treatment effect (ATE) could inform a person of which
activities they could undertake for maximizing their well-being. As we are only interested in this specific causal quantity, we can target our analysis in such a way that
it will tailor and optimize the estimation for this specific focus of interest (van der
Laan & Rose, 2011).

8.3

Causal and Probabilistic Perspectives

We adopt a probabilistic stance and invoke causality, a notion that plays a vital role
in understanding the interwoven behavior of nature.

8.3.1

Probabilistic Framework

We view the complex natural system as a data generating process of which the exact
configuration is unknown. The means we use to study this system rests on exploring
the data it generates, ON . We believe that the observations ON can be considered
as a random variable drawn from an unknown underlying true data generating
system, or probability distribution. The true probability distribution (denoted P0N )
entails infinitely many features of potential interest. One of the features of P0N is of
special interest to us.
In practice the true data generating distribution, the conditions it applies, and
features it uses to materialize ON are unknown, and the only way we can gain
knowledge about it is by reverse engineering the data observed from it, and build
estimates using the empirical probability distribution based on these observations,
to which we will refer to as PN .
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8.3.2

Unrealistic Ideal Experiments

Apart from the factual world, as we observe it, we are interested in counterfactual
worlds that did not happen and were thus not observed to answer ‘what-if’ questions. For example, we may want to compare a counterfactual world in which an
individual would have experienced a1 ‰ a at time t to the factual world where they
received a at time t instead, as it really happened. We jointly view all the worlds,
factual and counterfactual, as a data generating process of which the exact configuration is unknown. We also consider as a random variable the so called full counterfactual data ON that combines factual and counterfactual observations from all the
worlds. It is drawn from a full counterfactual probability distribution denoted as
N
N
N
N
PN
0 . Note that O is included in O , and that knowing P0 implies knowing P0 .
Instead of characterizing the counterfactual probability PN
0 which we would
have liked to sample from, let us engage in the simpler task consisting in describing
the unrealistic, ideal experiment we would have liked to carry out. It could very well
be the case that the experiment is not attainable in our world.
As an illustration, say that we wish to assess to which extent performing activity
a P A at a certain time s attributes to positive affect at a certain time ps ` 1q. This
question of interest sprouts two of them, one at the population level and the other
at the individual level. For each of them we can devise an ideal experiment.
Let us consider the population level first. An ideal experiment could go as follows. A large number of times, we would repeatedly and independently (i) sample
an individual from the population at time t “ 1, (ii) follow that individual till time s,
(iii) impose performing activity a at time s (an intervention), (iv) resume following
the individual and report back on all covariates and the outcome at Y ps ` 1q. By
taking the average outcome across all iterations we could then approximate reliably
the causal effect of activity a at time s on Y ps ` 1q.
Now let us turn to the individual level. We emphasize that the ideal experiment
is defined conditionally on a specific real life subject on whom we focus from time
t “ 1. The ideal experiment would go as follows. A large number of times, we
would (i) follow the individual till time s, (ii) impose performing activity a at time
s (an intervention), (iii) resume following the individual and report back on all the
covariates and outcome at Y ps ` 1q, (iv) go back in time to time t “ 1 and repeat,
ceteris paribus sic stantibus (i.e., all other things being equal). Again, the average
outcome across all iterations would reliably approximate the causal effect of activity
a at time s on Y ps ` 1q. Reproducing this procedure for each of the activities a P A
would then yield approximations of the causal effects of all activities a P A at time
s on Y ps ` 1q. Although these hypothetical experiments are clearly impossible to
perform, they do provide the conceptual basis for the present analysis.
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The question remains how we can draw advantage from these unrealistic ideal
experiments. The key is to relate them to our actual experiment. We do so in the
so called counterfactual framework (Gruber & van der Laan, 2009; Pearl, 2009; Rubin,
1974), viewing each observed, real data as a fraction of the full counterfactual data.
The complete data consists of all the above counterfactual Y ps ` 1q obtained by
imposing activity a at time s, ceteris paribus sic stantibus. The real data reduces to the
parts of the complete data which corresponds to the activity Aptq that was observed
at time t. We thus frame our analysis in terms of missingness.

8.3.3

Causal Model, Counterfactuals, and Quantity

We define our causal model using the earlier defined notation and knowledge we
have about the underlying data-generating process. By defining a causal model
that captures this knowledge, we formalize and express our assumptions about this
data-generating process (Duncan, 1975; Pearl, 2009; Petersen & van der Laan, 2014).
We frame our presentation in terms of a nonparametric structural equation model
(NPSEM). Let us first introduce a NPSEM for the generation of our real observations. We assume the existence of 3N deterministic functions fwptq , faptq , and fyptq
(t “ 1, . . . , N ) and, for every 1 ď j ď J, of a source of randomness
pUj,wp1q , Uj,ap1q , Uj,yp1q , . . . , Uj,wpN q , Uj,apN q , Uj,ypN q q
such that, for each 1 ď j ď J, the random generation of OjN decomposes as follows:
for t “ 1, . . . , N , sequentially,
Wj ptq “ fwptq pWj´ ptq, Uj,wptq q,
Aj ptq “ faptq pA´
j ptq, Uj,aptq q,
Yj ptq “

(8.2)

fyptq pYj´ ptq, Uj,yptq q.

It is important to note that in this abstract representation we give no explicit
form to the deterministic mechanisms fwptq , faptq , and fyptq (hence the NP in NPSEM).
The components of the source of randomness are exogenous variables which drive
the generation of Wj ptq, Aj ptq, and Yj ptq, but were not measured by the current
EMA study. Note that that the mechanisms fwptq , faptq , and fyptq (t “ 1, . . . , N ) in
Equation (8.2) are shared among all J observed individuals. The assumption that all
individuals are subject to the same data generating process is justified by the belief
that nature behaves in this way. It allows us to combine all observations to estimate
certain features of the common data generating distribution, instead of solely basing
them on data specific to the individual.
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We now use the model from Equation (8.2), which produces OjN „ P0N , to define
N
our causal model, which produces ON
j „ P0 . For every 1 ď s ă N and a P A, for
t “ 1, . . . , N , sequentially, let
´
Wj,s,a ptq “ fwptq pWj,s,a
ptq, Uj,wptq q,
#
a if s “ t,
Aj,s,a ptq “
faptq pA´
j,s,a ptq, Uj,aptq q if t ‰ s,

(8.3)

´
Yj,s,a ptq “ fyptq pYj,s,a
ptq, Uj,yptq q,

then let the pj, s, aq-specific complete data ON
j,s,a be obtained by combining the outputs of Equation (8.3),
ON
j,s,a “ ppWj,s,a p1q, Aj,s,a p1q, Yj,s,a p1qq, . . . , pWj,s,a pN q, Aj,s,a pN q, Yj,s,a pN qqq.
The j-specific complete data ON
j is obtained by combining the pj, s, aq-specific com´
N
plete data Oj,s,a across 1 ď s ă N and a P A. In Equation (8.3), each Wj,s,a
ptq,
´
´
´
´
´
N
Aj,s,a ptq and Yj,s,a ptq are extracted from Oj,s,a just like Wj ptq, Aj ptq and Yj ptq are
extracted from Oj , see Equation (8.1). In the two above displays, we use two subscripts to identify the counterfactual data distribution: we use s to denote that the
distribution received an intervention at time s and we use a to denote that during
this intervention activity Apsq “ a was imposed. Using this NPSEM we can impose
any activity a P A at any time s “ 1, . . . , N ´1 and collect the outcome of Y ps`1q. As
previously noted, sampling independently and a large number of times from Equation (8.3) and averaging average across all the resulting outcomes at time ps ` 1q
would approximate our quantity of interest.
We are now in a position to give a formal definition of our causal quantities. For
every 1 ď j ď J, each s “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1 and every a P A, the corresponding causal
quantity of interest is
CQN
pYj,s,a ps ` 1q | Wj,s,a p1qq.
0,j,s,a “ EPN
0

(8.4)

It quantifies the effect for individual j of imposing activity a at time s as measured
in terms of the average outcome at time ps ` 1q. Note that CQN
0,j,s,a is still random because it is defined conditionally on Wj,s,a p1q. However, the expectation
EPN
rCQN
0,j,s,a s (where we integrate out Wj,s,a p1q with respect to its distribution in
0
the population) does not depend on j, is therefore deterministic, and should be interpreted as the average causal effect in the population of imposing activity a at time
s, measured at time ps ` 1q.
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Statistical Model

We define the statistical model as the collection M of all possible probability distributions that nature could have used to generate ON . Note that ON „ P0N , and
P0N P M, meaning that by definition the statistical model contains the true probability distribution. In contrast, if we were to assume that P0N P Mθ Ă M, where
Mθ is a parametric model, and in reality this is not the case, we would obtain a misspecified statistical model with unreliable parameter estimates. A realistic statistical
model reflects only true knowledge and we should not impose any unfounded restrictions on it.

8.4.1

Nonparametric Statistical Model

In a nonparametric statistical model no parametric assumptions are made on the
statistical model. That is, we do not assume that the statistical model can be represented by a finite (low) dimensional number of parameters. By assuming the statistical model to be nonparametric, we circumvent making any assumptions that do
not represent knowledge, and as such yielding a statistical model that is too restrictive or misspecified. Essentially, a nonparametric model can be represented using
an infinite number of parameters. In order to work with such a model, we do need
to introduce several assumptions, as laid out in the next section.
Main assumptions.
Fix arbitrarily 1 ď j ď J. For every t “ 1, . . . , N , the random variables Wj ptq,
´
Aj ptq, and Yj ptq each depend on their respective parents Wj´ ptq, A´
j ptq, and Yj ptq,
as shown in Equation (8.1), a sequential dependence that naturally occurs in a time
series. Although the parents of a variable entail all past values, we cannot handle
such complexity. In fact, the number of parameters in our model would have to
grow at the same rate as t, and would cause our estimation problem to become intractable as theoretically each observation could have its own distribution (Benkeser
et al., 2016). We therefore introduce three assumptions with respect to the relevant
past of these random variables and their data generating process: (i) a stationarity
assumption, (ii) a Markov-type assumption, and (iii) a nesting assumption on the
summary measures.
With the stationarity assumption, we postulate that there exist shared mechanisms over time t. From a practical point of view, it allows us to combine observations over time to base our estimators on (van der Laan & Rose, 2017), and eventually enables making predictions and estimating.
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The Markov-type and nesting assumptions state the existence of 3N deterministic functions γw,t , γa,t , γy,t (not indexed by j) taking values in Rdw , Rda , Rdy
(t “ 1, . . . , N ) such that, for every t “ 1, . . . , N , Wj ptq, Aj ptq, and Yj ptq depend
´
on their full histories Wj´ ptq, A´
j ptq, Yj ptq only through the fixed-dimensional summary measures
´
Wj,c
ptq “ γw,t pWj´ ptqq,
´
´
A´
j,c ptq “ pγa,t pAj ptqq, Wj ptq, Wj,c ptqq,
´
Yj,c
ptq

“

(8.5)

pγy,t pYj´ ptqq, Aj ptq, A´
j,c ptqq,

respectively. In view of Equation (8.2), this assumption essentially boils down to
postulating that the 3N deterministic functions fwptq , faptq , and fyptq (t “ 1, . . . , N )
can be replaced by three deterministic functions of the form f ˝ γ where γ extracts
the relevant information from the history and f processes it.
Examples of such summary measures include the p most recent observations
(lags) of data; the running mean of the historical data; or any measure that is relevant
and could be represented using a metric that does not depend on data with a dimensionality growing with t. Importantly, it may be necessary to shift to the right the initial time (currently, t “ 1) to use consistently some summary measures. For instance,
´
if γw,t , γa,t and γy,t were chosen so that Wj,c
ptq “ pOj pt ´ 1q, . . . , Oj pt ´ pqq, A´
j,c ptq “
´
pWj ptq, Oj pt ´ 1q, . . . , Oj pt ´ pqq and Yj,c ptq “ pAj ptq, Wj ptq, Oj pt ´ 1q, . . . , Oj pt ´ pqq
for some fixed (i.e., independent of N ) 1 ď p ď N , then the initial time should be set
at t “ pp ` 1q and the final time at t “ N ´ p. Formally, this can be done elegantly by
allowing the generic random variable W p1q to differ in structure from the generic
random variables W p2q, . . . , W pN q so as to include in W p1q what we would then
denote pOp´p ` 1q, . . . , Op0qq.
True likelihood.
Under the above assumptions, knowing P0N is the same as knowing three conditional densities. Specifically, introducing
Wc´ ptq “ γw,t pW ´ ptqq,
´
´
A´
c ptq “ pγa,t pA ptqq, W ptq, Wc ptqq,

Yc´ ptq

“ pγy,t pY

´

(8.6)

ptqq, Aptq, A´
c ptqq

(for t “ 1, . . . , N ), knowing P0N is the same as knowing the conditional densities
´
q̄0,w , ḡ0 and q̄0,y of W ptq given Wc´ ptq, Aptq given A´
c ptq and Y ptq given Yc ptq, reN
N
spectively (any t P t1, . . . , N u). Thus, the (true) likelihood of Oj under P0 can be
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expressed as
P0N pOjN q “

N
ź

´
q̄0,w pWj ptq | Wj,c
ptqq

t“1
N
ź

ˆ

ḡ0 pAj ptq | A´
j,c ptqq

(8.7)

t“1
N
ź

ˆ

´
q̄0,y pYj ptq | Yj,c
ptqq.

t“1

The conditional densities q̄0,w , ḡ0 and q̄0,y are considered to be elements of nonparametric spaces Qw , G, Qy .

8.4.2

Counterfactual Nonparametric Statistical Model

We can construct the counterfactual likelihood by combining the likelihood as defined in Equation (8.7) with the counterfactual mechanisms defined in Equation (8.3).
We consider the case that we impose activity a P A at time 1 ď s ă N .
Let It¨u be the indicator function returning 1 if the expression inside the brackets
holds and 0 otherwise. Let PN
0,s,a be the marginal joint distribution of Oj,s,a as it
N
is derived from the distribution PN
0 of the complete data Oj . The counterfactual
likelihood of OjN under P0,s,a equals
N
PN
0,s,a pOj q “

N
ź

´
q̄0,w pWj ptq | Wj,c
ptqq

t“1

ˆ

N
ź
`
˘
ḡ0 pAj ptq | A´
j psq “ au
j,c ptqq ˆ ItA
loooooomoooooon
looooooooooomooooooooooon

t“1
t‰s
N
ź

ˆ

measured

(8.8)

counterfactual

´
q̄0,y pYj ptq | Yj,c
ptqq.

t“1

Equation (8.8) is known as the G-Computation formula (Gill & Robins, 2001).

8.4.3

Target Statistical Parameter

It is now time to define our target statistical parameters, built as statistical versions
of the causal quantities of interest introduced earlier in Section 8.3.3. The target
parameters are said statistical to emphasize that, contrary to the causal quantities of
interest, they can be viewed as functions of P0N (whereas the causal quantities of
interest are functions of PN
0 ).
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Consider the case that we impose activity a P A at time 1 ď s ă N . Fix arbitrarily
N
1 ď j ď J. The corresponding target statistical parameter is defined as ψj,s,a
pP0N q,
N
where the mapping ψj,s,a : M Ñ R is given by
N
ψj,s,a
pP N q “ EP N rYj ps ` 1q ˆ Zj,s,a | Wj p1qs ,

(8.9)

where in turn the so called change of probability Zj,s,a equals
Zj,s,a “

ItAj psq “ au
ḡpAj psq | A´
j,c psqq

(8.10)

N
(ḡ is the conditional density of ApN q given A´
c pN q under P ).
N
The question that remains open is how ψj,s,a
pP0N q relates to CQN
0,j,s,a . To answer this
question, let us now introduce three key assumptions, the so called (i) consistency,
(ii) positivity and (iii) sequential randomization assumptions.
First, the consistency assumption states that OjN equals Oj,s,Aj psq for every 1 ď
s ă N . It is met by construction because of the way Equation (8.3) is built around
Equation (8.2).
Second, the positivity assumption states that at each time 1 ď t ď N , all activities
have a conditional probability uniformly bounded away from zero given the parents
A´
j ptq of an activity. Formally, there exists δ ą 0 such that for every 1 ď t ď N , for
all a P A,
´
N
ḡ0 pa | A´
j ptqq “ P0 pAj ptq “ a | Aj ptqq ě δ.

In words, it must not be the case that at a certain point of an individual trajectory
(i.e., during the progressive construction of an OjN ), one or more activities surely
cannot be performed.
Third, the sequential randomization assumption states that for all time 1 ď t ď
N , the activity Aj ptq at that time is conditionally independent from the potential
outcomes tYj,s,a ptq : a P Au given the parents A´
j ptq of activity. In view of Equation (8.2) and Equation (8.3), this concerns the distribution of source of randomness.
In words, the assumption excludes the existence of unmeasured confounders.
Under these assumptions, it can be shown that the target statistical parameter
identifies its causal counterpart. Formally, it holds that
N
ψj,s,a
pP0N q ” CQN
0,j,s,a .

8.5

(8.11)

Online Targeted Learning

So far, EMA data have been investigated using methods based on finite-dimensional parametric models, including multilevel regression (e.g., Jahng, Wood, & Trull,
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2008; H. M. Schenk, Bos, Slaets, de Jonge, & Rosmalen, 2017), or vector autoregression (e.g., Emerencia et al., 2016; Rosmalen et al., 2012; Snippe et al., 2015; van Gils
et al., 2014). The latter is generally used to derive causality in the form of Granger
causality (Granger, 1969).
The parametric (and typically linear) nature of these statistical models makes the
corresponding Mθ s very small sub models of the nonparametric model M where
our targeted analysis takes place. Therefore, blindly assuming that the parametric
statistical models are well specified causes issues in their interpretation when they
are in fact misspecified, which is certainly almost always the case (e.g., Neugebauer
et al., 2013).
Once a model (parametric or not) has been chosen, the procedure consisting of
learning P0N based on data sampled from it and using the model can be viewed as
the evaluation of an algorithm at the empirical distribution. This algorithmic interpretation makes it easy to contrast a statistical method based on a finite-dimensional
model and the targeted learning method that we develop in the present work. Whereas the former uses a fixed algorithm, the latter data-adaptively builds a meta-algorithm out of a collection of prescribed algorithms based on the cross-validation (CV)
principle. Taking typically the form of a convex combination of algorithms, the
meta-algorithm data-adaptively puts more weight on these algorithms that perform
well and less on the others.

8.5.1

Overview

Resorting to more flexible, data-adaptive algorithms to learn P0N is only one of
the two features that contrast targeted learning from learning based on a finitedimensional model. Once P0N has been learned (i.e., once we have built estimators
N
of q̄0,w , ḡ0 , and q̄0,y ), we can derive an estimator of ψj,s,a
pP0N q by mere substitution.
However, such an estimator does not lend itself well to the construction of a confidence interval because, upstream, the meta-algorithms that produced the estimator
of P0N relied on optimality criteria indifferent to the fact that it would eventually be
N
used to estimate ψj,s,a
pP0N q. It remains to target them.
The distinction we just made is encapsulated in the motto “predicting is not explaining” (Chambaz & Desagulier, 2015; Shmueli, 2010). The concept of targeting is
nicely explained using a simple example. Suppose you are a chef in a restaurant
and you have an apprentice. You tell the apprentice that you will ask him or her
to cook a very complex dish the next day, but you do not say what the dish is. The
apprentice will probably study all night on preparing various dishes and cooking
techniques in order to be able to be well prepared for any dish. The next day the
apprentice makes the dish of your choice and the result is reasonable. Now suppose
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you would have instead asked the apprentice to learn cooking a specific dish (the
‘target’ dish). This would drastically change the way s/he would prepare, as the
apprentice his or her learning would probably be targeted towards the target dish,
which is also reflected in the final result.
In conclusion, the targeted learning methodology that we develop here unfolds
in two steps. The first step consists in estimating P0N using flexible, data-adaptive
algorithms. The second step consists in estimating the estimator of P0N to acknowlN
edge the fact that it is eventually exploited to estimate ψj,s,a
pP0N q and build a confidence interval around its estimator.

8.5.2

On Machine Learning of Infinite-dimensional Features

We understand machine learning as the process consisting in training an algorithm
on data for the sake of making reliable predictions on new, unseen data. With this
statement, it is apparent that the statistical task of predicting is included in machine
learning. In broad terms, machine learning goes beyond in the sense that it adopts
more aggressive, data-adaptive strategies at the cost of paying less (if not neglecting)
attention to the construction of confidence bands around the predictions.
Casting the presentation of machine learning in a simple framework.
In order to make predictions, one typically estimates a regression function or the
data generating distribution itself. For clarity, in this section we focus on a small
example model.
Let Z1 “ pX1 , Y1 q, . . . , Zn “ pXn , Yn q, Zn`1 “ pXn`1 , Yn`1 q be drawn independently from the unknown probability distribution Π0 and say that our objective is to
learn to predict the outcome Yn`1 based on Z1 , . . . , Zn and Xn`1 . Let Z “ X ˆs0, 1r
be the space where a generic Z “ pX, Y q sampled from Π0 takes its values (what
follows would be unaltered if we replaced s0, 1r with t0, 1u). Let us assume that Z
is known to us. In the absence of further knowledge on Π0 , introduce the nonparametric space P of all probability distributions on Z. In particular, Π0 P P.
Say that we engage in the machine learning of the conditional expectation f0 of
Y given X under Π0 . An infinite-dimensional feature of Π0 , f0 is characterized by
f0 pXq “ EΠ0 pY | Xq. It belongs to the set F of all functions mapping X to s0, 1r.
Let P e Ă P be the subset of P defined as
#
+
M
ď
ÿ
1
Pe “
Diraczm : z1 , . . . , zM P Z ,
M m“1
M ě1
where Diracz is the probability distribution that puts all its mass on tzu. We think
of P e as the subset of all possible empirical distributions in P (hence the superscript
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e). In particular, the empirical distribution
Pn “

n
1 ÿ
DiracZi
n i“1

that we do observe satisfies Pn P P e .
We formalize the machine learning of f0 as any mapping Φ from P e to F associated with a valid loss function L for f0 . A valid loss function L for f0 is a function
mapping F to RZ (the set of real-valued functions over Z) in such a way that
f0 “ arg min EΠ0 pLpf qpZqq .

(8.12)

f PF

For instance, L could be the least-square loss function L2 given by
L2 pf qpZq “ pY ´ f pXqq2 ,
or the logistic loss function L1 given by
L1 pf qpZq “ ´Y log f pXq ´ p1 ´ Y q logp1 ´ f pXqq.
In both cases, Lpf qpZq is a metric of the quality of the predictions of Y by f pXq that
contrasts the prediction with the actual outcome. As for Φ, it could be characterized
by
Φppq “ arg min Ep pLpf qpZqq

(8.13)

f PF ppq

for every p P P e , where Fppq Ă F is a p-dependent subset of F (typically, its ‘size’
may depend on the number of observations upon which p is based). Note how we
substitute p and Fppq for Π0 and F in Equation (8.13) relative to Equation (8.12).
It is known that we cannot assess the performance of ΦpPn q as an estimator of f0
based on its empirical risk
EPn pLpΦpPn qqpZqq “

n
1 ÿ
LpΦpPn qqpZi q,
n i“1

because that would necessarily be overoptimistic (Chambaz & Desagulier, 2015). In
fact, it is generally bad practice to use the same data for both training and testing
our estimator. To see this, it suffices to consider an algorithm Φ trained to output
Yi at each Xi and to sample Y from the uniform distribution on s0, 1r at any X R
tX1 , . . . , Xn u. Its performance would be perfect on the training set, but disastrous
on new data. We also refer to the work of Bottou, Curtis, and Nocedal (2016) for
another example. We thus need a technique to assess how well an algorithm Φ
performs. A crucial issue cross-validation solves.
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Cross-validation.
Cross-validation (CV) is a sample-splitting technique consisting in splitting up the
empirical data tZ1 , . . . , Zn u into a training and a validation data set based on a splitting random variable Bn . In V -fold CV, Bn can take V different values b1 , . . . , bV P
t0, 1un . Each realization bv corresponds to a splitting into the training data set
tZi : 1 ď i ď n, bv piq “ 0u and the validation data set tZi : 1 ď i ď n, bv piq “ 1u
řV
(here, bv piq is the ith entry of vector bv ). By choice, the entries of the vector v“1 bv
are all equal to one. In other words, every observation falls only once in a validařn
tion set. Moreover, the proportion of n´1 i“1 bv piq of entries of bv that equal one is
approximately V ´1 for all 1 ď v ď V .
0
1
Denote Pn,B
and Pn,B
the empirical distributions of the training and validation
n
n
0
data sets, respectively. The algorithm is trained on Pn,B
, and its predictive qualities
n
1
are evaluated on Pn,Bn . The cross-validated risk of Φ is defined as
”
`
˘ı
0
1
RL,Bn pΦq “ EBn EPn,B
LpΦpPn,B
qpZqq .
n
n

(8.14)

It is a sensible assessment of how well algorithm Φ performs the machine learning
0
of f0 . Note how the algorithm is trained on Pn,B
on the one hand, and evaluated
n
1
on Pn,B
on
the
other
hand.
n
Ensemble learning.
There exists a plethora of learning algorithms and, currently, no single learning algorithm outperforms all the others across all learning tasks (Wolpert, 1996). Moreover, it is impossible to determine a priori which algorithm from a collection of algorithms will perform best in a given context. Thus, it is largely admitted that it
is better to capitalize on the collection instead of choosing beforehand one single
algorithm from it (e.g., Dietterich, 2000; Gashler, Giraud-Carrier, & Martinez, 2008;
Lemke, Budka, & Gabrys, 2015).
Capitalizing means either to data-adaptively identify and select the best algorithm from the collection for the problem at hand, or to data-adaptively build the
best combination of algorithms for the problem at hand (Chambaz & Desagulier,
2015). Combining multiple learners into a metalearner is generally known as ensemble learning (Lemke et al., 2015).
One specific ensemble learning algorithm is the SuperLearner algorithm (Polley,
Rose, & van der Laan, 2011; van der Laan, Polley, & Hubbard, 2007), an instance of
a so called ‘stacking’ ensemble method. Let Φ1 , . . . , ΦK be K individual machine
learning algorithms associated with the same valid loss function L for f0 . For each
1 ď k ď K, the performance of algorithm Φk is assessed through its cross-validated
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risk RL,Bn pΦk q. Defining
kn “ arg min RL,Bn pΦk q,
1ďkďK

SuperLearning identifies Φkn as the metalearner to employ. The resulting estimator
of f0 is thus Φkn pPn q.
How well algorithm Φkn works is established through a so called oracle inequality. Generally speaking, an oracle inequality compares the performance of any
Φ P tΦ1 , . . . , ΦK u (Φ possibly random, like Φkn ) to the performance of the oracle
Φk0,n , with
k0,n “ arg min R0,L,Bn pΦk q
1ďkďK

where the oracle cross-validated risk is given by
“
`
˘‰
0
R0,L,Bn pΦk q “ EBn EΠ0 LpΦpPn,B
qqpZq .
n

(8.15)

Comparing Equation (8.14) and Equation (8.15) reveals that the sole difference be1
tween RL,Bn pΦk q and R0,L,Bn pΦk q is that the inner expectation is relative to Pn,B
n
in the former and to Π0 in the latter. Heuristically, the oracle cross-validated risk
R0,L,Bn pΦk q is thus a more reliable measure of performance of Φk than its counterpart RL,Bn pΦk q because it benefits from the use of the true Π0 as opposed to its
1
empirical counterpart Pn,B
.
n
Going back to the oracle inequality for the metalearner Φkn , it takes the following
form: for any δ Ps0, 1r, there exists c1 pδq ą 0 such that, with probability p1 ´ δq,
0 ď R0,L,Bn pΦkn q ´ R0,L,Bn pΦk0,n q
ď p1 ` c1 pδqq min

1ďkďK

(
R0,L,Bn pΦk q ´ R0,L,Bn pΦk0,n q ` Remainder. (8.16)

Typically, δ ÞÑ c1 pδq decreases: the smaller is δ, the more likely the inequality
is verified, but the looser the comparison is, because c1 pδq is larger. Sometimes,
however, it is possible to guarantee that c1 pδq “ 0, in which case the inequality is
considered tight. As for the remainder term, it depends on δ, K and n. Of course,
the smaller is the remainder term, the more meaningful is the oracle inequality. In
many contexts (Benkeser et al., 2016; van der Laan et al., 2007), the remainder term
takes the form
c2 pδq

logpKq
,
nα

for some constant c2 pδq ą 0 and coefficient α Ps0, 1s that depends on loss function
L (Polley et al., 2011; van der Laan & Dudoit, 2003). The remarkable feature of
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this expression is that the number K of algorithms composing the collection plays
a role through its logarithm logpKq. Therefore, it is possible to let K increase with
n as long as logpKq{nα still goes to zero sufficiently fast. For instance, a polynomial
dependence is allowed.
We just described the data-adaptive identification (by kn ) and selection of the
best single algorithm in the collection (i.e., Φkn ). The last remark prompts us to go
beyond this single algorithm and look for the best combination of algorithms from the
collection. Formally, let
#
+
K
ÿ
K
Ωn Ă Ω 8 “ ω P R` :
ωk “ 1
k“1

be an pn´1 q-net of cardinality OpnK q such that (i) it contains the K vectors whose coordinates are all equal to 0 except for one which equals 1, and (ii) for every ω P Ω8 ,
there exists ωn P Ωn for which }ω ´ ωn } ď n´1 . One should think of Ωn as a deterministic approximation to Ω8 , whose elements are weights (they are nonnegative
and sum up to one). Now, introduce the collection of
#
+
K
ÿ
Φω “
ωk Φk : ω P Ωn Ą tΦ1 , . . . , ΦK u.
k“1

A generic element Φω of the above collection is a metalearner, i.e., a mapping from
P e to F such that Φω pPn q estimates the targeted f0 . If we define
ωn “ arg min RL,Bn pΦω q,
ωPΩn

then the above discussion shows that the empirical metalearner Φωn performs almost as well as the oracle Φω0,n , where
ω0,n “ arg min R0,L,Bn pΦω q.
ωPΩn

This remarkable result expresses in words what is formally described as an oracle
inequality, very much similar to Equation (8.16). Note that the minimum in the new
oracle inequality ranges over a much bigger set than in Equation (8.16), and that the
combination of algorithms Φωn necessarily outperforms the single algorithm Φkn .
Online learning.
Data sets nowadays can be so large that they require highly scalable and efficient
machine learning algorithms. Moreover, data is often collected via streams, and as
such, accumulates over time. In particular, it is often impossible (computationally
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and data-storage-wise) to process all the data in one single step, as batch learning
algorithms do (Hastie et al., 2009). Instead, novel out-of-core (or online) algorithms
need to be applied. As opposed to batch learning, online learning is a method that
promises a way to cope with such big data. In online learning, an estimator is
trained in iterations on small subsets (‘mini-batches’) of the full data set, possibly
as they come in (if not all data is available a priori; Hastie et al., 2009).
More formally, with online learning, an algorithm ΦpŌptqq can be updated with
a sample of size 1 ď n ! N to create an updated algorithm ΦpŌpt ` nqq. The
advantage of online learning is that it allows for iteratively updating the (initial) fit
of an estimator. That is, after an estimator has been trained on an initial subset of
the data, online learning offers a means to iteratively update this fit with new data.
As such, online learning algorithms do not need to retain all data, and can perform
an update step based on a small subset. Training of the estimator can therefore be
performed in an iterative fashion, in which each iteration requires a relatively small
amount of memory and computing power.

8.5.3

Step one: infinite-dimensional features

The first step of our targeted learning methodology consists in the machine learning of the three conditional densities q̄0,w , ḡ0 and q̄0,y . They are evidently infinitedimensional features of P0N and, in fact, as we already remarked in Section 8.4.1,
they altogether describe completely P0N . To learn these conditional densities, we
choose the negative log-likelihood loss function `. For any q̄w P Qw , ḡ P G and
q̄y P Qy , for any 1 ď j ď J and 1 ď t ď N , we have
“

´
´ log q̄w pWj ptq | Wj,c
ptqq,

(8.17)

`pḡqpOj ptqq

“

(8.18)

`pq̄y qpOj ptqq

“

´ log ḡpAj ptq | A´
j,c ptqq,
´
´ log q̄y pYj ptq | Yj,c
ptqq.

`pq̄w qpOj ptqq

(8.19)

In view of Equation (8.7), the log-likelihood of OjN under P N P M characterized by
the triplet pq̄w , ḡ, q̄y q then writes as
log P N pOjN q “ ´

N
ÿ

p`pq̄w qpOj ptqq ` `pḡqpOj ptqq ` `pq̄y qpOj ptqqq .

(8.20)

t“1

We have to adopt this particular loss function because inferring the target paramN
eter ψj,s,a
pP N q, see Equation (8.9), requires that we estimate the full likelihood as
opposed to well chosen conditional expectations.
The learning task is very challenging, not so much because of the conditional
density ḡ0 , but mainly because of the conditional densities q̄0,w and q̄0,y . Since A “
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t0, . . . , 12u, learning ḡ0 boils down to estimating twelve conditional probabilities.
Specifically, because observing Aptq is equivalent to observing
pItAptq ď 0u, ItAptq ď 1u, . . . , ItAptq ď 11uq,
knowing ḡ0 is equivalent to knowing
P0N pAptq ď a | A´
c ptq, Aptq ě aq

(8.21)

for all 0 ď a ď 11. Therefore, building an estimator of ḡ0 is equivalent to constructing twelve estimators of Equation (8.21) for all 0 ď a ď 11. In contrast, estimating
the conditional densities q̄0,w and q̄0,y is difficult because (i) the spaces where Wc´ ptq
and Yc´ ptq live (every 1 ď t ď N ) are large, and (ii) W ptq and Y ptq are not discrete.
We thus decide to apply a discretization method (Munoz & van der Laan, 2011; Sofrygin & van der Laan, 2017). Specifically, we discretize every coordinate of W ptq and
Y ptq itself (all 1 ď t ď N ) using bins. Focusing on Y ptq, which is simpler because
Y ptq is one-dimensional, we substitute for Y ptq a set of indicators
tItY ptq P Yl1 ďl bl1 u : 1 ď l ă ly u
where the ly bins b1 , . . . , bly cover the space where Y ptq takes its values. Then, to
estimate q̄0,w , we in fact learn each of
`
˘
P0N Y ptq P Yl1 ďl bl1 | Yc´ ptq, Y ptq R Yl1 ăl bl1
(every 1 ď l ă ly ) and estimate the conditional distribution of Y ptq given Yc´ ptq and
Y ptq P bl with the uniform distribution over bl (we will improve this in near future,
by making the conditional distribution more data-adaptive, to reflect for instance
the empirical conditional means and variances). We proceed likewise for W ptq, one
coordinate at a time.
The choice of the number of bins, say ly , influences directly the level of smoothing performed, smaller values corresponding to more smoothing. Figure 8.1 shows a
schematic of the smoothing step and the effect of the number of bins on the smoothness of the density.
In Section 8.5.2, we discussed why one should not choose a priori one algorithm
in a collection of a priori specified algorithms, but should instead select it based on
data. The discussion is very relevant here too, focusing on the number of bins. Likewise, we do not know beforehand what is the best number of bins to choose and we
should select it based on data. This can be formalized as follows in the framework
of Section 8.5.2. Given a set L of candidate number of bins, each couple of individual algorithm Φk and l P L yields a pk, lq-specific algorithm Φk,l corresponding
to setting the number of bins to l prior to using Φk . We could then exploit CV to
data-adaptively identify and select the best pk, lq in t1, . . . , Ku ˆ L.
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Figure 8.1: Influence of the number of bins on the amount of smoothing.

Online cross-validation on a time series.
Because of the chronological ordering and sequential dependence at play in the time
series we observe, standard CV like the V -fold instance introduced in Section 8.5.2
cannot be used out of the box. Instead, we use a form of CV described by Benkeser
et al. (2016) that can handle sequentially dependent data.
In view of Equation (8.14) and for the negative log-likelihood loss function `, we
define recursively the online cross-validated risk of an algorithm Φ devised to learn
q̄0,w , ḡ0 , or q̄0,y as follows: for a sample size 1 ! n ! N deemed sufficiently large to
start learning from Ōpnq but not as large as N ,
`
˘
R`,n pΦq “ ` ΦpŌpnqq pOpn ` 1qq
and, for every n ă t ă N ,
R`,t pΦq “

`
˘
` ΦpŌptqq pOpt ` 1qq
t´n
R`,t´1 pΦq `
,
t`1´n
t`1´n

(8.22)

where ΦpŌpt ´ 1q is the element of Qw or G or Qy learned by Φ based on Ōpt ´ 1q
and `pΦpŌpt ´ 1qqqpOptqq equals Equation (8.17), Equation (8.18), or Equation (8.19)
(without the subscript j) depending on the feature that is being learned by Φ. In
words, after algorithm Φ has been trained on an initial data set of size n, one recursively uses Ōptq to train Φ and Opt ` 1q to determine how well the resulting ΦpŌptqq
performs on the unseen Opt ` 1q, the overall measure of performance at sample size
t being the average across the performances at sample sizes between n and t of the
individual measures.
If Φ is an online learning machine learning algorithm, i.e., if the derivation of
ΦpŌpt ` 1qq recursively consists in updating the previous ΦpŌptqq, then the sequential computation of R`,t pΦq is online too. This fact is of paramount importance, as it
circumvents the occurrence of what would be otherwise a computational bottleneck.
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Online SuperLearner algorithm.
We adapt the concepts of ensemble learning and online learning for the machine
learning of conditional densities such as q̄0,w , ḡ0 , and q̄0,y by combining what we
have presented so far in the present section. The resulting Online SuperLearner
(OSL) capitalizes on the classical SuperLearner algorithm. As its name suggests, it
is online, scales to large data sets and, therefore, can deal with streaming and time
series data by constantly updating the learner.
A high-level pseudo code and description of a generic algorithm for the estimation of a conditional density as discussed above are presented in Appendix D.2.1.
Another high-level pseudo code and description of the sampling procedure based
on discretization as discussed above are given in Appendix D.2.2.
A flowchart that describes the general OSL procedures is shown in Figure 8.2.
Two comments are in order. First, the OSL does not rely on all data being available
when we train the estimators. Once sufficiently many blocks of data have been
observed to start learning from them, the estimator at sample size pt ` 1q is derived
by updating the estimator built at time t based on using the pt ` 1qth block (and
not by retraining the algorithm on the whole data set). Second, in order for the
OSL to be a truly online algorithm, each of its candidate algorithms must be online
algorithms as well (Benkeser et al., 2016). If any candidate learner is not an online
algorithm (viz., a batch algorithm; Hastie et al., 2009), it would require all of the data
to be available upon training, and would therefore defeat the purpose of an OSL.
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Figure 8.2: Schematic representation of the OSL procedure.
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Step two: targeting the parameters of interest

N
, ḡ N , q̄yN be the estimators of q̄0,w , ḡ0 , q̄0,y produced
Set arbitrarily 1 ď j ď J. Let q̄w
N
by OSL based on Oj as described in Section 8.5.3. For convenience, let ηjN be equal
N
to pq̄w
, ḡ N , q̄yN q. In this section, we denote P N rηjN s the element of model M that
N
is uniquely identified by ηjN . For every a P A and 1 ď s ă N , ψj,s,a
pP N rηjN sq
N
N
estimates ψj,s,a pP0 q. Recall that Section 8.4.3 discusses three assumptions under
N
which ψj,s,a
pP0N q equals CQN
0,j,s,a , the effect in individual j of imposing activity a at
time s as measured in terms of average outcome at time ps ` 1q, see Section 8.3.3.

Monte-carlo procedure.
N
From a mathematical point of view, ψj,s,a
pP N rηjN sq is an integral. Its value cannot
be derived analytically (van der Laan & Rose, 2017). We thus rely on the Monte-Carlo
procedure to approximate it.
The Monte-Carlo procedure that we apply unfolds as follows. A large number B of times, we sequentially draw an observation Ōb ps ` 1q from PjN and store
the corresponding outcome at time ps ` 1q, namely Y b ps ` 1q. Finally, the averřB
N
age B ´1 b“1 Y b ps ` 1q approximates ψj,s,a
pP N rηjN sq. More specifically, omitting
´
the b-superscript for clarity, starting from the observed Wj,c
p1q “ γw,1 pWj´ p1qq, we
´
N
draw W p1q from the conditional distribution q̄w
given Wj,c
p1q; we evaluate A´
j,c p1q,
´
N
draw Ap1q from the conditional distribution ḡ given Aj,c p1q if s ‰ 1 or impose
´
Ap1q “ a otherwise; we evaluate Yj,c
p1q, draw Y p1q from the conditional distribu´
N
tion q̄y given Yj,c p1q; then, recursively, as long as t ď s ` 1, we draw W ptq from the
´
N
conditional distribution q̄w
given Wj,c
ptq; we evaluate A´
j,c ptq, draw Aptq from the
´
N
conditional distribution ḡ given Aj,c ptq if s ‰ t or impose Aptq “ a otherwise; we
´
´
ptq.
evaluate Yj,c
ptq, and draw Y ptq from the conditional distribution q̄yN given Yj,c
A pseudo code example of this procedure is given in Appendix D.2.3. The algorithm used for generally sampling from a conditional distribution is provided in
Appendix D.2.2.

The online one-step estimator.
N
For reasons already discussed in Section 8.5.1, the estimator ψj,s,a
pP N rηjN sq does
not lend itself well to the construction of a confidence interval. However, it can be
used to build a better-behaved estimator coined ‘online one-step estimator’ because
(i) it is defined online, and (ii) a so called one-step correction is applied. Explaining
N
the theory that leads to the definition of ψj,s,a
pP N rηjN sq is beyond the scope of this
chapter. We refer the interested reader to Theorem 19.3 in (van der Laan & Rose,
N
2017) for details. This said, we nevertheless wish to define ψj,s,a
pP N rηjN sq properly.
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Assume for simplicity that we can derive ηjt starting from t “ 1. Fix arbitrarily
2 ď t ď N . Let π Ōj ptq be block Oj ptq augmented with its relevant history, namely
´
´
π Ōj ptq “ pWj,c
ptq, Wj ptq, A´
j,c ptq, Aj ptq, Yj,c ptq, Yj ptqq.
´
Moreover, let hw rηjt´1 s, ha rηjt´1 s and hy rηjt´1 s be the marginal densities of Wj,c
ptq,
´
´
t´1
t´1
t´1
Aj,c ptq and Yj,c ptq under P N rηj s. Likewise, let h˚wptq rηj s, h˚aptq rηj s and
´
´
h˚yptq rηjt´1 s be the marginal densities of Wj,c
ptq, A´
j,c ptq and Yj,c ptq under the unique
element of M identified by ηjt´1 but such that Aj psq is set to a, see Equation (8.8).
Recall Equation (8.10) and define in the same spirit
t´1
Zs,a
“

ItApsq “ au
.
| A´
c psqq

ḡ t´1 pApsq

Finally, let Dj,s,a rηjt´1 spπ Ōj ptqq be given by
Dj,s,a rηjt´1 spπ Ōj ptqq “

s`1
ÿ´

´
r
Dj,s,a,1
rηjt´1 spWj ptq, Wj,c
ptqq

r“1
r
` Dj,s,a,2
rηjt´1 spAj ptq, A´
j,c ptqq
¯
t´1
´
r
` Dj,s,a,3 rηj spYj ptq, Yc,j ptqq

with
´
r
Dj,s,a,1
rηjt´1 spWj ptq, Wj,c
ptqq

“

´
h˚wprq rηjt´1 spWj,c
ptqq

´
hw rηjt´1 spWj,c
ptqq
´
´
t´1
ptqs
ˆ EP N rηt´1 s rY ps ` 1q ˆ Zs,a | W psq “ Wj ptq, Wc´ psq “ Wj,c
j
¯
´
t´1
| Wc´ psq “ Wj,c
ptqs ,
´ EP N rηt´1 s rY ps ` 1q ˆ Zs,a
j

r
Dj,s,a,2
rηjt´1 spAj ptq, A´
j,c ptqq “ Itr ‰ su

h˚aprq rηjt´1 spA´
j,c ptqq

ha rηjt´1 spA´
j,c ptqq
´
´
t´1
ˆ EP N rηt´1 s rY ps ` 1q ˆ Zs,a
| Apsq “ Aj ptq, A´
c psq “ Aj,c ptqs
j
¯
´
t´1
´ EP N rηt´1 s rY ps ` 1q ˆ Zs,a
| A´
and
c psq “ Aj,c ptqs ,
j

´
r
Dj,s,a,3
rηjt´1 spYj ptq, Yj,c
ptqq “

´
h˚yprq rηjt´1 spYj,c
ptqq

´
hy rηjt´1 spYj,c
ptqq
´
´
t´1
ˆ EP N rηt´1 s rY ps ` 1q ˆ Zs,a
| Y psq “ Yj ptq, Yc´ psq “ Yj,c
ptqs
j
¯
´
t´1
´ EP N rηt´1 s rY ps ` 1q ˆ Zs,a
| Yc´ psq “ Yj,c
ptqs .
j
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oos
Then the online one-step estimator (OOS) ψN
can be expressed as

oos
ψN
“

N
¯
1 ÿ´ N
ψj,s,a pP N rηjt´1 sq ` Dj,s,a rηjt´1 spπ Ōj ptqq .
N ´ 1 t“2

(8.23)

Monte-Carlo approximation of the correction term.
Consider Equation (8.23). In Section 8.5.4, we have already explained how we apN
proximate ψj,s,a
pP N rηjt´1 sq by Monte-Carlo. To fully operationalize the computaoos
tion of ψN , it remains to explain how we derive Dj,s,a , the difficulty lying in approximating the ratios h˚wprq rηjt´1 s{hw rηjt´1 s, h˚aprq rηjt´1 s{ha rηjt´1 s, and h˚yprq rηjt´1 s{hy rηjt´1 s
on the one hand; and the various conditional expectations that appear in the definir
r
r
tions of Dj,s,a,1
, Dj,s,a,2
and Dj,s,a,3
(1 ď r ď s ` 1), on the other hand.
For the various conditional expectations, we rely again on the Monte-Carlo procedure. When addressing the approximation of, say,
´
t´1
EP N rηt´1 s rY ps ` 1q ˆ Zs,a
| W psq “ Wj ptq, Wc´ psq “ Wj,c
ptqs,
j

N
the approximation goes along the same lines as that of ψj,s,a
pP N rηjt´1 sq, except that
´
we start from pW psq, Wc´ psqq “ pWj ptq, Wj,c ptqq.
For the ratios, we use a trick that frames the task as a classification problem.
Consider for concreteness the ratio h˚yprq rηjt´1 s{hy rηjt´1 s. Let B be a large integer. Let
T1 , . . . , TB , O1 , . . . , OB , and O˚1 , . . . , O˚B be 3 ˆ B random variables independently
drawn from the uniform distribution on t1, . . . , N u (Tb , 1 ď b ď B), P N rηjt´1 s (Ob ,
1 ď b ď B), and from the unique element of M identified by ηjt´1 but such that Aj psq
is set to a, see Equation (8.8) (O˚b , 1 ď b ď B). For every 1 ď b ď B, let

Γb “ γy,Tb pY ´ pTb qq
where Y ´ pTb q is the past of Y pTb q in Ob . Likewise, let
Γ˚b “ γy,r pY ´ prqq
where Y ´ prq is the past of Y prq in O˚b . Now, let pΓ̄1 , ∆1 q, . . . , pΓ̄2B , ∆2B q be defined
in such a way that
tΓ̄1 , . . . , Γ̄2B u “ tΓ1 , . . . , ΓB , Γ˚1 , . . . , Γ˚B u
and ∆b “ 1 if Γ̄b P tΓ1 , . . . , ΓB u and ∆b “ 0 otherwise.
We view pΓ̄1 , ∆1 q, . . . , pΓ̄2B , ∆2B q as independent random variables drawn from
the law Π of pΓ̄, ∆q such that ∆ “ 1 with probability 12 and, given ∆, Γ̄ is drawn from
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hy rηjt´1 s if ∆ “ 1 and from h˚yprq rηjt´1 s otherwise. Let H “ phy rηjt´1 s ` h˚yprq rηjt´1 sq{2
be the marginal density of Γ̄ under Π. By Bayes’ rule, it holds that
Πp∆ “ 1 | Γ̄q

“

hy rηjt´1 spΓ̄q{2HpΓ̄q,

Πp∆ “ 0 | Γ̄q

“

h˚yprq rηjt´1 spΓ̄q{2HpΓ̄q,

hence
h˚yprq rηjt´1 spΓ̄q
hy rηjt´1 spΓ̄q

“

1 ´ Πp∆ “ 1 | Γ̄q
,
Πp∆ “ 1 | Γ̄q

revealing that the ratio can be approximated by carrying out the machine learning
of the conditional probability of ∆ “ 1 given Γ̄.

8.6

Simulation study

We performed a preliminary simulation study to evaluate the performance of our
implementation of the OSL and the OOS. In a simulation study one tests the performance of an estimator using synthetically crafted data with known ground truth,
constructed to mimics nature. Because the ground truth of the data generating process is known (or well approximated), one can reliably evaluate the performance of
the estimators of this process by calculating the difference between the estimate and
the truth. We evaluate the approaches described in Section 8.5 using this simulation
study.

8.6.1

Simulation scheme

For our simulation scheme we introduce the set S of data-generating distributions
for ON satisfying the following description: a certain distribution P1N P S if there
exist a shared in time mw -dimensional parameter θw P Rmw , a shared in time ma dimensional parameter θa P Rma , a parameter δ P p0, 21 q, and a real-valued function
µ over t0, 1u ˆ R such that an observation ON drawn from the distribution P1N can
be derived using the following procedure:
1. Draw a random sample from UW ptq for t P t1 ´ maxpmw , ma q, . . . , N u independently from the standard normal distribution N p0, 1q.
2. Conditionally on this random sample drawn from UW ptq, draw a random sample UA ptq from the Bernoulli distribution with parameter expitpUW ptqq for every t P t1 ´ maxpmx , ma q, . . . , N u. The expit function is used to bound the
outcome between zero and one.
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UW pt ´ 2q

UW pt ´ 1q

UW ptq

UW pt ` 1q

W pt ´ 2q

W pt ´ 1q

W ptq

W pt ` 1q

UY pt ´ 2q

UY pt ´ 1q

UY ptq

UY pt ` 1q

UA1 pt ´ 2q

UA1 pt ´ 1q

UA1 ptq

UA1 pt ` 1q

Y pt ´ 2q

Y pt ´ 1q

Y ptq

Y pt ` 1q

Apt ´ 2q

Apt ´ 1q

Aptq

Apt ` 1q

UA pt ´ 2q

UA pt ´ 1q

UA ptq

UA pt ` 1q

Figure 8.3: Directed acyclic graph representing the dependence structure of an element P1 of
model S. One reads in the directed acyclic graph (DAG) that the parameters θw
and θa attached to P1 are both two-dimensional.

3. Define W ptq “

řmw

s“1 θw psqUW pt

` 1 ´ sq for every t P t1, . . . , N u.

4. Conditionally on the random variables drawn or defined so far, sample Aptq
from the Bernoulli distribution with parameter
¸
˜
m
ÿa
θa psqUA pt ` 1 ´ sq ,
δ ` p1 ´ 2δq expit
s“1

for every t P t1, . . . , N u.
5. Conditionally on the random variables drawn or defined so far, sample Y ptq
from the Normal distribution N pµpAptq, W ptqq, 1q for every t P t1, . . . , N u.
6. Finally, define a single observation ON “ pOp1q, . . . , OpN qq with Optq “
pW ptq, Aptq, Y ptqq for every t P t1, . . . , N u.
The simulation structure can be structured as a DAG to present the dependency
structure. Figure 8.3 presents the dependence structure of an element of S, say P1N .
Inspecting the directed acyclic graph notably reveals that, under P1N , the conditional
distribution of W ptq given its past W ´ ptq coincides with its conditional distribution
given Opt ´ 1q; the conditional distribution of Aptq given its past A´ ptq coincides
with its conditional distribution given pOpt ´ 1q, W ptqq; the conditional distribution
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of Y ptq given its past Y ´ ptq coincides with its conditional distribution given pOpt ´
1q, W ptq, Aptqq.

8.6.2

Implementation

The OSL and the OOS are both implemented in the R-statistical environment as an
open source R-package (R Development Core Team, 2008). Besides the OSL and the
OOS , the package also contains the R-based implementation of the simulator12 .
The created simulator can be used as follows. The R-implementation of the simulator exposes a function SimulateWAY that accepts a number of arguments, the
most important ones being: numberOfBlocks, qw, ga, qy, and intervention.
The first argument, numberOfBlocks, defines the number of blocks one would
like to simulate. The arguments qw, ga, and qy define the true conditional distributions q0,q̄w p¨q, g0,ḡ p¨q, and q0,q̄y p¨q. For each of these conditional distributions, one
has to define on how many previous measurements each of these variables depend
(the ‘memory’ of the data generating process). Furthermore, each of these processes
should define a stochastic mechanism, that is, the random mechanism that is combined with the memory of a mechanism and is used as input for the data generating
function. Lastly one can supply an intervention using the intervention parameter. An intervention is specified as a list of three vectors, one vector specifying
which variable is currently under intervention, one vector representing when the
intervention should take place (i.e., at which time t in the data generating process)
and the other vector what the intervention should be (i.e., an activity a P A). Specifying this intervention for the simulation scheme allows us to sample our data from
any distribution in PN
0 . The product of this simulator is a matrix of blocks, with
N “ numberOfBlocks rows, and }W }0 ` 2 columns.
The implementation of the OSL exposes a number of functions, of which the
initialize, fit, predict, and sampleIteratively functions of the OnlineSuperLearner class are of particular interest. The initialize function is used to
create a new OSL instance. The function expects (among others arguments) a list
of candidate algorithms and options describing which types of OSL to fit (discrete,
the convex combination, or both). After initialization, the fit function can be used
to learn the conditional densities. This can be done by providing the fit function
with either a previously collected data source, or by providing a streaming data
source. After learning the conditional densities, both the predict and sampleIt1 The source code for the simulator and the OOS are available on https://github.com/frbl/
onlinesuperlearner.
2 Note that this package is still under active development, and currently supports learning the conditional densities and partly supports performing the one-step correction using the OOS. Estimation of
confidence intervals is currently not yet supported and will be addressed in detail in future work.
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eratively functions can be used to access the learned conditional densities, either
to predict probabilities, or to sample new values from them.

8.6.3

Simulation results

We evaluated the performance of our implementations of the OSL and the OOS using
four preliminary simulation configurations, each conveying different data generating distributions. In the first two simulation configurations, we simulate a data
set in which no time dependence is present (Y ptq is only influenced by Aptq and
W ptq). In the third and fourth simulation configuration, we do include a time dependence, that is, Y ptq depends on both Aptq and W ptq, and on m previous observations
Opt ´ 1q . . . Opt ´ mq. In the first and third configuration, we assume Y ptq is a random variable with a binomial distribution. In the second and fourth configuration,
Y ptq is considered to be continuous.
For each configuration, we specified an intervention with a binary treatment
variable. We evaluated both treatment (a “ 1) and control (a “ 0) at Apsq where
s “ 2. We measured the outcome at s for Cfg 1 and Cfg 2, and at s ` 1 for configurations Cfg 3 and Cfg 4 (because of the time dependency in the latter configurations).
The simulator provides us with the true data generating function, and from that we
can approximate the true CQN
0,j,s,a by sampling a large number of B observations
and averaging the outcome at time s or s ` 1. For this simulation we used B “ 100
iterations for each of the configurations and for the approximation of the truth.
For learning the conditional densities, we used observations of length N “ 1 000
blocks. We split this training set into 101 smaller parts and performed an initial
training on n “ 500 blocks. This initial training is used to partially train the algorithms before performing the update steps. The remaining n “ 500 blocks were
split up in 100 mini-batches, each containing five blocks. Although splitting the
training data into several separate sets is not strictly necessary, it is needed for evaluating the online behavior of the estimators and calculating a reliable CV risk. For
this initial simulation, we included five candidate estimators based on two algorithms: the XGBoost algorithm (a scalable machine learning system for gradient
boosting; T. Chen & Guestrin, 2016), and a generalized linear model (based on the
speedglm R-package Enea, Meiri, & Kalimi, 2017). For XGBoost, we included four
different configurations of the α-parameter (l1 regularization parameter): zero and
three values sampled from Up0, 1q. For each estimator, we data-adaptively selected
the best number of bins l used in the discretization step, which we restricted to
l P L “ t40, 50, 60, 70u. The best performing estimator was selected using the sequential CV procedure in Equation (8.22).
We trained and optimized each of these algorithms to predict the subsequent
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measurement in time using the CV procedure provided in Equation (8.22). Then,
after each algorithm had yielded a number of estimators, we used both the discrete
and continuous OSL to form an initial estimation of our CQN
0,j,s,a . Finally, we used
OOS to apply the one-step correction, yielding a corrected version of this quantity.
For each iteration in the efficient influence curve we sampled 50 blocks, and calculated the correction term based on the first ten blocks in the time series. An overview
of the cross-validated risk of each individual estimator is shown in Figure 8.4. These
figures show the total CV risk of the estimators for each of the different simulation
configurations.
Finally, we present the performance of the discrete OSL and the continuous OSL
in Table 8.2. This table shows both the approximated (‘true’) quantity of interest and
the estimated quantity as calculated by the OSL. We show this estimate both before
and after applying the OOS update. Furthermore, to show the convergence of the
continuous OSL and discrete OSL to the quantity of interest, we show eight convergence plots in Figure 8.5. This figure shows the number of bootstrap iterations (on
the x-axis) and the value the estimators and the simulator are approximating (the
y-axis). The top row of Figure 8.5 shows the convergence when we impose an intervention (a “ 1), and the bottom row shows the convergence when control (a “ 0) is
imposed.
Table 8.2: Estimates for the Online SuperLearner and the Discrete Online SuperLearner for both the control and intervention data.

Configuration

Truth

O SL (pre OOS)

O SL (post OOS)

Discrete OSL (pre OOS)

Discrete OSL (post OOS)

Cfg 1 (intervention)
Cfg 1 (control)
Cfg 2 (intervention)
Cfg 2 (control)
Cfg 3 (intervention)
Cfg 3 (control)
Cfg 4 (intervention)
Cfg 4 (control)

0.63
0.40
43.00
43.02
0.51
0.57
42.49
42.43

0.63
0.45
41.95
42.10
0.54
0.55
42.29
42.27

0.63
0.65
N/A
N/A
0.38
0.22
N/A
N/A

0.62
0.44
42.85
42.04
0.45
0.62
42.57
42.98

0.55
0.57
45.12
47.98
0.63
0.71
42.21
40.00

Note: The scores of the OSL (post OOS) failed to finish in certain cases. These cases have been marked with a N / A. Also, intermediate
results of the failed OSL (post OOS) configurations showed that the estimate was diverging from, rather than converging to the truth.

8.7

Application to the HowNutsAreTheDutch data set

We used our implementation of the OSL for a preliminary analysis in the HND data
set. For this data set, we aim to predict the effect of an activity a P A on the level
of positive affect one experiences. The used data set was exported from HND on
February 19, 2015. We used data from all individuals that participated in the study
up to that date, and that had completed more than 75% (t “ 68) measurements. We
used Amelia-II imputation for missing data. Amelia-II is a well validated method to
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Figure 8.4: Graph showing the different estimators and their total cross-validated negative
log-likelihood loss on one of the simulation configurations.

deal with missing data in a time series (Honaker & King, 2010; Honaker et al., 2011).
In order to distinguish the effect per activity, we separated the categories using onehot encoding3 . We used the same algorithms as used in Section 8.6.3, with the same
3 One-hot encoding is a method of recoding discrete categorical variables to a series of binary dummy
variables, where each dummy represents one of the activities.
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Figure 8.5: Convergence for each of the simulation configurations under treatment (row one)
and control (row two). The blue line depicts the truth, the yellow line the discrete
OSL , and the red line the continuous OSL .

configurations. The group level results of these analysis are provided in Table 8.3.
As can be seen in Table 8.2, the current implementation of the OOS does not seem
to improve the initial estimate. As such, we only applied the OSL to provide an
estimate of the target quantities.
The outcomes presented in Table 8.2 show some interesting properties. Firstly,
both the OSL and discrete OSL seem to be converge to similar outcomes. The pointestimates of the target quantity seems to differ only slightly for both estimators.
The largest difference between the OSL and the discrete OSL is the difference for the
tenth activity (‘Web surfing / gaming / social media’), with an absolute difference of
3.64. Secondly, the estimates themselves. There do not seem to be large, meaningful
differences in positive affect (PA) when intervening on the different activities at the
preceding time, as all estimates seem to be relatively similar. In future versions of
the OSL significance testing could reveal whether or not these differences are in fact
statistically significant.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Activity

O SL

Discrete OSL

Resting / sleeping
Household / groceries
Working / studying / volunteering
Exercising / walking / cycling
Yoga / meditation / sauna visit etc.
Reading
Hobby (e.g., gardening, making music)
Trip (e.g., leisure park, concert)
Watching TV
Web surfing / gaming / social media
Conversing
Something intimate (e.g., cuddling, sex)

58.91
59.38
57.36
57.10
57.90
57.75
53.05
54.48
58.41
54.35
57.15
59.99

56.99
59.59
57.34
55.08
58.69
57.18
55.90
54.72
57.72
57.99
58.72
59.65

Table 8.3: Results for each of the available activities.

8.8

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

We presented our implementation of the OSL. We provided its mathematical foundations and provided argumentation for the applied SuperLearner approach. We
performed a simulation study to determine the performance of the OSL on four simulated time series datasets and showed that it is a viable method for time-series
analysis. Moreover, we demonstrated the usefulness of the OSL approach to a real
world psychopathology data set from HND. The estimations performed in both the
simulation study and the HND example were performed with a reasonably small
number of estimators and bootstrap iterations, and as such, the corresponding results should be considered preliminary. Furthermore, no elaborate hyperparameter
tuning was performed to optimize the estimators. By selecting both a larger number
and wider variety of machine learning-based estimators, and by performing a hyperparameters tuning and optimization step for each of the algorithms, one could
further improve the quality of the resulting OSL instances.
Three evident directions for future work on the OSL and the OOS are (i) the improvement of the OOS estimates, (ii) the extension of the OSL with confidence intervals, (iii) the extension of the number of summary measures, and (iv) the implementation of different machine learning algorithms. Firstly, the improvement of the OOS
estimates. Currently the OOS’ performance is not optimal. Although it sometimes
improves the initial estimate of the OSL, in some cases it actually hurts the estimates.
More research should be performed to investigate what underlies this phenomenon.
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Secondly, the estimation of confidence intervals. After the OOS implementation
has been improved, and it has been shown to result in well-behaved estimators
(i.e., estimators that converge to the truth, and are Gaussian), the next step is to
introduce the estimation of confidence intervals (CIs). These CIs can provide insight
into the differences between the estimates (e.g., in the HND example) and could
provide support for significance testing.
Thirdly, the creation of new summary measures. Although the OSL currently
supports the generation of lagged features, other features (e.g., a running mean or
variance, or interactions) could also be informative and potentially improve the prediction quality of the OSL.
Fourthly, the addition of different machine learning algorithms. Recently, researchers have shown a renewed interest in the use of artificial neural networks, in
particular the interest in deep-learning has increased greatly (Jones, 2014; LeCun et
al., 2015). Deep-learning is a particular form of machine learning based on the neural connections in the human brain. The results of such deep-learning implementations have been ground-breaking, and could be a great asset to add to the OSL. By
the established oracle inequality result, we can include one or a set of deep-learning
algorithms in the OSL, possibly improving the initial estimates of the deep-learning
based estimators. Other machine learning algorithms could also form an interesting
avenue for the extension of OSL. Implementations like the CARET package could
offer a number of different implementations to do so (Kuhn, 2008).
In terms of software, another direction for future work concerns the underlying architecture of OSL. The current implementation serves mainly as a proof-ofconcept, and was created in the R-statistical environment. The R-statistical environment is a well known and widely used language among researchers (R Development
Core Team, 2008). Although this implementation works well in a research setting,
it might not be the best option when running the OSL in production on streams of
high resolution data. Other big-data platforms such as Spark (Zaharia et al., 2016),
Storm (Toshniwal et al., 2014), and Apache Mahout (The Apache Software Foundation, 2016) offer elaborate features to deal with these kinds of data, and an implementation on one of these platforms might improve scalability and reliability of the
current approach.
Lastly, we envision large scale implementations of the OSL for providing personalized and automated feedback on a large scale. Applications such as HND already have basic and more elaborate techniques in place to provide such personalized feedback, however, non of these techniques make use of data-driven and
semi-parametric statistics, let alone targeted estimation. The implementation of
such techniques on a large scale could increase empowerment and provide tools
for individuals to help improve their well-being.

Based on:
Blaauw, F. J., Schenk, H. M., Jeronimus, B. F., van der Krieke, L., de Jonge, P., Aiello, M., &
Emerencia, A. C. (2016). Let’s get Physiqual – An intuitive and generic method to combine sensor
technology with ecological momentary assessments. Journal of Biomedical Informatics, 63, 141–149.

Chapter 9

Augmenting Ecological Momentary
Assessments with Physiological Data

cological momentary assessments are a useful technique for collecting relatively
high resolution data on the psychological symptoms of a person. Such data is
useful for performing analysis on the level of the individual, as shown in the previous chapters. However, it is evident that the use of ecological momentary assessment (EMA) methods comes at a price. One can imagine that participating in
an EMA study can be a rather tedious task. The participants have to comply to a
certain schedule in order to be able to answer the (same) EMA questionnaire. This
generally means that participants will constantly be interrupted from their day-today life. Besides merely being an inconvenience, this constant distraction and the
EMA itself could also influence the measurements (e.g., Kramer et al., 2014). The
EMA can serve as an intervention, causing difficulties in interpreting the EMA data
afterwards. Lastly, the EMA methodology we consider can generally be considered
subjective. Participants report their opinionated view on certain traits, where an objective view is generally preferred. Although for many questions these issues can
currently only be accepted as limitations of the EMA method, certain questions can
in fact be replaced with an objective and non-intrusive method, for example, by the
use of a wearable sensing device.

E

The emergence of wearables and smartwatches is making sensors a ubiquitous
and accepted technology to measure daily rhythms in physiological measures, such
as movement and heart rate. An integration of sensor data from wearables and
self-report questionnaire data about cognition, behaviors, and emotions can provide new insights into the interaction between mental and physiological processes
in daily life. Hitherto no method existed that enables an easy-to-use integration of
sensor and self-report data. To fill this gap, we present Physiqual, a platform for
researchers that gathers and integrates data from commercially available sensors
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and service providers into one unified format for use in EMA or experience sampling method (ESM), and Quantified Self (QS). Physiqual currently supports sensor
data provided by two well-known service providers and therewith a wide range of
smartwatches and wearables. To demonstrate the features of Physiqual, we conducted a case study in which we assessed two subjects by means of data from an
EMA study combined with sensor data as aggregated and exported by Physiqual.
The novelty of Physiqual resides in the fact that to date and to the best of our
knowledge no method exists that can automatically integrate data from commercially available wearable sensors with existing EMA studies with the potential to be
used in large scale research.

9.1

Combining Sensor Technology With Ecological Momentary Assessments

In EMA and other electronic diary methods, participants are repeatedly assessed for
a certain period of time (from a few days up to weeks), by administering a single or a set of questionnaires on a relatively high frequency (e.g., HowNutsAreTheDutch [HND] in Chapter 3 uses a protocol of three measurements a day, for
thirty consecutive days). With EMA, moment-to-moment fluctuations in physiological conditions and psychological states — such as cognition and affect — can
be recorded in real-time, reducing recall bias. Additionally, personal daily dynamics can reveal the influences of time and setting on mental health (van der Krieke,
Jeronimus, et al., 2016).
Nowadays, many people measure various aspects of their lives using sensors in
wearables including activity trackers and smartwatches (Almalki, Gray, & Sanchez,
2015; Andreu-Perez, Leff, Ip, & Yang, 2015). Wearable sales have increased greatly
over the past few years, which is an indication of their growing popularity. According to the International Data Corporation (2017), close to 102.4 million units were
shipped in 2016 as opposed to 81.9 million units in 2015, Austen (2015) mentions a
fivefold increase of this number in 2019 and says half a billion or so wearables will be
collecting data. Furthermore, with the recent introduction of the smartwatch, personal health monitoring gained widespread adoption. Personal health monitoring
may include monitoring of activity or sleep patterns, calories used, and heart rate,
depending on the type of sensors integrated in the wearable (Ferguson, Rowlands,
Olds, & Maher, 2015). Also, in the medical field, the interest for — and prospects
of — monitoring physiological parameters of patients using different types of sensors is increasing (Park, Jang, Park, & Youm, 2015).
In this chapter we provide a detailed description of the functionality of the Physi-
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qual platform and demonstrate its practical usefulness in a case study. For this case
study, a trial was conducted in which two subjects wore a Fitbit 1 or smartwatch
compatible with Google Fit 2 while participating in a thirty day longitudinal study
using the HND project (see Chapter 3 for more details). Moreover, we provide an
online demo of our implementation of Physiqual and released its source code as
open-source software3 . Our implementation of Physiqual serves as a proof of concept and demonstrates its capabilities.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 9.2 gives an overview of the current
state of the art with regard to the present work. In Section 9.3, the concept of Physiqual is elaborated. We describe the types of physiological data that are supported by
Physiqual and how their different sampling rates are unified. We provide a concise
overview of the implementation of Physiqual and outline its architecture. In Section 9.4, we describe the case study we performed using Physiqual in combination
with an EMA study. We explain the steps taken to gather the data and shed light on
the statistical analysis performed. Section 9.5 describes the validation of Physiqual,
both in terms of effectiveness and accuracy. Section 9.6 includes links to the source
code and to a live demo of our implementation of Physiqual on an online platform
and Section 9.7 shows the results of the case study.

9.2

Background

Advances in mobile technology have fostered the rise of EMA studies. Mobile technology allows for EMA studies to be conducted on a large scale, and participants
can be measured more easily and more reliably than when using traditional methods (i.e., pencil and paper Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2009). The use of (mobile) technology allows for multimodal continuous data collection and automatic data entry
at a high frequency (Intille, 2007; Kumar et al., 2013).
The increased availability of sensors to assess physiological measures yields a
substantial amount of data in the medical and social sciences (Chang, Kauffman, &
Kwon, 2014; Markowetz, Błaszkiewicz, Montag, Switala, & Schlaepfer, 2014). The
need for combining EMA data and sensor data is demonstrated by the development
of several platforms specifically designed for this purpose. Gaggioli et al. (2012)
built the open-source platform PsychLog to collect data which can be used in psychophysiological research. Unlike Physiqual, this platform does not support data
collected from commercially available sensors and focuses on a specific set of sensors. That is, PsychLog only focuses on electrocardiogram (ECG) and accelerome1 Website:

http://fitbit.com.
http://fit.google.com.
3 Source available at https://github.com/roqua/physiqual.

2 Website:
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ter data, whereas Physiqual is not tied to specific hardware and thus is compatible
with any sensor that can interface with a supported service provider (e.g., Fitbit or
Google Fit). Other researchers focus on the interpretation of psychological states or
on deriving psychological states using sensors. For instance, Wagner, Andre, and
Jung (2009) show the possibilities to recognize emotions (such as anger and joy) in
real time in multimodal online emotion recognition (OER) systems by fusing data
from various sensors (e.g., data from audio and video). Technology can also be used
for pattern identification and data analysis in automating EMA and ESM sensing.
Shi, Nguyen, Blitz, and French (2010) showed that by using machine learning, information detected by sensors can be automatically classified to certain psychological
states, such as stress.
Table 9.1: Comparison between Physiqual and several existing EMA and sensor platforms.
Physiqual

mEMA

ESTHER

PsychLog

Target group

General

General

General

Compatibility

Wearables and
smartphones

Wearables (beta)
and smartphones

Source availability

Open-Source

Closed-Source

Sensor measurements
Used EMA System
Reference

Continuous
Variable
Blaauw et al.
(2016)

Continuous
Specific
Ilumivu (2015)

Hip replacement
patients
LiveView /
ProMove-3D
sensor
Unknown /
Closed-Source
Continuous
Specific
Jimenez Garcia,
Romero, Boerema,
Keyson, and
Havinga (2013)

Specialized ECG
and accelerometer
data
Open-Source
Intermittent
Specific
Gaggioli et al.
(2012)

An application similar to Physiqual is mEMA by Ilumivu (2015). MEMA is a complete EMA solution that uses a mobile application to perform measurements. Furthermore, Ilumivu provides options to enrich an EMA data set with physiological
sensor data, as measured from the mobile phone sensors or wearable sensors. Although this functionality overlaps with some of the functions of Physiqual, there
are several important differences. Firstly, Physiqual focuses on sensors from external services and therefore supports a plethora of wearable sensor devices. Organizations, such as wearable providers, get competitive advantages by providing
these services and as such have a competitive drive to provide them, improving the
compatibility of Physiqual (Bouguettaya et al., 2017). Secondly, Physiqual can be
used separately from an existing EMA solution and can be enabled after a study has
been completed. Lastly, mEMA is a commercial proprietary solution, whereas Physiqual is freely available open-source software. A comparison between Physiqual and
the three other platforms is presented in Table 9.1. The projects by Wagner et al.
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(2009) and Shi et al. (2010) are not included in this table as their main focus lies on
data analysis instead of the EMA / sensor platform. This comparison addresses five
properties: (i) the target group the platform focuses on, (ii) the sensor compatibility
of the platform, (iii) the availability of the source code, (iv) the method of sensor
data collection, and (v) the EMA system to be used with the platform.
Despite the increasing number of platforms and technologies that contribute to
the collection of EMA and sensor data, to the best of our knowledge, an automated
way to combine data from different sources in a functional data format is still missing. The goal of Physiqual is to fill this gap.

9.3

Physiqual

Physiqual is a novel means to collect, aggregate, and unify sensor data for use in
EMA studies. With Physiqual we aim to offer a single point of access to gather sensor data from various service providers and to expose this data in such a way that
it can be combined with EMA data. In order to offer this single point of access,
Physiqual gathers and processes data from the underlying service providers. One
of its key features is the abstraction of any service provider-specific routines (e.g.,
connecting to the service provider or collecting the data from it), allowing for an
approach that is unaware of the service provider being used. Hence, data exported
by Physiqual always adheres to the same format. Figure 9.1 gives an overview of
the actors involved in the use of Physiqual and shows the main flow of information.
(i) Configure
Physiqual

(v) Authorize

(vi) Sensor data
Researcher

Participants
(iii) Measure themselves

(ii) Data and token exchange

Service providers (Fitbit
and Google Fit)

(iv) Send data

Wearables

Diary study

(vii) EMA data

Figure 9.1: Overview of actors and flow of information in Physiqual.

The steps in this flow (Figure 9.1) are as follows. Physiqual ties into the EMA
study platform managed by the researchers. Prior to the study, it requires the researcher to configure certain settings that are specific to the design of the EMA study
(as shown in Step (i)) and identical for all participants (i.e., the duration of the study,
the frequency of its measurements, and the type of imputation to be used). The
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researcher also needs to configure the credentials to access the service providers
(Step (ii)). For the entire duration of the EMA study, participants passively measure
themselves using wearable devices supported by Physiqual (Steps (iii) and (iv)). In
our envisioned scenario, Physiqual integrates seamlessly with the (Web) application
that hosts the EMA part of the study. Through this familiar front-end, participants
are asked to provide the necessary authentication credentials for Physiqual to obtain
their physiological measurements for use in the EMA study (Step (v)). The decision
whether user permission should be requested prior, during, or after the study period lies with the researcher. The authorization credentials in Physiqual are stored
persistently, allowing for data exports subsequent to study completion (unless access is explicitly revoked by the participant). Upon completion of the study for each
participant that has granted permission, the researcher can call a routine in Physiqual to export all sensor data from a specified time interval (Step (vi)). As Physiqual
stores only the authorization information, the responsibility of scheduling exports
and storing the retrieved data lies with the hosting platform managed by the researcher. Physiqual gathers the online sensor data from the service providers and
the researcher merges the data with EMA data (Step (vii)) to perform their analysis.

9.3.1

Architecture

The architecture of Physiqual adheres to a layered approach as illustrated in Figure 9.2. Each of the layers serves a specific purpose. The first layer, the service layer,
gathers sensor data from the external service providers. The second layer, the aggregation and processing layer, performs several processing steps on the data. In
this layer the data is summarized, aggregated, and unified to a format compatible
with the EMA protocol. After this step, data flows to the third layer, the imputation layer, in which any missing values can be imputed using one of the supported
data imputation algorithms (as outlined in Section 9.3.4). The final data set is then
offered to the researcher through the top layer, the presentation layer, in various formats (i.e., JavaScript object notation [JSON], comma separated values [CSV], or using
a Web page). Self-evidently, the ‘raw’ data of the service providers is still available
(also via Physiqual). Although Physiqual allows the researcher to use the sensor
data, whilst unaware of the platform it originated from, the researcher can retrieve
a list of participant codes in combination with the name of the connected service
provider. The steps performed in each of these layers are described in more detail
in the next sections.
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External service providers
Fitbit

Google fit

...

Physiqual
Presentation layer

Imputation layer

Aggregation and Processing layer

Service layer

Export formats
J SON

C SV

H TML

Figure 9.2: Overview of the layers in the Physiqual architecture.

9.3.2

Service Layer and Service Providers

Physiqual applies a service-oriented architecture (SOA) to retrieve the sensor data
from the service providers (Laskey & Laskey, 2009), enabled using the open authorization (OAuth) protocol (version 2). The OAuth protocol allows users to give
certain applications permission to access their data. With OAuth, the credentials of
the user remain at the service provider and are never transferred to a third-party
service. Moreover, the participant can revoke the permission at any time, without
needing to change credentials.
Physiqual is designed to be compatible with certain service providers rather than
with specific sensor hardware. This is because the service providers themselves
already support many different sensor types. Sensors, including the ones used in
his study, have some limitations, as the level of accuracy of these sensors might
vary (Case, Burwick, Volpp, & Patel, 2015; Kooiman et al., 2015). The development
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and validation of sensors for measuring physiological data is outside of the scope of
the present work. Physiqual is currently compatible with two service providers for
accessing sensor data, namely Google Fit and Fitbit.
Google Fit is a platform to capture, manage, and aggregate data from a variety of
(third-party) devices. Data for Google Fit can be collected using a Google Fit enabled
device. Android, a mobile operating system by Google designed for smartphones
and tablets, and Android Wear, an operating system specially designed for smartwatches and other wearables, have applications that are compatible with Google
Fit. For example, when using the Google Fit application one can collect steps using
a smartphone and heart rate using a smartwatch. Furthermore, data can be collected by a third-party application and / or device. Retrieving the data from Google
Fit is possible by using specific libraries or by using the application programming
interface (API) directly.
Fitbit is a company specialized in developing consumer software and hardware
for measuring activity and health-related data. They currently offer eight different
wearable sensors, with functionality ranging from basic step counting to heart rate
monitoring and location tracking. The data can be stored on the device, from which
it is synced to the Fitbit platform. Furthermore, both companies offer an elaborate
API to gather daily data from a user. Gathering intra-day data from Fitbit, however,
requires access to the so-called partner API, to which access is granted on a perproject basis.
Loose coupling with these service providers by means of an API allows Physiqual to bind at runtime. That is, the internals of the service providers can be changed
without affecting Physiqual.

9.3.3

Aggregation and Processing Layer

Data sources offered by various service providers can be in a different format or
granularity. For example, one service provider may list steps per second, while another lists steps per minute. Additionally, it is unlikely that the sampling rate exactly
corresponds to the sampling rate of the EMA data. Physiqual therefore resamples the
data in a way that renders it useful and intuitive to the researcher.
E MA studies administer questionnaires using a certain schedule or protocol. For
Physiqual, we currently support studies which use equidistant measurement protocols. In such protocols, the measurements are conducted at equidistant time intervals (e.g., every six hours) for a certain number of measurements per day. To
adhere to the measurement schedule of the EMA study, the sensor data requires a
resampling step. Physiqual combines all sensor data from the time of the measurement moment, including the first measurement time, up-to the next measurement
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time. For example, in the aforementioned schedule (a measurement every six hours)
when having the first measurement at 10:00:00 AM, the last sensor reading included
will be the one at 3:59:59 PM. Depending on the type of variable, this resampling
step takes one of three forms.
Steps, distance, and calories.
A meaningful way for researchers to summarize steps, distance, or calorie expenditure over a certain time-span is by calculating their respective sums. This approach
is incorporated in Physiqual. In order to down-sample the measurements, Physiqual
sums the values (per category) to derive a value that best represents the interval between subsequent measurements. For the first measurement of the day it might not
be desirable to include all preceding measurements, as some analysis methods omit
the period of night. Therefore, the previous interval for the first measurement can
be configured to a fixed number of hours. Thus, the decision of whether or not to
include the night lies with the researchers.
Sleep.
Sleep is measured slightly different from steps, distance, or calories. Several EMA
studies adjust their schedule in such a way that no questionnaires are administered
during the night in order to reduce the impact of the study on its participants. However, if Physiqual were to comply exactly to the EMA study schedule for the sleep
metric, chances are that large parts of sleep during the night are not measured by
Physiqual. Therefore the sleep metric is provided for each measurement as the time
spent sleeping since the previous measurement, in minutes.
Heart rate.
For heart rate, summation of the data does not always provide EMA studies with a
measure that is intuitive or useful. Simply taking the average does not suffice either
as questions in EMA studies are often formulated to ask for current feelings or for
feelings that best describe the time since the previous measurement (for example,
see the HND study in Chapter 3). We assume researchers are more interested in
knowing the heart rate that was measured most frequently during a time interval,
instead of a mean or cumulative score.
Figure 9.3 gives a hypothetical example of why a normal histogram or mode may
not suffice. The blue bars show the histogram values (with the corresponding mean,
median, and mode). In this example, we have detected 28 occurrences of heart rate
110, while we detected 24, 20 and 20 occurrences of respectively heart rate 71, 72,
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and 73. Using the mode selecting the most occurring heart rate estimates the heart
rate of 110 as occurred the most frequent one. Although this is true, this is probably
not what the researcher is interested in.
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Figure 9.3: The blue bars correspond to the bins of a regular histogram. The dashed lines
point out respectively the bin selected by top hat kernel density estimation (KDE),
median, mean, and mode. Using the mode of the data would yield a heart rate of
110, while using the mode after top hat KDE is 73.

To solve this issue, Physiqual implements a top hat KDE method to determine
the heart rate that best represents the time interval (Silverman, 1986). Figure 9.3
shows how the top hat kernel density estimation method would select a bin. This
method effectively collects the heart rate measurements in a histogram in which
each measurement not only increases its own bin, but also the k surrounding bins.
For example, if k “ 2, and we detect a heart rate of 80, we do not only increase
the frequency of the 80-heart rate bin, but also of the 78, 79, 81, and 82 bins. After
performing the top hat KDE, we select the mode from the new data set. The top
hat KDE method reduces the effect of inaccuracies in and small fluctuations in the
measured heart rate. When there are multiple bins with the maximum number of
occurrences, we choose the bin that lies closest to their mean. In case of a tie, we
return the average of the tied values.
Unifying data.
Different service providers may use different formats for their exported data sources.
For example, Google Fit lists the timestamp for steps in nanoseconds, while Fitbit
uses a more conventional date time notation, and one service provider might use
the metric system to export its data, whereas another service provider exports data
in the imperial system.
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To make sure that the format of the exported data is not affected by a specific
service provider, Physiqual unifies the output format of the variables across different service providers. This unification maintains the abstraction of service providers
as interchangeable parts and allows the hosting application to remain unaware of
which service provider is used. Researchers can use this single datafile without being bothered by the details of each service provider that the participants use, or all
required transformations, and use the data as-is.

9.3.4

Imputation Layer

Physiqual can resolve missing values through imputation. To prevent information
loss, Physiqual imputes the data at one of the top layers in the architecture, thus after the data has been aggregated. Consequently, Physiqual only imputes aggregated
values so that imputation is only needed when all values considered for the aggregate are missing. This is a rare occurrence because in a typical EMA measurement
interval sensor data is measured many times.
The default imputation method is Catmull-Rom interpolation, a cubic spline interpolation technique (Catmull & Rom, 1974). The researcher can also select a different
method. The selected imputation method will be used to impute each of the aggregated variables. Physiqual currently supports the following imputation methods:
• Mean imputation: missing values are imputed with the mean of the observed
values.
• Last Observation Carried Forward: missing values are imputed with the last
observed value.
• K-Nearest Neighbors: missing values are imputed with the mean of the values of the K-surrounding neighbors (i.e., the K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm).
• Spline Inter / Extrapolation: missing values are imputed with resampled data
points that have been derived with a spline function fitted on the available
data.
• Catmull-Rom: missing values are imputed with a spline interpolation technique that uses cubic interpolation splines.
• No imputation: it remains possible to refrain from imputation.

9.3.5

Presentation Layer

Data from Physiqual is, depending on the needs of the researcher, presented in one
of three formats: (i) JSON, (ii) CSV, and (iii) hypertext markup language (HTML).
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These export formats each comprise the same set of variables. In Table 9.2 we provide an overview of the data sources per platform. For a more elaborate overview
of the sensor data provided by the service providers, we refer to the API documentation of these service providers4 .
Table 9.2: Supported variables in Physiqual.

Steps
Heart rate (bpm)
Sleep (minutes slept)
Distance (km)
Calories (expended)

9.4

Fitbit

Google Fit (with smartwatch)

Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

Supported
Supported
Supported (using 3rd party app)
Supported
Supported

Case Study

We designed and executed an evaluation with two subjects that participated in the
HND EMA study while using a wearable device with sensor readings over a period
of thirty days. This case study illustrates how integrating physiological data into
an EMA study can provide new insights into the relations and interactions between
physiological and mental processes, further demonstrating the utility of Physiqual
in a practical setting. In contrast to cross-sectional studies, which provide average
values, the main aim of EMA is to identify relationships within individuals and to
find associations at the individual level (van Ockenburg, Booij, Riese, Rosmalen,
& Janssens, 2015). Multiple repeated measurements can be linked to physiological
data collected with wearables, revealing meaningful information for that specific
individual. We do not aim to generalize the results, because what holds for one individual, is not necessarily true for another (Hamaker, 2012; Molenaar & Campbell,
2009). Separate analyses are conducted for each individual to elucidate individual
patterns.

9.4.1

Ecological Momentary Assessments and Sensors

An overview of the case study design is provided in Figure 9.4. The EMA data in
this case study was collected using our HND platform. As described elaborately
4 Documentation available for Fitbit at https://dev.fitbit.com and for Google Fit at https://
developers.google.com/fit.
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Ecological momentary
assessment Data

Google Fit

HowNutsAreTheDutch

Physiqual

Fitbit

Autovar

Personalized timeseries model
Figure 9.4: Overview of the experimental setup for the Physiqual case study. Autovar refers
to automated vector autoregression (VAR) analysis, see Section 9.4.2 and Part I.

in Chapter 3, HND offers an EMA study with a predefined protocol, that is, three
questionnaires per day, for thirty consecutive days. Each questionnaire has a total
of 43 items, of which 42 items are predefined and one question can be selected from
a list of possible items (or be defined by the participant), see Table A.2 for a table of
all questions. The participant is prompted to fill out a questionnaire at fixed times:
every six hours, with the last questionnaire approximately half an hour before the
bedtime of the participant. This bedtime has to be specified by the participant before
the start of the study.
The case study included two subjects; a 26-year-old male and a 32-year-old female. The former collected data using the Google Fit service, wearing a Motorola
Moto 360 (1st generation) in combination with a Motorola Moto G (2013) for collecting heart rate and steps, and an application called Cinch5 . Cinch is a fitness
application which was used to automatically measure heart rate every five minutes.
Participant two collected data using the Fitbit Charge HR in combination with a
Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini. Both participants gave consent for using their data for
this case study.

9.4.2

Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses were performed on the combined data sets. The data sets contained the psychological variables as described by van der Krieke, Blaauw, et al.
(2016), combined with some of the physiological variables exposed by Physiqual
5 Website:

https://bit.ly/cinch-app.
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(viz., steps, calories, heart rate, and distance). For the top hat KDE method we used
a k of 2, and we configured Physiqual to include the measurements of six hours
prior to the first measurement of the day.
To investigate the relations between the variables in the combined data set, we
fitted VAR models (Sims, 1980). VAR is a statistical method that can be used to fit a
regression model on a time-series data set while accounting for the contemporaneous relations between variables (relations between variables at the same moment in
time) and the time-lagged relations between variables (relations in which a variable
is related to itself or a different variable at a previous moment in time). Here, the
contemporaneous relations were defined as the residual Pearson correlations, and
the time-lagged relations were defined as the significant Granger causality at the
p ď 0.05 level (Granger, 1969). For a detailed description, see Section 2.3.1. Fitting
the VAR model was performed using Autovar, a program that automates the process
of fitting VAR models for time series data (Emerencia et al., 2016). For this analysis,
we selected for each participant five variables from their data set that were reasonably normally distributed and had high variance. Furthermore, we included at least
one physiological variable (as collected using Physiqual) in the model.

9.5

Validation

We performed a first qualitative validation of Physiqual in terms of effectiveness
and accuracy. Firstly, we determined the effectiveness of Physiqual by comparing it
with the manual analysis of a domain expert, in terms of results, time spent, and ease
of use. Secondly, we validate Physiqual in terms of accuracy. In this validation, we
illustrate how our proposed techniques for summarizing measurements to a single
data point are compatible with the design of an EMA study, and how the results are
equivalent to those used in EMA practice.

9.5.1

Effectiveness

To validate the effectiveness of Physiqual, our automated procedure was compared
to a previously used manual procedure to collect and process data from sensors
applied in research. The research used for this comparison has been published in
a Dutch magazine (van der Neut, 2014). Information about the manual procedure
was collected by interviewing researchers who applied it.
The procedure was described as follows. Sensors were read out and a raw data
file was created. For the manual study, it was necessary to complete missing data
about length and weight, which was completed manually. The raw file was converted to a Microsoft Excel-file. If more than one wearable was used over time, files
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were merged manually. The Excel-file was opened, and data labels about the start of
the study and questionnaire intervals of the EMA study for the duration of the study
(e.g., thirty days) were inserted manually in the data file. Next, data was copied
into another pre-programmed Excel-template, and descriptive statistics were computed using Excel. Due to a small error in the template, equations had to be adjusted
manually. After this procedure, data was ready for statistical analysis.
Everything considered, it took an experienced researcher around 20 to 30 minutes to process the data of a single participant. Besides the time effort, this process
is prone to mistakes due to the number of manual steps involved. After the initial
one-time setup (that is, updating the EMA platform to use the Physiqual platform
and to manage the communication between Physiqual and the EMA application),
Physiqual can be used to perform the process automatically. Generating the aforementioned data file using the Physiqual procedure would take several seconds (depending on the service providers used), which is negligible compared to the 20 to 30
minutes in manual analysis. We tested the response time of Physiqual for both service providers by exporting twenty thirty-day data sets for all supported variables.
The average response time for the Google Fit platform was 3.71 seconds (standard
deviation [SD] “ 0.34, range 3.19 to 4.41, n “ 20). For Fitbit the response time was
considerably higher, with an average response time of 57.73 seconds (SD “ 1.76,
range 55.83 to 62.39, n “ 20). This difference is caused by the number of API calls
Physiqual makes. Google Fit allows Physiqual to retrieve a longitudinal data set per
variable using a single request (i.e., with five variables this makes five requests in
total). For Fitbit however, Physiqual needs to perform a request per day, for each
variable for which to retrieve data (i.e., 5 ˆ 30 “ 150 requests in total). Nevertheless, compared to the manual analysis, Physiqual saves more than 95 % of the
time (over nineteen minutes per participant). Importantly, as sensor data can be retrieved online, no physical contact between researcher and sensor is required, that is
the sensors do not need to be physically available to the researcher. This enables for
a large scale implementation of sensors in an EMA study, which would have been
impossible with expensive, single-purpose sensor devices.
Self-evidently, saving time by replacing a manual procedure with an automated
procedure like Physiqual is only interesting when the time savings outweigh the set
up time of Physiqual. To estimate the length of the initial setup time of Physiqual
in an existing EMA platform, we made the existing (large scale) EMA platform HND
compatible with Physiqual. The development of HND was completed prior to the
inception of Physiqual, and as such, can be considered to be an arbitrary EMA platform choice. By following the description as provided on the open-source software
repository of Physiqual, it took a single experienced software engineer less than one
hour to enable Physiqual support in this platform. Comparing this estimate to the
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previously mentioned lower bound of twenty minutes for the manual procedure indicates that the implementation of Physiqual could already be beneficial in a study
with more than five participants.

9.5.2

Accuracy

We validated the accuracy using the data from the manual analysis described in
Section 9.5.1. We checked whether the aggregated data from Physiqual was the same
as the output from the manual analysis. In order to do so, we compared the results
of the manual analysis described in Section 9.5.1 with the analysis performed by
Physiqual. For this comparison, Physiqual’s data retrieval procedure was slightly
adapted as the data in that study was collected using an Actical device6 , instead
of a supported Fitbit or Google Fit device. The layered architecture of Physiqual
allowed these changes to remain isolated to the service layer, leaving the rest of
the program/code unaffected. The results of the manual analysis were equivalent
to the output as retrieved from Physiqual. Note that for this analysis, imputation
was done beforehand, so both Physiqual and the manual analysis received the same
imputed data set.

9.6

Software Implementation

Our implementation of Physiqual provides a fully working, open-source implementation7 of the proposed platform. We implemented Physiqual in the Ruby on Rails
framework as a plug-in (or Engine, in Ruby on Rails parlance) so that it can be easily
integrated in third-party projects. Physiqual persists the data regarding the authentication of the participants to the external service providers in a database (i.e., the
tokens that allow access to a participant’s account). Our current implementation
of Physiqual exposes the data in three formats, a JSON format, a CSV format, or as
a Web page on which a dashboard is shown presenting a general overview of the
data. The main purpose of the latter format is demonstration purposes.
A live demo of our Physiqual implementation can be found online8 . This simple
Web application facilitates account creation and supports data exports in predefined
formats. It also shows a dashboard overviewing the measured activities, steps, heart
rate, distance, and calories. For those without Fitbit or Google Fit data, example data
can be shown instead.
6 Website:

http://actigraphy.com/devices/actical.
available at https://github.com/roqua/physiqual.
8 Website: http://physiqual.com.
7 Source
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Case Study Results

While the implementation establishes the feasibility of our architecture, our case
study serves to demonstrate the practical utility of how adding sensor data can provide new insights, and illustrates the interaction between EMA data and sensor data.
Network representations of the case study analysis results are shown in Figures 9.5 and 9.6. These network images illustrate the relations between variables as
determined using VAR analysis. Recall, in these network images, the nodes depict
the measured EMA variables (in this case psychological variables) and physiological
variables (from Physiqual). Green nodes depict positive variables, red nodes depict
negative variables, and blue nodes depict neutral variables. The edges (arrows) between the nodes depict the Granger causal relations between two nodes. That is, a
directed edge from node A to node B shows that changes in node A precede changes
in node B at the p ď 0.05 level, or to put it differently, A Granger causes B. If the edge
is undirected, the effect is contemporaneous, meaning that the variables affect each
other at the same moment in time. See Section 3.3.2 for more information on these
network images.
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Figure 9.5: Lagged and contemporaneous associations determined from the case study of
EMA data and sensor data for participant one.

The results of the analyses for participant one (Figure 9.5) showed a positive
time-lagged association from the number of steps to humor and vice versa (Figure 9.5a). Moreover, there was a negative time-lagged association from the number
of steps to feeling down. These relations can be interpreted as follows: if this person
reported more laughter at time t “ 0, the person tends to have an increase in the
number of steps at the next measurement moment (t “ 1). Furthermore, when this
person does more steps at time t “ 0, he is expected to report more laughter — and
to feel less down — at time t “ 1.
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In the contemporaneous model (Figure 9.5b), steps were negatively associated
with a personal question (i.e., a question determined by the participant). This relationship denotes that whenever this participant took more steps, he would have
a decrease in this personal question at the same time. Due to technical issues, the
Motorola Moto 360 smartwatch worn by participant one did not collect data for two
weeks. Nevertheless, a valid model involving steps was found because steps were
still collected by the Google Fit application on the smartphone.
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Figure 9.6: Lagged and contemporaneous associations determined from the case study of
EMA data and sensor data for participant two.

For participant two (Figure 9.6), the time-lagged model showed a positive influence of cheerfulness on the calories expended (Figure 9.6a). Moreover, the calorie
expenditure has a negative association with the feeling of falling short of something, which in turn had a negative association with cheerfulness. That is, when
this person felt more cheerful, she would have an increase in the amount of calories
expended, which in turn caused a decrease in concentration and a decrease in the
feeling of falling short of something. In the contemporaneous model, no significant
association was found between calorie expenditure and any of the other variables
in the model (Figure 9.6b).

9.8

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

We presented Physiqual as a means to combine data from commercially available
wearable sensors and EMA studies. An important contribution of Physiqual is that
it provides a generic, open-source platform to serve as a means to aggregate and
unify these data. By automating the time-consuming task of data retrieval and ag-
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gregation, Physiqual potentially enables the usage of sensor data with EMA data on
a large scale. With Physiqual, existing wearable devices can be used in EMA, instead
of acquiring a specialized device for each participant. Our study provides a base
for future developments, and invites researchers and corporations to cooperate on
solutions for challenging social and mental health questions.
Data exported by Physiqual may be used to complement or replace certain EMA
data. Comparing physiological data with EMA data could provide new insight regarding the correlation between perceived and measured physical activity. The most
appropriate EMA questions for this purpose would be those regarding activity or
sleep. For those sensors that are validated in scientific studies, and where physiological data is significantly correlated with existing questions in EMA studies, replacing those questions with data exported by Physiqual could serve as a first step in
partly alleviating the burden of EMA studies through the use of passive monitoring
provided by sensors.
Currently Physiqual supports two wearable platforms: Fitbit and Google Fit.
Apart from these two platforms, Physiqual could be relatively easily extended to
support other platforms. For instance, Garmin9 , NikeFuel10 , and Misfit11 all provide
a developer API that could possibly be consumed by Physiqual. We are aware that
solely providing access to commercially available wearable sensors via an online
API might be restrictive for research. For example, devices often used in combination with EMA are the Actical12 and Actiwatch13 , and both do not expose their data via
an online API. Therefore, some of the researchers involved in designing the Physiqual platform have started development for a novel R-package, that researchers can
run on their local workstations. This package mainly focuses on sleep measures,
and is currently still in development. The progress can be followed on its GitHub
repository14 .

9 Website:

http://garmin.com.
http://nikeplus.nike.com.
11 Website: https://misfit.com.
12 Website: http://actigraphy.com/solutions/actical.
13 Website: http://actigraphy.com/solutions/actiwatch/actiwatch2.html.
14 Source available at https://github.com/compsy/ACTman.
10 Website:

Chapter 10

Discussion: Personalization in
Psychopathology Research
e set out to explore various methods to collect and analyze data on different
levels. We collected data at the level of the individual and of the group by
designing and implementing online platforms to measure both psychological and
physiological variables. Further we investigated and developed methods to perform (semi-)automated analysis and, more importantly, used them for the creation
of personalized feedback.
The terms ‘personalized medicine’ and ‘precision medicine’ have gained significant interest over the past years, and are used whether appropriate or not. We
explored different methods to enable a truly personalized medicine, in which ‘truly’
signifies the use of personalized methods of analysis. To foster the use of such individual methods, the collection of large amounts of data on the level of the individual is vital. We created several applications that automate self-assessment protocols,
data gathering, complex statistical procedures, and feedback.

W

10.1

HowNutsAreTheDutch and Leefplezier

Part I provided insight into and a description of our two e-mental health platforms:
HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND) and Leefplezier. One of the strengths of the HND
and Leefplezier projects is that we involve the general public in mental health research (viz., crowdsourcing). The HND website and Leefplezier App provide participants with the opportunity to gain insight into their mental health, whether or
not by comparing their scores to scores of other participants. Moreover, the combination of (i) measuring mental symptoms and strengths and (ii) our longitudinal
time-intensive design may allow for a more detailed and micro-level view of the dynamics of mental health and ill-health than most studies are able to provide (Keyes,
2007; Lamiell, 1998; Lee Duckworth et al., 2005; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009; Piantadosi et al., 1988). This broad range of assessed mental strengths as well as the use of
automated feedback set these studies apart from previous studies such as Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study (NEMESIS) and Lifelines.
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Our use of Web applications and mobile applications enabled all inhabitants of
the Netherlands (and essentially globally) to access the diary studies, but only small
groups of people were actively informed about the studies. In HND, an active approach seems to have been crucial in the recruitment, given that the number of subscriptions increased noticeably after presentations and other advertising activities
by the research team (see Figure 5.4 on page 67 for a graph showing the acquisition
of new participants over time). A limitation of these studies is that only a fraction
of the total Dutch population, which is approximately seventeen million (Centraal
Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2017), participated. This indicates that the potential of
diary studies for national health promotion through self-assessment, in the format
that we applied, is limited. Nonetheless, the crowdsourcing methodology resulted
in the collection of valuable data sets that allow for group-level and idiographic
analyses that can shed light on etiological processes and may contribute to the development of empirical-based health promotion solutions. Moreover, these data sets
can provide insight into novel and personal factor-context interactions, and as such,
could help to see mental health symptoms as more than symptoms alone, and view
mental symptoms as a person’s very strengths.
Nearly half of the population will meet current Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM) criteria for a mental disorder at some time in their life,
but this does not mean that they will all need treatment (Kessler et al., 2005). Health
is best defined by the person (rather than by the doctor), according to his or her
functional needs, which can be the meaning of ‘personalized medicine’ (Perkins,
2001; The Lancet, 2009). Clinicians, then, are partners in delivering those needs.
Diary studies can play a role in this process of empowerment, as they enable for
personalized models that can shed light on etiology and personal dynamics, as well
as personalized solutions, and merit the perspective of health as people’s ability to
adapt to their environments and to self-manage (Huber et al., 2011; Lee Duckworth
et al., 2005; Solomon, 2012). Goals and criteria for ‘treatment success’ often differ
substantially between clinicians and their patients, which may explain part of the
high drop-out rates (25 % to 60 %) for most psychiatric interventions (Perkins, 2001;
Tehrani, Krussel, Borg, & Munk-Jorgensen, 1996).
Mental symptoms may be seen as more than ‘defects to be corrected’, as individuals’ differences may be their very strengths. For example, individuals with
autism may be great scientists, mathematicians, or software testers (Mottron, 2011;
Solomon, 2012), while anxious individuals may be rather creative, sensitive, and
agreeable, thus perfect employees for social job tasks (George & Jones, 2008; Stossel,
2014). Antagonistic, mistrustful, uncooperative and rude people, in contrast, may be
excellent drill sergeants or bill collectors (George & Jones, 2008). Furthermore, genes
that increase vulnerability for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder also underly cre-
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ativity (Power et al., 2015). Everyone has both strengths and weaknesses, but which
is which is a function of the context in which we live and grow (Darwin, 1859). A reconsideration of diversity and focus on individual strengths and resources that may
compensate for — or buffer against — the expression of mental symptoms, may
help people to preserve acceptable levels of mental well-being despite the presence
of psychopathology (Harkness & Luther, 2001; Sheldon, Kashdan, & Steger, 2011;
Solomon, 2012). This would fit in with a concept of mental health as a hybrid of absence of mental illness and the presence of well-being and mental resources (Keyes,
2007; Lee Duckworth et al., 2005).

10.2

Automated Impulse Response Analysis

In Chapter 6, we provided the description and implementation of Automated Impulse Response Analysis (AIRA). A IRA provides tailored advice about mental health
and well-being based on data collected from diary studies or sensor data. A IRA allows participants to interactively inspect relations between their psychological factors, and how they interact over time by means of impulse response function (IRF).
We performed several experiments to demonstrate the performance of AIRA. In our
experiments, presented in Section 6.5.2, we showed that the results from the automated analysis of AIRA are comparable to earlier manual work. In Section 6.6 we
presented an application of AIRA in research, demonstrating its potential in psychopathology research projects.
In mental health research, few case studies (generally consisting of one to five
participants) have previously applied IRF analysis to diary data (e.g., Hoenders et
al., 2011; Rosmalen et al., 2012). A IRA includes several methods to perform an IRF
analysis similar to the one used previously, but instead of using manual analysis,
AIRA applies an automated technique. To the best of our knowledge, AIRA is the
first approach for automatically generating IRF-based advice.
The analysis of IRF and vector autoregression (VAR) models leaves room for ample discussion. Firstly, a controversial point is whether or not to include contemporaneous effects in IRF analysis (Brandt & Williams, 2007; Sims, 1980). Because
the directionality of contemporaneous effects has no clear foundation in reality and
therefore lacks conceptual justification, the use of contemporaneous effects is controversial. Although some of these directions can be determined using theoretical
domain knowledge, this might not hold for the individual. As such, AIRA currently
does not base its advice on contemporaneous effects.
Secondly, the use of IRF and VAR models in the context of psychopathology research can be a point of discussion. Both VAR models and IRF analysis are not orig-
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inally developed to be used with ecological momentary assessment (EMA) data. In
AIRA we assume that a VAR model fit to EMA data is representative for a period
that exceeds the EMA study itself; that it is representative for future events, and essentially that it estimates the true data generating distribution using the parametric
VAR technique. Treating the VAR model as a linear and time invariant system enables us to perform such analysis. We based this assumption on several previous
studies also applying VAR analysis to psychological research data (e.g., Hoenders et
al., 2011; Rosmalen et al., 2012; van Gils et al., 2014). We should note that, as for
many statistical techniques, for AIRA to work a key requirement is that the model
comprises relevant variables. When the VAR model merely consists of variables not
having meaningful connections, not having meaningful variance, or variables that
cannot be influenced AIRA will not function properly.
Thirdly, when a VAR model has more than one lag, it might happen that the
sign of a VAR coefficient (i.e., the direction of the effect) is not equal for all lags.
For example, a variable may have a negative effect on another variable in one lag
but a positive effect in a different lag. In this scenario, it is difficult to determine
whether the effect of the variable should be considered positive or negative when
basing this decision solely on the VAR model. In AIRA, we circumvent this issue
by using IRF, and moreover, by summing the cumulative IRF values to obtain a net
effect value. This net effect value considers the entire horizon for determining an
effect to be either a net gain or a net loss. That is, if the positive effects outweigh
the negative effects, the relation is considered positive (and vice versa for negative
effects). This approach is novel and specific to AIRA, and can be considered essential
when inspecting VAR models (Brandt & Williams, 2007).
Fourthly, a point of discussion is the creation of the VAR models. Although the
creation of VAR models is deliberately left out of this dissertation (see Emerencia,
2014, for a dissertation that partly discusses this topic), there are a few important
points one needs to take into account. The estimation of a VAR model entails various
caveats, such as the selection of the correct lag length and the equidistant measuring
of the EMA data set. When fitting a VAR model to data, these are properties to take
into account. For AIRA, we relied on previous work allowing the creation of VAR
models to be performed automatically (Emerencia et al., 2016).
The performance of AIRA with respect to the calculation time is sufficient for
practical use. Basic experiments show that the calculation of an advice using a VAR
model consisting of six variables and a horizon of twenty steps happens on a modern laptop in less than a second. Furthermore, our time complexity analysis implies
that this performance scales well within acceptable boundaries for practical use.
A IRA is implemented in both the R-language and in JavaScript, and can therefore
run in any browser on any modern operating system (mobile or desktop). It should
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be noted that the running time for computing advice using bootstrapped IRF analysis increases linearly with the (constant) number of bootstrap iterations.
Objectively establishing the correctness of any algorithm that provides suggestions or advice is a complex issue. A IRA forms no exception. While the implemented formulas may be mathematically correct, we have not yet evaluated the
practical utility of the advice generated by AIRA in terms of clinical accuracy, understandability, and helpfulness for the individual. Hence, whether the advice actually
contributes to the well-being of an individual remains to be shown in future research. Moreover, in the evaluations we performed on AIRA, we focused on data
sets collected using the EMA methodology. To further investigate the accuracy and
effectiveness of AIRA, the use of simulated data sets would be an interesting option.
In our real-world application of AIRA in Section 6.6, we aimed to answer questions about the relation between anhedonia and major depressive disorder (MDD).
The study we performed had several notable strengths. First, our EMA design ensured that emotional dynamics we studied were measured in the participants’ daily
lives and their natural environments, and thus ecologically valid. Second, we distinguished between different dimensions of positive and negative affect, thereby
shedding light on the relevant differences in emotional dynamics that would have
been overlooked in studies excluding this dimensionality.
The findings of this application of AIRA should also be considered in light of several limitations. First, the presence of anhedonia was indicated by endorsement of a
single questionnaire item on loss of interest, but items related to the other hallmark
of anhedonia, loss of pleasure, were not available in the data set used and therefore
not included in the analysis. Second, our time frame of six hours was relatively
long, which may explain why the associations under study were only present in
a small subset of the sample. Third, given that the HND sample consisted mostly
of highly educated women, our results may not generalize to other populations. Finally, stress experience was measured indirectly by assessing level of distress, rather
than the direct impact of stressors. Thus, while the different role of positive affect
(PA) in the anhedonic versus non-anhedonic group stands out more clearly and reliably, it remains difficult to unravel the difference in associations between negative
affect (NA) and stress experience between the two groups. Our results suggest different emotional dynamics may underlie depressive symptomatology. Anhedonic
depression may be characterized by individuals that exhibit lowered favorable impact of PA high arousal on affect and behavior, and heightened reactivity to NA.
On the other hand, non-anhedonic depression may be characterized by individuals
that experience heightened stress reactivity. The large heterogeneity in the extent
to which these pathways were present in individuals advocates a personalized approach to gain insight in how depressive symptomatology is maintained in daily
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life. Future studies may relate different pathways of emotional dynamics to future
course of depression.
In a broader perspective, AIRA could be a useful asset in the current field of mental health research and clinical practice. A IRA could be used on large scale platforms
as a decision support tool, and as a means to give automatic personalized advice on
mental health and well-being, for instance in national scale platforms such as HND
and Leefplezier.

10.3

Machine Learning for a More Precise Medicine

Besides the time series approach, we explored various machine learning techniques
to provide a more personalized and precise medicine. We approached personalizing
medicine from two perspectives: (i) the interindividual perspective, in which we
used several cross-sectional variables to create relatively high dimensional and data
adaptive estimators, and (ii) the intraindividual perspective, in which we used EMA
data to determine both population and personal statistical parameters.

10.3.1

Interindividual Perspective

The machine learning approach described in Chapter 7 was designed to create several classifiers for early prediction and classification of above clinical threshold depression. Our work builds on the large body of knowledge already available related
to machine learning and the application thereof. Previous work already showed the
feasibility of using machine learning in the psychopathology research (e.g., Chekroud
et al., 2016; Perlis, 2013), and the present work adds the prediction of above clinical
threshold levels of depression. We used a set of nine machine learning algorithms
and showed their usefulness for doing predictions on the data provided. Determining the predictive qualities of a large set of machine learning methods with highly
adaptive hyperparameter optimization in the field of psychology has, to the best of
our knowledge, never been done before.
The developed classification approach can assist clinicians in their decision making process. We showed that our machine learning based classifiers achieved moderate to high performance levels (the top-three classifiers had an average performance ranging from 0.713 to 0.742). However, there are several important considerations to take into account before applying these classifiers to a broader, clinical
context. Firstly, the use of machine learning is not standard practice in a clinical
setting. As such, a cultural change might be needed before machine learning can
become part of clinicians’ toolboxes. Secondly, the fact that these classifiers mostly
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work as ‘black-box’ systems, of which the inner workings are only partly understood, could hinder their acceptance by experts (Sittig, Krall, Dykstra, Russell, &
Chin, 2006). Thirdly, although the performance of the classifiers presented might
be relatively high from a technical perspective, comparing them with the accuracy
of a manual approach is still to be explored in future work. Such a comparison
could help give an estimate of the clinical performance of the used machine learning approach, and could help determine whether the achieved performance is high
enough to be usable for medical decision making.
We determined the performance of the classifiers based on the five performance
measures and the average thereof, as we chose not to rely on a single outcome measure. It is clear that due to the skewed distribution of the outcome variable, the use
of the accuracy measure and F1-measure are often not informative, as there is little
to no variation in scores and they might give a distorted view on the performance
of the classifier (e.g., the constant dummy classifier had both a high F1-score and
accuracy score). The area under the curve (AUC), Kappa score, and geometric mean
measures showed more variation and were useful in selecting the best performing
classifier. The overview provided by the confusion matrices provides a clear and
accurate overview of the performance of a classifier. Note that despite the fact that
the Random Forest algorithm performed best on this particular data set, this does
not necessary generalize to other data sets. Every machine learning algorithm has
its own benefits and pitfalls, causing some algorithms to perform well on a certain
data set while others do not (as is illustrated by the variability in the test scores
of our algorithms). These performance differences can be attributed to the diverse
internal methods applied by each machine learning algorithm, and is oftentimes a
consideration between various variables; for example, some methods assume a linear relation in the data and are fast to train, while other algorithms can deal with
non-linear relations, but require more training time, or have more hyperparameters
to optimize. A method in which a large number of flexible machine learning classifiers are trained to find the single optimal algorithm (or combination of algorithms;
ensemble learning) is generally the best, data-adaptive way to go forward (e.g., Dietterich, 2000; Gashler et al., 2008; Lemke et al., 2015; van der Laan et al., 2007).
By applying a data-adaptive approach to statistical modeling (viz., machine learning), we overcome strong parametric assumptions on the statistical model, as we
use the data to decide which model could best be used for making predictions. If
we were to rely strictly on a parametric model (e.g., a logistic regression), we make
the (relatively strong) assumption that the relationship between the input and output can be expressed by a small, finite number of parameters in a linear form. As
we do not have knowledge whether or not this is the case, we should not impose
such strong restrictions on our statistical model (Petersen & van der Laan, 2014). By
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applying a large number of different machine learning classifiers (both of parametric and non-parametric nature), cross-validation (CV), and out-of-sample validation,
we can draw relatively strong conclusions about how well our estimators would
perform on new, unseen data.
We applied the same data-adaptive approach to select the best tuning parameters
for our machine learning classifiers. Although extensive hyperparameter selection
can greatly improve classifier performance, it also increases the training time of our
final machine learning algorithm. The fact that each algorithm needs to be retrained
for each new combination of hyperparameters and needs to be cross-validated is
time consuming. For example, running a single instance of our application with
100 iterations of random search on a standard 3.5 GHz Intel core i7 processor took
approximately 1.5 hours to run. We applied a random search method with several
predefined parameter distributions to explore a different hyperparameter combinations. Because this approach is purely random, prior knowledge of accurately predicting configurations are not taken into consideration when new hyperparameters
are drawn. Although previous studies have shown that random search performs
well (e.g., Bergstra & Bengio, 2012), there exist different approaches that apply more
sophisticated ways for finding well performing configurations. Such approaches
could help make the hyperparameter selection procedure more efficient and more
effective. An example of a more sophisticated approach could be found in the area
of genetic algorithms. In genetic algorithms, a notion of natural selection is applied that causes the optimization procedure to explore new configurations along
the path of previously well-performing configurations (e.g., Forrest, 1993). Genetic
algorithms have been shown to outperform traditional search methods in some
cases and seem to be a reasonable alternative to the current, random approach (P.W. Chen, Wang, & Hahn-Ming Lee, 2004).
The applied machine learning approach is only as good as the machine learning
algorithms it includes. As such, the logical next step for the present work is to increase the number of selected machine learning algorithms. We used an initial set
of nine machine learning algorithms, all implemented using the scikit-learn python
package. However, there is a plethora of machine learning algorithms available that
have not yet been used and could easily be included in our application (e.g., multivariate adaptive regression splines [MARS; Friedman, 1991], Deletion / Substitution
/ Addition algorithm [D / S / A; Sinisi & van der Laan, 2004], or Bayesian methods).
Furthermore, in the recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the field
of deep-learning algorithms (e.g., as can be implemented using the TensorFlow or
Theano libraries; Abadi et al., 2016; The Theano Development Team, 2016) and optimized boosting algorithms (e.g., XGBoost; T. Chen & Guestrin, 2016). Incorporating
more implementations could further improve our current implementation both in
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speed and accuracy. Besides the use of different machine learning algorithms, one
could also apply different feature selection methods. The used feature selection
procedure was based on previous psychopathology research (e.g., Chekroud et al.,
2016), but is not the only option for performing feature selection. For example, one
could fit univariate logistic regressions for each of the predictors and pick the ones
that predict best / are significant, or rely on regularized machine learning methods (Chandrashekar & Sahin, 2014). These different methods could affect the initial features selected and could therefore influence the performance of the machine
learning procedure.

10.3.2

Intraindividual Perspective

In Chapter 8, we described the theoretical foundation, initial implementation, and
preliminary results of the Online SuperLearner (OSL). We showed that the OSL is a
novel technique that can be used to perform causal inference based on time series
data. In combination with the online one-step estimator it aims to become an essential tool for analyzing sequentially dependent data. The results of the OSL and
online one-step estimator (OOS) combination, however, leave room for discussion.
As shown in Table 8.2, the prediction of the OSL seems to converge reasonably well
to the truth, and generally yields acceptable approximations. However, the one-step
estimator’s performance is not yet optimal. In all cases it actually worsens the initial estimation. We speculate that both the fluctuations in OSL performance and the
OOS performance are caused by an erroneous implementation in the corresponding
R implementations, or that a larger number of approximation iterations is needed
for the OSL and OOS to converge well. More research is necessary to determine the
root of these differences.
Any ensemble machine learning approach has a computational intensity that
significantly increases with the number of candidate learners and the OSL forms no
exception. Training a large number of candidate estimators on large data sets is time
consuming. The time-complexity for K algorithms each having d hyperparameters
is at least OpK d q when trying all combinations of hyperparameters (the so called
grid-search, see Chapter 7 for more information). The online learning approach circumvents retraining all learners for every new observation or set of observations
and therefore requires less computing resources per iteration, eventually reducing
the run time of the algorithm as data accumulates (Bottou & Le Cun, 2005). Although we have not yet performed analysis on the run times, the fact that with
online learning only a small update needs to be performed instead of retraining a
full algorithm makes this a reasonable assumption.
The OSL depends on the availability of online machine learning algorithms for
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it to perform in an online fashion. The current implementation has a system to fallback to batch learning whenever a learner does not support online training. With
this fall-back, the OSL scans if any of the algorithms is not online. If this is the
case, it will keep track of all previously seen data. The algorithms flagged as being
online will still be trained in an online fashion. This fall-back should only be used
when working with relatively small data sets and fast algorithms, as it defeats the
purpose of the online learning procedure. For true online performance, one should
only include online algorithms.
The online learning procedure is a vital component of the OSL, in the sense that it
is needed to calculate a reliable estimate of the CV risk. For calculating and updating
the CV risk, we rely (for each iteration of online training) on a single subsequent
block as validation. One could also choose to increase this number of blocks, and
use for example the m subsequent blocks for calculating the CV risk. Doing so might
result in a more reliable estimate of the CV risk.
Our current implementation of the OSL is available as a free and open-source Rpackage. The open-source availability of this package could aid the adoption of the
OSL methodology in the community, and might incline other researchers to adopt
and improve upon this implementation. We strove to make our implementation of
OSL extensible, which is reflected in the ease with which one can add new learners,
summary measures, and data sources.
The performance of the OSL could be improved by introducing some changes
in the underlying density estimation procedure. We apply a two-step procedure
in which we first find which bin a continuous outcome is in (the discretization
step), and when this bin is selected, we sample a value from a uniform distribution
within that bin. This sampling step can be improved by fitting a bounded parametric density within each bin and sampling from that distribution, for example a
β-distribution or triangle distribution.
O SL is based on several important assumptions. One of them is the assumption
of stationarity. That is, the assumption that the data generating distributions on the
level of the individual are ergodic (i.e., that the data generating distributions are
shared over time). In order to alleviate this assumption, we have to treat each block
of data independently, and assume a data generating distribution is shared at the
group level. We argue that this is another, even stronger assumption to make. As
such, we currently chose to relax both assumptions and use both data related to the
group as data related to the individual in isolation for training the best estimator.
In the case study showing the applicability of OSL and OOS on the HND data set,
we used data sets that had been imputed beforehand and as such, did not contain
any missing values. The method we used for this is a well validated approach, but
leaves room for improvement. As we are inherently treating the current estimation
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problem as a missing data problem (viz., using the notion of counterfactual worlds),
methods exist to use the same techniques for actual missing data (van der Laan
& Rose, 2011). This method of imputation is currently not supported within our
implementation of the OSL, and could be a direction for future work.
By applying OSL to the HND data set, we showed its usefulness in time series
analysis using psychological data. We can use it to devise a more personalized way
of analyzing data, whilst still taking advantage of data retrieved on the group level.
The analysis we performed serves as an initial example, and more complex questions and analysis should be designed to further explore the possibilities of the OSL.
The intention is that the open-source availability of the package serves as a catalyst
for other researchers to use this package to explore their own questions.

10.4

Ecological Momentary Assessments and Wearables

Physiqual is a novel approach for processing sensor data for its use in EMA studies
(Chapter 9). With Physiqual, we enable the use of sensor data from commercially
available wearable devices in EMA mental health research by interfacing with service providers to export data in applicable formats. Physiqual is a way to manage
data and it fills a niche with the rising interest in Quantified Self (QS) fueled by the
increasing popularity of wearable devices. Our case study showed how Physiqual
can be useful in adding physiological data to EMA data, potentially enabling new insights in psychophysiological research at the individual level. Currently Physiqual
supports two service providers, but the platform can be easily extended to interact
with other service providers in the future.
As with every new development, Physiqual has its limitations. While sensors
sample data at a high frequency, EMA data is collected over longer intervals. To
compensate for this discrepancy, heart rate data is downsampled, adhering to the
low frequency of the EMA data. By downsampling, the most frequently occurring
heart rate is presented, which we consider to be most in line with an EMA study.
However, due to this downsampling we lose information about short but possibly
intense shifts in heart rate. These intense changes could conceal short physiological
(stressful or pleasant) events which might have a considerable influence on mental
phenomena (Myrtek, 2004).
In addition, the downsampled data, as extracted from a sensor, is a summary
of the measurements within a predefined period of time. This summary can be
based on a varying number of measurements. Hence, the reliability of the exported
measurements can differ. Currently, the format in which the data is exported does
not accommodate a representation for the notion of reliability.
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Practical limitations of Physiqual include the type of access allowed and the data
exported by the service providers. For example, Fitbit permits intraday access to
measurements only on a per-project basis, and the number of requests allowed has
an hourly limit. Physiqual can only process data of a wearable sensor when this
data is accessible. Some wearable platforms currently have limited options for data
extraction by third party applications such as Physiqual. One of the most popular
smartwatches at the time of writing is the Apple Watch (Statista, 2016). Although
the Apple Watch provides several sensors useful for EMA research, Physiqual currently is not able to support it. At present, the Apple Watch does not provide an
application programming interface (API) accessible via the Internet, nor does the
Apple HealthKit platform. These platforms currently only provide a mobile iOS —
the mobile operating system by Apple Inc. — API to retrieve data from the watch.
No method for exposing this data directly to Physiqual is therefore available. To
support the Apple Watch in an external platform like Physiqual, a third party mobile application must be developed which is capable of uploading the Apple Watch
data to either one of the existing supported service providers or to a new platform.

Chapter 11

Conclusion and Future Perspectives
very now and then a man’s mind is stretched by a new idea or sensation, and
never shrinks back to its former dimensions (a quote from Holmes, 1858). We
commenced this dissertation with an epistle pertaining to dimensionality. The dimensionality surrounding individuals is high and as such, every individual can be
considered unique. We set out to explore different methods and approaches to signify the uniqueness of the individual in e-mental health and psychopathology research, and how this can be accelerated using data science. We divided this quest
for personalization into two parts: one part in which we collected data about the
individual on a large scale, and one part where we focused on means to provide
personalized advice on these data.
The importance of data in data science cannot be overstated. Ever richer data
sets can shed light on the infinite dimensional natural systems that underlie the
individual. To better understand these complex and individual systems, high resolution time series data sources, such as sensor data and ecological momentary assessment (EMA) data, should be incorporated, like we showed in the previous chapters. Apart from these two sources of data, we also envision the importance of other
data sources, mainly data that people are eager to provide as part of their social
life. People are currently generating vast amounts of personal data on numerous
social media platforms, and such platforms have been shown to share important
information about various psychological traits (e.g., personality; Golbeck, Robles,
& Turner, 2011; Quercia, Kosinski, Stillwell, & Crowcroft, 2011). Another source of
data could be the various messaging applications one uses (such as email and chat
applications), or data collected by one’s smartphone (e.g., location). Including data
from such platforms could be an unobtrusive way to collect data, and could offer a
heterophenomenological perspective on the individual.
A promising direction for psychopathology research is a dimensional, dynamic,
and individual perspective that acknowledges the role of the interactions between
mental context, symptoms, and strengths (Lee Duckworth et al., 2005). The field
of psychopathology research is one in which personalization has the potential to
have a major impact, as the heterogeneity of both the individual and the disorder
have been shown to result in a highly variable effectiveness of treatments. As an
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effect of such heterogeneity, one-size-fits-all methods that might be effective in other
fields of medicine are often sub-optimal in the treatment of psychopathology. Still,
current clinical practice strongly relies on the normative categories provided by the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). Although categorization into discrete mental disorders may be helpful in clinical practice to communicate and to reach treatment decisions, this procedure may be supplemented with a
patient-tailored approach via the introduction of diary studies focusing on the level
of symptoms and personalized models of feedback. The acceptance and application
of such individualized assessment and feedback methods is intrinsically linked to
computer science. Applying diary methods on a large scale is undesirable or even
impossible without the use of information and communication technology (ICT),
and for such methods to become mainstream and accepted in clinical practice, the
use of automated analyses is inevitable. Our platforms for EMA studies, the use
of Physiqual, and our implementations of Automated Impulse Response Analysis
(AIRA) and the Online SuperLearner (OSL) could aid the implementation of such
automation in practice. As such, these implementations could serve as a basis for
future research.
We envision that automated analysis techniques, in particular those based on
machine learning, can become a major asset in medicine, especially in precision and
personalized medicine. On the one hand, machine learning could serve for the development of person-tailored decision support systems using parameters derived
from empirical data, and provide insight into the probable effects that treatments
will have for the individual patient.
On the other hand, machine learning could serve as an early warning system in
which it would be used to analyze real-time and high dimensional data related to
symptoms, strengths and context of individual patients, and automatically provide
feedback whenever help is needed. This does not necessarily mean that it is used
for preventive medical care; it might also serve as a self-management tool for people
that prefer to self-monitor their health.
To conclude, we explored methods and applications that could aid psychopathology research and improve the general well-being. We designed and implemented several platforms that aim to increase personalization in psychopathology
research. And we did this all with a single goal: to move away from the non-existent
average individual.
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A.1 HowNutsAreTheDutch
Table A.1: Modules, instruments, and contents of the cross-sectional study of HowNutsAreTheDutch.
Module

Instrument

Description

Items

Response range

Reference

Start

N/A

8

N/A

N/A

Living situation
(sociodemography)

N/A

17

N/A

N/A

Affect / Mood

Positive And
Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS)
Quick Inventory
of Depressive
Symptoms (QIDS)

Gender, birth year, postal code area, relationship status,
number of children, education level, and occupational
situation.
Country of origin (also for both parents), family income, living arrangement, family members, pets, religion, time spent on television/internet/sports, length
and weight, and hand preference.
PANAS Flemish version, assesses 10 positive and 10
negative emotions over the past week. mood over the
past week and is sensitive to subthreshold symptoms.
The QIDS assesses and classifies Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) major depression with 9 domains, sad mood, concentration, selfcriticism, suicidal ideation, interest, energy/fatigue,
sleep, change in appetite/weight, psychomotor, over
the past week.
The DASS measures mood over the past week and is
sensitive to subthreshold symptoms.

20

1 to 5

Peeters et al. (1996); Raes et
al. (2010)

16

0 to 3

A. Rush et al. (2003);
A. J. Rush et al. (2006)

42

0 to 3

De Beurs, van Dyck, Marquenie, Lange, and Blonk
(2001); Lovibond and Lovibond (1995)
Continued on next page.

Depression
Anxiety Stress
Scales (DASS)

200

Table A.1 – continued from previous page.
Instrument

Description

Items

Response range

Reference

Wellbeing

Manchester Short
Assessment of
quality of life
(MANSA)
Happiness index

The MANSA measures quality of life on multiple domains, with 12 items for a sum score, and 4 additional
yes/no items.

16

1 to 7

Priebe, Huxley, Knight, and
Evans (1999); Priebe et al.
(2010)

The Happiness index assesses the degree to which one
judges the quality of one’s life in a single item: Do you
feel happy in general?
The SPF - IL measures the five universal primary goals
affection, behavioral confirmation, status, comfort, and
stimulation, which, according to SPF theory, underlay
individual wellbeing.

1

0 to 10

15

0 to 3

Abdel-Khalek
(2006);
Fordyce (1988); Veenhoven
(1994)
Nieboer,
Lindenberg,
Boomsma, and Bruggen
(2005)

The Ryff scales of psychological wellbeing measure selfacceptance, positive relations with others, autonomy,
environmental mastery, purpose in life, and personal
growth.
The NEO - FFI -3 personality inventory assesses the Big
Five personality domains Neuroticism, Extraversion,
Openness to experience, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness with 60 items. This instrument was extended
with 36 neuroticism items from the NeuroticismExtraversion-Openness Peronality Inventory updated
and revised version (NEO - PI -3) to derive all facet traits
for the neuroticism domain.
The Dark Triad assesses tendencies towards Narcissism, Machiavellianism, and Psychopathy.

39

1 to 6

Van Dierendonck (2004)

96

1 to 5

De Fruyt and Hoekstra
(2014)

12

1 to 9

Doing, Feeling, Thinking assesses tendencies towards
the behavioural styles Doing (practically-oriented),
Feeling (relationoriented), and Thinking (content-logicoriented).
The PHQ -15 is a screening and diagnostic tool to assess
somatic symptoms associated with mental health disorders.

9

1 to 3

Klimstra, Sijtsema, Henrichs, and Cima (2014);
Paulhus and Williams
(2002)
De Klerk, van Yperen,
Postma,
and
Kamsma
(2003)

15

1 to 3

Social Production
Functions for the
Level of
well-being
(SPF - IL)
Ryff scales

Personality

NeuroticismExtraversionOpenness
Five-Factor
Inventory
updated and
revised version
(NEO - FFI -3)
Dark Triad

Doing, Feeling,
Thinking

Somatic
symptoms

Patient Health
Questionnaire 15
item version
(PHQ -15)

Kroenke,
Spitzer,
Williams (2002)

and

Continued on next page.
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Module

Instrument

Description

Items

Response range

Reference

Rosmalen Somatic
items scale (RoSi)

A composite of five items from the Symptom Checklist
(SCL) somatic scale and eight 13 items derived from an
expert committee supervised by J. Rosmalen.
The Whiteley index measures tendencies towards
hypochondria.

13

0 to 2

Arrindell and Ettema (1986)

14

0 to 1

The CAPE measures positive and negative symptoms of
psychosis with 42 items. We only selected the 34 items
about psychotic symptoms and skipped the depression
items.

34

0 to 3

Speckens,
Spinhoven,
Sloekers, Bolk, and van
Hemert (1996)
Konings, Bak, Hanssen,
van Os, and Krabbendam
(2006)

The HSQ assesses affiliative, self-enhancing, aggressive,
and self- defeating humour styles.

32

1 to 7

The LOT- R assesses dispositional optimism (and pessimism).

10

0 to 4

The EQ questionnaire measures both affective empathy
via shared emotions and cognitive empathy or theory
of mind.
The CTQ - SF is a retrospective self-report questionnaire
designed to assess five dimensions of childhood maltreatment: physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual
abuse, physical neglect, and emotional neglect.

40

0 to 2

Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright (2004)

28

1 to 5

Thombs,
Lobbestael,
(2009)

We selected 11 items measuring inductive reasoning
and 24 items measuring 3 D rotation abilities from the
ICAR cognitive item pool.

35

1 to 6, 1 to 8

Condon and Revelle (2014)

The evaluation questionnaire was designed to evaluate
the HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND) website, the crosssectional questionnaire modules, the feedback upon
completed modules, and the impact of participation.

7

1 to 10

N/A

Whiteley index

Psychotic
experiences

Humour

Optimism

Empathy

Childhood
adversity

Intelligence

Evaluation

Community
Assessment of
Psychic
Experiences
(CAPE)
Humour Styles
Questionnaire
(HSQ)
Life Orientation
Test-Revised
(LOT- R)
Empathy
Quotient (EQ)
Childhood
Trauma
QuestionnaireShort Form
(CTQ - SF)
International
Cognitive Ability
Resource Base
(ICAR)
N/A
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Module

Martin,
Puhlik-Doris,
Larsen, Gray, and Weir
(2003)
Glaesmer et al. (2012)

Bernstein,
and Arntz

201

202

Table A.2: Items of the HND diary study.
Dutch

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

1

How are you doing right now?

‘Very bad’ to ‘Very good’

0 to 100

Did you sleep since the last measurement?
Did you sleep well?
Did you sleep long enough?
I feel relaxed
I feel gloomy

(1) No, (2) Yes

1 to 2

3
4
5
6

Hoe gaat het op dit moment met
u?
Heeft u sinds het vorige meetmoment geslapen?
Heeft u goed geslapen?
Heeft u lang genoeg geslapen?
Ik voel me ontspannen
Ik voel me somber

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very well’
‘Too short’ to ‘Too long’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Ik voel me energiek
Ik voel me angstig
Ik voel me enthousiast
Ik voel me onrustig
Ik voel me tevreden
Ik voel me prikkelbaar
Ik voel me kalm
Ik voel me lusteloos

I feel energetic
I feel anxious
I feel enthusiastic
I feel nervous
I feel content
I feel irritable
I feel calm
I feel dull

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

15
16

Ik voel me opgewekt
Ik voel me moe

I feel cheerful
I feel tired

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100

17
18
19
20

Ik ervaar lichamelijk ongemak
Ik voel me gewaardeerd
Ik voel me eenzaam
Ik heb het gevoel tekort te schieten
Ik voel me zelfverzekerd
Ik pieker veel
Ik ben snel afgeleid

I experience physical discomfort
I feel valued
I feel lonely
I feel I fall short

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

Moment-to-moment quality of life
Sleep (check boxes). If yes,
go to 3 and 4.
Quality of sleep
Duration of sleep
Positive affect Deactivation
Negative affect Deactivation
Positive affect Activation
Negative affect Activation
Positive affect Activation
Negative affect Activation
Positive affect Deactivation
Negative affect Activation
Positive affect Deactivation
Negative affect Deactivation
Positive affect Activation
Negative affect Deactivation
Somatic symptoms
Self-esteem
Loneliness
Worthlessness

I feel confident
I worry a lot
I am easily distracted

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

I feel my life is worth living

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

I am unbalanced
I am in the here and now
My appetite is

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Much smaller than usual’ to ‘Much
larger than usual’

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

2

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Ik vind mijn leven de moeite
waard
Ik ben van slag
Ik leef in het hier en nu
Mijn eetlust is

Self-esteem
Worrying
Concentration / Mindfulness
Worthlessness / Suicidal
ideation
Stress reactivity
Mindfulness
Appetite
Continued on next page.
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Q

Dutch

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

28

Hoe druk heb ik het?

How busy am I?

1 to 5

Time pressure

29

Waar was ik het afgelopen
dagdeel de meeste tijd?

Where have I spent most of my
time since the last measurement?

1 to 9

Location (check boxes;
only one location could be
checked)

30

Wat deed ik het afgelopen
dagdeel de meeste tijd?

How did I spend most of my time
since the last measurement?

1 to 13

Activities (check boxes;
only one activity could be
checked)

31

Ik ervoer deze activiteit overwegend als
Is er het afgelopen dagdeel iets
bijzonders gebeurd?

I experienced this activity mainly
as
Did something special happen
since the last measurement?

(1) Much too busy, (2) Pleasantly
busy, (3) Neutral, (4) Pleasantly
quiet, (5) Much too quiet
(1) At home, (2) At work / school,
(3) With family / friends, (4) On the
way, (5) Vacation home / hotel /
camping, (6) Hospital / health facility, (7)Restaurant / beanery, (8) In
nature, (9) Somewhere else
(1) Resting / sleeping, (2) Household
/ groceries, (3) Working / studying /
volunteering, (4) Exercising / walking / cycling, (5) Yoga / meditation
/ sauna visit etc., (6) Reading, (7)
Hobby (e.g., gardening, making music), (8) Trip (e.g., leisure park, concert), (9) Watching tv, (10) Websurfing / gaming / social media, (11)
Conversing, (12) Something intimate
(e.g., cuddling, sex), (13) Something
else / all kinds of things
‘Very unpleasant’, via ‘Neutral’, to
‘Very pleasant’
(1) No, nothing, (2) Yes, something
positive, (3) Yes, something neutral,
(4) Yes, something negative

0 to 100

Appraisal of activity

1 to 4

33

Waar had dit mee te maken?

This was related to

1 to 7

34

Ik was het afgelopen dagdeel
grotendeels

Most of the time since the last
measurement I was

(1) Myself, (2) Home situation /
close family / significant others,
(3) Friends/ other family/ acquaintances, (4) Work / school, (5) Society
/ news, (6) Public space / strangers,
(7) Other
(1) Alone, (2) In company

Special event (check boxes;
only one box could be
checked). If nothing, jump
to 34, otherwise 33.
Context of special event
(check boxes; only one box
could be checked).

32

1 to 2

203

Social company (check
boxes; only one box could
be checked). If alone, go to
35, followed by 38. If in
company, go to 36 and 37.
Continued on next page.
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Q

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

35

Ik was liever in gezelschap geweest
Ik zou liever alleen zijn geweest

I would rather have been with
others
I would rather have been alone

‘No, preferably not’ to ‘Yes, certainly’

0 to 100

Appraisal of being alone

‘No, preferably not’ to ‘Yes, certainly’

0 to 100

Ik vond dit gezelschap overwegend
Ik heb in het afgelopen dagdeel
gelachen
Ik heb in het afgelopen dagdeel
iets voor iemand kunnen betekenen
Ik ben het afgelopen dagdeel
buiten geweest
Hoe lichamelijk actief was ik het
afgelopen dagdeel?
Ik deed dingen ‘op de automatische piloot’, zonder me bewust te
zijn van wat ik deed
Mijn eigen belangrijke factor

I found my company predominantly
Since the last measurement I had
a laugh
Since the last measurement I was
able to make a difference

‘Very unpleasant’, via ‘Neutral’, to
‘Very pleasant’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100

Appraisal of social company
Appraisal of social company
Laughing

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Making a difference

Since the last measurement I
have been outside
Since the last measurement I was
physically active
I did jobs or tasks automatically
without being aware of what I
was doing
My personal important factor

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Being outside

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Physical activity

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Mindfulness

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Personal item

36
37
38
39

40
41
42

43
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Neuroticism

This bar shows your score relative to the maximum score of
the questionnaire:
Low

High

Conscientiousness

This bar shows your score relative to the scores of the other
participants of the HowNutsAreTheDutch project:
Low

Extraversion

Kindness

Openness

High
HowNutsAreTheDutch

(a) Bar chart showing a comparison between the
participant and the population.

Your score

(b) Spider chart showing a comparison betweew
the participant and the population.

Figure A.1: Examples of provided feedback on cross-sectional modules in HowNutsAreTheDutch.

Something else
Housework
Watching TV
Web surfing
Resting/sleeping
Yoga/meditation
Chatting with someone
Working/studying
Reading
Sports/walking
Hobby
Something intimate
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Pleasantness of activity

(a) Negative affect in the personal results of the
diary study.

(b) The pleasantness of activities in the personal
results of the diary study.

Figure A.2: Examples of provided feedback on cross-sectional modules in HowNutsAreTheDutch.
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Table A.3: Population proportions and post-stratification weight factors Strata.
Dutch Population
Strata

Age

Gender

Educationa

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

18 to 25

Men

Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Low
Middle
High
Total

Women

25 to 35

Men

Women

35 to 45

Men

Women

45 to 55

Men

Women

55 to 65

Men

Women

ě65

Men

Women

n (ˆ1 000)
531
407
75
455
416
108
169
442
383
128
395
468
222
483
403
201
504
409
306
531
406
336
562
334
297
425
340
440
380
238
276
298
208
470
241
104
12 391

Percentage
4.285
3.284
0.605
3.672
3.357
0.871
1.364
3.567
3.091
1.033
3.188
3.777
1.792
3.898
3.252
1.622
4.067
3.301
2.469
4.285
3.277
2.712
4.536
2.696
2.397
3.429
2.744
3.551
3.067
1.921
2.227
2.405
1.679
3.793
1.945
0.839
100

HowNutsAreTheDutch
nb

Percentage

Raw Weight Factorc

Truncated Weightd

22
94
197
24
300
651
35
119
462
37
186
1 303
47
153
486
49
204
1 069
68
168
688
93
334
1 549
60
190
894
136
296
1 248
46
98
412
69
92
310
12 189

0.180
0.279
1.616
0.197
2.461
5.341
0.287
0.976
3.790
0.304
1.526
10.690
0.386
1.255
3.987
0.402
1.673
8.770
0.558
1.378
5.644
0.763
2.740
12.708
0.490
1.559
7.334
1.116
2.428
10.238
0.377
0.804
3.381
0.566
0.755
2.543
100

23.743
4.261
0.375
18.655
1.364
0.163
4.751
3.655
2.090
0.353
4.648
3.106
0.816
4.036
2.431
0.376
4.428
3.110
4.428
3.110
0.581
3.555
1.656
0.212
4.871
2.201
0.374
3.184
1.263
0.188
5.904
2.992
0.497
6.703
2.578
0.330

7.000

7.000

Note: Population scores were derived from the Dutch Governmental Agency for Statistics; Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek
(CBS).
a

Highest level of achieved education: Low refers to elementary school and vocational training (VMBO); Middle refers to the
first three years of preparatory middle-level applied education (MBO) and higher general education (HAVO / VWO); High
refers to higher education (HBO) and university degree.
b
The total sample of HND participants in this table is 12 189 because 314 participants (2.5 %) did not provide their education
level correctly.
c
N Nase
H
Post-stratification weights were calculated with formula Wase “ N
¨N
, in which Wase refers to the weighting factor
Hase
ND
for persons in HND with age a, sex s, and education level e (Bijl et al., 1998). N Nase refers to the number of persons in the
Netherlands with age a, sex s, and education level e, whereas N Hase refers to the number of persons in HND with age a,
sex s, and education level e. N H refers to the total number of respondents in HND while N N refers to the total population
in the Netherlands.
d
We truncated the highest post-stratification weights at 7 (or twice the average weight of 3.44), which reduced the weights
for the two low educated youngest strata (strata 1 and 4).
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Table A.4: Questionnaire completion percentage of HowNutsAreTheDutch.

Module
Start
Living situation
(socio-demography)
Affect / Mood

Instrument

PANAS
QIDS
DASS

Wellbeing

Personality

Somatic symptoms

Psychotic experiences
Humor
Optimism
Empathy
Childhood adversity
Intelligence
Evaluation

MANSA

Happiness index
SPF - IL
Ryff scales
NEO - FFI -3
Dark Triad
Doing, Feeling,
Thinking
PHQ -15
RoSi
Whiteley Index
CAPE
HSQ
LOT- R
EQ
CTQ - SF
ICAR

Evaluation

n

Percentage

12 190
5 568

97.5
44.5

8 032
8 003
7 972
10 181
10 152
10 137
10 033
4 334
878
850

64.2
64.0
63.8
81.4
81.2
81.1
80.2
34.7
7.0
6.8

3 357
3 358
3 354
2 911
3 078
2 680
2 836
788
37
3 093

26.8
26.9
26.8
23.3
24.6
21.4
22.7
6.3
0.2
24.7

Note: The column percentage contains the percentage of our sample of
n “ 12 503 who filled out this specific questionnaire.
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Table A.5: HowNutsAreTheDutch differences between male and female.

Participants

Age
Education
PANAS positive affect ( PA )
PANAS negative affect ( NA )
QIDS depression
DASS depression
DASS anxiety
DASS stress
MANSA quality of life
Happiness
SPF - IL
Ryff total
Ryff self-acceptance
Ryff positive social relations
Ryff autonomy
Ryff environmental mastery
Ryff purpose in life
Ryff personal growth

Mean

Mean

Difference

Women

Men

Women

SD

Men

SD

Diff.

T-test

Df a

P-value

95 % C I

d

7 950
7 950
5 416
5 416
5 401
5 381
5 381
5 381
6 650
6 633
6 625
6 576
6 576
6 576
6 576
6 576
6 576
6 576

4 239
4 239
2 611
2 611
2 602
2 589
2 589
2 589
3 531
3 519
3 506
3 457
3 457
3 457
3 457
3 457
3 457
3 457

43.70
6.93
33.92
20.16
6.24
6.91
3.92
9.15
62.03
6.93
24.75
165.92
24.75
26.35
32.36
25.42
24.93
32.11

14.34
1.18
6.87
7.23
4.62
7.82
5.13
7.09
8.31
1.55
5.67
26.14
5.53
5.83
6.49
5.19
5.34
4.32

48.25
6.84
34.66
18.78
5.30
6.42
3.03
7.55
62.25
6.95
25.66
167.91
25.29
25.11
35.17
26.09
24.89
31.35

14.67
1.31
6.83
6.94
4.51
7.80
4.48
6.59
9.11
1.70
6.14
27.34
5.69
5.93
5.96
5.40
5.66
4.78

´4.55
0.10
´0.74
1.38
´0.94
0.49
0.89
1.60
´0.22
´0.02
´0.90
´1.99
´0.54
1.24
´2.81
´0.67
0.04
0.76

´16.55
4.10
´4.54
8.25
´8.67
2.64
7.93
9.89
1.21
´0.58
7.23
´3.52
´4.59
10.05
´21.77
´6.02
0.35
7.77

12 187
7 915
8 025
5 345
5 255
7 968
5 766
5 455
6 653
6 619
6 666
6 755
6 844
10 031
7 563
10 031
6 784
6 443

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.011
0.001
0.001
0.235
0.591
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.723
0.001

´5.10 to ´3.97
0.05 to 0.14
´1.06 to ´0.45
1.06 to 1.72
´1.16 to ´0.71
0.15 to 0.84
0.68 to 1.10
1.30 to 1.90
´0.13 to 0.57
´0.09 to 0.05
0.68 to 1.13
´3.09 to ´0.85
´0.79 to ´0.31
0.98 to 1.50
´3.07 to ´2.55
´0.90 to ´0.45
´0.20 to 0.29
0.57 to 0.94

0.31
0.07
0.11
0.19
0.21
0.06
0.18
0.23
0.03
0.01
0.15
0.08
0.10
0.21
0.44
0.13
0.01
0.17

Note: Men is reference category. All tests were bootstrapped (k “ 1 000).
a

The degrees of freedom (df ) for the t-tests differ between (i) analyses in which equal variances could be assumed (df “ pN1 ` N2 q ´ 2) and (ii) analyses in which the
assumption of homogeneity of variances for both genders was violated (df “ N1 ´ 1, in which N1 refers to the smallest group), according to Levene test (p-value ă 0.05.)

Table A.6: Descriptive statistics of predictor and outcome variables among the 629 diary participants.

Socio-demographics
Affect
Mood

Well-being
Personality

No. diary assessments
Age
Education
Positive affect
Negative affect
Depression
Anxiety
Stress
Ryff
Happiness
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness

n

Min-max

Mean

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

629
629
589
459
459
459
459
459
529
532
356
356
356
356
356

0 to 90
18 to 75
2 to 8
10 to 48
10 to 40
0 to 42
0 to 35
0 to 40
87 to 228
1 to 10
12 to 57
19 to 60
25 to 58
25 to 57
24 to 57

44.9
40.2
7.1
33.7
20.3
7.4
4.1
9.1
163.0
6.7
34.7
38.9
44.3
44.2
43.3

31.8
13.3
1.1
6.8
7.0
8.0
5.1
6.9
27.2
1.6
9.3
6.8
6.5
5.4
6.1

´0.65
0.23
´1.65
´0.63
0.84
1.58
2.16
0.99
´0.40
´1.01
´0.10
´0.17
´0.27
´0.20
´0.52

´1.10
´1.03
2.80˚
0.16
0.05
2.26
6.05˚
0.92
´0.41
1.14
´0.59
0.20
´0.34
0.00
0.40

Note: Of the 629 participants 517 were women (82.2 %, mean age “ 39, standard deviation (SD) “ 13) and 112 men
(17.8 %, mean age “ 49, SD “ 13). The skewness and kurtosis scores above z ą 1.96 are significant at p-value ă 0.05,
from z ą 2.58 at p-value ă 0.01, and from z ą 3.29 at p-value ă 0.001 (all values significant from p-value ă 0.01 are
marked with an asterisk).

Age
Women, n (%)
Education
Positive affect
Negative affect
Depression
Anxiety
Stress
Ryff wellbeing
Happiness
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness

Diary n

Non-diary n

Mean diary (SD)

Mean non-diary (SD)

K Sc

T-test

629

11 874

9.78

711

0.001

5.35

11 600
7 568
7 568
7 511
7 511
7 511
9 504
9 620
3 978
3 978
3 978
3 978
3 978

45.6 (14.7)
7632 (64.3)a
6.9 (1.2)
34.2 (6.9)
19.7 (7.2)
6.7 (7.8)
3.6 (4.9)
8.6 (7.0)
166.8 (26.5)
6.9 (1.6)
32.4 (9.4)
38.4 (7.2)
44.0 (6.2)
43.0 (5.5)
43.7 (6.3)

0.001

589
459
459
459
459
459
529
532
356
356
356
356
356

40.2 (13.3)
517 (82.2)a
7.1 (1.1)
33.7 (6.8)
20.3 (7.0)
7.4 (8.0)
4.1 (5.1)
9.1 (6.9)
163.0 (27.2)
6.7 (1.6)
34.7 (9.3)
38.9 (6.8)
44.3 (6.5)
44.2 (5.4)
43.3 (6.1)

0.001
0.458
0.212
0.059
0.053
0.222
0.002
0.006
0.001
0.240
0.383
0.020
0.821

´5.67
1.49
´1.71
´1.71
´1.90
´1.61
3.23
3.28
´4.47
´1.27
´0.70
´4.07
1.25

669
8 025
8 025
7 968
7 968
7 968
10 031
10 150
4 332
4 332
4 332
4 332
4 332

0.001
0.125
0.079
0.104
0.070
0.110
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.193
0.519
0.001
0.201

´0.26
0.49
´0.59
´0.64
´0.45
´0.54
3.83
0.23
´2.34
´0.50
´0.24
´1.23
0.43

Df

P-value

Mean diff.

95 % C I

Diary

Cohen’s db

4.06 to 6.60

Ó
Ó
Ò

0.40
0.28
0.24
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.14
0.15
0.25
0.07
0.04
0.23
0.07

´0.34 to ´0.17
´0.14 to 1.14
´1.29 to 0.04
´1.49 to 0.13
´0.97 to 0.04
´1.20 to 0.13
1.66 to 6.20
0.09 to 0.37
´3.22 to ´1.35
´1.30 to 0.31
´0.92 to 0.47
´1.88 to ´0.61
´0.19 to 1.06

Ó
Ó
Ò

Ò
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Table A.7: Differences between diary participants (n ď 629) versus those who did not participate (n ď 11 874).

Note: Diary is reference. Gender 0 “ women.
a
b
c

We used a χ2 to test for gender differences, bootstrapped k “ 1000, which showed that diary participants were more often women (χ2 “ 84.51, p-value ă .001, d “ 0.28).
1 `n2 q
?
.
Cohen’s d for independent samples t-test can be derived as ?tpn
df ¨ n1 ¨n2
K S stands for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic.
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A.2 Leefplezier
Table A.8: Modules, instruments, and contents of the cross-sectional study of Leefplezier.
Instrument

Description

Items

Response range

Reference

Feelings

Happiness
index

The Happiness index assesses the degree to which one judges
the quality of one’s life in a single item: Do you feel happy in
general?
PANAS Flemish version, assesses 10 positive and 10 negative
emotions over the past week. mood over the past week and is
sensitive to subthreshold symptoms.
Marital status, family members, social network, contentness with
leisure activities, living arrangement, work, use of assistance /
care, activities, level of independence, chronical conditions, medication use, financial situation, religion / connectedness
The Ryff scales of psychological wellbeing measure self- acceptance, positive relations with others, autonomy, environmental
mastery, purpose in life, and personal growth.
The DASS measures mood over the past week and is sensitive to
subthreshold symptoms.

1

0 to 100

20

0 to 100

Abdel-Khalek
(2006);
Fordyce (1988); Veenhoven (1994)
Raes et al. (2010); Watson
et al. (1988)

41

N/A

N/A

39

1 to 6

Van Dierendonck (2004)

42

0 to 3

The NEO - FFI -3 personality inventory assesses the Big Five personality domains Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness to experience, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness with 60 items.

60

1 to 5

De Beurs et al. (2001);
Lovibond and Lovibond
(1995)
De Fruyt and Hoekstra
(2014)

PANAS

Personal life
(sociodemography)

N/A

Emotional
well-being

Ryff
scales

Affect / mood

DASS

Personality

NEO - FFI -3

Table A.9: Items of the Leefplezier diary study.
Module

Q

Dutch

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

General

1

Hoe gaat het op dit moment
met u?
Ik voel me ontspannen
Ik voel me somber
Ik voel me energiek
Ik voel me angstig
Ik voel me onrustig

How are you doing right
now?
I feel relaxed
I feel gloomy
I feel energetic
I feel anxious
I feel nervous

‘Very bad’ to ‘Very good’

0 to 100

Moment-to-moment quality of life

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

Positive affect Deactivation
Negative affect Deactivation
Positive affect Activation
Negative affect Activation
Negative affect Activation
Continued on next page.

2
3
4
5
6
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Module

Sleep

Dutch

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Ik voel me tevreden
Ik voel me prikkelbaar
Ik voel me kalm
Ik voel me lusteloos
Ik voel me opgewekt
Ik voel me moe
Ik voel me gelukkig
Wat deed ik het afgelopen
dagdeel de meeste tijd?

I feel content
I feel irritable
I feel calm
I feel dull
I feel cheerful
I feel tired
I feel happy
How did I spend most of my
time since the last measurement?

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
1 to 13

Positive affect Deactivation
Negative affect Activation
Positive affect Deactivation
Negative affect Deactivation
Positive affect Activation
Negative affect Deactivation
Happiness
Activities (check boxes; only one
activity could be checked)

15

Ik ervoer deze activiteit
overwegend als
Heeft u sinds het vorige
meetmoment geslapen?
Heeft u goed geslapen?
Heeft u lang genoeg geslapen?
Ik ben snel en makkelijk in
slaap gevallen
Ik heb vannacht slaapmedicatie gebruikt
In het afgelopen dagdeel. . .
Was ik lichamelijk actief

I experienced this activity
mainly as
Did you sleep since the last
measurement?
Did you sleep well?
Did you sleep long enough?

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
(1) Resting / sleeping, (2)
Household / groceries,
(3) Working / studying /
volunteering, (4) Exercising
/ walking / cycling, (5)
Yoga / meditation / sauna
visit etc., (6) Reading, (7)
Hobby (e.g., gardening,
making music), (8) Trip
(e.g., leisure park, concert),
(9) Watching tv, (10) Websurfing / gaming / social
media, (11) Conversing,
(12) Something intimate
(e.g., cuddling, sex), (13)
Something else / all kinds
of things
‘Very unpleasant’ to ‘Very
pleasant’
(1) No, (2) Yes

0 to 100

Appraisal of activity

1 to 2

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very well’
‘Too short’ to ‘Too long’

0 to 100
0 to 100

Sleep (check boxes). If yes, go to
Sleep questions 2 to 5
Quality of sleep
Duration of sleep

I fell asleep easily

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Ease of falling asleep

I used sleep medication last
night
Since the last measurement. . . I was physically
active

(1) No, (2) Yes

1 to 2

Use of sleep medication

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Physical activity

1
2
3
4
5

Activity

1

Continued on next page.
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Table A.9 – continued from previous page.
Module

Dutch

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

2

Ervoer ik mijn lichamelijke
activiteit overwegend als
Was ik tevreden over hoe
ik mijn inspanning heb uitgevoerd
Was ik tijdens het bewegen
/ sporten overwegend
In het afgelopen dagdeel. . .
Ervoer ik lichamelijk ongemak (hoofdpijn, diarree,
zware benen, etc.)
Lette ik erg op pijntjes in
mijn lichaam
Maakte ik mij zorgen om
mijn gezondheid
Heb ik lichamelijk contact
gehad (intimiteit / knuffel
met persoon of huisdier)
Heb ik gezond gegeten
(zowel voedingswaarde /
hoeveelheid)
Heb
ik
voldoende
gedronken (ą 1.5 liter
per dag, alcoholvrij)
In het afgelopen dagdeel. . .
Gingen er veel negatieve
gedachten door mijn hoofd
Gingen er veel positieve
gedachten door mijn hoofd
Was ik veel en snel afgeleid

I experienced this physical
activity mainly as
I was content about how I
performed my activity

‘Very unpleasant’ to ‘Very
pleasant’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Appraisal of physical activity

0 to 100

Appraisal of performing the physical activity

I was during the activity
mostly
Since the last measurement. . . I experienced physical discomfort (headaches,
diarrhea, heavy legs, etc.)
I was paying attention to little pains in my body
I was worried about my
health
I had physical interaction
(intimacy / hugging a person or pet)
I ate enough (both nutritional value and quantity)

(1) Alone, (2) In company

1 to 2

Social company

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Physical discomfort

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Being aware of physical discomfort
Health anxiety

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Physical contact

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Food consumption

I drank enough (ą 1.5 liters
a day, non-alcoholic)

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Liquid consumption

Since the last measurement. . .
many negative
thoughs passed my mind
Many positive thoughs
passed my mind
I was often and easily distracted
I was ruminating a lot
I had a laugh
I felt challenged (mentally)

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Negative thoughs

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Positive thoughs

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Distraction

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

Rumination
Laughing
Mental challenges

3

4
Body

1

2
3
4

5

6

Mind

1

2
3
4
5
6

Piekerde ik veel
Heb ik gelachen
Voelde ik me geestelijk
uitgedaagd

Continued on next page.
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Table A.9 – continued from previous page.
Module

Q

Dutch

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

Social

1

Ik was het afgelopen
dagdeel grotendeels

Most of the time since the
last measurement I was

(1) Alone, (2) In company

1 to 2

2

Ik was liever in gezelschap
geweest
Ik zou liever alleen zijn geweest
Ik vond dit gezelschap
overwegend
Ik voel me eenzaam
Ik voel me gewaardeerd
Anderen vragen veel van
mij
Ik heb gesproken over zaken die er voor mij toe doen
Ik heb in het afgelopen
dagdeel iets voor iemand
kunnen betekenen
Hoe rustig / druk heb ik
het?
Ik ervaar deze rust / drukte
als
Ik heb genoten van mijn
bezigheden
Ik ben het afgelopen
dagdeel buiten geweest
Is er het afgelopen dagdeel
iets bijzonders gebeurd?

I would rather have been
with others
I would rather have been
alone
I found my company predominantly
I feel lonely
I feel valued
Others are asking a lot of me

‘No, preferably not’ to ‘Yes,
certainly’
‘No, preferably not’ to ‘Yes,
certainly’
‘Very unpleasant’,
via
‘Neutral’, to ‘Very pleasant’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Social company (check boxes;
only one box could be checked).
If alone, go to Social 2, followed
by social 5. If in company, go to 3
to 5.
Appraisal of being alone

0 to 100

Appraisal of social company

0 to 100

Appraisal of social company

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

Loneliness
Self-esteem
Experiencing excessive demand

I talked about things that
matter to me
Since the last measurement
I was able to make a difference
How pieceful / busy am I?

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Talking about subjects one cares
about
Making a difference

‘Very pieceful’ to ‘Very
busy’
‘Very unpleasant’ to ‘Very
pleasant’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Time pressure

Range

Appraisal of piecefulness / busyness

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Being outside

(1) No, nothing, (2) Yes,
something positive, (3) Yes,
something neutral, (4) Yes,
something negative

1 to 4

Special event (check boxes; only
one box could be checked). If
nothing, jump to environment 7,
otherwise environment 6.
Continued on next page.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Environment 1
2
3
4
5

I experienced this piecefulness / busyness as
I enjoyed my activities
Since the last measurement I
have been outside
Did something special happen since the last measurement?
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Table A.9 – continued from previous page.
Module

0 to 100
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Dutch

6

Waar had
maken?

7

Waar was ik het afgelopen
dagdeel de meeste tijd?

Where have I spent most of
my time since the last measurement?

1

In het afgelopen dagdeel. . .
Leefde ik in het hier en nu

2

Accepteerde ik de dingen
zoals ze zijn
Was ik mild voor mezelf als
dingen fout liepen
Kon ik genieten van kleine
dingen
Accepteerde ik mijzelf zoals
ik ben
Heb ik een momentje voor
mijzelf genomen
In het afgelopen dagdeel. . .
Had ik grip op mijn omgeving
Voelde ik mij zelfverzekerd
Voelde ik mij verbonden
Voelde ik mij geïnspireerd
Heb ik tijd besteed aan dingen die voor mij van belang
zijn

Since the last measurement. . . I lived in the here
and now
I accepted things the way
they are
I was mild to myself whenever things went wrong
I enjoyed the small things in
life
I accepted myself the way I
am
I took some time for myself

3
4
5
6
Meaning /
connectedness

1

2
3
4
5

dit

mee

te

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

This was related to

(1) Myself, (2) Home situation / close family / significant others, (3) Friends
/ other family / acquaintances, (4) Work / school,
(5) Society / news, (6) Public space / strangers, (7)
Other
(1) At home, (2) At work
/ school, (3) With family
/ friends, (4) On the way,
(5) Vacation home / hotel
/ camping, (6) Hospital /
health facility, (7) Restaurant / beanery, (8) In nature, (9) Somewhere else
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

1 to 7

Context of special event (check
boxes; only one box could be
checked).

1 to 9

Location (check boxes; only one
location could be checked)

0 to 100

Experiencing the here and now

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Acceptance

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Approval

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Appraisal of small things in life

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Self-acceptence

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Taking time for oneself

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Control

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100
0 to 100

Confidence
Connectedness
Inspiration
Spending time on things that matter

Since the last measurement. . . I was in control of
my environment
I felt confident
I felt connected
I felt inspired
I spent time on things that
matter to me

Continued on next page.
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Table A.9 – continued from previous page.
Module

General

Q

Dutch

Translation

Response range

Range

Description

6
7

Heb ik mij verwonderd
Had ik het gevoel dat mijn
leven betekenis heeft
Persoonlijke vraag

I was amazed
I had he feeling my life had
a purpose
My personal factor

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’
‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100
0 to 100

Astonishment
Purpose

‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’

0 to 100

Personal item

16

A.2. Leefplezier
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Table A.10: Questionnaire completion percentage of Leefplezier.

Module

Instrument

Feelings

Happiness index
PANAS

Personal life (socio-demography)
Emotional well-being
Affect / mood
Personality

N/A
Ryff scales
DASS
NEO - FFI -3

n

Percentage

949
949
880
819
788
749

94.33
94.33
87.48
81.41
78.33
74.45

Note: The column percentage contains the percentage of our sample of n “ 1 006 who
filled out this specific questionnaire. Data exported on August 15, 2017.

Appendix B

Automated Impulse Response Analysis —
Supplement

B.1

Impulse response calculation

Automated Impulse Response Analysis (AIRA) first converts vector autoregression
(VAR) models into the vector moving average (VMA) representation of the model.
Algorithm B.1 shows the pseudo code for determining the VMA coefficients. In this
(and the other) examples, m denotes the number of variables in the model and p the
number of lags. The R version of AIRA uses the vars package to calculate these models (Pfaff, 2008). The JavaScript version of AIRA uses an implementation specially
crafted for the present work. This JavaScript implementation for calculating the
VMA models and running the impulse response function ( IRF) analysis is described
in this appendix.
Firstly, the VAR coefficient matrix (of size mˆmp) in the VAR model is partitioned
in separate matrices based on the lag, generating p matrices of size m ˆ m, as shown
in Lines 4 to 8 of Algorithm B.1. This allows for reusing them when determining the
VMA coefficients. Secondly, AIRA performs the transformation from VAR coefficients
(the B matrices in the VAR equation) to the VMA coefficients (the C coefficient matrix
in VMA representation), as shown in Lines 9 to 17. Note that only the first k rows of
C are converted, that is, the specified horizon.
The δ function used in this algorithm checks whether a coefficient matrix is available for the provided lag (i.e., a model with two lags has two coefficient matrices,
one for each lag). This function is created as
#
m ˆ m zero matrix if j ě B.length
δpB, jq “
(B.1)
Bj
otherwise.
The algorithm for the VMA coefficients is based on the work of Brandt and Williams
(2007) and on the work of Lütkepohl (2005).
After AIRA has calculated the vector moving average model, it performs the IRF
analysis. Algorithm B.2 lists the pseudo code used for running this analysis. The algorithm starts by defining an output matrix in Line 2. In the case of orthogonalized
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Algorithm B.1 Finds the VMA coefficients of the VAR model.
1: function C ALCULATE VMA(var_coef, p, k)
arguments var_coef is the coefficient matrix from the VAR model (of size
m ˆ mp), p is the number of lags, and k is the number of steps to forecast (the
horizon).
2:
B Ð empty list of size p
3:
C Ð matrix of all zeroes of size pk ˆ kq
Ź the VMA coefficient matrix
4:
for l Ð 1, l ď p do
5:
x Ð m ¨ pl ´ 1q ` 1
6:
Bl Ð var_coefp1...mq,px...x`m´1q Ź B is a list of matrices, each matrix
being the coefficients for a different lag
7:
l Ðl`1
8:
end for
9:
C1,1 Ð δpB, 1q
10:
for i Ð 2, i ď k do
11:
for j Ð 1, j ă i do
ři´j
12:
Ci,j Ð δpB, jq ¨ p x“1 Ci´j,x q
13:
j Ðj`1
14:
end for
15:
Ci,i Ð δpB, iq
16:
iÐi`1
17:
end for
18:
return C
19: end function

IRF ,

the identity matrix used in Line 3 (Im ) should be replaced by the contemporaneous coefficient matrix. Orthogonalized IRF is currently only supported in the
R version of AIRA. The actual impulse responses are defined in Lines 4 to 11. The
shocks are multiplied with each of the VMA coefficients to determine the response
and are calculated for each moment on the horizon.

B.2

Time complexity

Algorithm B.1 describes the conversion of VAR coefficients to VMA coefficients. In
order to determine these VMA coefficients, the algorithm iterates over k (the used
horizon). In each iteration, the algorithm retrieves all previously created VMA coefficients k times. This is done for all entries and therefore bounded by k. Each of the
entries retrieved requires a matrix summation for each m ˆ m matrix. Finally, this

B.2. Time complexity
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Algorithm B.2 Algorithm for calculating the IRF from shocks in ~s, for k steps in the
future.
1: function C ALCULATE IRF(~
s, C, k)
arguments ~s vector of length m containing the shocks, C are the VMA coefficients as returned by Algorithm B.1, and k is the number of steps (horizon) to
forecast.
2:
Y Ð empty matrix of size pk ˆ mq
3:
Y1 “ Im ¨ ~s
4:
for t Ð 2, t ď k do
5:
Yt Ð r01 , . . . , 0m sT
6:
for i Ð 1, i ă t do
7:
Yt Ð Yt ` pCt´1,i ¨ ~sq
8:
iÐi`1
9:
end for
10:
tÐt`1
11:
end for
12:
return Y T
13: end function
summed matrix is multiplied by another m ˆ m matrix. The total time-complexity
therefore has an upper bound of Opk 2 m3 ` k 3 m2 q.
The time complexity of the IRF calculation as shown in Algorithm B.2 depends
on the horizon and the number of variables in the model. The algorithm iterates
over the horizon (k steps). For each step on the horizon, it determines an effect at
most k times, where each effect calculation is a matrix-vector multiplication of at
most m ˆ m steps (the size of matrix Ct´1,i ). Finally, each element of the resulting
m ˆ 1 vector is added to the Yt vector. The total upper bound of the calculation of
the IRF is therefore Opk 2 m2 q.

Appendix C

Machine Learning for Precision Medicine — Supplement

Table C.1: All questionnaire questions used in the feature selection module.
Feature / questiona

Response rangeb

1
2
3

Gender of respondent
Age at baseline
Respondent sampling frame first

4
5
6

Respondent sampling frame second
Interviewed by researchers from
What is the highest level of education that you
completed (i.e. received a diploma)?

7
8
9

Education level attained (years)
Level of education
Birthcountry of respondent

(1) male, (2) female
Discrete value, ě 0
(1) Primary care, (2) Specialized mental health care, (3) Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study (NEMESIS), (4) Ariadne
(1) Primary care, (2) Specialized mental health care, (3) general population
(1) Amsterdam, (2) Leiden, (3) Groningen
(1) No diploma or several years of primary education, (2) Elementary education, (3) VSO (proceeded special education), (4) General intermediate
/ lower vocational education: VBO / LBO (household-, craft-, technical
school, of in company training), MBO-short, (5) Modern apprenticeship,
ULO , (6) General secondary education: MAVO , MULO , VMBO, (7) Intermediate vocational education: MBO-long, or in company training on MBO level
8. Higher secondary education: HAVO, VWO, Gymnasium, HBS, MMS, (9)
Higher vocational education: HBO or in company training on Hbo-level,
(10) College / University education, (11) Different, (12) Don’t know, (13)
Not applicable
Discrete value, ě 0
(0) Not clear (see Question 6), (1) Basic, (2) Intermediate, (3) high
(1) The Netherlands, (2) Other European country, (3) Morocco, (4) Turkey,
(5) Suriname, (6) Dutch Antilles, (7) Indonisia, (8) Other non-European
country.
Discrete value, ě 0
(1) Dutch, (2) Turkish, (3) Moroccan, (4) Surinamese, (5) Antillean /
Aruban (6) Indonesian, (7) Other.
Continued on next page.

Q

10
11

Number of different nationalities
First nationality of the respondent
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page.
Q

Feature / question

Response range
(0) No, (1) Yes
Discrete value, ě 0

14

Respondent: North-european ancesty?
Poly drugs use: number of different drugs
used
Sum Score

15

Medical advise

16
17
18
19

Positive affect
Negative affect
Somatization
Total score of Mood Disorder Questionnaire
(MDQ) items 1 to 13
Total distress score
Severity score
During the past week, did you suffer from
feeling down or depressed?
During the past week, did you suffer from
worry?
During the past week, did you suffer from disturbed sleep?
During the past week, did you suffer from a
lack of energy?
During the past week, did you feel tense?
During the past week, did you feel easily irritated?
During the past week, did you feel that you
just can’t do anything anymore?
During the past week, did you feel that you
can no longer take any interest in the people
and things around you?
During the past week, did you feel that you
can’t cope anymore?
During the past week, did you feel that you
can’t face it anymore?
During the past week, did you no longer feel
like doing anything?
During the past week, did you have difficulty
in thinking clearly?

12
13

23c
24c
c

25

26c
27c
28c
29c

30c
31c
32c
c

33

Discrete value, ě 0
(0) No, (1) Moderately increased, (3) Severely increased
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.

(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
Continued on next page.
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20c
21c
22c

(0) Respondent does not drink, (8) hazardous drinking, (13) alcohol dependence likely (women), (15) alcohol dependence likely (men)
(0) No advice, (1) Simpe advice on reduction, (2) Brief counseling and
monitoring, (3) Further diagnostic evaluation
Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0

Table C.1 – continued from previous page.
Q

Feature / question

Response range
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.

41

During the past week, did you have difficulty
in getting to sleep?
During the past week, did you easily become
emotional?
During the past week, did you ever have fleeting images of any upsetting event(s) that you
have experienced?
During the past week, did you ever have to
do your best to put aside thoughts about any
upsetting event(s)?
Somatization 5 point sum score
Somatization trychotomization of itemsscors
for clinical purposes
Dichotomization based on thrychotomization
variable ě 11
Falling Asleep

42

Sleep During the Night

43

Waking Up Too Early

44

Sleeping Too Much

45

Feeling Sad

46

Feeling Irritable

34c
35c
c

36

37c

38
39
40

(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.
(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.

(1) No, (2) Sometimes, (3) Regularly, (4) Often, (5) Very often or constantly.

Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0
(0) No somatization, (1) Somatization
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(1) I never take longer than 30 minutes to fall asleep, (2) I take at least 30
minutes to fall asleep, less than half the time, (3) I take at least 30 minutes
to fall asleep, more than half the time, (4) I take more than 60 minutes to
fall asleep, more than half the time.
(1) I do not wake up at night, (2) I have a restless, light sleep with a few
brief awakenings each night, (3) I wake up at least once a night, but I go
back to sleep easily, (4) I awaken more than once a night and stay awake
for 20 minutes or more, more than half the time.
(1) Most of the time, I awaken no more than 30 minutes before I need to
get up, (2) More than half the time, I awaken more than 30 minutes before
I need to get up, (3) I almost always awaken at least one hour or so before
I need to, but I go back to sleep eventually, (4) I awaken at least one hour
before I need to, and can’t go back to sleep.
(1) I sleep no longer than 7 to 8 hours/night, without napping during the
day, (2) I sleep no longer than 10 hours in a 24-hour period including naps,
(3) I sleep no longer than 12 hours in a 24-hour period including naps, (4)
I sleep longer than 12 hours in a 24-hour period including naps.
(1) I do not feel sad, (2) I feel sad less than half the time, (3) I feel sad more
than half the time, (4) I feel sad nearly all of the time.
(1) I do not feel irritable, (2) I feel irritable less than half the time, (3) I feel
irritable more than half the time, (4) I feel extremely irritable nearly all of
the time.
Continued on next page.

Response range

47

Feeling Anxious or Tense

48

Response of Your Mood to Good or Desired
Events

49

The Quality of Your Mood

50

Change in Appetite

51

Weightchange (Within the Last Two Weeks)

52

Concentration/Decision Making

53

View of Myself

(1) I do not feel anxious or tense, (2) I feel anxious (tense) less than half the
time, (3) I feel anxious (tense) more than half the time, (4) I feel extremely
anxious (tense) nearly all of the time.
(1) My mood brightens to a normal level which lasts for several hours
when good events occur, (2) My mood brightens but I do not feel like my
normal self when good events occur, (3) My mood brightens only somewhat to a rather limited range of desired events, (4) My mood does not
brighten at all, even when very good or desired events occur in my life.
(1) The mood (internal feelings) that I experience is very much a normal
mood, (2) My mood is sad, but this sadness is pretty much like the sad
mood I would feel if someone close to me died or left, (3) My mood is sad,
but this sadness has a rather different quality to it than the sadness I would
feel if someone close to, (4) My mood is sad, but this sadness is different
from the type of sadness associated with grief or loss.
(1) There is no change from my usual appetite, (2) I eat somewhat less
often or lesser amounts of food than usual, (3) I eat much less than usual
and only with personal effort, (4) I rarely eat within a 24-hour period, and
only with extreme personal effort or when others persuade me to eat, (5) I
feel a need to eat more frequently than usual, (6) I regularly eat more often
and/or greater amounts of food than usual, (7) I feel driven to overeat
both at mealtime and between meals.
(1) I have not had a change in my weight, (2) I feel as if I’ve had a slight
weight loss, (3) I have lost 3 pounds or more, (4) I have lost 5 pounds
or more, (5) I feel as if I’ve had a slight weight gain, (6) I have gained 3
pounds or more, (7) I have gained 5 pounds or more.
(1) There is no change in my usual capacity to concentrate or make decisions, (2) I occasionally feel indecisive or find that my attention wanders,
(3) Most of the time, I struggle to focus my attention or to make decisions,
(4) I cannot concentrate well enough to read or cannot make even minor
decisions.
(1) I see myself as equally worthwhile and deserving as other people, (2) I
am more self-blaming than usual, (3) I largely believe that I cause problems
for others, (4) I think almost constantly about major and minor defects in
myself.
Continued on next page.
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Q

Table C.1 – continued from previous page.
Q

Feature / question

Response range

54

View of My Future

55

Thoughts of Death or Suicide

56

General Interest

57

Energy Level

58

Capacity for Pleasure or Enjoyment (excluding sex)

59

Interest in Sex (Please Rate Interest, not Activity)

60

Feeling slowed down

61

Feeling restless

(1) I have an optimistic view of my future, (2) I am occasionally pessimistic
about my future, but for the most part I believe things will get better, (3)
I’m pretty certain that my immediate future (2 to 3 months) does not hold
much promise of good things for me, (4) I see no hope of anything good
happening to me anytime in the future.
(1) I do not think of suicide or death, (2) I feel that life is empty or wonder
if it’s worth living, (3) I think of suicide or death several times a week for
several minutes, (4) I think of suicide or death several times a day in some
detail, or I have made specific plans for suicide or have actual.
(1) There is no change from usual in how interested I am in other people
or activities, (2) I notice that I am less interested in people or activities, (3)
I find I have interest in only one or two of my formerly pursued activities,
(4) I have virtually no interest in formerly pursued activities.
(1) There is no change in my usual level of energy, (2) I get tired more easily
than usual, (3) I have to make a big effort to start or finish my usual daily
activities (for example, shopping, homework, cooking or go, (4) I really
cannot carry out most of my usual daily activities because I just don’t have
the energy.
(1) I enjoy pleasurable activities just as much as usual, (2) I do not feel
my usual sense of enjoyment from pleasurable activities, (3) I rarely get a
feeling of pleasure from any activity, (4) I am unable to get any pleasure or
enjoyment from anything.
(1) I’m just as interested in sex as usual, (2) My interest in sex is somewhat
less than usual or I do not get the same pleasure from sex as I used to,
(3) I have little desire for or rarely derive pleasure from sex, (4) I have
absolutely no interest in or derive no pleasure from sex.
(1) I think, speak, and move at my usual rate of speed, (2) I find that my
thinking is slowed down or my voice sounds dull or flat, (3) It takes me
several seconds to respond to most questions and I’m sure my thinking
is slowed, (4) I am often unable to respond to questions without extreme
effort.
(1) I do not feel restless, (2) I’m often fidgety, wring my hands, or need
to shift how I am sitting, (3) I have impulses to move about and am quite
restless, (4) At times, I am unable to stay seated and need to pace around.
Continued on next page.
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Response range

62

Aches and pains

63

Other bodily symptoms

64

Panic / Phobic symptoms

65

Constipation / diarrhea

66

Interpersonal Sensitivity

67

Leaden Paralysis / Physical Energy

68

Total scale score

(1) I don’t have any feeling of heaviness in my arms or legs and don’t have
any aches or pains, (2) Sometimes I get headaches or pains in my stomach,
back or joints but these pains are only sometime present and they don’t
stop me from doing what I need to do, (3) I have these sorts of pains most
of the time, (4) These pains are so bad they force me to stop what I am
doing.
(1) I don’t have any of these symptoms: heart pounding fast, blurred vision, sweating, hot and cold flashes, chest pain, hea, (2) I have some of
these symptoms but they are mild and are present only sometimes, (3) I
have several of these symptoms and they bother me quite a bit, (4) I have
several of these symptoms and when they occur I have to stop doing whatever I am doing.
(1) I have no spells of panic or specific fears (phobia) (such as animals
or heights), (2) I have mild panic episodes or fears that do not usually
change my behavior or stop me from functioning, (3) I have significant
panic episodes or fears that force me to change my behavior but do not
stop me from functioning, (4) I have panic episodes at least once a week
or severe fears that stop me from carrying on my daily activities.
(1) There is no change in my usual bowel habits, (2) I have intermittent
constipation or diarrhea which is mild, (3) I have diarrhea or constipation
most of the time but it does not interfere with my day-to-day functioning, (4) I have constipation or diarrhea for which I take medicine or which
interferes with my day-to-day activities.
(1) I have not felt easily rejected, slighted, criticized or hurt by others at all,
(2) I have occasionally felt rejected, slighted, criticized or hurt by others,
(3) I have often felt rejected, slighted, criticized or hurt by others, but these
feelings have had only slight effects on m, (4) I have often felt rejected,
slighted, criticized or hurt by others and these feelings have impaired my
relationships and.
(1) I have not experienced the physical sensation of feeling weighted down
and without physical energy, (2) I have occasionally experienced periods
of feeling physically weighted down and without physical energy, but
without a n, (3) I feel physically weighted down (without physical energy) more than half the time, (4) I feel physically weighted down (without physical energy) most of the time, several hours per day, several days
per week.
Discrete value, ě 0
Continued on next page.
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page.
Q

Feature / question

Response range

69

Severity categorisation - Kabacoff

70
71
72
73
74
75

Somatic scale score
Subjective scale score
Neuroticisme - total score
Neuroticism - negative affect
Neuroticism - self reproach
Neuroticism - anxiety alternative rationally
derived decomposition of neuroticism domain
Neuroticism - depression alternative rationally derived decomposition of neuroticism
domain
Neuroticism - selfreproach alternative rationally derived decomposition of neuroticism
domain
Extraversion - total score
Extraversion - positive affect
Extraversion - sociability
Extraversion - activity
Openness - total score
Openness - aesthetic interest
Openness - intellectual interest
Openness - unconventionality
Agreeableness - total score
Agreeableness - nonantagonastic orientation
Agreeableness - prosocial orientation
Conscientiousness - total score
Conscientiousness - orderliness
Conscientiousness - goal striving
Conscientiousness - dependability
Number of chronic disease
Number of chronic diseases under treatment
Minor depression - past month
Major Depression - past month
Major Depression - past six months
Major Depression - past year
Major Depression - in lifetime
Dysthymia - past month

(0) Normal (0 to 9), (1) mild (10 to 18), (2) Moderate (18 to 29), (3) Severe
(ą 29)
Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0
Discrete value, ě 0

76

77

Discrete value, ě 0

Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
Discrete value, ě
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Continued on next page.
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78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Discrete value, ě 0

Feature / question

Response range

101
102
103
104

Dysthymia - past six months
Dysthymia - past year
Dysthymia - in lifetime
Number of current depression diagnoses (past
six months)
Lifetime depression diagnoses present
Categories for lifetime depression diagnoses

(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
Discrete value, ě 0

105
106

128

Social Fobia - past month
Social Fobia - past six months
Social Fobia - past year
Social Fobia - in lifetime
Panic with agorafobia - past month
Panic with agorafobia - past six months
Panic with agorafobia - past year
Panic with agorafobia - in lifetime
Panic without agorafobia - past month
Panic without agorafobia - past six months
Panic without agorafobia - past year
Panic without agorafobia - in lifetime
Agorafobia - past month
Agorafobia - past six months
Agorafobia - past year
Agorafobia - in lifetime
G AD - past month
G AD - past six months
G AD - past year
G AD - in lifetime
Number of current anxiety diagnoses (past 6
months)
Lifetime anxiety diagnoses present

(0) No lifetime diagnosis, (1) Lifetime diagnosis

Note:
a
We used a combination of raw questionnaire items and computed, derived variables, such as sum scores and average scores.
b
The original questions and answers were in Dutch. In this table we only show the translations.
c
Translations used from the Four-Dimensional Symptom Questionnaire (4 DSQ).
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107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

(0) No lifetime diagnosis, (1) Lifetime diagnosis
(0) No lifetime dysthymia and no lifetime MDD, (1) Lifetime dysthymia,
no lifetime MDD, (2) Lifetime MDD, no dysthymia, (3) Both lifetime MDD
and lifetime dysthymia
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
(0) No, (1) Yes
Discrete value, ě 0
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Appendix D

Online Super Learner — Supplement

D.1

The questionnaire items

The ten questions of the Positive And Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) query the
level of feeling (i) interested, (ii) excited, (iii) strong, (iv) enthusiastic, (v) proud, (vi)
alert, (vii) inspired, (viii) determined, (ix) attentive, and (x) active. We weight each
variable equally and average them in order to have a scalar measure for positive
affect (range 0 to 100, where 0 is no positive affect and 100 is the maximum level
of positive affect). In order to determine which activity has the greatest influence
on positive affect, we intervene on the activity a person carried out during the previous measurement period. We determine the most influential activity of the past
measurement period using the question: ‘How did I spend most of my time since
the last measurement?’. This categorical question can take one of the following thirteen categories: (0) something else / all kinds of things, (i) resting / sleeping, (ii)
household / groceries, (iii) working / studying / volunteering, (iv) exercising /
walking / cycling, (v) yoga / meditation / sauna visit etc., (vi) reading, (vii) hobby
(e.g., gardening, making music), (viii) trip (e.g., leisure park, concert), (ix) watching television, (x) web surfing / gaming / social media, (xi) conversing, and (xii)
something intimate (e.g., cuddling, sex). Other measured questions in the ecological momentary assessment (EMA) study are combined with general demographical
data and are included as covariates.

D.2

Relevant source code

We translated the mathematical procedures as described in Chapter 8 into a proofof-concept R-package1 . Some vital parts of this code have been transformed and are
described in the following subsections.
1 Source

available at http://github.com/frbl/onlinesuperlearner.
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The conditional density estimation algorithm

In Algorithm D.1 we provide a high-level overview of the conditional density estimation algorithm and the steps it takes to estimate these densities. The algorithm
is initiated with three arguments: (i) the number of bins used for the discretization
(one number of bins for each random variable), (ii) the observations that need to be
discretized, and (iii) the particular machine learning algorithm used to perform the
estimation. Note that the Online SuperLearner (OSL) calls this procedure for each
candidate learners. The algorithm proceeds as follows. First it defines an empty list
in which each of the estimators will be stored once fitted on the data (Line 2). Then,
in Lines 3 to 11, the algorithm fits a conditional density for each of the random variables provided. To do so, it first grabs all data of a certain random variable from
ON , and divides it over the number of lrv bins (the number of bins specified for the
random variable rv) using the S PLIT I NTO B INS function (Line 4). This function determines the distribution of a random variable, and divides the data according to a
splitting strategy over all bins (e.g., find the min and max, and divide equally over
all bins). After this step, Orv,l contains l subsets of the data, in which each entry is
a random variable in combination with the relevant covariates. Then, the algorithm
trains an estimator for each of these lrv bins (Lines 6 to 9). We train lrv copies of Φ,
where each estimator is trained to predict the probability of being in a certain bin
given an instance of a random variable and its covariates. Finally, we store these
estimators (Line 10) and return the list of estimators per random variable (Line 12).

D.2.2

Conditional density sampling

An important procedure used for OSL and online one-step estimator (OOS) is sampling from the conditional densities of each of the random variables. The algorithm
for sampling from these densities is provided in Algorithm D.2. The algorithm starts
(after initialization on Line 2) with predicting the probability of the block ON ptq being in each of the bins 1 ď l ă lrv (Lines 3 to 7). For this prediction it uses the current
block2 and its relevant history Zptq (Line 4). Note that this pseudo code internally
takes care of ensuring enough historical observations are available for this relevant
history. After the algorithm found the probability for the specific bin i, it will sample
a value from a binomial distribution given the predicted probability (Line 5). The
values for each bin (after sampling from the binomial distribution) are summed,
yielding the final bin the value is expected to be in (Line 6). After the prediction
classifies the block to belong to b, it will start the procedure to sample a value from
that specific bin (Lines 8 to 14).
2 Note that the block might be incomplete. However, it always contains enough information to sample
the next random variable.
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Algorithm D.1 The density estimation algorithm.
Input: l is a vector with the number of bins for each random variable (indexed by
the name of the random variable), ON is the observation to be discretized, and
Φ is a learner.
Output: a list of l estimators for each random variable P tW, A, Y u, one for each bin.
1: function D ENSITY E STIMATION (l, O N , Φ)
2:
E Ð list of dimension equal to the number of random variables for which
the conditional densities should be fitted.
3:
for rv P tW, A, Y u do
4:
Orv,l Ð S PLIT I NTO B INS(ON ,rv, lrv )
5:
φl Ð empty list of dimension lrv
6:
for i Ð 1, i ď lrv do
7:
φl,i Ð T RAIN(Φ, Orv,lrv ,i )
8:
iÐi`1
9:
end for
10:
Erv Ð φl
11:
end for
12: return E
13: end function

The sampling procedure is as follows. In the regular case, that is when the
length of b is finite, the algorithm samples from a uniform distribution over the
bin (Line 13). Otherwise, the algorithm samples a value from an exponential distribution, and either subtracts this sampled value from the left-hand side of the bin
located to its right (if we are in the first bin, Line 9), or adds this sampled value to
the right-hand side of the bin to its left (if we are in the last bin, Line 11). By sampling from the exponential distribution we make sure that the values found stay
close to the tails of the distribution, but are also still continuous. Finally, we return
the sampled value on Line 15.

D.2.3

Monte-Carlo sampling algorithm

In this section we describe the Monte-Carlo sampling algorithm used to approximate our target parameter. The algorithm is listed in Algorithm D.3. After initialization the yτ,a˚ on Line 2, the Monte-Carlo sampling procedure starts by sampling
a large number of B values from the conditional densities found using OSL. We initialize each of these B iterations using the first available block in Lines 4 to 6 (i.e., a
block that has enough history for the summary measures). Then, sequentially, we
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Algorithm D.2 The sampling step in the density estimation algorithm.
Input: lrv is the number of bins, φl is a list of estimators trained for each bin for
a specific random variable (one entry from E as retrieved from D ENSITY E STI MATION ), and O N ptq is one block from observation O N for which the outcome
needs to be found, Zptq the relevant history for this block, and ι is the start of
the interval for each bin (on the extremes, it is ´8 and 8).
Output: a value P̂ from the conditional distribution.
1: function C ONDITIONAL S AMPLING (lrv , φl , O N ptq, Zptq, ι)
2:
bÐ1
3:
for i Ð 1, i ď lrv do
4:
p Ð φl,i pON ptq, Zptqq
5:
b Ð b ` px „ B INOMIALppqq
6:
iÐi`1
7:
end for
8:
if b “ 1 then
9:
P̂ Ð ιb`1 ´ px „ E XPONENTIALp1qq
10:
else if b “ lrv then
11:
P̂ Ð ιb ` px „ E XPONENTIALp1qq
12:
else
13:
P̂ Ð px „ Upιb , ιb`1 qq
14:
end if
15: return P̂
16: end function
sample new data conditional on these summary measures. First we sample wptq
conditionally on cw ptq (Line 8), then conditionally on this newly sampled value and
the available ca ptq, we sample aptq (Line 12). Note that we only sample aptq if s ‰ t
(i.e., the current iteration is not an intervention iteration). If a “ t we set aptq to
a specified activity a˚ (Line 10). Lastly we sample yptq conditionally on the previously sampled wptq and aptq, and the summary measures from cy ptq (Line 14). In
order to have all relevant history available for the next iteration, we generate new
summary measures based on the values sampled in this iteration and the previous
iteration (Line 16). We repeat this procedure until we reach our variable of interest,
ypτ q, where τ “ s ` 1 in the present work. We save this value and repeat the sampling B times (Lines 3 to 22), after we calculate our result; the mean of all outcomes,
B ´1 ˆ yτ,a˚ (Line 23).
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Algorithm D.3 The Monte-Carlo procedure of approximating the target parameter.
Function to approximate the intervention effect at a certain time τ for an intervention a˚ .
Input: q̄w , ḡ, q̄y are the conditional densities of resp. W ptq, Aptq, and Y ptq, τ is the
moment at time at which we want to determine the effect of the intervention,
Op1q is the first block available from which the sampling starts, s is the time at
which we impose an intervention, a˚ is an intervention from A we impose at
t, B is a large number (e.g., 105 ), l is a vector with the number of bins for each
random variable (indexed by the name of the random variable), and ι is the start
of the interval for each bin (on the extremes, it is ´8 and 8)
Output: Monte-Carlo approximation of the expected value of the outcome.
1: function M ONTE C ARLO P ROCEDURE (q̄w , ḡ, q̄y , τ , Op1q, s, a˚ , B, l, ι)
2:
yτ,a˚ Ð 0
3:
for b Ð 1, b ď B do
4:
cw p1q Ð γw,t pW ´ p1qq
5:
ca p1q Ð γa,t pA´ p1qq
6:
cy p1q Ð γy,t pY ´ p1qq
7:
for t Ð 1, t ď τ do
8:
wptq Ð C ONDITIONAL S AMPLINGplw , q̄wptq , H, cw ptq, ιq
Ź Eq̄wptq rwptq | cw ptqs
9:
if s “ t then
10:
aptq “ a˚
11:
else
12:
aptq Ð C ONDITIONAL S AMPLINGpla , ḡaptq , wptq, ca ptq, ιq
Ź Eḡaptq raptq | ca ptq, wptqs
13:
end if
14:
yptq Ð C ONDITIONAL S AMPLINGply , q̄yptq , rwptq, aptqs, cy ptq, ιq
Ź Eq̄yptq ryptq | cy ptq, wptq, aptqs
15:
if pt ` 1q ď τ then
16:
cw pt ` 1q, ca pt ` 1q, cy pt ` 1q Ð
N EXT S UMMARYpwptq, aptq, yptq, cw ptq, ca ptq, cy ptqq
17:
end if
18:
tÐt`1
19:
end for
20:
yτ,a˚ Ð yτ,a˚ ypτ q
21:
bÐb`1
22:
end for
23:
return B ´1 ˆ yτ,a˚
24: end function

Acronyms

df degrees of freedom 69, 205, 209
4 DKL VierDimensionale KlachtenLijst 115, 117
4 DSQ Four-Dimensional Symptom Questionnaire 221
Akaike information criterion 42

AIC

AIRA

Automated Impulse Response Analysis 13, 77, 79–81, 84–90, 92, 94–99, 102,
108, 110, 187–190, 197, 217, 292, 293

application programming interface 50, 59, 172, 175, 179, 183, 195

API

autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity 23

ARCH

ARIMA

autoregressive moving average 23

ARMA
AR

autoregression 22, 23

ATE

average treatment effect 135
area under the curve 85, 86, 123, 125, 127, 191

AUC

AUDIT
BAI

Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test 115

Beck Anxiety Inventory 115

CAPE
CBS

autoregressive integrated moving average 23

Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences 199, 205

Dutch Governmental Agency for Statistics; Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek
61, 62, 67, 205
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Acronyms
Composite International Depression Interview 115

CIDI
CI

confidence interval 69, 85, 96, 163, 205, 209

CMS

content management system 48, 51, 54, 56, 58

CSV

comma separated values 170, 175, 180

CTQ - SF
CV

cross-validation 120, 121, 125, 143, 145, 150, 159, 191, 192, 194, 293
Deletion / Substitution / Addition algorithm 192

D/S/A
D3

Childhood Trauma Questionnaire-Short Form 199, 205

data-driven documents 53
directed acyclic graph 156, 157

DAG
DASS

Depression Anxiety Stress Scales 62, 64, 199, 205, 210, 216

DOM

document object model 89

DSM

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders xi, 4–7, 33, 46, 66, 98,
100, 116, 186, 197, 199, 289, 291

ECG

electrocardiogram 167, 168

EHR

electronic health record 28

EMA

ecological momentary assessment 8, 12, 13, 19–22, 34, 36, 38–43, 47, 70, 73,
77, 79, 80, 88, 99, 110, 132–134, 137, 142, 165–170, 172, 173, 175, 176, 178–183,
187–190, 195, 197, 229

ENN

Edited Nearest Neighbors 123

EQ

Empathy Quotient 199, 205

ESM

experience sampling method 8, 19, 20, 99, 109, 165, 167

FN

false negative 123, 124

FP

false positive 123–125

GAD
GC

generalized anxiety disorder 227

group cumulative 104

HMAC

keyed-hash message authentication code 48, 50

Acronyms
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HND

HowNutsAreTheDutch 11, 12, 34–41, 43, 45–48, 50–54, 56, 59, 61, 62, 66–68,
70–73, 77, 81, 95, 97, 100, 130–132, 134, 160, 162–164, 166, 173, 176, 179, 185,
189, 190, 194, 195, 199, 201, 205, 289

HSQ

Humour Styles Questionnaire 199, 205

HTML

hypertext markup language 54, 170, 175

HTTP

hypertext transfer protocol 50

ICAR

International Cognitive Ability Resource Base 199, 205

ICT

information and communication technology 9, 15, 16, 18, 20, 197, 290

IDS

Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology 38, 115–117

IRF

impulse response function 25, 77, 79–81, 83–85, 88–90, 93–96, 99, 102–104, 106–
108, 187, 188, 217–219, 292
JavaScript object notation 48, 170, 175, 180

JSON

kernel density estimation 174, 177

KDE
KS

Kolmogorov-Smirnov 69, 209

LOT- R

Life Orientation Test-Revised 199, 205

MANSA

Manchester Short Assessment of quality of life 62, 64, 199, 205

MARS

multivariate adaptive regression splines 192

MASQ

Mood and Anxiety Symptom Questionnaire 115, 117

MA

moving average 23

MDD

major depressive disorder 4, 6, 19, 28, 66, 80, 98, 99, 109, 110, 189

MDQ

Mood Disorder Questionnaire 115, 117, 221

MINI

Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview 66

MSSD
NA

mean squared successive difference 42, 70, 71

negative affect 62, 69, 98, 100–104, 106–110, 189, 205
Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study 61, 62, 66, 72, 73,
185, 221

NEMESIS
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Acronyms
Neuroticism-Extraversion-Openness Five-Factor Inventory updated and
revised version 199, 205, 210, 216

NEO - FFI -3

NEO - FFI

Neuroticism-Extraversion-Openness Five-Factor Inventory 115, 117

Neuroticism-Extraversion-Openness Peronality Inventory updated and
revised version 199

NEO - PI -3

NESDA

Nederlandse Studie naar Depressie en Angst 72, 115, 118, 120, 127, 293

NPSEM

nonparametric structural equation model 137, 138

OCD

obsessive compulsive disorder 28

OER

online emotion recognition 167

OIRF

orthogonalized impulse response function 25, 84

OOS

online one-step estimator 13, 154, 156, 158–160, 163, 193, 194, 230, 293

OSL

Online SuperLearner 13, 151, 152, 156, 158–160, 162–164, 193–195, 197, 229–231,
293

PANAS
PA

Positive And Negative Affect Schedule 38, 62, 132, 199, 205, 210, 216, 229

positive affect 62, 69, 98, 100–104, 106–110, 162, 189, 205

PHQ -15

Patient Health Questionnaire 15 item version 199, 205

PTSD

post-traumatic stress disorder 28

QIDS

Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms 38, 66, 100, 103, 107, 108, 199, 205

Quantified Self 21, 165, 195

QS

ranomized controlled trial 28

RCT
REST

representational state transfer 46, 50, 52, 53

ROC

receiver operating characteristic 123, 125

RoSi

Rosmalen Somatic items scale 199, 205

SCL

Symptom Checklist 199

SD

standard deviation 62, 64, 67, 68, 70, 73, 83, 84, 88, 89, 92, 103, 117, 179, 205, 209

SE

standard error 62

Acronyms
SMOTE

Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique 123

SOA

service-oriented architecture 12, 45, 46, 50, 59, 60, 170

SOC

service-oriented computing 45–48, 50, 51, 55, 56, 59

SPF - IL
SPOC

Social Production Functions for the Level of well-being 199, 205
single point of contact 46, 55

SSL

secure socket layer 50

SSO

single sign-on 48, 50, 52

TMLE
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Targeted Minimum Loss Estimation 128

TN

true negative 123, 124

TP

true positive 123–125

VAR

vector autoregression 22, 23, 25, 42, 48, 53, 77–79, 81, 83, 84, 87, 90, 95–97, 101,
102, 176, 178, 181, 187, 188, 217, 218, 290

VAS

visual analogue scale 40

VMA

vector moving average 81, 83, 90, 217, 218

OAuth open authorization 50, 170
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Summary

The importance of the ‘person’ in a ‘person with an illness’ can not be overstated,
a quote originating from Hippocrates as early as 400 BC. The importance of the individual is even more prevalent in fields of medicine in which notions of disease,
illness, and patient are inherently heterogeneous. This heterogeneity suggests that
‘one-size-fits-all’ treatments might not be the way forward, and tailored treatments
need to be devised. A field of medicine in which this holds is the field of psychopathology.
Psychopathology and mental health research currently strongly depend on the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). This DSM brought
standardization to a field that used to be heavily fragmented, and served as a means
to offer a shared clinical language. However, the use of the practical and research
oriented use of the DSM is highly criticized. The currently relatively static and not
scientifically founded DSM could benefit from a more dynamical and higher dimensional world view, underlining the importance of the individual.
In accordance with such dynamical and continuous world view, we propose the
present work. In this work we focus on the personal aspects of psychopathology
and the research thereof. We subdivided this dissertation into two main parts. The
first part comprises the collection of data needed for a more personalized approach
to psychopathology research. We describe the implementation of two large scale emental health research platforms known as HowNutsAreTheDutch (HND) and Leefplezier. These platforms both embrace this novel perspective and were designed to
measure psychopathology both from an intraindividual as well as the more traditional interindividual perspective. We focus on the use of these individualized techniques and describe how they could be applied to a new and more personalized
medicine in the field of e-mental health. Besides this psychological perspective,
we introduce Physiqual, a platform that can be used to augment such psychologi-
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cal data with physiological data as collected using commercially available wearable
sensors. We describe the architecture of these platforms from the perspective of
service-oriented computing and architectures. We perform a case-study in which
we analyze the HND and Leefplezier platforms to propose a general architecture for
future platforms.
Secondly, we investigate the analysis of data collected using these e-mental health
research platforms, and provide two different perspectives and implementations for
analyzing such data. First we approach this from a traditional time series analysis
perspective, in which we model our time series as a linear autoregression model (using a technique known as vector autoregression (VAR)). Later we shift focus towards
a more data-adaptive and semi-parametric machine learning approach. Our main
focus with these approaches is to devise new implementations and combinations
of analysis techniques with the goal to provide individuals with advice tailored to
them. We argue that for a wide adaptation of e-mental health, and highly personalized methods of advice and treatment, information and communication technology
(ICT) and computer science are indispensable.

Samenvatting

Het belang van het individu bij een ‘individu met ziekte’ mag niet onderschat worden, een quote van de bekende Hippocrates van Kos rond 400 jaar voor Christus.
Hoewel deze uitspraak geldt voor patiënten in de algemene gezondheidszorg, is
het belang van het individu nog belangrijker in de specifieke gebieden van de geneeskunde waar een ziekte inherent heterogeen is. Deze heterogeniteit geeft aan dat
een ‘one-size-fits-all’ aanpak waarschijnlijk niet de optimale oplossing is en er juist
een maatwerk behandeling samengesteld moet worden. Een domein waarbij er een
hoge heterogeniteit is tussen- én binnen individuen, is de psychopathologie.
Onderzoek op het gebied van psychopathologie en geestelijke gezondheid is op
dit moment nog sterk afhankelijk van de Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM), een handboek dat een classificatie biedt voor verschillende vormen
van psychopathologie. Deze DSM bracht standaardisatie naar een sterk gefragmenteerd domein en diende als middel om een unificatie te bewerkstelligen door clinici
een gestandaardiseerde taal te bieden. Echter wordt het gebruik van de DSM zowel
op het gebied van onderzoek als in de praktijk heftig bekritiseerd. Op dit moment
is de DSM een vrij statisch, matig wetenschappelijk onderbouwd hulpmiddel en zou
het kunnen profiteren van een meer dynamische en hoger dimensionale blik op de
wereld, waarbij het belang van het individu centraal zou moeten staan.
Het uitgangspunt van dit proefschrift is geschreven vanuit een hoger dimensionaal en dynamisch perspectief waarin het individu centraal staat. Dit proefschrift
focust zich op de persoonlijke aspecten van psychopathologie en het onderzoek
daarnaar. Dit wordt gedaan vanuit twee invalshoeken en derhalve is dit proefschrift
opgedeeld in twee delen. Na een introductie over de huidige staat van (gepersonaliseerd) psychopathologie onderzoek en de verschillende methoden om data hiervan
te analyseren, legt het eerste deel de focus op het verzamelen van data voor het uitvoeren van psychopathologie onderzoek. Hierin wordt de implementatie van twee
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op grote schaal geïmplementeerde e-mental health platforms beschreven, namelijk:
HoeGekIsNL en Leefplezier. Deze platforms streven ernaar om het individu zowel
vanuit een intraindividueel perspectief als vanuit een interindividueel perspectief te
bemeten. Hierbij wordt gefocust op het gebruik van geïndividualiseerde technieken
en wordt beschreven hoe deze toegepast zouden kunnen worden in nieuwe en meer
gepersonaliseerde vormen van geneeskunde op het gebied van e-mental health. Er
wordt eerst ingegaan op de filosofie achter HoeGekIsNL en er wordt beschreven
welke instrumenten er gebruikt zijn om een subset van de algemene Nederlandse
bevolking te bemeten. Daarnaast wordt Leefplezier beschreven, een mobiele applicatie om leefplezier en welbevinden bij ouderen in Nederland in kaart te brengen. Na deze platforms geïntroduceerd te hebben wordt ingaan op de technische
architectuur van beide platforms. Deze architectuur wordt beschreven vanuit het
oogpunt van de service georiënteerde software. Hierbij wordt een case-study uitgevoerd waarin de HoeGekIsNL en Leefplezier platforms geanalyseerd worden. Dit
met het doel om tot een generieke architectuur te komen voor toekomstige e-mental
health platforms. Het laatste hoofdstuk van dit eerste deel richt zich op een aantal
resultaten van de HoeGekIsNL studie. Hierbij wordt beschreven hoe bepaalde kenmerken van de HoeGekIsNL steekproef zich verhouden tot een aantal andere grote
studies op het gebied van psychopathologie.
In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift verschuift de focus van het verzamelen
van data naar het analyseren ervan. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van twee verschillende perspectieven en implementaties. Allereerst wordt een traditionele tijdreeks analyse methode onderzocht, waarin aan de hand van vector autoregressie
modellen de tijdreeks data als een lineair autoregressief systeem wordt gemodelleerd. Uit deze modellen worden een aantal persoonlijke adviezen gegenereerd met
behulp van Automated Impulse Response Analysis (AIRA), waarbij door middel
van impulse response functions (IRFs) het vector autoregressieve model verder wordt
geëxploreerd. Vervolgens verschuift de focus van deze parametrische techniek naar
een meer data adaptieve, semi parametrische machine learning aanpak. De focus
ligt hierbij op nieuwe implementaties en combinaties van machine learning technieken, met het doel individuen van persoonlijke adviezen te voorzien. Hierbij wordt
wederom naar verschillende mogelijkheden gekeken; mogelijkheden waarbij longitudinale data op groepsniveau gebruikt wordt, en mogelijkheden waarbij juist relatief hoge resolutie tijdreeksdata gebruikt wordt. Bij de tijdreeksdata aanpak wordt
in dit proefschrift gebruik gemaakt van de targeted learning methodologie. Met het
tweede deel van dit proefschrift wordt een eerste stap gezet richting een gepersonaliseerde implementatie van e-mental health, waarbij het gebruik van informatie- en
communicatietechnologie en computerwetenschap onmisbaar zijn.
Tenslotte wordt er een blik op de toekomst gericht. Waar de eerdere hoofd-
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stukken voornamelijk gericht zijn op data verzameld met behulp van vragenlijsten,
wordt in Hoofdstuk 9 gekeken naar het gebruik van andere bronnen van data. In
dit hoofdstuk wordt Physiqual geïntroduceerd, een platform dat gebruikt kan worden om psychologische data met fysiologische data aan te vullen. In dit hoofdstuk
wordt eerst de implementatie van Physiqual beschreven en wordt vervolgens een
mogelijke toepassing van Physiqual gedemonstreerd in een case-study.
Het proefschrift wordt afgesloten met een discussie en conclusies van de eerder
genoemde onderdelen. Hierbij worden eerst conclusies getrokken met betrekking
tot de platforms voor het faciliteren van het verzamelen van data over psychopathologie. Er wordt geconcludeerd dat een goed ontworpen en herbruikbare architectuur vaak niet een prioriteit is bij het opzetten van een e-mental health platform.
Mede daarom wordt er een architectuur voorgesteld die als blauwdruk zou kunnen
dienen bij de ontwikkeling van nieuwe e-mental health platforms. Vervolgens worden er conclusies getrokken over hoe deze platforms gebruikt kunnen worden voor
het verzamelen van vragenlijstdata op nationaal (Nederlands) niveau. Er wordt in
de HoeGekIsNL steekproef onderzocht of persoonlijke karakteristieken van significante invloed waren op het afronden van een dagboekstudie, maar dit blijkt niet het
geval te zijn. Wel blijkt dat de HoeGekIsNL steekproef voornamelijk hoogopgeleide
vrouwen bevat, wat de generaliseerbaarheid van de steekproef zou kunnen beïnvloeden. Op dit moment behoort HoeGekIsNL tot de grotere Nederlandse studies
op het gebied van psychopathologie, waarvan de data nog veel nieuwe kennis en
inzichten kan genereren.
Over het tweede deel van dit proefschrift worden met name de conclusies getrokken over het toepassen van verschillende analyse technieken voor een meer gepersonaliseerd onderzoek naar psychopathologie. Aan de hand van twee datasets
wordt getoond hoe AIRA gebruikt kan worden om automatisch adviezen te genereren voor het verhogen van welbevinden. Er wordt geconcludeerd dat AIRA een
eerste stap is voor het automatisch terugkoppelen van adviezen aan de hand van
vector autoregressieve modellen. Vervolgens wordt ingegaan op het gebruik van
machine learning technieken voor het bieden van advies in een klinische setting. In
het eerste machine learning gerelateerde onderzoek wordt geconcludeerd dat voor
de Nederlandse Studie naar Depressie en Angst (NESDA) dataset en het voorspellen van kritieke waarden van depressie op follow-up, het random forest algoritme de
beste voorspellingen doet. Er wordt echter wel de kanttekening gemaakt dat het, zo
mogelijk, altijd het beste is om meerdere algoritmes of combinaties van algoritmes
te testen met behulp van cross-validation (CV) om zo altijd tot het beste resultaat te
komen, ongeacht de dataset of de vraag. Daarna wordt machine learning gebruikt
om de HoeGekIsNL dagboekdata te analyseren en een eerste stap te zetten richting
een gepersonaliseerde, op machine learning en targeted learning gebasseerde me-
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thodiek voor het genereren van psychopathologie advies. Het resultaat van dit onderzoek is een eerste implementatie van een Online SuperLearner (OSL) en een online
one-step estimator (OOS). Hoewel de implementaties van de OSL en de bijbehorende
OOS nog niet optimaal zijn, bieden ze wel een basis voor verdere ontwikkeling, wat
de personalisatie van e-mental health en psychopathologie onderzoek verder vooruit zou kunnen helpen. Dit alles om een ultiem doel te vewezenlijken; afstappen
van het niet bestaande gemiddelde individu.

